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VOORWOORD

FOREWORD

The Proceedings of the Jubilee Congress of
Die Handelinge van die Jubileumkongres van
the Soil Science Society of Southern Africa die Grondkundevereniging van Suidelike Afrika
presents the opportunity to review 25 years of bied die geleemheid om terug te kyk oor 25 jaar
advances and developments in the field of Soil van vordering en ontwikkeling op die gebied van
Science in Southern Africa. It affords the grondkunde in Suidelike Afrika. Dit bied die
opportunity to honour the foundation members geleentheid om hulde te bring aan die stigterslede
and all members that have since unselfishly served en aan alle lede wat sedertdien die Vereniging op
and furthered the aims of the Society. It also
affords the opportunity to look towards the future onbaatsugtige wyse gedien en die doelstellings van
and the challenges it holds. In this spirit the ons Vereniging nagestreef het. Dit bied ook die
Proceedings is dedicated to the present and past geleentheid om die oog te rig op die toekoms en die
members with the trust that we as soil scientists will uitdagings opnuut te aanvaar. In hierdie gesindheid
continue to further the aims of our Society and word die Handelinge aan al sy vorige en huidige
endeavour to promote Soil Science in the interest lede opgedra met die vertroue dat ons as
grondkundiges getrou sal bly aan die nastrewing
of our country and its people.
On behalf of the Council of the Soil Science van die doelstellings van ons Vereniging en ons sal
Society of Southern Africa I wish to express my beywer vir die bevordering van Grondkunde tot
sincere thanks to the Department of Agricultural voordeel van ons land en volk.
Technical Services for publishing the Proceedings,
Namens
die
Raad
van
die
to all those involved with the arrangements for this Grondkundevereniging van Suidelike Afrika word
Congress, and to all who contributed papers. A opregte dank betuig aan die Departement van
special word of thanks to the Editorial Committee, Landbou-tegniese Dienste vir die druk van die
Prof. J. le Roux, Prof. E. Verster and Dr A. Wood Handelinge, die organiserende Komitee van die
for preparing the papers for publication.
Kongres en almal wat bygedra het tot die
suksesvolle verloop van die kongres asook alle
referente. In die besonder word 'n woord van dank
gerig aan die Redaksiekomitee bestaande uit prof.
J. le Roux, prof. E. Verster en dr. A. Wood vir die
redigering en voorbereiding van die referate vir
publikasie.

M.C.F. DU PLESSIS
PRESIDENT

M.C.F. DU PLESSIS
PRESIDENT
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ABSTRACT
PROCEEDINGS OF THE EIGHTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE
SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
The Eighth National Conference of the Soil Science Society of Southern Africa was held in
Pietermaritzburg from 10 to 14 July, 1978, with the theme "Advances in Soil Science in Southern
Africa, 1953-1978".
The theme was chosen to commemorate the silver jubilee of the foundation of the Society. In
Part I of the Proceedings, therefore, a series of invited papers deal with local advances over the past
25 years in the various divisions of Soil Science, viz soil classification and genesis, soil survey and
land use, irrigation management, soil physics, soil chemistry, soil mineralogy, soil fertility and plant
nutrition, soil biology, and soil conservation and land-use planning. In Part II of the Proceedings 18
submitted papers deal with more recent advances in various facets of soil chemistry, soil fertility,
pedology, and soil-water relationships.
Uittreksel
HANDELINGE VAN DIE AGSTE NASIONALE KONFERENSIE VAN DIE
GRONDKUNDEVERENIGING VAN SUIDELIKE AFRIKA
Die Agste Nasionale Konferensie van die Grondkundevereniging van Suidelike Afrika is gehou
te Pietermaritzburg van 10 tot 14 Julie 1978, met as tema "Vordering in Grondkunde in Suidelike
Afrika, 1953-1978".
Die tema herdenk die silwerjubileum van die stigting van die Vereniging. Gevolglik is daar in
Deel I van die Handelinge 'n aantal uitnodigingsreferate wat handel oor vordering oor die afgelope 25
jaar in die verskillende afdelings van Grondkunde, naamlik grondklassifikasie en grondgenese,
grondopname en landgebruik, besproeiingsbestuur, grondfisika, grondskeikunde, grondvrugbaarheid
en plantvoeding, grondmineralogie, grondbiologie, en grondbewaring en landgebruikbeplanning. In
Deel II van die Handelinge is daar 'n verdere 18 ingediende referate wat handel oor meer onlangse
vordering in verskeie fasette van grondskeikunde, grondvrugbaarheid, pedologie, en
grond-waterverwantskappe.
Résumé
COMPTES RENDUS DE LA HUITliME CONFÉRENCE NATIONALE DE LA SOCIÉTÉ
SUD-AFRICAINE DE PEDOLOGIE
Du 10 au 14 juillet 1978 s'est tenue h Pietermaritzburg la huitfeme Conference Nationale de la
Socièt'e sud-africaine de Pedologie, organisée sur Ie thème: "Progr'es des sciences pédologiques en
Afrique australe de 1953 il 1978".
Le théme avait èté choisi pour comm'emorer Ie 25e anniversaire de la fondation de la Société.
Des lors la première partie de ces comptes rendus est compos'ee d'articles sollicitès, traitant des
progr'es locaux accomplis en ces vingt-cinq dernières ann'ees dans les différents domaines de la
pedologie: classification et genese des sols, recensements pédologiques et utilisation de la terre,
conduite de l'irrigation, physique du sol, chimie du sol, mineralogie du sol, fertilité du sol et nutrition
des plantes, biologie du sol, et enfin conservation du sol et planning d'utilisation de la terre. Dans la
2e partie des comptes rendus, 18 articles proposes par leurs auteurs sont consacrés a des progr'es plus
récents qui touchent divers aspects de la chimie, de la fertilité, de la description et du bilan hydrique
des sols.
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OPENINGSREDE/OPENING ADDRESS
W.A. VERBEEK
Sekretaris van Landbou-tegniese Dienste
Secretary for Agricultural Technical Services
Ek voel besonder geëerd dat u my genooi het
om die opening van die agste Kongres var* die
Grondkundevereniging van Suidelike Afrika waar
te neem. Hierdie kongres val saam met die 25ste
bestaansjaar van u Vereniging en ek wil u, alle lede
van die Vereniging, hartlik gelukwens met u
jubileumjaar en die hoop uitspreek dat die
Vereniging steeds lewenskragtig sal bly en dat sy
ledetal steeds sal toeneem.
Ek beskou dit as noodsaakük in 'n dinamiese
gemeenskap soos in Suid-Afrika dat wetenskaplikes
in 'n vereniging saamgesnoer word want beplande
samekoms en besprekings is tot die voordeel van
die lede en hul werk. Dit is vir my nie nodig om uit
te spel hoe 'n belangrike rol grondkundiges speel in
die ontwikkeling van 'n land en veral sy landbou
nie. 'n Vereniging soos hierdie skep die geleentheid
vir die wetenskaplikes van verskillende organisasies
om mekaar beter te leer ken, om gedagtes uit te ruil
en mekaar op die hoogte te hou van hulle
werksaamhede en van die deurlopende toegevoegde
kennis van die betrokke dissipline.
U Vereniging bring nie alleen die
grondkundiges van die Republiek byeen nie, maar
ook dié van die hele Suider-Afrika. Dit is belangrik
want die lande van Suider-Afrika is onderling
afhanklik van mekaar vir ontwikkeling en
ekonomiese welvaart. Ons kan baie van mekaar leer
en byeenkomste van hierdie aard bevorder 'n goeie
gesindheid en samewerking onder mekaar.
Om hierdie rede ondersteun die Departement
van Landbou-tegniese Dienste, vir sover dit
prakties moontlik is, die bywoning deur sy
beamptes van 'n kongres soos hierdie. U het 'n
indrukwekkende program wat 'n wye veld dek en
die tema van die kongres is besonder paslik. 'n
Oorsig van die vordering van grondkunde oor die
afgelope 25 jaar sal van groot waarde wees vir die
beplanning van werksaamhede vorentoe.
Dr R.W. Simonson will deliver the opening
scientific address and his presence here today is
highly appreciated. Thank you very much, Dr
Simonson, for coming to South Africa and sharing
your knowledge with our soil scientists. We hope
you will enjoy your stay in South Africa and that it
will prove profitable also to yourself.
The exponential population growth in the
world causes tremendous problems in practically all
branches of society. It is generally accepted that the
growth of the world population must be limited,
but until this is really accomplished, we should try
to provide the necessary foodstuffs and all other.,
requirements to the growing human populations.
Unfortunately there is already a serious
shortage of food in many countries, and many

peoples' greatest fear is hunger. In fact, the world
food situation has greatly deteriorated over the past
number of years and fewer countries export food or
are self-sufficient.
But it would appear that the poor and
deteriorating- world food situation has not
penetrated to everyone, with the result that it does
not get the necessary attention in world affairs.
In "Working Against Hunger", a publication
of the Ford Foundation, USA (February 1978), the
position is described as follows: "Possibly as many
as one billion of the world's four billion people are
undernourished, and in some countries starvation is
still a frequent visitor. By the end of the century
there will be some six billion men, women and
children to feed; upwards of a third will face
chronic malnutrition if things do not change for the
better."
Today the cereal grasses are man's most
important source of food. Rice, wheat and maize
are the most important foods and together with
other grains like barley, oats, rye, grain sorghum
and millet they supply, directly or indirectly, over
75 % of man's energy and more than 50 % of his
protein. The cereal grasses will probably always be
man's most important food source.
According to geneticist G.W. Burton of
Georgia, USA, most of the world's food is now
produced on 3 % of its surface. Another 2 to 3 % of
the earth's crust could produce cultivated crops, but
only after draining, clearing, levelling, irrigating,
etc. With hectarage limited, only high-yielding
crops can feed tomorrow's hungry billions.
South Africa faces exactly the same problems
as the rest of the world, namely a rapid population
growth and limited agricultural resources. But
South Africa has succeeded in increasing its
agricultural production systematically and the
development of the agricultural industry has kept
pace with the other economic activities in the
country. In fact, the volume of food production
increased more rapidly than the population growth
and the surpluses are exported to earn essential
foreign exchange.
Only six countries are classified as net food
exporters in the world today. South Africa is one
of them. The others are Argentina, Australia,
Canada, Thailand and the United States.
This is a truly remarkable achievement,
particularly in view of the fact that only 3,3 % of
the total available agricultural land has a high
production potential. As is the case throughout the
world, the cultivated land is the major source of
food and increased production will only be
achieved through higher yields per hectare because
2

the possibilities for surface expansion are very
limited in South Africa.
Food is becoming of increasing strategic
importance in the world and it is essential for
South Africa to increase production systematically
in order not to become dependent on other
countries. South Africa is rich in minerals and this
yields large incomes, but if agricultural
development should lag behind, the country will
face serious problems.
Let us learn a lesson from the predicament in
which Nigeria, the sixth biggest OPEC producer,
the richest and the strongest country in Black
Africa, landed. Nigeria was a net food exporter,
but is now an importer. Last year this country with
its more than 80 million inhabitants imported food
to the value of $1 billion.
In the magazine "Modern Africa" of
May/June 1978, it is stated that "Petroleum may
well be the principle villain of Nigeria's present
plight".
The Washington-based International Foods
Policy Research Institute recently stated: "Unless
Nigeria takes drastic steps to apply science and
technology to its agriculture, it is headed for one of
the world's most drastic food shortages within a
decade".
To ensure increased food production in ^outh
Africa, it is equally essential to apply science and
technology in agriculture.
In the first place it is imperative to have a
scientifically based inventory of our agricultural
resources. Few countries have such an inventory
and are knowledgeable about their production
potential.
Over the past twenty years considerable
progress has been made in soil classification and
mapping in southern Africa. Indeed, South Africa
now hopes for the first time to have maps covering
the whole of the Republic at a scale of 1:250 000
supplying information on soils, terrain and climate.
We can expect that agriculture will take a large
step forward by using this soil information, firstly,
by choosing the correct crop for each soil and
climatic zone and, secondly, by managing crop or
grazing production according to the soil it is grown
on.
Soil maps, which are based upon one or other
system, give a geographical frame of reference to
the soils information of a particular region.
Knowledge and information concerning soils find
application in a wide range of activities, stretching
from the use of agricultural land to meaningful
planning of rural and urban environments.
In the USA for instance, it is estimated that
50% of the value of soil maps lies in their
application to town and city planning, 25% in
relation to the infrastructure network and the
remainder (25%) in agricultural planning. This is
in complete contrast to the good old days when soil
maps were used almost exclusively for agricultural
planning purposes.
While soil scientists are concerned mainly
with the evaluation of soil for agricultural
purposes, engineers, architects, regional and town

planners and developers are interested in other
aspects of soil use and employ other evaluation
criteria. Through the years, for example, soil
scientists have concentrated on soil physics in
relation to agriculture while engineers have paid
more attention to soil mechanics. Nevertheless
there is a great field of common interest and there
is undoubtedly a need for closer co-operation
between the various groups.
The quality of soil is of interest to all these
people, agriculturists and non-agriculturists alike.
Soil scientists cannot restrict themselves to
agriculture. They must play a part in the integrated
planning and development of our environment.
They must play a part together with civil engineers,
ecologists and urban and regional planners to make
sure that our environment is utilized to best
advantage. For example, we must make sure that,
where there is a choice, urban sprawl does not take
place at the expense of good agricultural land.
Another sphere in which great progress has
been made, is the sphere of fertilisation. This is
clearly reflected in the great increase in production
per unit of surface for the various commodities.
Just think of the record maize crops. It is true that
climatic conditions were fairly favourable for a
number of years, but the increasing use of
fertilisers, as is proved by the fertiliser sales which
increased from R60 million in 1966/67 to about
R240 million in 1976/77, and which cannot be
ascribed to rising costs alone, also played a major
role.
For example, during 1977 1,5 million tons of
fertiliser mixtures, 182 tons of chemically composed
fertilisers, 575 000 tons of straight nitrogen
fertilisers, 461 000 tons of phosphate and 288 000
tons of potassium fertilisers were sold in the
Republic alone. A total of 2,76 million tons of
fertiliser was sold in 1977 - an increase of 20000
tons since 1975.
But while it can also be accepted that the soil
scientist in his role as fertiliser adviser made a big
contribution, there still remains many unanswered
questions. For example, even today there is no
fool-proof, scientifically based method by which
fertiliser recommendations can be forecast. In
reality this aspect may not be of cardinal
importance, but if the rising cost of fertilisers is
taken into consideration and the threatening energy
crisis is borne in mind, I think there is enough
motivation for the soil scientist to take another
in-depth look into the whole matter of soil fertility
and plant nutrition.
It is generally known that South Africa's
water supplies are limited and it is estimated that
the optimum exploitation of our water supplies will
be reached by the end of the century. An accusing
finger is often pointed at agriculture as the biggest
water consumer for irrigation purposes and at
present about 80% of the available water is used
for irrigation.
But it is expected that as the industrial and
urban development takes place and the upper limit
of optimum available water sources is reached,
agriculture will have a much lower percentage of
3

open-cast mine dumps are still not done in
South Africa. Although these problems are
sometimes not serious, it is nevertheless disturbing
that soil scientists are not involved in studies
concerning the pollution problems. It is towards
the solving of this type of problem that soil
scientists can and must make a significant
contribution.
With the existing knowledge of the soil-water
interactions, there is a tendency to place more
emphasis on the development of mathematical
models for forecast purposes. Over-emphasis of this
approach does, however, hold a certain amount of
danger, namely that the desire to understand what
happens may be rendered subordinate to a fairly
successful forecast model that is sometimes built
haphazardly. There is a need for mathematical
simulation and forecast models, but this must never
supersede in-depth, explanatory research.
If we are to allocate the best forms of
land-use to our soils, we must find out how these
soils behave: what crops can we grow on them,
what yields can we get on them, how should each
one be fertilised for optimum economic yield, how
can we drain them, how can we irrigate them, how
can we eliminate subsoil acidity, which of them can
we use for building earth dams, how suitable are
they as foundation materials, and so on. Looking
at all these aspects in perspective it means that not
only must we identify our soils and map them, but
we must also do research on them to find answers
to all these questions.
Fortunately for us, the soil scientist has today
at his disposal sophisticated research apparatus
which enables him to study in great detail the
exceptionally complex soil-plant-water-atmosphere
system. Fortunately he also has the advantage of
the modern computer which enables him to handle
the greater mass of data today and therefore use it
more efficiently.
The computer has given man the tool for
remaining in control of the information explosion.
One need only think - of the data banks and
mathematical models which enable him not only to
store and retrieve with ease, but also to use the
detail data by means of mathematical models to
make predictions for the solution of practical
problems - especially the dynamic aspects of the
soil-plant system which can be handled effectively
in this way only.
I have attempted to highlight only a few
problems and certain aspects of soil science
research needs which affect agricultural production
in some way or other and which pose a challenge
to the soil scientist.
The role of the soil scientist as an
indispensable member of a team of agricultural
scientists is quite clear and without his input we
will not be able to achieve optimum land-use.
However, the shortage of agricultural scientists and
veterinarians, and particularly soil scientists, is a
matter of grave concern to my Department. At
some of our research institutes, e.g. the Tobacco
Research Institute and the Horticultural Research
Institute, we do not have a single soil scientist at

the water supplies. This in fact means that water
for irrigation purposes will have to be used much
more efficiently. If we accept that irrigation in a
country Hke South Africa must be regarded as a
stabilising factor in agriculture, an urgent in-depth
study into increased efficiency in the use of
irrigation water must be undertaken.
Irrigation of whatever nature takes place via
the soil, and the ground-water interaction inevitably
demands the attention of the soil scientist. It is true
that not only in southern Africa, but also overseas,
special attention was given to moisture movement
and the available moisture in the soil.
These soil physics studies were of necessity
closely linked with soil chemistry, soil physical
chemistry and agrometeorology and led to the
development of mathematical models by which it is
tried to simulate and predict the water movement
and behaviour patterns in the soil and the uptake
of water by the plant in varying climatic and soil
scientific conditions. Such studies are continuing
and hold great promise for the future. There is,
however, one problem and that is the shortage of
trained soil physicists in the Republic of South
Africa.
Another sphere in which soil scientists can
and should play a very important role, has to do
with the pollution problem in its widest sense.
Agriculture is in a position where it is often
accused that it contributes to the pollution
problems of the environment. Examples of this are
the system of intensive stock-feeding pens, the
salinisation or mineralisation of river courses as a
result of excessive and inefficient irrigation and the
so-called contribution of agricultural practices to
the eutrophication on dams, etc.
In all these cases the finger is pointed at
agriculture as the scape-goat that contributes to the
pollution of the environment. The opposite is
probably true, namely that agriculture is more
often at the receiving end of such pollution
situations. Good examples of this are the industrial
effluents, urban sewerage water and even the solid
waste products of the cities which, according to the
urban community, should be carried to agriculture.
These products, especially water of a doubtful,
poor quality, are often used, as a last resort, for
irrigation purposes, with detrimental effect on the
soil if the necessary precautions have not been
taken or prescribed in time.
This type of problem is on the increase. A
recent survey showed that if all the effluent for
which permits have been granted for irrigation
purposes in the RSA is used, it will irrigate an area
of more than 30 000 hectare with water of doubtful
quality. There are also those who estimate that if
the water in the PWV area is not purified for
human consumption arid the feed-back in the
circulation system, there will be enough of this
effluent to irrigate about 90 000 hectare by the end
of the century.
Another example is the gradual but increasing
system of open-cast mining where the infertile,
unproductive subsoil layers are often exposed.
Studies with regard to the rehabilitation of
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AN INTRODUCTORY REVIEW OF ADVANCES IN
SOIL SCIENCE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1953-1978
E.R. ORCHARD'
Professor Emeritus, Department of Soil Science, University of Natal,
Pietermaritzburg 3201
in cool northern countries could not be
transplanted
to
our
conditions
without
modification. The greater intensity of weathering of
soil organic matter and minerals, striking
differences in clay mineral suites, the more
dominant role of sesquioxides and their associated
positive charges in the soils of warmer climates are
a few cases in point. In spite of persistent attempts,
Rhodesian and South African pedologists
reluctantly concluded that imported systems of soil
classification could not be adapted to meet all local
conditions. Not only differences in climate as a
soil-forming factor but also the predominance of
sediments in the north as opposed to more
widespread influence of igneous formations in the
south were partly responsible. Nor was it surprising
to find that methods and criteria used in fertilizer
advisory work based on soil analysis were not
directly applicable without prior investigation,
calibration and modification. It soon became
abundantly clear that future progress would depend
to a great extent on our own research efforts.
Before proceeding to assess progress it is
useful to glance briefly at the pool of available
scientific manpower during the period under
review; on them the future would depend. Since
1953 a total of 173 B.Sc. Agric. candidates offering
Soil Science as major subject have been granted
degrees at the four long established Faculties of
Agriculture. In addition, 99 M.Sc. Agric. and 38
Ph.D and D.Sc. degrees were awarded; also
approximately 40 B.Sc. Agric. (Hons.) degrees
which include a considerable soil science
component. Our youngest department of Soil
Science, at the University of Fort Hare, expects to
produce its first graduand, a lady, at the end of
1978. Since 1970 when the Faculty was founded,
many students have qualified in the Plant
Production option which includes excellent training
in soil science.
Today these graduates, many with additional
qualifications and experience overseas, constitute
the core of the soils teaching staff at our
universities and colleges of agriculture. Besides
these, the pool must also provide those who have a
role to play in numerous government departments,
specialist research and experiment stations, regional
institutions, control boards, private and other
industries including fertilizer manufacture, sales
promotion arid the sugar industry.
With the steady flow of highly qualified
scientists supported by technical staff and modern
laboratories the stage was set. What advances have
come from this costly but carefully prepared

INTRODUCTION
Twenty-five years ago Southern Africa had
acquired a fair measure of self-sufficiency bred
partly by necessity during the stresses of World
War II. Conditions were ripe for advancement in
many directions; industrial, economic, agricultural,
educational and scientific. The potential is reflected
for example in the membership of our Society
which has grown from 29 in 1953 to the present
171.
Today advancement in any science depends
more on the quality, number and material support
of its research teams rather than on the brilliance
of isolated individuals. If it be accepted that it is
thoroughgoing research work which opens the
gateways to new knowledge and ideas, then a prime
requirement for advancement must be the creation
of conditions under which such work can flourish.
With few exceptions our leaders in the broad field
of agriculture in the immediate post-war period had
earned their higher degrees in Europe or North
America. But the universities at Stellenbosch,
Pretoria and Natal were by then geared to provide
a steady flow of graduates and post-graduates.
Without these men research programmes in
academic departments of Soil Science and in a
rapidly growing number of specialised government
agencies and institutions could not gather
momentum.
Our improved capability for conducting
research work and investigation of important
national and regional problems was a prerequisite
for progress. Research reports had hitherto been
published as a series of bulletins but the
Department of Agricultural Technical Services soon
found it necessary to create suitable scientific
journals for the purpose.
TRAINING AND THE NEED
FOR RESEARCH
Some will recall that in the not too distant
past we had no option but to rely heavily on the
views and findings of European and American soil
scientists. Those who had been tutored overseas,
naturally brought back the climate of scientific
outlook and ideas to which they had been exposed.
Although basic knowledge is universally applicable,
it took some considerable time to come to the full
realization that, in many applied aspects, findings
'Present address: 5th Avenue, P.O. Voelklip 7203, Cape
Province
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position? It is well to recognize that scientific
advances fall broadly into two categories, viz new
knowledge arising from so-called basic research
which permits natural phenomena to be interpreted
rationally and secondly, improvements which flow
from the application of existing information.

of nine co-operators and authors the Soils and
Irrigation Research Institute presented in 1977 the
handsome handbook. Soil Classification, A
Binomial System for South Africa. It follows
closely the ideas and pattern set out for the Tugela
Basin.
Today, thirty-six years after Van der Merwe's
lone effort, we have a system simple in concept and
well suited to the needs of pedologists, soil
surveyors, farm and land-use planners, agricultural
advisers and indeed all who have need of soil
knowledge.
Readily
recognized
profile
characteristics define the 41 soil forms which in
turn are subdivided into about 500 soil series
distinguished on the basis of textural and other
differences. As information accumulates on various
aspects of the agriculturally important series, so
will confidence grow in generalisations drawn from
the findings. No country which derives much of its
national wealth from the soil can expect to improve
efficiency unless it disposes over a meaningful soil
classification system. Its ready acceptance in
practice is proof that the need has now been met.
The classification systems used here and in
Rhodesia could not have been perfected without a
great deal of field investigation, numerous
systematic surveys and
laboratory
work.
Approximately thirty higher degrees were earned
for studies in this field; these covered soil genesis
(8), clay mineralogy (8), soil survey (8), the balance
being
concerned
mainly
with
exchange
characteristics.
Ellis and latterly Thompson are the principal
architects of the system currently used very
successfully in Rhodesia. Series are grouped in
successively higher order classes and the system as
a whole is strongly influenced by the SPI legend as
set out by D'Hoore. Murdoch in Swaziland also
classified his series according to the SPI legend and
provided an excellent account of the soils.

PEDOLOGY AND SOIL CLASSIFICATION

Dr C.R. van der Merwe, founder and first
President of our Society, also an Honorary
Member of long standing, pointed out many years
ago that although soil science is commonly
regarded as an applied science it nevertheless
includes an important pure science component, viz
pedology - the study of the soil as a natural object.
In any science such study must precede
classification of the entities involved and this in
turn provides the basis for orderly progress. With
complete devotion to this cause Van der Merwe in
1941 produced his Soil Groups and Sub-Groups of
South Africa which attracted world-wide attention.
At that time clay mineralogy was virtually a closed
book and a standard method of soil analysis for
pedological and other purposes was to extract by
refluxing with boiling concentrated HCl according
to an empirical routine laid down by an expert
panel of the International
Society. -His
single-handed effort at creating a classification
system for our soils was a worthy beginning but left
many gaps and anomalies. Meanwhile Beater
developed a classification system for Natal sugar
belt soils based largely on the underlying geological
formations.
Under
the
broadly
uniform
soil-forming conditions of the sugar belt his
proposals provided a workable basis for his
purpose.
Sixteen years after Van der Merwe's
publication, work commenced in Natal in 1957 on
a project to study, survey and map the soils of the
Tugela Basin, an area of 2,8 million hectares. This
research project was conducted under the joint
auspices of the University of Natal, the Department
FERTILITY, PLANT NUTRITION AND
of Agricultural Technical Services and the Town
SOIL CHEMISTRY
and Regional Planning Commission of Natal. No
comparable undertaking had previously been
Since 1955 fertilizer consumption has
attempted and the estimated time for its completion increased more than sixfold, i.e. from 98 000 to
was three years. In the light of research work, 594000 metric tons of nutrients (N + P + K )
conducted mainly by candidates for higher degrees annually. As the total cropped area did not increase
in support of the two-man field staff, the findings correspondingly, this may be taken as indirect
were repeatedly revised and modified. After much evidence of more intensive fertilizer use. There has
heart searching the report eventually appeared in also been a striking change in emphasis on
1969 under the title Soils of the Tugela Basin: A individual nutrients. Whereas phosphorus at first
Study in Subtropical Africa. Van der Eyk, dominated the scene to the extent of approximately
Macvicar and De Villiers are the authors and main 50% it now comprises barely 27%. Since 1959 use
architects of the classification system presented with of nitrogen increased sevenfold to 319000 m tons
and now accounts for 54 % of all nutrients applied;
Orchard as overall co-ordinator.
Because of the exceptionally wide range of potassium usage increased nearly fourfold to
soil-forming factors operating in the Basin it was a 111 000 m tons while phosphorus use grew by a
veritable museum of soils. This suggested the factor of only 2,6 to stand at 164000 m tons.
These changes could not have come about
possibility that with suitable adaptation and
expansion the proposals might form the basis for a without supporting experimental evidence. The
national classification system. After wide-ranging need for fuller exploitation of productive potential
pedogenetic studies, further survey and sampling of spurred by steadily rising land values and fertilizer
the entire country and with the co-ordinated efforts prices has stimulated the quest for greater
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comfortably topped this rather poor figure but even
now only India, of the ten leading maize producers
of the world, shows a lower yield average than
South Africa.
Improvements have been discussed in general
terms but a few individual contributions deserve
special mention. In a largely arid country, areas of
good rainfall are particularly valuable but because
of intensive weathering and leaching the resulting
acid soils often require correction. Standard
American and other lime requirement tests give
unrealistically high values on many of our soils,
particularly the Oxisols. Reeve showed in 1970 that
growth response to amelioration ceased at the point
when exchangeable aluminium was effectively
eliminated. Skeen had earlier (1964) developed a
technique whereby, for the first time, exchangeable
aluminium could be measured. There was also
convincing evidence that the presence of aluminium
ions in the equilibrium soil solution was toxic or at
least highly unfavourable for root development of
most crop plants. The amount of lime required to
suppress active aluminium in a range of eight
Oxisols was on average only one sixth of that
needed to raise the pH value to 6,5, a figure widely
regarded elsewhere as the ideal. The complex
interrelationships between liming, the suppression
of active
aluminium,
calcium
potentials,
phosphorus availability and fixation on the one
hand and crop response on the other were
eventually unravelled. When these laboratory and
greenhouse findings were put to a full scale field
test which included subsoil liming as a treatment to
stimulate deep root development, a record yield of
12414 kg/ha (117 bags per morgen) was obtained
on a soil which yielded barely 5 bags per morgen
when unfertilised.
Somewhat earlier Eksteen at Stellenbosch had
perfected a new and somewhat different method for
assessing Ume requirement. The method takes into
account not only acidity (or exchangeable
aluminium) but is linked also to percentage base
saturation; his method gives excellent results in
practice. Deep-rooted crops such as fruit trees show
marked response to subsoil liming at the time of
establishment.
In a different field, Beyers working on minor
elements at Stellenbosch since 1965 brought
significant
benefits
to the western and
south-western Cape. An area of over 900 000 ha
was shown to be deficient in one or more of the
following: Cu, Mo, Zn, S, Mn. Corrective measures
brought prosperity over a wide area to fruit, grain,
vegetable and stock farmers using improved
pastures.
This review would be incomplete without
mention of the work of Beaufils who perfected a
strikingly original system for diagnosing the
nutritional status of various crops including maize
and sugar-cane.. It is based on leaf analysis and
samples may be taken at any growth stage. In the
interpretation of the data emphasis is placed on
nutrient balance rather than on absolute
concentration and all essential elements are taken
into consideration.

efficiency. Our soil scientists have responded to this
situation.
Phosphate and potassium equilibria received
close attention and soil acidity came to be better
understood, so paving the way for improved lime
requirement tests and criteria. Elaborate surveys
pinpointed areas requiring minor element
supplementation and suitable diagnostic tests were
devised; the fate of added fertilizers in terms of
residual availability was looked into. The wide
spectrum of interests is reflected by the titles of
theses and dissertations presented for higher
degrees. Out of approximately sixty titles deahng
with soil fertility and plant nutrition 14 were
specifically concerned with phosphorus, 7 with
potassium, 4 with nitrogen, 3 with minor elements
and the balance with more general aspects
including soil acidity, exchangeable aluminium and
various cation equilibria. To these studies must be
added contributions from specialist research
stations, regional institutions and from the fertilizer
industry itself. The pattern is duplicated in
Rhodesia where the work of the research group is
held in high regard • by their colleagues and the
farmers whom they serve.
It is not surprising that this tide of new
information and experience led to a markedly
improved fertilizer advisory service to farmers.
Soil-testing methods have been calibrated against
field responses, procedures have been automated
and streamlined and despite the introduction of a
substantial fee, the number of samples submitted by
farmers is increasing. Cedara alone deals with over
12000 samples annually and is on the point of
offering a computerised service. The pattern is
repeated elsewhere so that there is clearly growing
confidence in the value of the advisory services.
The soil classification system now permits
field fertilizer experiments to be sited on specific
series of particular interest. The Fertilizer Society
of South Africa has analysed responses from large
numbers of such field experiments to demonstrate
the
feasibility
of
tailoring
fertilizer
recommendations to suit individual series, a
refinement which could improve profitability.
There is no straightforward answer to the
question of the extent to which more mtensive
fertilizer use has improved yields in recent years. A
closer look at the maize industry may shed some
light on the matter. In terms of five-year averages
the area under maize (white farmers) expanded by
only 27 %, i.e. to 4,5 miUion ha between 1954 and
1977. Concurrently yield per hectare increased by
83 % but even five-year yield averages can be
strongly influenced by seasonal effects. We have
seen how fertilizer use increased more than sixfold
during this interval and since maize accounts for
more than half of the total applied, it would seem
that apart from the introduction of hybrids,
improved fertilizer practices at least partly account
for the higher yield average.
There is no room for complacency, however,
as only once during the forty years 1924/25 to
1963/64 did a five-year average exceed 1059 kg/ha
(10 bags per morgen). Since then averages have
8

SOIL PHYSICS

THE FUTURE

Only in recent years has special provision
been made for teaching and research at our
universities. With the relatively small number of
suitably trained specialists it is hardly surprising
that attention in this field has been directed mainly
towards applied aspects. Thus of the thirty relevant
studies which led to higher degrees more than half
were concerned with soil-water relationships,
irrigation and drainage. Salinity and reclamation
studies (5), soil structure (5) which includes work
on crusting, soil strength, compaction and factors
affecting root penetration together account for the
balance.
At Pretoria Theron did pioneering work with
lysimeters; he also studied the influence of organic
residues on structure. Klintworth introduced the
concept of leaching requirement in the use of
brackish water for irrigation. Salt balance studies in
an entire catchment under irrigation and the
possibility of re-cycling drainage water conducted
by Thompson and co-workers in Rhodesia deserve
special mention.
The very real threat of excessive soil erosion
hangs constantly over much of Southern Africa.
Many inducement schemes and a variety of
techniques have been in operation over many years
and large sums have been devoted to
countermeasures. Long-continued field studies such
as that in the De Hoek valley in Natal aim at
assessing the worth of various suggested remedies.
It would seem that not until such time as soil
physicists are brought into the picture to provide
basic information on hydraulic conductivity,
infiltration, aggregate stability, run-off and related
matters will further headway be made. Such data
are essential if appropriate specifications for
conservation measures are to be prescribed so as to
suit the various soil series most seriously affected.

It is natural in a young country where
agriculture had of necessity to feel its way delicately
that fertility aspects should initially have received
priority. By now the main production patterns have
settled down and Soil Science can justly claim to
have made its contribution towards the dividends
flowing from the national investment in a modern
scientific and technological infrastructure.
The present call for conservation and
refinement in land resource planning and
management will stimulate interest in hitherto
neglected fields of study. Soil Physics has been
mentioned as an example where confident expertise
is still lacking. The growing importance of
irrigation has exposed the need for more efficient
use of limited water resources for which there is
strong competition from industry.
If lessons are to be learned from experience
elsewhere, more attention should be given to
salinization and related problems so as to forestall
erosion of the large capital investments in irrigation
undertakings. As yet there is no provision for
concerted effort comparable with the role of the
Salinity Research Laboratory in the United States.
The need for conducting our own research also in
this field is illustrated by evidence from
Stellenbosch that some of our soils become
dispersed well below the generally accepted critical
ESP value of 10 %.
In its short period of existence our Society as
an organized body has developed from humble
beginnings to a state of maturity. Our Congresses
provide a forum where important themes can be
discussed and where new developments, new
information and new ideas can be publicised. There
is no doubut that it will in the future earn an
ever-increasing measure of recognition through the
scientific work of its members. As a Society it has
already come a long way towards meeting the
objectives set out in its constitution, but such work
is never complete.
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SOIL SURVEY AND SOIL CLASSIFICATION IN
THE UNITED STATES
R.W. SIMONSON'
Former Director of Soil Classification and Correlation,
United States Department of Agriculture
ABSTRACT
The history of soil survey and soil classification in the United States since the systematic
program was begun in 1899 indicates that the conceptual framework has passed through three
principal stages.
The first stage in soil mapping, lasting approximately 25 years, was to identify and map local
kinds of soils that differed in their relations to crops. Emphasis was then shifted to completing a soil
map of the country, and this second stage lasted about IS years. Major emphasis was again shifted
about 40 years ago, being returned to usefulness of soils, but not for crops only. That emphasis
remains in effect today as a progressively wider range of uses of soils receives attention.
Stages in soil classification are easier to distinguish than those in soil mapping. The initial
framework was developed during the first few years of the program and consisted of physiographic
provinces, soil series, and soil types. The country was divided into a limited number of geographic
regions, and each soil series was to be recognized only in one such region. The intermediate
framework consisting of a proposal by C.F. Marbut as modified soon afterward was largely developed
during the thirties. It had a hierarchy of six categories with the soil series and type as the two of
lowest rank. The current system, developed largely since 1950, also consists of a hierarchy of six
categories with the soil series as the lowest. A systematic nomenclature has been devised for classes in
the upper four categories.
The initial framework in the United States reflected a theory of genesis as the weathering of
rock or the deposition of weathered rock materials. The intermediate framework reflected a theory of
genesis as multiple, broad processes that could be related directly to major great soil groups. The
current system reflects a theory of genesis as the same basic processes with differences in balance
among' them to give rise to local and regional distinctions in soils. Each of the theories had great
influence, not only on classification systems devised and used but also on the nature of mapping
legends that were prepared and on the mapping itself.
Uittreksel
GRONDOPNAME EN GRONDKLASSIFIKASIE IN DIE VERENIGDE STATE
Die geskiedenis van grondopname en grondklassifikasie in die Verenigde State, sedert 'n
sistematiese program in 1899 begin is, loon dat die begripsraamwerk deur drie belangrike stadiums
gegaan het.
Die eerste grondopnamestadium het ongeveer 25 jaar geduur en die hoof doel was om gronde te
identifiseer en te karteer op die basis van hul verskille wat betref gewasverbouing. Die klem het
daarna verskuif, gedurende die tweede stadium van 15 jaar, waartydens 'n grondkaart van die land
voltooi is. Ongeveer 40 jaar gelede het die klem weer terugverskuif na die bruikbaarheid van gronde,
nie net vir gewasse nie, maar ook wat betref verskeie ander aspekte van grondbenutting.
Die verskillende stadia in grondklassifikasie is makliker onderskeibaar as dié van die
grondkartering. Die raamwerk gedurende die eerste paar jaar van die program het bestaan uit
fisiografiese provinsies, grondseries en grondtipes. Die land is verdeel in 'n beperkte aantal geografïese
streke en elke grondserie moes net in een van hierdie streke herken word. Gedurende die dertigerjare
het die tussenliggende periode ontwikkel en die raamwerk het bestaan uit die voorstelle van C.F.
Marbut (met daaropvolgende modifïkasie). Dit het 'n rangorde van ses kategorieë gehad met
grondserie en grondtipe as die twee laagste klasse. Die huidige sisteem, wat grootliks vanaf 1950
ontwikkel is, bestaan ook uit 'n hiërargie van ses kategorieë met grondserie as die laagste. Sistematiese
terminologie is ontwerp vir die vier hoogste klasse.
In die begin hel die raamwerk in die Verenigde State die pedogenese leorie weerspieël as
rotsverwerwing of die afsetting van verweerde rotsmateriaal. Gedurende die tussenperiode het die
raamwerk die pedogenese teorie weerspieël as meervoudige, breë prosesse wat direk verwant was aan
die belangrike hoofgrondgroepe. Die huidige sisteem weerspieël die pedogenese teorie as dieselfde
basiese prosesse maar verskille in die balans tussen die prosesse het die onderskeie lokale en regionale
gronde tot gevolg. Elk van hierdie teorieë het 'n groot invloed gehad, nie alleen op klassifïkasiesisleme
wat ontwikkel en gebruik is nie, maar ook op die aard van kaartverklarings wat voorberei is sowel as
op kartering self

INTRODUCTION
A quarter-century is a brief span in the
formation of soils but appreciable in the lives of
human beings and their organizations. Celebration
of the twenty-fifth anniversary thus seems an
appropriate occasion to look for lessons that can
'Present address: 4613, Beechwood Road, College Park,
Maryland 20740, U.S.A.

be drawn from past experience. Moreover, it is
easier to recognize weaknesses and mistakes in
earlier work than in our own. Having identified
those, however, it is less difficult to see them in our
work. More than SO years ago George Santayana
said, in effect, that he who will not read history is
condemned to relive it.
My remarks will be centred on soil survey and
soil classification, based largely on experience in
the United States. I do not claim that experience in
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the one country would apply m detail everywhere.
Yet 1 think that part of the experience has general
validity. The United States is a large country with a
great variety of soils and a wide range in their
utilization. Furthermore, the basic approaches in
soil survey and soil classification in that country
have been applied elsewhere, as for example, in
island groups of the western Pacific Ocean
(Simonson, 1959c) and in Brazil (Brazil Ministerio
da Agricultura, 1958).
For convencience in presentation, the subjects
of soil survey and soil classification will be
discussed
separately,
despite
their
close
interrelationships. Soils of an area must be
classified in some way when a soil survey is made.
There is no alternative. Conversely, some soil
surveys are essential to the development and testing
of any soil classification system, although the
number of surveys need not be large.
Let me next sketch for you my frame of
reference. It consists of my ideas as to the
objectives and nature of each of soil surveys and
soil classification.
After sketching the frame of reference, I shall
review the past soil survey program and past efforts
in soil classification in the United States. Last of
all, I shall point out some principles that can be
drawn from that experience.
One basic assumption underlies these remarks
and should be kept in mind at all times. The
assumption is that a geographic framework of some
kind is essential for the effective assembly,
organization, and application of knowledge about
soil resources and their usefulness. By geographic
framework I mean that the areas and distribution
patterns of different kinds of soils must be known
and that such information must be widely available.
Otherwise, much effort and wealth will be wasted
in attempts to use soils for purposes they cannot
serve or to manage soils by methods that are
unsuitable.
For a small-scale example of wasted effort, I
shall use the addition of coral sand to calcareous
soils in southern Okinawa. When we were starting
a soil survey of the island in 1947, I saw
Okinawans carrying baskets of coral sand several
miles inland from the seacoast. The sand was added
as liming material to the soils of their small fields,
about half of which were acid and about half
calcareous. Adding the lime to the acid soils was
beneficial, but the liming of the calcareous soils was
simply wasted effort.
A large-scale example of wasted effort and
wealth, to say nothing of associated heartbreaks,
can be taken from the experience of would-be
settlers around the turn of this century in the
northern parts of Michigan, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin - the Northern Lake States. After the
main surge of lumbering had died away, people
tried to establish farms in the region. The
overwhelming majority of the families who tried to
carve farms out of the cutover country-side failed
and lost what little capital they did have. The soils
were poor, with but few exceptions. Information

about the nature of the soils was not available at
the time. The hardships of would-be settlers were
summarized by people of German extraction in
northern Wisconsin with a three-part saying: "Der
Erste tot. Der Zweite Not. Der Dritte Brot." Even
that saying was highly optimistic. Most members of
the first and second generations really left the
region, and few members of the third are now on
farms in northern Wisconsin. At the present time,
most of the land in the Northern Lake States is in
forest holdings, which are of modest to low
productivity. The general status of the region as a
whole is well illustrated within the state of
Wisconsin where all counties but one in the
northern part receive more funds in state aids than
they return to the state government in taxes.
People might have tried to establish farms in
the cutover country of the Northern Lake States
even if good information on the soil resources had
been available. The public could have ignored the
information or even refused to accepit it. Such a
refusal occurred in Richland County, North
Dakota, after a soil survey had been completed in
1908 (Bennett, Worthen, Willard & Watson, 1911).
Local merchants, realtors, and other business men
were highly indignant because the report cast a
"slur" on the fair name of their county. They
collected every copy they could lay their hands on
and destroyed them in a pubUc bonfire. The report
stated that approximately one fifth of the land in
the county was too sandy for cultivation. That
share of the county had been the delta of a glacial
stream in the edge of a large glacial lake. The
sandy soils of Richland County are now being used
for livestock grazing. People have learned the hard
way that the sandy soils are not suitable for
cultivation. Experience in that county indicates
what can occur when the public does not want to
accept information about their soil resources.
Let me restate my basic assumption. The
effective assembly, organization, and appUcation of
information on the nature and usefulness of soil
resources must rest on a geographic framework of
some kind. Moreover, I believe that within our
present state of knowledge, the best framework
consists of a combination of soil classification and
soil maps.
SOIL SURVEYS
Objectives of soil surveys
These can be both applied and fundamental,
although the former are usually emphasized. Any
sizeable program of soil surveys must be justified in
terms of its applied objectives. At the same time,
soil surveys can contribute to the stock of
knowledge about the soils of the country, which is
a fundamental objective, one of basic rather than
applied science.
Applied objectives. Soil surveys are made to
serve the principal functions of soil science in
farming, forestry, and engineering. In farming and
forestry, the ultimate objectives are to (I) predict
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the yield and quality of crops, grasses and trees
from the same source would differ in their
from specific kinds of soils under defined
texture . . . "
management and to (2) predict the effects of such Made in the fourth year of the American soil
use and management on the soils (Kellogg, 1951; survey program, the statement gives the currently
1960). In the engineering uses of soils, similar accepted theory of soil genesis.
objectives hold. These are to predict the
The following statement appears in another
performance of defined soils as construction pubUcation (Coffey, 1912) of the same Bureau of
materials for roads, as foundations for houses, as Soils:
sites for septic tanks, and the like (Simonson,
"Although the soil consists largely of
1974). Predicting the effects of such uses on soils is
degenerated rock, not all unconsolidated rock
another need.
can be considered as soil. This material must
be acted upon by life in some form before it
Predictions of soil behaviour may be explicit
becomes a true soil. Until this action has
or implicit. Predictions of crop yields under defined
taken place, it is best to think of it as
management, for example, are explicit, as are many
others. Such predictions are easily recognized.
unconsoUdated
rock... soil
is
an
Much less apparent are the implicit predictions,
independent, natural body, a bio-geological
despite their importance. A pair of examples should
formation, differing essentially from the rock
make this statement clearer. Certain predictions are
which underlies it, although closely related to
implicit in the grouping of soils into capability
it. It is one great formation in which the
classes, subclasses, and units by the Soil
organic and inorganic kingdoms meet and
Conservation Service in the United States. Two
derives its distinctive character from this
predictions are built into the grouping. These are
union."
(1) that soils can be used with safety if
The author of this statement, George N.
recommendations keyed to the grouping are Coffey, had worked in the soil survey program
followed and (2) that production will be large almost from the beginning. He had mapped soils in
enough to provide a satisfactory return to the
farmer. Similarly, predictions that performance will several parts of the country. From his own
be satisfactory are implicit in design specifications observations and from those of other men, he had
for highway grades and in the layout of a drainage modified the theory that weathering was the fuU
story of soil genesis. The theory offered by Coffey
field for a septic tank.
in 1912 was not generally accepted for another
Fundamental objectives. Soil surveys can decade, but it presaged important future changes in
contribute to the basic objectives of soil science. ways of observing and characterizing soils and in
These are the same in purpose as are studies of their classification.
distant stars, deep-sea sediments, and life under the
The proposing of a theory of soil genesis in
Antarctic ice. The ultimate value of basic objectives 1912 different from the one enunciated in 1903 and
is clear to anyone who will read the history of still generally held throughout the United States
science
and
technology,
although
many represents a contribution of soil surveys to basic
investigations have no practical importance in soil science, to the fundamental rather than applied
themselves. A biographer of Willard Gibbs, the objectives of the program. As will be illustrated
noted American physicist who devised the phase later, theories of soil genesis are important
rule, wrote that nothing was quite as practical as a throughout soil science and of paramount
sound theory. One theory that is intensely practical importance to soil surveys.
for all of us today, first proposed a few decades
ago, is that the tremendous releases of energy from Nature of soil surveys
experiments with uranium were due to the splitting
of uranium 233.
Soil surveys assume various forms, depending
Theories of soil formation in the United on the immediate objectives, available funds and
States have been modified several times, chiefly staff, and the terrain to be covered, but certain
because of knowledge gained through the soil elements are common to most of them. Reduced to
survey program. Seventy-five years ago, the Bureau few words, soil surveys are made to determine the
of Soils of the U.S. Department of Agriculture kinds, characteristics, distribution, extent, genesis,
published a book of 186 pages entitled and behaviour of soils. That sentence b a
"Instructions to Field Parties and Descriptions of deceptively short summary of the many activities in
Soil Types" (Bureau of Soils, 1903). The first 35 a soU survey program (Kellogg, 1951; 1955; Salter,
pages consist of the instructions and the last 25 1953; Simonson, 1959a; Soil Survey Staff, 1951).
Staff members of soil survey organizations
provide space for recording field expenses. The
remainder of the book consists of descriptions of determine the kinds, distribution, and extent of
the soil types recognized up to that time. Two soils. The same people largely determine the
pages are on the "Correlation of Soil Types". On characteristics and genesis of soils. Individuals
outside the soil survey organization determine some
one of those pages is the following statement:
" . . . Knowing as we do the processes of soil characteristics of soils and also contribute to the
formation, either from the disintegration of understanding of soil genesis, but the great bulk of
rocks in place or their transportation by wind effort in the United States comes from soil survey
and water, we should expect that materials staff.
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Strictly speaking, soil genesis is not
determined by means of soil surveys or other
investigations. Rather, hypotheses are developed
from field and laboratory observations and such
hypotheses can then be tested. By far the largest
share of studies of soil genesis in the United States
is conducted by scientists in the co-operative soil
survey program. As already mentioned, the
prevailing theory or theories of soil genesis are of
the first importance in the soil survey program, but
that statement bears repeating for the sake of
emphasis.
Determining the behaviour of soils in
agriculture, forestry and engineering requires joint
efforts by soil scientists with agronomists, foresters,
civil engineers, economists, sanitarians, and others
(BarteUi, Klingebiel, Baird & Heddleson, 1968;
Simonson, 1974). Knowledge in fields such as
agronomy,
forestry,
horticulture,
sanitary
engineering,
highway
engineering,
farm
management, hydrology, and urban planning must
be
combined
with
the
identification,
characterization, and classification of soils in order
to predict soil behaviour under defined use and
management or manipulation. Within the United
States, much the largest share of current knowledge
about soil behaviour is empirical (Kellogg, 1960). It
has come from observations of what did happen
when a certain kind of soil was used for some'
purpose. A smaller share of existing knowledge
rests on current understanding of the nature and
properties of soils. The hope is that progressively
more understanding of soil behaviour will be based
on the actual characteristics of the soils themselves.
Field operations determine the kinds,
distribution, and extent of soils, whereas both field
and laboratory operations are necessary to
determine soil characteristics. Both field and
laboratory studies, oftentimes in combination, are
also required in the study of soil genesis.
50/7 survey program in the United States
The first field work in the present program
was conducted in 1899 in four areas, two in the
eastern and two in the western half of the country
(Whitney, 1900). It seems that Mihon Whitney,
chief of what was then the Division of Soils and
later became the Bureau of Soils of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, got the.idea that soil
maps could be made and would be useful to
farmers from an investigation near Billings,
Montana, in the summer of 1898. A map showing
"alkali conditions" was prepared during the course
of that investigation (Cline, 1977). If a map could
show "alkali conditions", why not kinds of soils?
That modest beginning was followed by a large
number of soil maps.
From examination of reports for individual
survey areas and of other publications, three
periods with some overlapping can be distinguished
in the American survey program since it began in
1899. These are set apart on the basis of emphasis
within the program. Crop production from the soil

was emphasized in the first period and has never
been out of the picture. Preparing a soil map of the
country was given greater emphasis in the second
period. Usefulness of soils for a variety of purposes,
including crop production, has been emphasized in
the third period.
Developments in the classification and
mapping of soils during the first 50 years of the
American program were summarized 26 years ago
(Simonson, 1952a; 1952b). Twelve years later, ihe
history of the soil series in the United States was
reviewed with further reports on developments in
soil classification (Simonson, 1964).
First period. For the first 25 years or so,
emphasis was placed on the adaptations of soils for
crops and pasture. What crops could be grown
successfully? Any distinctions in the adaptations of
soils within a survey area were to be recognized by
soil types and set apart accordingly (Whitney,
1901). These were applied objectives.
Initial instructions called for delineation on
maps of each body of soil at least one-fourth mile
across, roughly 40 acres (16 hectares) in size. The
minimum size was reduced from 40 to 20 acres (8
hectares) during the first decade of the program
(Simonson, 1952b). The map scale for field work
and publication was 1 inch per mile or 1:63 360.
The scale was considered large at the time but
"small" areas of soil could be mapped and the
maps would be easy to read (Whitney, 1900).
The mapping units recognized in the first
surveys and for roughly the next three decades were
called soil types. Each soil type consisted of a set of
soil bodies sharing one or more features. Each soil
type was believed to be comparatively uniform in
texture, i.e. to have a narrow range in that
characteristic.
The nature of the soil types mapped in the
first four survey areas demonstrates that bases
other than texture of soil materials were also used
to distinguish kinds of soils (Whitney, 1900). These
other bases were primarily geological, which was
consistent with prevailing theory of soil genesis
(Bureau of Soils, 1903). Weathering and soil genesis
were considered to be the same at the time. If the
source rock could be identified, the nature of the
soil was automatically estabUshed.
At the outset of the program, each survey
area was a universe unto itself (Marbut, 1928). No
effort was made to relate the soils of one survey
area to those of another. Perhaps the early
American soil surveyors had not thought of
transferring knowledge outside of a survey area.
Perhaps they were too busy with the immediate
tasks of classification and mapping of soils within
an area to worry about a larger universe. Starting
without guidelines, the men must have had much
on their minds those first few years. This situation
was summarized by Marbut (1927) at the time of
the First International Congress of Soil Science as
follows:
"The soil surveyor accepted at first the
geological definition of soil because he had no
other basis.
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"This
was
the scientific
inheritance
transmitted by the scientific world to the soil
surveyor. He accepted it as fundamentally
correct. He had no reason for doing
otherwise . . .
"Had the soil surveyor . . . confined himself to
the engineering phase of his work he would
have been saved much figurative sweating of
blood. His inquiries, however, got him into
trouble . . . He gradually realized that he was
placed in contact with a series of bodies about
whose features as bodies nothing was known.
He had been placed unwittingly in a virgin
field. He realized that he was the first real soil
investigator, the first student of soil as soil."
That the American soil surveyors were
examining soils within survey areas beyond the
minimum necessary for mapping is evident in the
changes made in series criteria during the first 20
years (Simonson, 1964). Field observations were
not limited to considerations of crop growth and
yield but also covered characteristics which
reflected differences in pathways of genesis.
Changes of this kind in approach have been of
great importance to the quality of soil surveys, as
will be brought out later.
Second period. This lasted about 15 years,
during which emphasis was given to completing a
soil map of the country (Marbut, 1928). Attention
was still being given to crop adaptations of soils
but those were not stressed as they had been
previously. Emphasis was given to soils as natural
bodies worthy of scientific study paralleling those
of fauna, flora, and rocks (Marbut, 1927).
Eventually, Marbut (1935) did complete a soil
map of the United States on as nearly a uniform
basis as available information would permit. That
map and the accompanying text are of interest
largely as a record of the state of the art in the
early thirties. The map has otherwise had limited
value despite all the work it did summarize. The
number of kinds of soils shown is much greater
than the human mind can comprehend
simultaneously and thus get a picture for the
country as a whole. Putting too much detail into
general soil maps is still a common failing
(Simonson, 1971). The 1935 map also has other
drawbacks. The presence of more than one kind of
soil at the series level within delineated areas is not
indicated. The legend shows single kinds of soils
within mapping units. Moreover, the arrangement
of the legend itself is not systematic. Once a user
finds a symbol on the map, he is faced with a real
challenge in finding that symbol in the legend.
Nevertheless, quite a bit of information is
summarized in the text and in the smaller maps
that were parts of the 1935 report.
Third period. During roughly the last 45
years, major emphasis in the American program
has again been on the usefulness of soils. The range
of uses under consideration has been wider than
crop production, especially during the last half of
the period. Interest and attention to the
understanding of soil genesis have also increased as

its importance to the quality of mapping gained in
appreciation. Even so, the attention to soil genesis
has been and continues to be secondary to
considerations of soil usefulness in the American
survey program.
An example of the emphasis on usefulness of
soils can be taken from my own experience in the
early thirties. As a student assistant, I first worked
in a soil survey crew in McKenzie County, North
Dakota, 46 years ago. The primary purpose was to
provide a land classifiction that could then be used
to equalize taxes. Field work was done at a scale of
2 inches per mile or 1:31680. As mapping
progressed, the survey crew developed productivity
ratings for the phases that were being shown on the
field sheets. These ratings were in a 20-step scale,
numbered from zero to 100. The land classification
was based on these ratings in combination with
distance from markets and sizes of delineated
bodies. When completed, the classification provided
a numerical rating for every 40-acre tract (Kellogg
& Ableiter, 1935). The governing body of
McKenzie County subsequently placed a value in
dollars per acre on land with a rating of 100.
Values of 40-acre tracts with lower ratings were
then calculated accordingly.
The land classification was placed into effect
for tax assessment in McKenzie County in 1934.
On the whole, tax assessments were lowered on
poor land and raised on good land. The land
classification was then used in its initial form for at
least 20 years. According to recent word (Omodt,
H., 1978 - personal communication), the land
classification remains in use although adjustments
have been made in the weights given to distance
from market, sizes of delineated bodies, and dollar
values per acre. County officials have been pleased
with the land classification and the public at large
considers it to be fair.
Information obtained through soil surveys has
been applied in a number of places for tax
assessment in agricultural sections of the United
States. The widest use has been in Iowa. In that
state, county governments have contributed to the
costs of making soil surveys in order to have the
information for tax assessment later (Riecken, F.F.,
1978 - personal communication). The procedure in
using soil survey information is basically the same
as that applied earlier in North Dakota (Aandahl,
Murray & Scholtes, 1954).
Applications of soil survey data in tax
assessment have been tied to usefulness of soils in
agriculture. Thus, that application is an extension
of those directly important in farming such as the
ranking of soils according to their suitability for
different crops and pasture, prediction of yields,
identifying appropriate soil management practices,
indicating erosion hazards, and specifying measures
necessary for soil conservation. In the recently
published soil survey report for Lexington County,
South Carolina (Lawrence, 1976), for example,
information is provided about suitablity for crops
and pasture, estimated average yields, appropriate
management practices, erosion hazards, and
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measures for erosion control on 62 soil phases.
Such information is related directly to the
usefulness of soils within farms at current levels of
technology, a traditional application of soil survey
information in the United States.
The expansion of soil survey applications
during the last few decades is also illustrated by
information relating to forestry, wildlife or game
management, and suburban and urban development
in the report for Lexington County, South
Carolina. Thus, information is given by kinds of
soils on adapted tree species and their productivity;
suitabilities for planting of different trees;
suitabilities for wildlife habitats and food sources
for game; use of soil materials in construction of
road grades, small dams, and the like; suitability of
soils as foundations for houses and other small
structures; and suitability for various recreational
uses.
Expansion of the applications of soil survey
information for non-agricultural uses has been
substantial in the last 25 years. Quite a few
examples of these applications were given in a set
of papers published a few years ago (Simonson,
1974). The trend is further illustrated by the
number of soil surveys in progress around the edges
of big cities in 1977, totaUng 130 in all (Link, V.G.,
1978 - personal communication). Primary
applications of the soil survey information in such
areas will be to guide suburban expansion. The first
area in the United States in which a soil survey was
made for suburban applications is Fairfax County,
Virginia (Pettry & Coleman, 1973). Soil survey
findings have now been in use in that county for 25
years. The county government initially contributed
$40 000 toward the cost of the field work and five
years later the county executive stated that the
initial cost was recovered in savings to the county
every month.
As might be expected, the expanded
applications of soil survey information have
brought with them some growing pains.
Appreciably different approaches in the mapping of
soils have been proposed and tried, with much
attendant controversy (Cline, 1977). Full agreement
on the most effective approach or approaches is not
likely with as many people as are now engaged
entirely or partly in the co-operative soil survey
program in the United States. Nonetheless, the bulk
of the surveys made in recent years and being made
now rest on the philosophy that soil bodies which
are rather uniform in characteristics and genesis
can be mapped at large scales (1:20 000 or larger).
Thus, for example, approximately 57,5 million
acres (23,3 million hectares) of soil surveys were
made on that basis by approximately 1400
individuals in 1977 (Link, V.G., 1978 - personal
communication).
SOIL CLASSIFICATION
Efforts to classify soils in the United States
have virtually all been connected with the soil

survey program. Some local attempts preceded its
beginning in 1899 (Simonson, 1968). These assumed
two principal forms, one being an expression of
surface geology and the other of native vegetation.
The amounts of study necessary to identify
properties of geographic soil bodies were not
feasible without a systematic survey program
covering substantial areas. To make soil maps, a
classification of some kind is absolutely essential.
Kinds of soils must be recognized and defined in
some way before soil bodies can be shown as
delineations on maps. This need explains the close
ties between efforts to classify soils and the
program for mapping them.
From the outset of the survey program to the
present time, three principal frameworks have been
followed in the classification and mapping of soils.
More than one framework has generally been in
use among soil scientists of the country at any
given time; I doubt that concurrent reference to
two or more will stop. The three that have been
used are labeled here as the initial, intermediate,
and current frameworks. The initial framework was
partly a result of the experience of Milton Whitney
in the state of Maryland (Whitney, 1892), partly
taken from geology, and partly developed during
the first decade of the program. The intermediate
framework was proposed about 30 years after the
first surveys had been made (Marbut, 1927),
modified about a decade later (Baldwin, Kellogg &
Thorpe, 1938), and did replace the initial
framework to some extent over the next 25 years.
The intermediate framework was superseded in the
survey program in 1965 by the current framework,
but complete replacement of the old by the new
does not occur in a flash, as will be discussed later.
Each of the initial, intermediate, and current
frameworks for soil classification, with their great
impacts on soil mapping all the while, is discussed
in the remainder of this section of the paper.
Initial framework
The first American soil surveyors took their
ideas of soils and soil genesis from geology
(Marbut, 1927), even as they borrowed its field
methods. At the same time, they were instructed to
pay special attention to soil-crop relations. The
first report of field operations (Whitney, 1900)
includes the following statements:
"In the field classification of soils all features
are taken into consideration which appear in
any way to influence the relation of soils to
crops. The classification is based mainly upon
the physical properties and condition of the
soil
but it is not based solely on this.
Any chemical feature, such as deposits of
marl, of highly calcareous soils, or of highly
colored soils is considered, as well as the
character of the native vegetation and the
conditions of the crops
"
A set of soil bodies identified on an early map
by one symbol was called a soil type. All bodies of
one soil type were considered to be alike or
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essentially the same in texture, origin, and relations
to crops (Whitney, 1900). The experience of
Whitney (1892) in the state of Maryland, especially
in the part between Chesapeake Bay and the
Appalachian Mountains to the west, strongly
affected the earliest efforts to classify soils. He had
found that data from total chemical analyses did
not explain differences in adaptations of soils for
crops or in yields. The relations to crops were
much better correlated in that part of Maryland
with soil textures. Whitney concluded that the soil
contained adequate suppUes of plant nutrients and
that conditions of moisture and temperature largely
controlled plant growth. He also concluded that
texture was the best available index to the
conditions of moisture and temperature of the soils,
which explains the emphasis given it in the early
surveys.
The emphasis on soil texture is beautifully
illustrated by a sequel to the soil survey of the
Connecticut Valley in New England. Whitney
(1900) recommended the introduction of Sumatra
tobacco on certain sandy soils in that valley
because they had textures almost identical with
soils on which the crop was being grown
successfully in north-western Florida. Luck was
with the man; the tobacco grew satisfactorily in
Connecticut, too. His prior faith in soil texture as
the key to plant growth was strengthened all the
more by that experience.
Within the first few years of the survey
program, efforts were made to relate the soil types
of one survey area with those of another. This was
accomplished by adding a second category, the soil
series (category is used here to mean a set of classes
of parallel rank), in the fourth year of the program
(Bureau of Soils, 1903). The term series was taken
from geology and was intended to show that soil
types derived from the same source rock were
closely related. Whitney (1900) believed that soils
derived from the same source rock or from
sediments originating from similar rocks and being
deposited simultaneously would share important
properties other than texture. Some efforts were
made in the next few years to "complete" soil series
so they would consist of types ranging from sand to
clay, inclusive. A few series were "completed", but
the attempt faded in a few years.
A third category was added within the first
decade of the survey program. This consisted of a
set of physiographic provinces (or regions) which
were geographic subdivisions of the United States
(Whitney, 1909). Each soil series was to be
restricted to one physiographic province or region.
If boundaries were certain, the subdivision was
called a province, otherwise a region. Most of the
western United States, for example, was subdivided
into regions. Examples of names assigned are
Piedmont Plateau, Atlantic and Gulf Coastal
Plains, Glacial and Loessial region. Glacial Lake
and River Terraces, and River Flood Plains.
From study of published reports and from
conversations with my predecessors in the survey
program, I have concluded that relatively little

thought was given to the logic of the initial
framework as it was being constructed. What was
done was largely ad hoc. First of all, kinds of soils
had to be recognized in survey areas. After a few
years, the decision was made to relate soil types of
one survey area to those of others. Still later, it
seemed discreet to set geographic limits on the
spread of a soil series. As best I can tell, thought
was not given to formal categories in the early
years of the program. Such considerations were to
come much later.
Intermediate framework
The first proposal in the United States that
some framework other than physiographic
provinces might be better for the classification of
soils was made by Coffey (1912). He argued that
certain broad groups of soils crossing the
boundaries of physiographic provinces should be
recognized as a result of surveys completed by
1911. These were:
1. Light-coloured, unleached soils of arid
regions.
2. Dark-coloured soils of grasslands.
3. Light-coloured, leached soils of humid
regions.
4. Organic soils.
Three of the groups proposed by Coffey
(1912) more than 60 years ago correspond fairly
well with as many soil orders in the current
American system of soil classification (Soil Survey
Staff, 1975). His fourth group, however, is split
among four orders in the current system. The
proposal by Coffey attracted little or no attention
when they were made. They were too far out of
step with prevailing ideas on the genesis and nature
of soils.
The first departure from the initial framework
that did command attention was the proposal by
Marbut (1927) of a seven-category system.
Modified over the next eight years (Marbut, 1935),
the system in its final form consisted of six
categories. The soil type and soil series were
retained as the two categories of lowest rank. The
uppermost category consisted of two orders called
Pedalfers and Pedocals. Third from the top was the
set of great soil groups. The suborder and family
categories, second and fourth from the top, were
shadow rather than substance; they were never
worked out and were scarcely ever mentioned
outside of the initial publication. Moreover, the soil
series of the country were never grouped into
classes in higher categories to complete the system.
Three years after the final form of the system
of Marbut had been published, it was superseded
by a modified version (Baldwin et al., 1938). The
modification was meant to correct What seemed to
be two major deficiencies. First, the modified
version was supposed to accumulate all of the
geographic bias of the system in the top category,
consisting of three orders for which the terms
zonal, intrazonal, and azonal were chosen. These
names had initially been proposed by Sibertzev in
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1900 (Afanasiev, 1927). Second, quite a few
extensive and important soils that lacked clear
places in the 1935 system were recognized as great
soil groups in the intrazonal and azonal orders.
Like its predecessor, the 1938 effort was also
a skeleton system with the same two shadow
categories, the suborders and families (2nd and 4th
from the top). Moreover, the 1938 system was
never completed by the grouping of soil series into
classes in higher categories. Specimen series were
listed to illustrate families and great soil groups but
more than that was not attempted generally for
some years.
Efforts to place all series of the United States
into great soil groups in the 1938 system were not
started until 1945. In that year, the format for the
standard soil series descriptions was revised and a
requirement introduced that each series be placed
into the proper great soil group. Consequences of
that requirement were dimly foreseen. Over the
next year or two, however, enough problems had
been encountered with placements of series into
great soil groups so that the need for improving
definitions of the classes became evident. Efforts
were made for a few years to sharpen the
definitions of the great soil groups and to make any
additional changes that might be necessary. Efforts
were also made to devise general criteria for
grouping soil series into families and those into
great soil groups. The first results of the efforts to
sharpen definitions of great soil groups were
reported by Thorp & Smith (1949) and later results
by Simonson & Steele (1960). Despite these efforts,
the system of classification continued to have two
shadow categories and was never completed.

coined, largely from Greek and Latin roots. Class
names in the four categories have been constructed
so that the name itself identifies the categorical
level of the class. Names of all orders end in sol.
Names of all suborders have two syllables. Names
of all great groups have three or four syllables.
Names of subgroups are binomial. Moreover, the
name of each subgroup also identifies the great
group, suborder, and order to which that subgroup
belongs. Suborder names were constructed by
adding a prefix syllable to a distinctive element
from the name of the appropriate order. The
suborder name is then part of the name of each
component great group and subgroup. A set of
four names will illustrate the construction of the
names: Spodosol — Orthod — Fragiorthod —
Typic Fragiorthod. In terms of the last preceding
American system, these names identify a Podzol, an
iron-humus Podzol, one with a fragipan, and one
without other subordinate characteristics. Last but
not least, the current system has been completed by
placement of all series in the United States into
families, those into subgroups, and so on up the
ladder.
PRINCIPLES FROM EXPERIENCE
After this historical review, I shall turn to
principles that can be drawn from the experience in
the United States. These apply especially to soil
classification and mapping, but I believe the net
will catch other fish as well. Topics to be discussed
are the impacts of prevailing theory or theories of
genesis, classification systems and soil maps as
approximations, selecting and weighting soil
characteristics, and the persistence of accepted
ideas.

Current framework
The efforts to improve the American system
of soil classification piecemeal in the late forties
demonstrated in a few years that modification of
one category greatly affected others. Consequently,
it was decided that the system as a whole must be
given attention, perhaps all of it revised. That effort
was begun in 1950 and carried through a number
of approximations, the seventh of which was
published for the International Congress of Soil
Science held in the United States (Soil Survey
Staff, 1960). The first publication fully describing
the system was issued three years ago (Soil Survey
Staff, 1975).
The current American system departs
substantially from earlier systems (CUne, 1963;
Smith, 1963). It does consist of six categories called
orders, suborders, great groups, subgroups,
families, and series, down from the top. The soil
series is the lowest category, whereas the soil type
was previously. Definitions of classes in the several
categories are in terms of limits between them
rather than by reference to a norm or central
concept. Ten orders are recognized in the highest
category rather than two or three. The
nomenclature is systematic for classes in the four
highest categories and, new names have been

Theories of soil genesis
The most important single conclusion that can
be drawn from American experience, in my view, is
the great impact of prevailing theories of genesis in
soil science. My own observations over the years
combined with study of what has gone before have
led me to believe that the theory of genesis held by
a soil scientist, consciously or otherwise, strongly
affects his work and may circumscribe what he can
do. The theory is a built-in part of his frame of
reference when he plans or conducts research,
organizes materials for teaching, selects samples for
study, and interprets the results of investigations.
The theory or theories of genesis are especially
important in soil survey and soil classification.
First of all, the theory held by a person
governs what he sees in examining soils. From this
phenomenon, there is no escape. The theory
constitutes contact lenses that cannot be removed.
The best a person can do is to know the tint of his
lenses as fully as possible; he can be certain that
they will colour all observations. Moreover, no one
sees all that is before his eyes when he examines a
soil profile. For that kind of experience, I have
used the phrase selective focusing. John Dewey
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A third major impact of theories of genesis is
(1958), an American philospher, has expressed this
idea very well: "We bring to the simplest on the quality of soil maps. Comparison of the
observation a complex apparatus of habits, of quahty of soil maps made at different periods in
accepted meanings and techniques. Otherwise the past demonstrates the impact well. The quality
observation is the blankest of stares, and the of a map can be related directly to the adequacy of
natural object is a tale told by an idiot, full only of the theory of genesis prevailing at the time of the
sound and fury." The theory of genesis a person field work. Maps made 60 years ago depict the
holds is a major component of the complex major kinds of soils quite well, provided their
apparatus that functions in the making of genesis was closely related to weathering and
deposition of sediments. One example is the soil
observations.
The degree to which the selective focusing of map of Pottawattamie County, along the western
individuals is governed by their theories of genesis boundary of Iowa (Goodman, Hanson & Reid,
was brought home to me repeatedly when my work 1919). About a fourth of the county is in the glacial
locale shifted from the mid-western to the spillway now occupied by the Missouri River and
south-eastern United States. In field studies with the remaining larger part consists of loess-mantled
men whose careers had been spent in the Southeast, uplands. The principal distinctions among the soils
I found that our examinations started at the are related to deposition of sediments by water and
opposite ends of a soil exposure. I began by by wind. The soils were therefore understandable
looking at the horizons at the top, and they began within the theory of weathering as soil formation
at the bottom of the exposure. Identification of prevailing in 1914.
parent rock was their first need for classification of
In contrast, soil maps made two or more
the soil. Once that identification had been decades later in south-central Iowa do not depict
completed, they looked briefly at the soil horizons. the nature and distribution of soils nearly as well.
The differences in approach reflected the contrast Much of that section of the state, however, had a
in our respective theories of soil genesis. That of tangled history of soil genesis. Subsequent to an
rock weathering as soil formation was still widely early glaciation, soils were formed under prairie
held in the Southwest 35 years ago, whereas I then vegetation over much of the land surface, a broad
subscribed to a theory of multiple, broad processes plain with generally low relief. Most of the soils
such as podzolization, laterization, and solonization were MoUisols. Some were wet, many were not,
(Kellogg, 1936).
and some had marked claypans as their B horizons.
Trees
then invaded the region, moving first along
A second major impact of prevailing theories
the
major
streams and then slowly spreading into
of genesis can be found in the weights assigned to
the
uplands.
Some Mollisols were converted
the soil characteristics that are noted. Illustrated by
completely
and
some partly to Alfisols. Like the
a pair of examples, this impact will be more
Mollisols,
some
Alfisols
were wet, most were not,
obvious.
and a few had marked claypans as their B horizons.
Fifty years ago, the relationships between the After this pattern of Mollisols and Alfisols had
almost white A2 horizons and the underlying B been formed, a loess deposit was laid down over
horizons of Spodosols (Podzols) and Boralfs (Gray the plain, the maximum thickness being about 3
Wooded soils) near the Canadian border had not metres in south-central Iowa. Soil formation
yet been recognized. The prevailing theory of resumed on the new land surface, again mostly but
genesis ascribed formation of soils to weathering or not entirely under prairie vegetation. Trees again
the deposition of weathered rock. The very pale A2 tried to take over the region. Still later, a cycle of
horizons were therefore believed to be deposits of active dissection occiirred to remove some of the
volcanic ash laid down over glacial drift. The loess and glacial till. The level interfluves between
prevailing theory of soil genesis throughout the streams with their mantles of loess were not
United States at the time did not include horizon affected but quite a bit of both loess and till was
differentiation in place. That was to come later.
removed from rolling to hilly uplands. In places,
Forty years ago, fragipans were largely the dissection cut down into calcareous till and
overlooked. Compact subsoils had been noted in exposed it on slopes. In a few places, the dissection
places, chiefly in glaciated regions in the exhumed Argiudolls formed in glacial till prior to
north-eastern fourth of the country. The layers deposition of the loess.
were not considered soil horizons even where noted
Because of the sequence of deposition and
but were attributed to compaction by overriding
ice. Little attention was given to the fragipans erosion in southern Iowa, soils on the land surface
either in the classification or mapping of soils, have been formed in loess, in leached till, in
although they were not ignored completely in soil calcareous till, in former Mollisols derived from till,
surveys. As surveys were extended into more and in regoliths consisting of loess over till of various
more areas, however, compact subsoils were found kinds, and in regoliths consisting of thin mantles of
outside glaciated regions in several parts of the loess over former soils. Superimposed on this
country. Those fragipans could no longer be pattern of parent materials has been the invasion of
interpreted as compacted glacial till; that theory of parts of the upland by trees. This does not give the
origin was no longer adequate. Gradually, it was full story but perhaps the information will convey
realized that the fragipans were soil horizons as the the impression that the genesis of many of the soils
on the present land surface could not be
generally held theories of genesis began to change.
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understood with a theory of weathering as soil one or ones. Thus, for example, the intermediate
formation. Some soils of the region seem to be framework in the United States retained the soil
polygenetic. Others that are polymorphic have series and soil types of the initial framework. The
seemingly been subject to parts of more than one soil series category was also retained in the current
cycle of horizon differentiation. The tangled history framework. Moreover, a number of the suborders
of soil formation has been sorted out by means of a and great groups in the present system of soil
substantial investigation of the soils and the classification in the United States correspond
landscapes in which they occur (Ruhe, Daniels & closely although they do not match completely
Cady, 1967). The genesis of the soils is thus much great soil groups recognized in the intermediate
better understood at the present time as is their framework. In other words, all parts of a
pattern of distribution. The soil maps being made framework being replaced are not destroyed or
in south-central Iowa are^ consequently improved in discarded.
quality.
The approach of using components of the old
The three principal frameworks for soil in building the new parallels to some extent what
classification and mapping that have been followed was done in Rome prior to and during the early
in the United States reflect as many different Christian era - if the story given me by a guide is
theories of genesis. The initial framework of accurate. When I asked about the variety of
physiographic provinces, soil series, and soil types columns in a church built by an early Christian
rested on a theory of rock weathering as soil sect, the guide replied that those had come from
formation. The intermediate framework consisting Roman temples torn down after the Christians had
of the proposal by C.F. Marbut as subsequently come to power. Columns of marble and granite,
modified rested on a theory of genesis as broad some fluted and some not, stood side by side in no
processes that could be tied to the major great soil apparent order. The guide stated further that the
groups (Kellogg, 1936). The current framework Romans had brought the columns from conquered
rests on a theory of genesis as the same basic countries and used them in construction of their
processes operating generally but with the balance temples. Thus, these columns had been parts of at
among them differing from place to place to be least three different structures over time.
reflected in local and regional distinctions among
My analogy may seem a bit far-fetched, I do
soils (Simonson, 1959b).
admit, but it helps to make two points. First,
elements of the old can be used in construction of
the new. Second, structures need not be permanent.
Frameworks as approximations
This seems true whether the structures be temples
Recently shown again in the United States of stone and brick or frameworks for soil
was a television series produced in Great Britain classification and mapping. Replacement comes
with the title "The Ascent of Man" and the subtitle sooner or later.
"A Personal View of J. Bronowski". One program
in the series was devoted to the nature of Selecting and weighting characteristics
knowledge which, according to Bronowski, always
carries within it some uncertainty. Knowledge is
The need to select and weight characteristics
never absolute.
as class criteria or differentiae has long been
The principle offered in the television recognized as a central and continuing problem in
program also holds for knowledge in soil science soil classification (Simonson, I9S2a). That problem
and is therefore reflected in any framework for soil must have beset the earliest soil surveyors in the
classification and mapping. Each system of soil American program, as it besets soil mappers
classification and every soil map are thus everywhere. Moreover, the problem is not likely to
approximations, regardless of their labels. The disappear in the future; it promises to be far more
periodic replacement of frameworks in the United permanent than we do. The problem thus parallels
States in the past and the need to remap counties the effect on Boston, Massachusetts, of the Irish
formerly covered by surveys both indicate that potato blight of the 19th century, as interpreted by
what has been done consisted of approximations. Bertrand Russell. In one of his books, he wrote
The understanding of soils themselves changes with that Ireland had recovered from the blight and
time and so do the needs for information about resulting famine but that the effect on Boston was
them. The need to replace systems of soil permanent.
classification from time to time, for example, will
Selecting and weighting characteristics to
not disappear in the future. Any framework will distinguish kinds of soil, in both classification and
have to be modified or replaced eventually; each is mapping, must be done within the state of
an approximation of truth.
knowledge of the soil science of the day, including
Ideally, a framework for soil classification and the prevailing understanding of genesis. The
mapping should carry within itself the seeds of its existing state of knowledge places an absolute
own destruction. That is strong language, perhaps ceiling on the caliber of any framework for soil
too strong. An existing framework need not be classification and mapping. Under no circumstances
razed and demolished completely so that all can a framework rise above that ceiling. Actually,
elements disappear when a new one is constructed. there is no danger that the ceiling will be reached.
The new normally contains elements of an older Any framework that is constructed can be no better
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than the working knowledge of its architects. No
small group of soil scientists will have the whole of
the science in their minds. The hmitations imposed
by the store of knowledge held by a small group of
individuals apply to classification systems, to
mapping legends, and to soil maps.

believe that a new framework is really inferior to
the old and therefore see no reason to make a
change. Examples of such people have been easy to
find in the United States whenever a system of soil
classification was modified or replaced. Concurrent
use of more than one framework can be expected
indefinitely because of the need for periodic
revisions to accommodate new knowledge about
soils combined with the normal resistance of
human beings to change.
American experience thus demonstrates that
ideas in soil survey and soil classification persist in
the minds of men for a long time once they have
gained acceptance. This state of affairs has been
aptly characteristized by John Dewey (1958) in one
sentence: "It is not easy to break away from
established interpretations and classifications of the
world." Replace the term world by soils and the
statement loses none of its validity.

Persistence of ideas
Once the first framework had been developed,
it was the only one followed in the American
survey program for about 30 years. It was the basis
for the massive report on soils of the country
published by the Bureau of Soils in 1913 (Marbut,
Bennet, Lapham, J.E. & Lapham, M., 1913).
Furthermore, the framework was not easily
replaced when a new system of soil classification
was proposed.
Two or more frameworks have been in use,
partly by the same people but to a greater extent
by different people, for the last 40 years or so
(Simonson, 1963). The initial framework continued
in effect as the major one after Marbut had
developed his system of soil classification in the
twenties (Marbut, 1927). Three years after Marbut
had completed his system it was modified
appreciably (Baldwin et al., 1938), and more effort
was then given to its application in the survey
program. It slowly did gain in acceptance over the
next decade, even though it did not fully replace
the older framework. Both continued to be used
throughout the forties, the fifties, and into the
sixties. If a person were to examine all existing
legends, classification tables, and series descriptions
in the United States at the present time, I believe
he would still find more than traces of the initial
framework.
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ADVANCES IN SOIL CLASSIFICATION
AND GENESIS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
C.N. MACVICAR
Soil and Irrigation Research Institute, Private Bag X79, Pretoria 0001
ABSTRACT
The methods used to classify soils in Botswana, Lesotho, Rhodesia, South Africa and
Swaziland are described. Special attention is given to the South African binomial classification
system. Soil genesis is discussed in terms of a variety of soil conditions and processes inter alia
ferrallitization, yellow soil horizons, high base status black and red soils. Natal coast sands, a plinthic
catena, duplex soils .(solodized' solonetz), the relative importance of the soil forming factors, evidence
for climatic change, paleosols, podzolization, gleying, calcretes, stone lines and lamellae.
Uittreksel
VORDERING IN GRONDKLASSIFIKASIE EN GRONDGENESE IN SUIDELIKE AFRIKA
Die metodes waarmee gronde in Botswana, Lesotho, Rhodesië, Suid-Afrika en Swaziland
geklassifiseer word, word beskrywe. Spesiale aandag word aan die Suid-Afrikaanse binomiese
klassiftkasiesisteem gegee. Grondgenese word in terme van 'n verskeidenheid grondtoestande en
-prosesse bespreek, onder andere ferrallitisasie, geel grondhorisonte, hoë basestatus- swart en rooi
gronde, Natal-kussande, 'n plintiese katena, dupleksgronde (gesolodiseerde solonetz), die relatiewe
belangrikheid van die grondvormende faktore, paleosols, podzolisasie, vergleying, kalkrete, kliplyne en
lamelle.

INTRODUCTION
The object of this article is to do justice to the
sterling work of a large number of soil scientists.
The writer is not conversant with the world
literature on the entire subject matter and so
cannot fully evaluate the work done locally.
Further, not all of the local publications have been
read. Indeed, the data and argument presented in
the work that was consulted have not always been
considered and weighed with the care they deserve.
It was therefore thought advisable to include a
fairly comprehensive list of relevant writings. The
writer regrets the inevitable omissions.
A great many publications in science, and
particularly those in the sphere of soil genesis, are
highly speculative. Published work often has the
uncertain base of a little real investigation
supported by an array of references, each
contributing its own share of speculation.
Frequently authors try to force facts to fit a
preconceived notion. The reader of this article
would do well to bear these pitfalls in mind.
The article deals with soil classification in
South Africa, Rhodesia, Swaziland, Lesotho and
Botswana, and with ideas and research on soil
genesis emanating from these countries. Little
reference is made to work done elsewhere. Unless
otherwise indicated, soil names used in this article
are those given by MacVicar, De Villiers, Loxton,
Verster, Lambrechts, Merryweather, Le Roux, Van
Rooyen & Harmse (1977).
SOIL CLASSIFICATION
Soil classification systems orginating in the
civil engineering sphere (Jennings, Brink &
Williams, 1973) are not considered in this article.

SOUTH AFRICA
Zonality versus geology
Vipond (1909) was one of the first to
recognise the need to study the properties of soil
types in addition to analysing samples in the
laboratory (Juritz, 1909). Because of the distinct
relationship
between
soils and geological
formations, the early classification or grouping of
soils in the Transvaal was made (Marchand, 1924),
contrary to Marbut's (Schantz & Marbut, 1923)
advice, on the basis of geology. However, this
trend was overshadowed and terminated by Van
der Merwe's (1940) zonal approach which arose out
of the influence of Marbut and which, at the time,
enjoyed overwhelming support (Baldwin, Kellogg &
Thorp, 1938). However, in the sugar industry.
Beater (1944, 1957,' 1959, 1962), confronted with
the unmistakable relationship between soil and
rock, defied majority opinion and grouped his soils
on the basis of geology.
Baldwin, Kellogg & Thorp (1938) define
zonal, intrazonal and azonal soils as follows.
"Zonal soils include those great groups having
well-developed soil characteristics that reflect the
influence of the active factors of soil genesis —
climate and living organisms (chiefly vegetation).
These characteristics are best developed on the
gently undulating (but not perfectly level) upland,
with good drainage, from parent material not of
extreme texture or chemical composition that has
been in place long enough for the biological forces
to have expressed their full influence. . . . . The
intrazonal soils have more or less well-developed
soil characteristics that reflect the dominating
influence of some local factor of relief or parent
material over the normal effect of the climate and
vegetation
The azonal soils are without
well-developed soil characteristics either because of
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their youth or because conditions of parent
material or relief have prevented the development
of definite soil characteristics."
Impressed by the ideas of the Russian
pedologists and Marbut, and by current informed
opinion, and observing such large tracts of uniform
soil as the red Kalahari sands, the black clays on
norite and the highly weathered soils of the eastern
escarpment. Van der Merwe (1940) clearly decided
that the concept of zonality was not merely
pedologically pleasing, but also afforded a
satisfactory basis for classifying the soils of South
Africa. His survey, made by observing soils during
travels between Pretoria and various irrigation
schemes, while covering the greater part of the
country, did not permit a detailed examination of
the soils of each physiographic region. This may
have prevented him from fully appreciating that
there are areas, such as the Natal coast lowlands,
where finding zonal soils depended as much on the
inclination of the observer as on any objective
criteria.

Only in the broadest sense, namely of
organizing information to render it intelligible,
could these geological groupings be regarded as a
system of classification. Beater (1962) appreciated
this when he stated: T h e geological formation
becomes merely a useful vehicle for both the
pedologist and the agronomist to assist them in
memorising and visualising the origin and locaUty
of the soil series and types, . . . " Aware of the
usefulness of taxonomy in communication, he
classified his soils (Beater, 1962) according to an
early version of the SPI system as finalized in 1964
by d'Hoore.
Development of the Binomial System

Consequently in some areas Van der Merwe's
system gave rise to classes accommodating similar
soils, for example the Laterites and Lateritic
Earths. On the other hand, for example, his Brown
Forest Soils (Lowveld) class includes soils with very
Uttle in common: grey brown sandy loams on
granite and dark clays on basic igneous rocks. The
only justification for grouping these soils together is
that they occur in the same physiographic region.
Further, his system places the same or very similar
soils in different classes, for example: zonal and
intrazonal solonetzes; zonal Sub-tropical Black
Clay Soils and upland intrazonal black clays of the
Highveld. The only justification for separating these
soils at a high category level is that they occur in
different physiographic regions. Its failure to group
soils according to similarity in properties was the
downfall of this classification system. The units
display the character of map units rather than
taxonomie units. In this connection the reader is
referred to the remarks of Thomas (1962) set out
below under the heading RHODESIA.
In the Natal coast lowlands it is not
uncommon to find Fernwood and Clansthal (from
Recent Sands), Williamson and Waldene (from
Dwyka tillite), Milkwood (Lower Ecca shale),
Shortlands (dolerite) and Cartref (Table Mountain
sandstone) series in upland positions on the same
300 ha farm. It is hardly surprising that Beater
(1944, 1957, 1959, 1962) saw no advantage in the
zonal concept. Since the effect of drift is minimal,
each rock type has its own suite of soils, due
mainly to drainage differences. Beater decided that
the best way of characterising the soils of the sugar
industry and conveying this information to
agronomists was to map the geological formations
and describe the soils that occur on each. These
geological groupings were in fact well-defined and
hence useful map units (associations of soils). They
were not taxonomie units since most contained
dissimilar soils: for example, Rydalvale and
Shortlands series on dolerite.
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It is when describing the soil composition of a
limited area that data becomes available which is
suitable for defining classes at the series level:
descriptions and differentiating criteria need to be
such as to permit the distinguishing of one soil
from another. Only when many surveys of this kind
have been made does it become possible to
construct a classification to accommodate most of
the soils of a country.
Beater (1944), who first defined soil series,
and Rosenstrauch (1938) were among the first to
carry out such surveys (Beater, 1944, 1957, 1959,
1962). Slabber's (1945) work followed soon after.
The next surveys of importance to be carried out
were those of the Tugela Basin (Van der Eyk,
MacVicar & De Villiers, 1969), initiated by
Professor E.R. Orchard of the University of Natal
and in respect of which the field work was
completed in 1962, and Kroonstad (Loxton, 1962b).
There followed a stream of surveys (see list of
Relevant Writings) until July 1977, which
contributed to the construction of the Binomial
System.
Early in the I960's, Dr R.F. Loxton, then at
the Soils Research Institute, perceived the need to
correlate the increasing number of soil definitions
being made in various parts of the country. He
began this work by correlating soil definitions from
the Tugela Basin, the sugar industry and
Kroonstad. The eventual outcome was the first list
of South African soil series definitions (MacVicar,
Loxton & Van der Eyk, 1965a, 1965b).
In the mid-1960's AOC Technical Services
(Pty) Ltd Staff (1964-1978) carried out a
reconnaissance survey of the Eastern Transvaal
Highveld. Confronted with the problem of
conveying to their clients the nature of the very
large number of soils in this area. Drs MacVicar
and Loxton grouped series into soil forms, each
with a characteristic sequence of diagnostic
horizons.
It was during the I960's that certain soil
scientists gave consideration to the 7th
Approximation (1960) as a means of classifying the
country's soil series. In a land of few soil scientists
the classification system had to be used by non-soil
scientists if it was going to make any contribution
at all to improved land use. It was considered a
certainty that the 7th Approximation with its

strange nomenclature would not find general means, medians or the modes of the differentiating
acceptance. Pedologically, its class boundaries criteria. This requires that these be known (i.e. that
sometimes separated soils which local soil scientists they be measured) which is often not the case.
wanted in one class; it also grouped into one class MacVicar (1969) therefore suggested that soil
soils thought here to deserve separate classes. So it classification is the placing of profiles in classes and
was that Mac Vicar and De Vilhers (Van der Eyk that soil mapping is the description, using soil
et. a I., 1969) used the form-series method of classes, of the apparent individuals which occur in
classifying the soils of the Tugela Basin and, in an area demarcated on a map.
doing so, improved upon diagnostic horizon
The authors of the classification had to decide
definitions made earlier for the Eastern Transvaal how to group series into higher categories. Two
High veld.
choices were open: the higher category(s) would
The Tugela Basin classification met with either demonstrate genetic relationships to best
considerable success. It gave planners, soil advantage or preference Would be given to easy soil
scientists, agronomists and farmers a good identification. A single higher category, the form,
understanding of the soils of the area, non-soil was chosen to promote easy identification, an
scientists found soil identification easy, and its important consideration being the need to ensure
terminology was rapidly and widely taken into use. that relevant information about soil played its
This success led Dr J.M. de Villiers, then at the proper role in land-use planning. Although all soil
Soil and Irrigation Research Institute, at the forms have genetic significance, genesis played a
beginning of this decade, to convene a working subordinate role. Some forms, for example Arcadia
group of experienced pedologists to construct a ( = vertisols), have the same genetic significance as
form-series classification for the country. Dr C.N. do high category classes of other systems. Others,
MacVicar took over convenership of the group for example Hutton, cut across several orders in
when Dr De Villiers left early in 1973 to take up a Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1975). In the
post in Rhodesia. The books "Soil classification. A latter instances, the soil forms reflect different and
binomial system for South Africa" and arguably lesser aspects of genesis than do the Soil
"Grondklassifikasie. 'n Binomiese sisteem vir Taxonomy classes. There are several important
kinds of soil (e.g. oxisols) which cannot be referred
Suid-Afrika" appeared in October, 1977.
to in terms of one soil form; when he needs to refer
to these, the local pedologist must rely on other
The Binomial System
classification systems.
The system has 41 soil forms, each made up
MacVicar (1969) set out the basis of the
Tugela Basin classification system, the prototype of of one or more of 20 diagnostic horizons, and 504
the Binomial System. Depending on the purpose, soil series. The form has the same number and kind
he defines soil in two ways: as the pedological of horizons as its constituent series. The classes in
sphere of interest when the purpose is the study of the system are formally defined in terms of
soil and, of more restricted compass, as the relatively few soil properties. With time and the
classifiable soil body when the purpose is soil measurement of an increasing number of
classification.
parameters, the operation of covariance will ensure
The soil mantle is made up of 3-dimensional that soil series will become charged with an
bodies of soil which MacVicar called apparent increasing amount of the information needed for a
individuals ( = polypedons, Soil Survey Staff, wide variety of interpretations.
1975). The properties of these are used to set up the
soil series class limits of the classification system so Criticism of the Binomial System and
as to accommodate, as far as possible, similar its precursors
apparent individuals in each series. Both
pedological and land capability considerations were
As was pointed out earlier, land capability
used when deciding on the degree of homogeneity considerations were taken into account when
required within series. "The purpose of the series deciding on the homogeneity of series classes. To
category
is mainly pragmatic, and the taxa in be avoided was a plethora of fine subdivisions with
the series category are closely allied to interpretive little or no pedological or land capability
significance. Bearing in mind the year to year
uses of the system" (Soil Survey Staff, 1975).
Having set up the classes, it is found that variability in rainfall and the variability in soil over
apparent individuals frequently straddle series the smallest unit of land that in practice can be
boundaries. For example, a dystrophic red apedal treated separately, there is little point in becoming
soil individual with a clay content of the B ranging over-zealous when classifying and mapping soils for
from 30 to 40% would straddle the 35% clay predicting crop behaviour. The authors of the
boundary of soil series. To avoid the problem of system lay no claim to a usefulness that it does not
deciding how to classify such a soil, MacVicar possess.
suggested that the thing to be classified is the soil
Fölscher (1971) has been the chief critic of the
profile which has a single value — not a range — usefulness of the system. He points out that there is
for each property. Another objection to the use of no relationship between series names and soil
the polypedon or, as Verster (1974) suggested, the properties, and states that for local use
pedon as the thing to be classified is that it would conventional terminology such as "reddish brown
need to be classified according to the ranges, clay loam" would be preferable; for wider
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communication the series classification is "of
course" useless. In reply it may be said that an
accurate description of a soil in Wasbank series, for
example, would be long-winded. Although the
object of the system is not international
communication, the use of series names in
conjunction with the classification publication, as
with the use of any reference book such as a
dictionary, is a very good means of communication
for any purpose.
Fölscher (1971) states that the applicability of
the soil series in land use depends on there being
proof that there is less variation in productivity
within classes than between classes. Before going
further it must be pointed out that productivity
depends on both non-soil (not treated in the
classification) and soil characteristics.
When predicting productivity using series,
these non-soil and often also additional soil (e.g.
depth, stoniness) characteristics are taken into
account. The relevant question is not that posed by
Fölscher but: given the soil series and the necessary
additional information, such as soil depth and
climate, can significant predictions be made about
what crops can be grown, how to grow them and
what yields to expect? In this connection Fölscher
points out that soil series make no provision for
climate; they are not meant to — soil series are
classes of soil, not classes of environment.
Two examples of legends of farm soil-contour
maps are given for the reader to consider and
decide whether soil series maps are useful in
planning improved land use and in communicating
the soil character of land. Because they are farm
maps, each soil has its own definable climate,
which must be taken into account when making the
interpretation.
Farm A, near Mooi River, Natal
Farningham series > 1 200 mm deep (900 ha)
Katspruit series (25 ha)
Farm B, near Standerton, Transvaal
Leksand loamy medium sand, 600 to 900 mm
to gleyed material (250 ha)
Arcadia series, 600 to 900 mm to weathered
rock (125 ha)
Estcourt sandy loam, A + E 250 to 300 mm
thick (100 ha)
Rensburg series (90 ha)
Dundee medium sandy loam (50 ha)
There are several defects to the book,
amongst others poor colour illustrations for
Tambankulu and Oakleaf forms, and inadequate
classes and symbols for underlying materials. Its
greatest shortcoming probably springs from the fact
that its authors would have preferred to have
known more about the soils of South Africa,
particularly arid region soils, at the time the system
was constructed. The interested reader is referred to
Stoch (1976) for a rambling and poorly reasoned
criticism of the Binomial System.
RHODESIA
Ellis (1947, 1948, 1950, 1951, 1953, 1954-), like
Beater in South Africa, classified the soils of

Rhodesia on the basis of geology. "However
retrograde a step in theory, the classification of
Rhodesian soils on the parent material basis
remains the only practical method and has an
advantage over other methods in that it gives a
clearer and truer picture of the soils to experienced
workers in similar fields" (Ellis, 1954). Like Beater,
Ellis used the word "classification" in the wider
sense of organizing information to make it
intelligible. Thus his (Ellis, 1951) soils on granite
included shallow grey sandy soils (his Odzi profile)
and strongly weathered clayey soils (his Inyanga
granite-derived profile).
He suggested (Ellis, 1948) as an interim
measure, until such time as a generally acceptable
pedological classification was devised, that each soil
be defined in terms of its properties, climate, parent
material and vegetation. This seems to have been a
suggestion that a list of soil definitions, roughly at
series level, be compiled.
Thomas (1962) forcibly expressed his
dissatisfaction with the zonal school: " . . . no
scientific value to try to force soils into units of a
supposedly pedogenetic system to which they
clearly did not belong
such attempts bring
pedology into disrepute and give justification to the
charge that it makes little contribution to
agriculture . . . . A classification is sound only if it
brings together soils that are essentially similar, and
separates soils that are essentially dissimilar."
Thompson (1965a, 1965b) defined soil series
and classified them into families, groups and
orders, influenced markedly by the SPI legend
(d'Hoore, 1964). Thompson's orders are Weakly
Developed Soils (groups: Regosols, Lithosols),
Calcimorphic Soils (groups: Vertisols, Siallitic
Soils), Kaolinitic Soils (groups: Fersiallitic Soils,
Para-ferrallitic Soils, Ortho-ferrallitic Soils),
Halomorphic Soils (groups: Sodic Soils, Non-sodic
Soils) and Hydromorphic Soils (groups: Calcic,
Non-calcic). The groups are subdivided into
families using several criteria: parent material,
texture, soluble salts and swell-shrink potential. Of
special interest are the Para-ferrallitic soils. These
are derived from parent materials that give rise to
sandy soils. Some have a ferrallitic clay fraction but
reserves of weatherable minerals, and others have
some 2:1 layer clays in addition to kaoHnite but no
weatherable minerals.
Each of Thompson's soil series has a
well-known place name (e.g. Chisumbanje), a letter
indicating parent material (e.g. B = basalt) and a
numeral which, except for 0 which always indicates
a Uthosol, has no special significance and is used to
differentiate between two or more series from the
same parent material; where catenas are involved,
numerals go from upland to lowland.
SWAZILAND
Murdoch, with contributions by Andriesse
(Murdoch & Andriesse, 1964) and Baillie (1968a,
1968b), has provided an excellent account of the
soils of Swaziland. His memoir. Soils and Land
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Capability in Swaziland (1970), sets out the work
done from the time he began his surveys in 1958.
Murdoch identified a large number of the
soils that make up the Swaziland soil mantle and
defined 107 soil series at roughly the same level of
abstraction as has been used in other countries.
However, his series classes are not so defined as
always to allow a quite certain classification of
soils. The definition of Delcor series, a member of
the South African Avalon form, may serve as
example: fersiailitic soil, deep, yellow or yellowish
brown, may have dark humic top, horizons merge,
traces of free lime permissible in subsoil,
imperfectly drained, usually from intermediate
parent material, rather heavy texture (mode clay
loam), has iron concretions and soft iron pan below
120 cm depth, with red and grey marbling but is
not now truly hydromorphic, commonly derived
from ignimbrite colluvium at foot of Lubombo
scarp or Cislubombo ridges. Analytical data for
one profile are given.
To "provide a frame of reference" for
Swaziland soils, Murdoch classified his series
according to the SPI legend (d'Hoore, 1964) and
found the following to be present: Raw Mineral
Soils, Weakly Developed Soils, Calcimorphic Soils,
Vertisols, Pseudopodzolic Soils, Brown and
Reddish Brown Soils of Arid and Semiarid
Regions, Eutrophic Brown Soils, Fersiailitic Soils,
Ferrisols, Ferrallitic Soils, Halomorphic Soils,
Other Soils (mineral and organic hydromorphic
soils and mountain peats).
The concepts of families and catenas were
"rejected for mapping . . . in favour of the soil set."
Murdoch (1970) defines the set as " . . . a
straightforward assemblage, in mappable form, of
(a) soil series that are alike in their morphology
and in the practical use that can be made of them
and (b) other geographically associated soils —
either named series within the set, or fragments of
other known series, or pedons representing no
defined unit — which may be very different but
cannot at the scale employed, be indicated
separately." Point (b) indicates that a set is a
mapping unit and not a category in a soil or land
capability classification. Point (a) indicates that the
object of sets is to show on maps, probably of
intermediate to small scale, pedological and
capability differences in land. The set seems to be a
category in a land classification in which the
morphology and capability of the dominant soils
are the criteria which distinguish between classes.

taxonomie rank." This is clearly a taxonomie rather
than a cartographic (Murdoch, 1970) set.
Carroll & Bascomb (1967) classified the sets
according to the SPI legend (d'Hoore, 1964) and
found the following to be present: Raw Mineral
Soils, Weakly Developed Soils, Calcimorphic Soils,
Vertisols, Pseudopodzolic Soils, Brown Soils of
Semiarid Regions, Eutrophic Brown Soils,
FersiaUitic Soils, Ferrallitic Soils. Their vertisols of
lithomorphic origin, for example, contain the
Phechela (shallow, weakly self-mulching) and
Semokong (deep, self-mulching) sets.
More recently considerable progress has been
made under the leadership of P.H. Carroll with
detailed soil description and with the defining and
mapping of soil series with the object of promoting
improved land use (Soil Survey Staff, 1977). Of
special value are the use of block diagrams to
illustrate the occurrence of soils in the landscape,
and the inclusion in soil survey publications of a
wide range of land capability interpretations based
on soil series.
BOTSWANA
There have been several soil investigations,
the more detailed being mostly in Eastern
Botswana. Bawdon & Stobbs (1963) classified the
soils of Eastern Botswana according to an early
version of the 1964 SPI legend and found juvenile
soils, lithosols, calcimorphic non-alluvial soils,
ferruginous tropical soils, and desert and subdesert
soils. Siderius (1973) studied a few soils in the
north and east of the country and classified them
according to the 7th Approximation (1960) finding
Entisols, Vertisols, Inceptisols and Alfisols. The
soils described by Siderius are easily accommodated
by the Binomial System (MacVicar, De Villiers et.
al., 1977).
Eldridge (1978) has proposed a classification
system designed to be used locally as an aid in
making land use planning decisions that need to be
taken before a sophisticated soil data base can be
established. His five Soil Groups are alluvial soils,
very shallow soils, cracking clays, red brown and
grey soils, desert and subdesert soils. His subgroups
are defined using as differentiae texture, drainage,
calcareousness and topography. Series within
subgroups are defined according to parent material,
and a variety of criteria are used at the phase level:
erosion, stoniness, depth, alkalinity and salinity,
and surface crusting.
GENESIS

LESOTHO
The first investigation of note was that by
Carroll (Carroll & Bascomb, 1967). Soil bodies,
each with a marked degree of uniformity, and
representative profiles were described. Soil series
were not defined. The soils were grouped into sets
which were " . . . flexible groupings of soils with
like profiles; they can be broadly defined in terms
of a modal soil and variations from it. The
constituent soils need not be geographically
associated and are not necessarily of equal

Ferrallitization
Largely confirming Harrison's (1933) work,
Beater (1947) and MacVicar (1962, 1965b), found
that the formation and relative accumulation
(d'Hoore, 1953) of ferric oxides (mainly hydrates)
and the severe removal of silica and bases (here
termed ferrallitization) marked the first step in the
alteration of rock to crust (C horizon) in highly
weathered soils. The second phase is one of
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resilication during which 1:1 layer clay minerals are
formed from the combination of silica from the
weathering rock and possibly (De Villiers, 1962,
1969) from the release of silica by the weathering in
the upper soil of creep, and by silica phytocycling.
Whereas Harrison and Beater found the formation
of secondary quartz, MacVicar (1965b) did not. In
a study of the weathering of granite, Purves (1976)
found that the first chemical alterations involved
the chloritization of biotite with the release and
oxidation of iron and the formation of sericite
(potassium coming from biotite) on the surface of
plagioclase feldspars. The potassium feldspars begin
to weather slowly, remaining until after the
plagioclase feldspars have been completely altered.
Beater (1947), Van der Merwe & Heystek
(1952), Reerink (1961), De Villiers (1962), Van der
Merwe (1962), Watson (1962), Van der Merwe &
Weber (1963), MacVicar (1965b), Thompson
(1965a), Harmse (1967), Le Roux (1973a), Fey
(1974), Purves (1976) and Fitzpatrick (1978), to
name but a few, have found that: the dominant
constituents, apart from quartz in some soils, of
clay fractions in soils that have undergone strong
ferrallitization are kaolinite (and related minerals),
gibbsite and ferric oxides; the greater the degree of
silica removal, the further the clay fraction moves
in the direction of gibbsite; the less the removal of
silica, the greater the alumino-silicate component of
the clay fraction (first 1:1 and then 2:1 layer clays).
Reerink (1961), Van der Merwe (1962) and Le
Roux (1971, 1973a) found that in a given highly
weathered area where soils from dolerite contained
no 2:1 layer clays, soils from shales did. Le Roux
found the clay fractions of the strongly weathered
shale-derived soils which he studied to contain 10
to 20 % micaceous minerals.
Fitzpatrick (1978) has found that the ferric
oxides of most highly weathered soils which he
studied, both red and yellow, are usually dominated
by highly A1-substituted goethite which in the red
soils is masked by a lesser amount of hematite.
Perhaps the yellow in Kranskop and Griffin
profiles may be due in part to the cheluvial (De
Villiers, 1965b) removal of this masking hematite
{vide infra).
Pedogenic chlorite has been found in many
South African highly weathered soils (Harmse,
1967; Le Roux, 1973a). More was found in
shale-derived than in dolerite-derived soils. Harmse
(1967) and Fey (1974) speculated that it is formed
via a smectite first alteration product followed by
an addition of alumina. Fey (1974) found that
whereas many South African highly weathered soils
contained pedogenic chlorite (a sign, he thought, of
a lesser degree of weathering), samples from Brazil
and Australia did not.
Harmse (1967) and Fitzpatrick (1978) favour
neogenesis or diagenesis as the method of
formation of kaolinite from primary minerals.
Harmse believes that primary minerals, micas
excepted, must decompose to amorphous material
before forming clay minerals. He suggests the
sequence: primary minerals — allophane —
metahalloysite — kaohnite. Fey (1974) found that

metahalloysite seems to be a more important
constituent than kaolinite in many South African
highly weathered soils. He also found no allophane
and very little amorphous material, whereas Le
Roux (1973a) found considerable amounts of
amorphous alumino-silicates in the soils he studied.
De Villiers (1969) suggested that the decrease
he found in gibbsite from saprolite to surface is
caused by an increase in organo-sesquioxide
interactions which prevent crystallization of
sesquioxides. A similar suggestion was made by
Fey& Le Roux (1975).
More strongly developed ped structures in
these soils are normally associated with a higher
content of 2:1 layer clays. Fitzpatrick & Le Roux
(1975) attribute a fine blocky structure to
iron-titanium oxides in a particular highly
weathered soil in which they found no 2:1 layer
clays.
Maud (1965a) has suggested that the fossil
ferricrete often found at the base of ferrallitized
soils (humic soil forms) on the Early Tertiary
surfaces near the Natal coast (e.g. at Kloof) is the
parent material for the overlying soil. There is little
doubt that these ferricretes are weathering and
contributing, in greater or lesser degree, to the
formation of new soil. However, there is no reason
why the Table Mountain group of sediments (on
which these soils are found) should not have given
rise to many of these soils. Indeed, between
Kearsney and Thring's Post profiles can be seen
developing, on Table Mountain sediments, towards
these highly weathered soils.
Yellow soil horizons
In humic soils on the Table Mountain
sediments Early Tertiary plateaux of Natal, yellow
horizons are generally rare north of Umbumbulu.
Moving south, the yellow horizon becomes more
prominent until, at Lusikisiki, there are many soils
without a red horizon (Magwa form). All soil
forming factors except temperature are constant;
low temperatures seem therefore to favour yellow
colours. Evidence for this comes also from highly
weathered soils derived from dolerite in Natal: the
greater the altitude, particularly on southern
aspects, the more frequent the occurrence of yellow
horizons in soils from dolerite (Griffin and Clovelly
forms).
It is possible to find at the same altitude (e.g.
Nottingham Road) red soils from parent materials
(dolerite) with large ferrous iron reserves and
yellow soils from parent materials (Karroo
sediments) with little ferrous iron reserve.
Yellow soil horizons can also be found in soils
where, unless there had been a degree of
hydromorphy, the colour would have been red.
Examples are Avalon, Glencoe and Pinedene in the
red-yellow-grey plinthic catena (vide infra). A
man-made example is to be found on Vaalharts
Irrigation Scheme where excess irrigation water has
caused previously red soils to turn yellow (Eloff,
1971; EloffA Laker, 1976).
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The importance of temperature and parent
material was recognised by Van der Merwe (1940).
Mac Vicar (1962) considered, perhaps erroneously,
that the temperature effect was an indirect moisture
effect and that yellow soil colours in porous,
sesquioxic soils are a function of soil moisture
regime and the ferrous iron content of the parent
material: the higher the average moisture status
(without becoming reducing), the more free ferric
oxides the soil can contain and still remain yellow;
the lower the average moisture status, the less free
ferric oxides needed to colour it red. The red sands
on the humid Natal coast are an apparent anomaly,
but perhaps high evapotranspiration and low soil
water-holding
capacity
could
explain
the
phenomenon.
De Villiers (1965b) suggests that the
mobilization of free sesquioxides in the form of
organo-mineral complexes (cheluviation) takes
place commonly in cool climates. A special process
such as this is necessary in order to explain the
position of the yellow horizon in Kranskop and
Griffin soils. Perhaps this cheluviation removes the
hematite which Fitzpatrick (1978) considers to
mask the large proportion of goethite which he has
found in mesotrophic and dystrophic red soils. On
the other hand an organic matter-connected process
may cause the hematite to be converted to goethite.
Fey (1974), working on Griffin soils, found that the
pyrophosphate-extractable Al (a measure of Al
bound up by organic matter) and degree of
Al-substitution of Fe by Al in goethite was higher
in the yellow than in the red horizons. Fitzpatrick
(1978) found that up to 30% of the goethite in the
yellow Avalon horizon is Al-substituted; how this
figure varies among Avalons in the rest of South
Africa is not known. In view of the marked degree
of hydromorphy apparently needed to form
lepidocrocite — an orange coloured mineral —
(Schwertmann & Fitzpatrick, 1977), it seems
unlikely that the yellow colour in Kranskop soils is
due to this mineral (De Villiers & Van Rooyen,
1967).
De Villiers (1965b) attributes the yellow
horizon in Kranskop and Griffin soils to yellow soil
formation in a drift overlying a preweathered (red)
substratum. Whereas this is not impossible as a
special case, the existence of blocks of land of
limited extent (e.g. on Table Mountain sediments
near Kranskop village and on Dwyka tillite in the
same landscape) in which the yellow and red
horizons are physically related to the underlying
rock, with very little obvious influence from
neighbouring rocks, places the onus of proving a
binary parent material (whether the difference be
lithological or merely chronological) upon the
person who makes the assertion.
Yellow brown soils, usually sandy, have been
reported on the young alluvium of the Natal coast
(Maud, 1968), in the Fish and Sundays river valleys
(Soil Survey Staff, 1925-1978) and along the upper
Orange River where they have been removed from
alluvial to higher-lying positions by aeolian action
(Van Rooyen & Burger, 1974). The last authors
indicate that the ferro-magnesian minerals are still

in the process of being altered. It would seem that
the yellow colour is due to goethite and that these
materials are analogous to the yellow-brown C
horizon crusts in red ferrallitized soils from basic
rocks, and probably have the potential of turning
red. The yellow Bluff sands (Maud, 1968) and some
western Cape Province yellow sands (Van Niekerk,
1967) may also fall within this class of materials.
High base status, dark coloured topsoils
and red blocky clays
It is generally agreed (Van der Merwe, 1940;
Beater, 1947; Van der Merwe & Heystek, 1955;
MacVicar, 1962, 1965b; Oberholster, 1966, 1969a;
Harmse, 1967; Taylor, 1972; Fitzpatrick & Le
Roux, 1977) that the alteration of basic igneous
rocks to black, smectitic clays (e.g. Arcadia series)
involves a very slight to moderate loss of bases and
the formation of smectites in which iron forms part
of the crystal structure. Harmse (1967) supports the
neogenetic pathway of smectite formation from
non-mica primary minerals. From early times
(Vipond, 1912; Theron & Van Niekerk, 1934) the
black colour has been attributed to divalent
cation-humus complexes of considerable stability,
which can be destroyed (De Villiers, 1962) by HjOj
or heating to 400 °C, rather than to amount of
organic matter. Van der Merwe (1940) suggested
that the colour is due to dark coloured mineral
particles which require little organic matter to
blacken. De Villiers (1962) suggests that the
formation of the clay-humus complexes needs a
high surface area and CEC; the occurrence of
kaolinite in some of these dark soils probably does
not justify a modification of this view since such
soils usually also contain 2:1 layer clays. De Villiers
(1962) cites literature in support of the colour being
blacker the higher the Na content. Van Niekerk
(1933) and Theron & Van Niekerk (1934) hold the
opposite view. The writer has seen at Mhlume in
Swaziland
black clays become dark grey,
apparently as a result of an increasing sodium
content following irrigation.
MacVicar (1962) has related the formation of
these soils to the genetic regimes in which they are
found. They are not found in arid areas: there is a
lower limit to moisture regime. With increasing
rainfall,
they
are
first
found
in
moisture-accumulating positions (e.g. the calcareous
red and black clays of Weenen, Natal). This lower
limit of moisture is probably that which is
necessary to support an adequate supply of organic
matter. With increasing rainfall, lime is moved
down the profile and if moist enough, the soils are
free of lime (e.g. Natal coast). The removal of
bases and silica cannot go beyond the point where
the Ca/Mg-humates can no longer be formed (as in
dystrophic soils) nor, probably, to the point where
the clay fraction is dominated by 1:1 layer clays
(De Villiers, 1962). The presence of these soils on
the Natal coast is probably due to base-rich parent
materials being near the surface, to a high rate of
evapotranspiration and to a rapid growth and
decomposition of a luxuriant vegetation. Strongly
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reducing conditions (Rensburg subsoil) preclude the
formation of these materials. Parent materials must
be rich in divalent cations, otherwise the formation
of duplex soils seems to be favoured. Rainfall,
temperature, soil age, parent material, slope and
drainage are all factors that, singly or in
combination, affect the extent to which bases and
silica are removed from the weathering zone.
Insufficient removal of clay (Purves, 1976), cations
and silica are reasons for these soils (Rensburg
form) occurring in some bottomlands which are
surrounded by kaoHnitic red, yellow or grey soils.
Van der Merwe & Heystek (1955), MacVicar
(1965b) and Fitzpatrick & Le Roux (1977) have
shown that this peculiar dark colour can persist
until the degree of silica removal has resulted in the
formation of considerable kaolinitè. Depending on
the nature of the parent material, the 2:1 layer clay
minerals of soils with this kind of dark colour may
be swelling (smectites) or non-sweUing types (e.g.
interstratified micas), or mixtures of these. Soils
with this colouring, and known as margalitic
(MacVicar, De Villiers et. ai, 1977), vary from
coarse textured (often found in alluvium) to clays.
Considerable attention has been given to
black smectitic and red kaolinitic clays occurring
adjacent to each other on basic igneous rocks in the
upland landscape such that the soil forming factors
for both are, with the possible exceptions of parent
material and drainage, the same. The direction of
soil formation — siallitic or ferrallitic — is
determined by the extent to which silica is removed
by leaching from the C horizon. Less silica is
therefore being removed from the black soil C
horizon than from the red, caused by one or more
of: a dilution of the soil material by coarser
material from elsewhere (Marchand, 1924; Van der
Merwe & Heystek, 1955; Oberholster, 1966, 1969a;
Taylor, 1972; Verster, 1974); a difference in the
mineralogy of the underlying parent material (Van
der Merwe, 1940; Oberholster, 1966); differences in
the topography of the weathering rock surface
and/or in the permeability of the weathered rock
causing sluggish drainage beneath the black clay
sites. Any of these reasons may hold for a specific
situation, but the writer believes that too little
attention may have been given to the reason
mentioned last.
Verster, De Villiers & Scheepers (1973)
reported on one of the few occurrences of gilgai in
South Africa. Basin gilgai on more or less level
land they considered to be due to equal
multi-directional vectors operating at a given point
in the soil mass during swelling. They thought that
the linear gilgai pattern on the sloping Rustenburg
landscape may be caused by an additional
directional vector related to slope.
Natal coast sands
There has been a whole series of marine
transgressions (rises in sea level) and regressions
along the South African coast during and since
Tertiary times giving rise to dune formation and

weathering. Maud (1968) has given an excellent
account of many of these events on the Natal coast.
Wherever sea level remained constant for a
time, wave-cut benches were formed. Maud (1968)
recognised the following benches (height above
present sea level): 170 m, 115 m (which he correlates
with the two Late Tertiary erosion cycles of King &
King, 1959), 70 m, 45 m, 33 m, 18 m, 12 m, 8 m,
4,5-m, 2,4 m, 1,5 m, 1,0 m, 0,3 m. Discoidal
(lozenge-shaped) stones are typical markers of these
relic benches. The writer recently found such
benches near Glentana Beach and the Great Brak
River mouth (on the George coast) which, roughly
measured, are about 170 m above present sea level.
What appear to be wave-cut benches are
particularly well-developed in Table Mountain
sediments north of Mbotyi in the Transkei.
According to Maud, during the Riss
glaciation (the third Pleistocene glaciation) some
120000 years ago sea level went down to about
100 m below present. During the Riss-Wurm
interglacial period it returned to 8 m above present.
During the Wiirm glaciation some 30 000 years ago
it again dropped to 100 m below present. It then
moved up to 4,5 m above present about 11 000
years ago and then fell gradually. The present level,
which is rising by about I mm per year, has been
more or less the same for about 5000 years. In
consequence of these events, river mouths along the
Natal coast contain about 80 m of mud-fill below
water level. In terms of Maud's account, benches
higher than 8 m all date beyond 120000 years.
According to Maud (private communication) if all
the ice at the poles melted, sea level would rise to
about 60 m above present. Some at least of the sea
level changes must therefore have been
accompanied by tectonic movements.
Natal coast beaches are made up of
considerable amounts of granite-derived material
and consequently are rich in microcline (40%) and
quartz, and also contain some hornblende. During
periods of lowering of sea level (Maud, private
communication) the continental shelf becomes
exposed and dune building is favoured. The term
calcarenite refers to calcified beach deposits or
dunes. Three important sand formations (Maud) on
the Natal coast are: the calcarenite formed during
the Riss low sea level (to be seen at Umhloti and
Isipingo and comprising the Aliwal Shoal) which
goes down to 100 m below present sea level, that
formed during the Wiirm low sea level (the yellow
Bluff sands), and the young white sands (less than
5000 years old). Since these were dune deposits,
nothing can be said of the position of their original
crests.
The older of these sands have weathered and,
by ferrallitization, have formed a red porous sandy
clay loam covered for the most part by a red sand
or loamy sand (Beater, 1957, 1959, 1962; Maud
1968; MacVicar, 1973). Maud (in: Beater, 1959)
believes that the origin of the sandy overlayer is
due to redistribution of material by wind either
during an arid period or during a period of
vegetation destruction, such as by fire (private
communication). The writer is inclined to think
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that the sandy overburden is due to eluviation
because it has not been found directly overlying
country rock along the inland margins of the coast
sands. The formation of Shepstone form is
considered by MacVicar (1973) to be due to a weak
perched hydromorphy in the sand above the red
sandy clay loam. Indications for this are profiles
with a red sand overlying a grey sand which, in
turn, overlies the red sandy clay loam in the top of
which varying degrees of reduction are evident;
plinthite formation at the texture transition is
sometimes sufficient to qualify the soil for
Longlands form. In the flat Richards Bay — St
Lucia area such hydromorphy is widespread and
soils of Longlands, Kroonstad and, when deep,
Fernwood forms are common.
It is clear from the foregoing that there is a
fundamental difference in mineralogy and genesis
between a Fernwood derived from a gleying of the
red sand, and one in the very young white beach
dunes.
Plinthic catena
Vast areas of South Africa (Van der Merwe's
High Veld Prairie Soils and his Ferruginous
Lateritic Soils, 1940; Van der Eyk, MacVicar & De
Villiers, 1969; MacVicar, 1967, 1970; Harmse, 1967;
Van der Bank, 1968; Roberts, 1969; Verster, 1971;
AOC Technical Services, 1964-1978) are covered by
a catena which, in its ideal form, consists of (from
top to bottom) the following soil forms: Hutton,
Bainsvlei, Avalon/Pinedene/Glencoe, Longlands/
Wasbank, and Rensburg, Katspruit, Champagne or
Dundee in the bottomland.
In areas of uniform parent material capable of
red soil formation (for example on Kanhym
Estates, Middelburg, Transvaal), the amount of
Hutton is inversely proportional to the amount of
upland landscape influenced by a fluctuating water
table. The Hutton sometimes covers the entire
landscape except for narrow bands of plinthic soils
along bottomlands or around pans (e.g. near
Middelburg, Transvaal). On the other hand,
Hutton and Bainsvlei, and occasionally even yellow
apedal soils, are absent. Other variations include
upland landscapes which, in addition to plinthic
soils, contain duplex and/or black clays (depending
on parent material) and weakly expressed plinthic
soils (Westleigh form).
Soils of the catena have been found derived
from inter alia: shales, sandstones, dolerite, granite
and colluvial, alluvial and aeolian drifts. Degree of
weathering and degree of leaching range from
highly weathered, very acid to moderately
weathered (some 2:1 layer clays — Reerink, 1961;
Harmse, 1967) and neutral.
There have been two schools of thought
regarding the formation of these plinthic soils,
namely the hydromorphic (Van der Merwe, 1940
and MacVicar, 1962) and the non-hydromorphic
(De Villiers, 1962, 1964b). De Villiers considered
the yellow material to have formed in a younger
overburden and that the yellow was translocated
downwards into an initially red pre-weathered
material. Van der Merwe and MacVicar considered

that the effect of a fluctuating water table and the
absolute accumulation of sesquioxides (d'Hoore,
1953) are responsible for the morphology of these
soils. While not denying that in specific instances
soils may have developed in the manner described
by De Villiers, the writer considers hydromorphy to
have been the chief method by which these plinthic
soils have been formed. Arguments in favour of
this opinion are: water tables are often found in the
plinthic soils; the consistent vertical profile
morphology of strong gley at the bottom via a zone
of absolute sesquioxide accumulation (concretions
are usually present) to a yellow or grey horizon,
which in a better-drained position in the same
landscape is red, is what one would expect from a
fluctuating water table; the faithful relationship
between the red-yellow-grey sequence and
topography over vast areas of the country speaks
for hydromorphy; an Avalon profile seen by the
writer near Bethlehem which, apart from its topsoil
and the upper part of its yellow apedal horizon,
was wholly developed in sandstone — the original
sandstone structure could be seen in the yellow
apedal horizon.
Hard plinthite seems to develop more rapidly
in sandstone areas (e.g. Ermelo-Hendrina-Lake
Chrissie; Newcastle-Utrecht) probably because of
the ease with which water tables form on
sandstones and possibly because of a more rapid
lateral redistribution of reduced iron from iron-rich
materials such as dolerite. Plinthic soils are, of
course, found in other soil associations, for
example among the youthful soils of the Natal
coast. Fitzpatrick (1978) has found most hardened
plinthites to be richer in goethite than hematite;
Maud's (1965a) relic laterite on the Early Tertiary
surface was found by Fitzpatrick to be richer in
hematite than goethite.
Pans are a feature of many parts of this
catena on the Highveld. They are considered
(Harmse, 1967) to be deflation basins. The catenary
sequence that surrounds them may have developed
as a result of deflation. On the other hand
(MacVicar, 1967) surface and/or subsurface
topomorphism in a gently undulating landscape
may have caused iron reduction locally leading to
clay eluviation and, in turn, deflation. Provided a
rocky rim is not encountered, these pans can grow
into the surrounding soils and are often captured
by head ward erosion of streams.
It is doubtful whether Buchanan's laterite
(intensely weathered, moist soil materials very rich
in sesquioxides which harden irreversibly on
exposure), referred to by De Villiers (1965), occur
in South Africa. The relic laterite found in many
Inanda form profiles (Maud, 1965a) on Natal's
Early Tertiary surfaces near the coast could have
been such a material. Thompson (1965a) reported
the presence of this kind of laterite at Inyangani in
Rhodesia.
Some soils with 2:1 layer clays
The clay mineralogy of the black clays and
calcretes is dealt with elsewhere. The soils of desert
and semi-arid regions have been found (Heystek,
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been ferrallitized (i.e. in the soils concerned, red
and yellow iron oxide coatings have been removed
by intermittent hydromorphy). He found that soils
with clayey subsoils occupied larger and larger
portions of the upland landscape as rainfall
decreases. Only in the higher rainfall areas (more
than 800 mm p.a. in Rhodesia) is the clay removed
entirely from the landscape (i.e. from bottomlands
as well). On the Pretoria-Johannesburg granites
(rainfall about 800 mm p.a.) much of the uplands is
clay-free. Purves considered ESP values of more
than 2 in the context of a very low concentration
soil solution to be an important factor promoting
this clay movement. Thompson (1965a) suggested
that lateral eluviation is the reason for the
extremely abrupt transition in Estcourt form.

1954; Van der Merwe, 1962) to contain smectites
and mixed layer mica-vermiculite clay minerals.
Van der Merwe & Weber (1963) and Purves (1976)
found that granite in the arid areas also gave some
kaolinite. The red Kalahari sands on lime were
found (Heystek, 1954; Van der Merwe, 1962) to
contain smectites and mixed layer clays with
kaolinite in some profiles. Solonetzic soils (Estcourt
and Sterkspruit forms) have been found by many
authors to contain varying proportions of mixed
layer and smectite clays with, here and there, some
kaolinite.
Maud {in: Beater, 1959) found that
plagioclase, hornblende, hypersthene, olivine,
augite, pigeonite and biotite have largely
disappeared, but that microcline is little altered
(except in soils from Middle Ecca sediments)
during the transition from rock to the young soils
of the Natal coast. Van der Merwe (1962) found
kaoHnite to be fairly common in these topsoils but
that 2:1 clays dominated in their subsoils.
Non-calcareous red, clayey, high base status
soils (Shortlands form) contain mainly kaolinite
with 2:1 clays (mainly smectite) subdominant
(Reerink, 1961; Van der Merwe, 1962; MacVicar,
1965b, Oberholster, 1966; Harmse, 1967; Taylor,
1972). Reerink (1961) and Van der Merwe (1962)
found that 2:1 layer clays, mainly smectites, are
dominant in calcareous red clays (e.g. Sunvalley
series) associated with basic rocks.
Reerink (1961), Van dpr Merwe (1962) and
Harmse (1967) have found that the proportion of
2:1 layer clays increases down Avalon and related
profiles. While some of these soils have no 2:1 layer
clays in the upper soil, many do.
With the present understanding of genesis and
the considerable mineralogical work done to date,
it is possible to make a reasonably good estimate of
the alumino-silicate clay mineral composition of a
soil given its form, series and soil-forming
environment.

The writer has observed these soils developing
on the terraces of the Sundays River in the Eastern
Cape. Firstly, there is slight illuviation in Dundee
form leading to Oakleaf form. On the next terrace
the soil is of loamy texture with an illuvial B and
painted red by newly released iron oxides. On
higher terraces red members of Sterkspruit form
have developed. The release of iron has not
occurred in sufficient quantities or at sufficient
speed to prevent duplex formation. These soils are
not likely to be of binary origin.
In the sugar industry with its rolling
topography, there is a remarkable and direct
relationship between geological formation and the
overlying soil. Although there is undoubtedly creep k
(i.e. many soils must contain elements derived from
geological formations other than those which
underlie them), the essential character of the soil is
determined by the rock which underlies it (Beater,
1944, 1957, 1959, 1962). There are many instances
of duplex morphology developing in non-binary
parent materials, for example Kroonstad on Middle
Ecca sediments and Swartland and Kroonstad
forms on Dwyka tillite.
It seems that duplex morphology is favoured
by one or more of the following acting in varying
degrees: a low ferrous iron reserve of the parent
material, a slow rate of release of iron from
primary minerals, reduction and removal of ferric
iron (gleying and podzolization) and a high ESP;
non-expansive rather than expansive clays would
favour duplex formation. There is general
agreement (De Villiers, 1962; Thompson, 1965a;
Hallsworth & Waring, 1964) that a solonchak is
not a necessary precursor to the Estcourt and
Sterkspruit forms.

Duplex soils (Estcourt, Sterkspruit, Kroonstad
Swartland and Valsrivier formsJ
There is no doubt that these soils can form
either in a single or binary parent material. Several
authors have reported on soils which they consider
to have formed in binary parent materials (Roberts,
1964; Roberts & De Villiers, 1965; Lambrechts,
1964, 1965; Ellis, 1973). Other authors have
considered vertical and lateral clay illuviation to
have caused the formation of certain of these soils
(MacVicar, 1962; Thompson, 1965; Purves, 1976).
MacVicar (1962) found a duplex soil developing in
a senile Longlands profile such that the prismatic B
was forming in the lower part of the E and upper
part of the B horizons. The writer has recently seen
Estcourt form soils probably developed in a single
parent material, namely beach-derived aeolianite
(or calcarenite) near George.
Purves (1976) in a study on granite soils
found that clay moves down the profile and
laterally down the slope in landscapes that have not

Hallsworth & Waring (1964) proposed the
following very plausible explanation for the
formation of an Estcourt-type soil: a simple
mechanical in-washing of clay through a coarse
textured framework; an accumulation of clay
infillings in the subsoil to the point where the
blocking of the pore volume prohibits downward
movement of clay; a return to the soil of finely
divided silica from decomposing litter; in-washing
of this silica and its deposition on top of the B.
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Upland Avalon-Estcourt

association

In the drier parts of the undulating plains of
the interior Tugela Basin, Avalon and Estcourt (or
Sterkspruit) forms occur in association in the
upland landscape. This association also occurs
elsewhere and the soil which occupies the transition
tetween the Avalon and Estcourt is the Westleigh
form (usually fine-textured) which can occupy fairly
large areas (as at Vrede in the O.F.S.).
In the higher rainfall areas, Estcourt is seldom
found in the upland landscape, Hutton and Avalon
being common. As rainfall decreases, so Estcourt
soils move upslope and Avalon and Hutton recede.
Eventually Hutton and then Avalon disappear. The
question is, how is the upland Avalon-Estcourt
association formed?
De Villiers (1962, 1965a) postulated intense
weathering to produce red soils from shale and grey
siaUitic clays in depressions. Degradation and
stripping followed, leaving here and there
pre-weathered red shale, fresh shale and depression
siallitic clays. This was followed
by an
aggradational cover forming grey topsoils on shale
and on siallitic clay (which gave rise to Estcourt
soils) and yellow topsoils on the red clay (which
formed the Avalon).
MacVicar (1962) thought that dolerite and
sediments-derived material (hard sediments or
pedisediment) were the two parent materials
involved, that Estcourt was the soil developed from
sediments and that the Avalon formed by the
movement of iron (mainly in solution) from
weathering dolerite into the sediments. Where
dolerite gives rise to Arcadia or Mayo soil forms,
little iron is released and Avalon is absent from the
landscape; the greater the extent of ferrallitized
dolerite, the greater the extent of Avalon. The
profile at the Avalon-Estcourt interface is Westleigh
and here the breakdown by iron oxide
accumulations of the blocky pedisediment material
to more porous and hence more ferrallitizable
material can be seen.
The incomplete removal by laterally-flowing
subsoil drainage water of clay from the landscape
as a result of a low rainfall as postulated by Purves
(1976), may somehow be involved here. However,
the process he postulates seems to involve mainly
non-ferrallitized soils.
Relative importance of the soil
forming factors
Van der Merwe (1940) stressed the importance
of climate as a soil forming factor while also
recognising the importance of parent material,
topography and vegetation. Although mentioning
time, he does not seem to have recognised its true
importance in South Africa. Beater (1944) and Ellis
(1945, 1958) stressed the importance of parent
material. However, it was probably Beater (1957)
who first truly understood the importance of time
in South Africa: "It would appear that the mist-belt
soils as we know them are slowly receding and that
the haphazard occurrences of such soils now found

approaching the true mist-belt of the actual plateau
are the uneroded remains of a former, more
extensive surface of mist-belt soils." The lack of
appreciation of the importance of time persisted for
a considerable period (MacVicar, 1965a). Much
stress is now laid (Loxton & Van Straten, 1973) on
a knowledge of erosion cycles as a guide to an
understanding of soils. However, because of
structural interference in the planation process it is
probably safer to use soils as a measure of
landscape age than to use landscape age
(determined non-pedologically) to deduce relative
ages of soils.
De Villiers (1962) defined
the term,
pre-weathering, as the " . . . weathering of hard and
soft materials prior to the current cycle of soil
formation." This term is usually applicable in the
case of the older part of a binary parent material
since in single-parent material soils evidence for
more than one cycle of soil formation is very
scarce.
Because of the use by various authors of
terms such as "the importance of the climatic
factor" or "the importance of parent material", it is
not uncommon to find, even today, assertions such
as "climate is the most important soil-forming
factor." When evaluating the genesis of one soil,
every factor is of importance — the logical
application of Jenny's (1941) equation. To test this,
choose any soil and then change any of the soil
forming factors radically. When evaluating the
difference in genesis between two soils, the
difference may be found to be attributable to one
or more of the soil forming factors. What is really
meant therefore is that, in a given area, parent
material (for example) is the most important factor
causing soil differences.
Evidence for climatic change
There have been many non-pedological
investigations relating to the matter of climatic
change during the Quaternary. Some (see Harmse,
1963 and the literature quoted by him as well as
references listed in this article) support climatic
change in South Africa during this period, while
others are less enthusiastic (Kokot, 1962).
De Villiers (1962) and Harmse (1963) provide
good geomorphological evidence for climatic
change. De Villiers' (1962) dongas showing a series
of buried soils are evidence for dry periods of
aggradation by decrease in stream competency and
moister periods of degradation. He suggests there is
evidence for five aggradational and six erosional
phases in the Tugela Basin, and that the last period
of erosion left only the bottomland aggradational
layers intact so that the present upland
pedisediment is the result of the last aggradation.
However, such aggradations and degradations can
be caused by structural control and nickpoints.
According to Du To it (1966) deposition of the
Kalahari sands probably took place in a period of
aridity during the late Pliocene to early Pleistocene.
Harmse (1963), in broad agreement with many
authors who have worked in the High veld (see
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Relevant Writings), is of the opinion that many of
the sand bodies stretching away from the Vaal
River in a S-E direction in the north-west Orange
Free State are the result of three arid periods
(Early Middle Pleistocene, Late Middle Pleistocene,
Late
Upper
Pleistocene)
coinciding
with
inter-glacial periods in the Northern Hemisphere
when there was a decrease in river competency
causing aggradations which provided the material
for transportation by wind. However, Mayer (1973,
1974) presents evidence in favour of this
aggradation being caused not by climatic change,
but by tectonic movements and nickpoints. These
tectonic movements, he states, levelled inclined
surfaces giving rise to the many pans of the
north-western Orange Free State since such level
ground is not normally produced by fluviatile
processes of erosion.
Maud (1968) invokes climatic change to
explain red loams on high terraces in Natal, which
have been observed from the Eastern Transvaal
Lowveld (MacVicar & Perfect, 1971) to the
Langkloof (MacVicar & Loxton, 1967), the red
clays on basalt along the Lebombo footslopes, and
fossil ferricretes. De Villiers (1962) does the same to
explain among others, the red calcareous clays in
the dry Tugela Valley at Weenen. The formation of
these and similar soils is dealt with elsewhere-in this
article. While the writer agrees that it is very likely
that considerable climate changes have taken place
in Southern Africa during the Quaternary when
profound changes were taking place in the
Northern Hemisphere, he can find no conclusive
pedological evidence to indicate that any existing
soil needed a climate other than its present one for
its formation. He is in agreement with Thompson
(1965a) when he says " . . . the writer is of the
opinion that most soils in Rhodesia conform to
those that might be expected under the present day
climate and that there is little if any convincing
evidence to suggest any evolution of soils under
climate conditions materially different from the
present." A point worth considering is that very
slight temperature and/or precipitation changes can
lead to glacial retreat or advance.

MacVicar, De Villiers, Loxton et. al., 1977) drift
transported from a "mesotrophic" climate and
deposited in a "eutrophic" climate; this mesotrophic
drift is surely a parent material, not a soil and
hence not a paleosol.
Bottomland soils (Rensburg and Katspruit
forms) cut through and desiccated by gullies (Van
der Eyk, MacVicar & De Villiers, 1969) are further
examples of paleosols.
Podzolization

A groundwater podzol at Franschhoek was
investigated by Du Toit & Reyneke (1930). Van
Niekerk (1967) considered what were podzol B
horizons to be buried horizons. It was
comparatively recently that the true podzols of the
Western Cape were recognised for what they are.
Lambrechts (1975) is the only person recently
to have looked at these soils in any detail and does
not contradict the following conclusions of
Bloomfield
(1953a,
1953b).
Although
micro-organisms may be responsbile for producing
organic sesquioxide-mobilizing substances, it is the
substances
(polyphenols
being
important,
Lambrechts) not the organisms which cause the
formation and movement of stable ferrous iron
complexes. First the ferric iron is converted to
ferric iron complexes which, in aerobic conditions,
can only be done by extracts from certain plants
(oak extracts, for example, cannot); this is then
reduced to a ferrous organic complex. Schnitzer &
De Long (1952) found that both iron and
aluminium formed these organic complexes.
Lambrechts (1975) states that it is still not certain
what causes the precipitation of iron and
aluminium in the B: a higher pH, higher
exchangeable Ca, adsorption on iron compounds,
dehydration and
oxidation,
microbiological
decomposition of the metal organic complexes. He
doubts whether pH or exchangeable Ca play a role
in South African podzols.
The depth of the B varies (Lambrechts, 1975):
deep (5 m and more on the Cape Flats) in deep,
well-drained soils and at the upper level of a water
table or (Houwhoek form) above a less permeable
subsoil material.
Paleosols
Lambrechts (1975) mentions a case of
These are soils with properties caused by soil accelerated podzolization taking place near Knysna
forming conditions that are no longer operative. as a result of Pinus radiata being planted sqme
Perhaps the commonest paleosols in South Africa twenty years previously. Such podzolization does
are soils that contain plinthite from which the not, he says, take place under Podocarpus
water table has been removed by geological plantations.
erosion. These have been identified by many
Many authors (among others: Van der
authors, among others Watson (1965), MacVicar & Merwe, 1940; Slabber, 1945; De Villiers, 1962,
Loxton (1967), Van der Eyk, MacVicar & De 1964, 1965; MacVicar & Loxton, 1967; Maud,
Villiers (1969) and Verster (1974). MacVicar (1962) 1968) use the terms, podzolization and podzolic, for
described a Longlands profile from which the water a wide range of soils with grey upper horizons. Are
table had been removed and in consequence was these soils podzolic in that iron is reduced and
accumulating lime and developing a prismatic B mobilized aerobically? Podzolization takes place
horizon.
downwards from the soil surface. As described
Buried profiles are often to be seen in alluvial under the head Natal coast sands, grey sands exist
cuts; De Villiers (1962) describes examples. Verster side by side with red sands, and the grey sands are
(1974) uses the term, paleosol, questionably for a the result of hydromorphy. If the Natal coast
soil developed apparently in a mesotrophic (see environment were a podzolizing one, the red sand
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would have been grey. The writer believes,
therefore, that all the grey soils (Cartref on Table
Mountain sandstone, etc.) of the Natal coast are
the result mainly of the anaerobic reduction of iron
and/or a lack of ferrous iron reserve in the parent
material. The same reasoning holds for the
Highveld where Estcourt, Kroonstad and
Longlands forms occur in the same environment as
sandy members of the Hutton form.
It seems that vegetation type (Bloomfield,
1953a, 1953b; Lambrechts, 1975) is critical and that
podzolization is confined to favourable vegetation
types in the western and southern Cape Province.
Two processes favouring grey colours are probably
operative in many soils of this podzolizing area,
namely podzolization and, as a result of
intermittent saturation with water, also gleying.
Climate also needs to be sufficiently moist to
produce sufficient organic matter, to promote its
decomposition and to permit eluviation. The
influence of climate is dramatically illustrated in the
Langkloof (MacVicar & Loxton, 1967) where, from
the same parent material, podzolic grey sands are
found along the southern moist margin of the
valley and red loamy sands (as in the case of
gleying, podzolic removal of iron results in rapid
clay loss), within a kilometre or two, along the dry
northern valley margin.
Well known is the fact that podzolization is
favoured by coarse textured, siliceous parent
materials. The red ferrallitized soils in the
podzolizing environment of Hell's Hoogte, near
Stellenbosch, are the result of a more basic
component of the Cape granite.

on ped surfaces and spreading into the structural
elements.
Resistance of minerals to weathering
Maud (/n:Beater, 1959), working in the
context of the young soils of the Natal coast, found
that microcline is more resistant to weathering than
(not in order of resistance) plagioclase feldspars,
hornblende, hypersthene, oHvine, augite, pigeonite
and biotite. Lambrechts (1964), dealing with a
duplex soil on granite near George, gave the
following order of resistance: quartz > microcline
> orthoclase > oligoclase > biotite. Oberholster
(1966), working on the red and black clays of the
Springbok Flats, found chlorite more resistant than
pyroxene. Purves (1976) in studies on granite soils
throughout Rhodesia, supported Lambrechts'
finding: quartz > microcline > plagioclase >
biotite.
Calcretes

The occurrence and distribution of calcretes
is, of course, a function of the soil forming factors.
Netterburg (1969a, 1969c) has found a good
correlation with mean annual rainfall alone:
hardened calcretes, as opposed to nodules, occur
only below about 550 mm rainfall, while the more
immature types occur up to about 800 mm.
Carbonates in sands do not accumulate as nodules:
a massive structure of sand and lime is formed (see
the aeolianites of Maud, 1968). The calcretes in the
Kalahari area are of several ages (Netterburg,
1969b) but the oldest is thought to be of Pliocene
age.
The hydromorphic accumulation of organic
Smectites, palygorskite, micaceous minerals
matter and gleying
and sepiolite (in that order) are the commonest clay
Thompson (1972) described the genesis of an minerals in calcretes. The carbonates themselves are
extremely acid (pH 2 to 3), salty (conductivity of calcific and/or dolomitic, while other minerals such
the soil solution 7 000mS/m), hydromorphic as. aragonite are very rare (Netterburg, 1969a);
organic soil (Champagne soil form). In the amorphous silica is common.
particular example there was a source of sulphur
and the reducing conditions gave rise to ferrous Dorbanks
sulphides and HjS. Removal of the water table
resulted in the formation of basic ferric sulphate
Du Toit & Reyneke (1930) studied the
and free H2SO4. Beater (1962) described a similar extremely hard subsurface horizons that do not
soil with pH 1,3 to 3,3. However, the formation of soften upon wetting, known locally as dorbank
Champagne-type organic horizons is probably horizons (probably duripans), which occur in the
possible under less acid conditions, provided arid Western Cape Province. They considered the
anaerobic conditions are more or less permanent. material to have been formed as a result of the
MacVicar (1962) and MacVicar & Loxton (1967) accumulation of silica in arid, alkaline soils.
reported organic topsoils with water-pH values of
pH 5,0 to 5,4.
Stone lines
There has been little work done locally on
gleying. Bloomfield (1949-1950, 1951) found that
The deep stone lines (Murdoch, 1970) such as
various kinds of organic matter, provided soil occur at the base of alluvium and colluvium and on
conditions allowed the growth of anaerobic wave-cut platforms (cf. the "pebble marker" in
organisms, permitted anaerobic reduction of iron in engineering geology) are definitely geomorphic
acid or alkaline conditions (excess free lime tended features whereas the stone lines that occur at a
to inhibit the process) giving rise to an easily depth of about 500 mm are due at least in part
oxidizable form of ferrous iron. The reduction is (Murdoch, 1970) to selective sifting of fine earth by
carried out, at least in part, by plant decomposition ants, termites, etc. De Villiers (1962) regarded
products (not directly by the organisms) which "leaning" pegmatite veins and iron oxide patinas on
permeate soil fissures and pores causing reduction stones as indicators of lithological discontinuities.
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There is a remarkable lack of drift soils (i.e.
soils unrelated to the underlying rock) on the Natal
coast. Stones in stone lines are invariably related to
the underlying rock, for example glacial erratics in
stone lines of soils derived from Dwyka tillite.
These stone lines seem (Beater, 1959) to form by
the stones sinking to a consolidated layer as a
result of the action of plants, animals and man (cf.
pottery found in the coast sands). In deep porous
soils, the stones sink to the lower limit of biological
activity (De Villiers, 1962). Beater (1959) also
referred to the concentration of heavy fragments by
wind erosion (as in the case of the red desert at
Port Edward) in much the same way as the
formation of a desert pavement (Van der Merwe,
1940), followed by a later covering. Watson (1965)
studied a particular stone Hne which he thought
was of local origin but in which the stones were
well rounded. He thought the stones had " . . . been
moved to and fro by successive cycles of erosion
without moving far from their place of origin."
Lamellae
The formation of lamellae in sands is still
something of an enigma. Van Reeuwijk (1967)
suggested: that they are initiated by a textural
discontinuity which may or may not be easily
observable; that clay is accumulated on the upper
surface of a lamella and lost from the lower surface
causing the lamella to migrate upwards while the
net movement of clay is downwards; that successive
lamellae move upwards from the initiating layer;
that the lamellae disappear in the upper part of the
profile where the supply of clay drops below the
loss. Van Reeuwijk found the clay of the lamellae
to occur in a non-orientated fashion.
Periglacial phenomena
Fitzpatrick (1977) has reported the occurrence
of what he considers to be evidence of Pleistocene
periglacial pedogenesis at 2 280 m in the Natal
Drakensberg. The relevant features are compact
soil layers with platy maprostructure and vesicular
pores, and coatings of silty material on the upper
surfaces of stones.
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ADVANCES IN SOIL SURVEY AND LAND USE IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1953-1978
R.F. LOXTON' and J.G. THOMPSON'
ABSTRACT
Over the past 25 years considerable advances have been made in both the examination of soils
in the field and in the methods of mapping them at various levels of detail and scale. In the
presentation the aim has been to illustrate the evolution of a scientific discipline rather than to
provide a catalogue of soil survey undertakings. The subject matter is dealt with under five main
categories, namely, detailed surveys (1/5000 to 1/10000), semi-detailed surveys (1/15000 to
1/25 000), detailed reconnaissance surveys (1/50000 approximately), reconnaissance surveys
(1/100000 to 1/250000), and fmally, continental surveys (1/1000000 to 1/5000000). Within each
category typical 'examples are described, often in some detail, particulary for surveys at the larger
scales.
Uittreksel
VORDERING IN GRONDOPNAME EN LANDGEBRUIK IN SUIDELIKE AFRIKA,
1953-1978
Aansienlike vordering is gedurende die afgelope 25 jaar gemaak in beide die ondersoek van
gronde in die veld en metodes am hulle te karteer op verskillende vlakke van detail en skaal. Die doel
met die aanbieding was om die evolusie van 'n wetenskaplike dissipline te ilhistreer, eerder as om 'n
katalogus van grondopnames daar te stel. Die onderwerp word onder vyf hoofde behandel, naamlik
detailopnames (1/5 000 tot 1/10000), semi-detailopnames (1/15000 tot 1/25000), detailverkenningsopnames (ongeveer 1/50000), verkenningsopnames (1/100000 tot 1/250000) en ten slotte,
kontinentale opnames (1/1000 000 tot 1/5 000 000). Orider elke hoof word tipiese voorbeelde beskryf,
soms met heelwat besonderhede, veral vir opnames teen groter skate.

FIELD WORK AND MAP
COMPILATION

INTRODUCTION
This review paper will attempt to identify the
significant events in soil survey and its role in land
use over the period 1953-1978; this is a study in the
evolution of a science discipline but it is decidedly
not a catalogue of soil survey undertakings.
Matters of interest will largely be identified by
way of example or reference to particular works
which appear to epitomise the procedures and
thinking of the day; in other words, an eclectic. The
field of interest is agriculture. Engineering
considerations have been omitted since the
language and principles of the two fields of soil
study are not compatible.
The subject matter of this paper has been
sub-divided into five main categories, viz:

At the end of the 1940's there already existed
a well established precedent for graduates in
agriculture and science to seek their opportunities
for further post-graduate study in the United States
of America. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that
methods of field work for soil survey, especially the
description of soil' profile morphology, closely
followed standard practice of the day in the United
States.
The use of terms such as "cloddy pd" (cloddy
poorly developed) became a common feature of
profile description sheets in detailed irrigation
surveys. The Soil Survey Manual (Soil Survey
Staff, 1951) came into common usage by the end of
the decade of the 1950's and gave evidence of
further progress in the search for international
uniformity; in this respect the Munsell Soil Colour
Chart considerably enhanced the efficacy of profile
descriptions.
In order to accommodate South African
habitat, certain further improvements in profile
descriptions have been implemented, in particular,
a greater degree of meaningful interpretation of the
soil environment. Nonetheless, the time is
opportune at this writing for a critical examination
by the "Soil Classification Working Group" for a
reappraisal in this field with a hope of further
refinement and possible elimination of terminology
which no longer is significant in terms of our
current understanding of soil classification; certain
meaningful additions may also be necessary.
Soil surveys of State Irrigation Schemes set
the pattern for detailed studies involving the setting

Detailed surveys - 1:10000 and 1:5 000
Semi-detailed surveys - 1:15 000-1:25 000
Detailed reconnaissance surveys - 1:50000
Reconnaissance surveys - 1:100000-1:250000
Continental surveys - 1:1 000 000-1:5 000 000
The arrangement is one of convenience, more
or less, to facilitate discussion, but since field work
procedures and methods of map compilation are
generally common factors in all surveys, this aspect
will be examined separately.

'R.F. Loxton, Hunting & Associates, P.O. Box 39265, Bramley
2018, Transvaal
^Soil and Irrigation Research Institute, Private Bag X79,
Pretoria 0001
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to the final compilation base has historically
presented time-consuming problems in soil map
compilation. The pantograph was a common tool
in the early 1950's and with the introduction of
aerial photographs, one had to contend with the
cumbersome semi-optical instrumentation such as
sketch masters of various types. In more recent
years, the precision copy camera of large format
greatly reduced the compilation procedure from the
enormous tedium and consequent inaccuracies. The
versatility of the copy camera, for instance:
enlarging 1:50 000 topo-cadastral plans to the scale
of the aerial photographs as a means of simplifying
transfer of soil boundaries and the reverse
reduction of compilation data traced from the
aerial photographs back to a convenient final scale
of anything between 1:50000 to 1:250000 for final
fairdrawing, is an enormous convenience to soil
map presentation.
The tracing linen which was the standard base
for fairdrawing in the early 1950*s was replaced in
due course by transparent foils. The technique of
scribing with special tools on coated foils has also
tended to replace the laborious pen and ink method
of tracing.

out by "flagging" of a SOOft grid for profile
investigation by means of pits excavated to a depth
of 8 ft. Base maps invariably were the 1:6000 (1 ins
= SOOft), Sft contour plans as provided by the
Department of Water Affairs, and the command
line of the main irrigation canals defining the
boundary of the survey. Grid points were
subsequently surveyed by tacheometry and plotted
onto the contour plans for further processing by
soil surveyors. Fairdrawn sheets were then
prepared on tracing linen.
Less detailed reconnaissance surveys, which
were relatively rare in the early 1950's, made use of
existing published maps, commonly the 1:250000
topo-cadastral series. Vertical aerial photographs as
an aid to soil survey, both as a means of
identification of profile sites and soil boundary
location, came into common use towards the end of
the 1950's. Colour aerial photography became the
recommended map base for field work in
reconnaissance surveys in the late 1960's and it was
definitely established that colour photographs
significantly enhanced field orientation and the
accuracy of boundary deUneation with the
assistance of well established photo interpretation
procedures.
The 1970's registered the advent of
orthophoto maps, a photogrammetric presentation
which considerably simplifies the plotting and
presentation of soil survey data; being an
orthogonal projection the orthophoto plan is a
reliable map base and the photographic image
provides considerable scope for a saving in time
with respect to both drafting and data presentation.
It is envisaged that for the foreseeable future the
ortophoto plan will become the standard
presentation base at medium and large scales and
recent advancement in aerial photography at a
contact scale of 1:150000 renders the compilation
of orthophoto maps at 1:50000 scale a distinct and
effective possibility. Compare the current procedure
of reconnaissance mapping of the 1:50000
topo-cadastral maps with the greater advantage of
mapping on a 1:50000 orthophoto base.
In recent years multi-spectral imagery, in
providing a wide range of the photographic
spectrum as an enhancement to the potential of
photo interpretation, has become available but
unfortunately, worthwhile results have generally not
been achieved. Although there are distinct practical
limitations with respect to field work, multi-spectral
photography remains an interesting experimental
procedure for special studies.
The most recent development in imagery is
the remote sensing process which has come to be
known as "Landsat". Photographic imagery is
generally available at 1:1000000 scale and the
enlargements to 1:250000 are a very useful
additional tool for reconnaissance mapping. Other
applications such as data print-outs for land use
settlement and other environmental characteristics
offer promising possibilities but the procedure is
still experimental at this writing.
Transfer of detail from field sheets - be they
aerial photographs, mosaics, or topographic maps -

DETAILED SURVEYS: 1:10000-1:5000
Irrigation land use
The Soil and Irrigation Research Institute
(previously Division of Chemistry, then Division of
Chemical Services, then Soils Research Institute)
has been concerned with the survey and
classification of land for major State irrigation
schemes since 1925. The commitment in terms of
human endeavour has been enormous (out in the
field in tent camps during winter on field work and
back at the base in Pretoria during summer for
processing of data, compilation of maps and
reports). To date some 5 million hectares have been
covered by reconnaissance surveys and detailed
surveys (1:6 000 at an observation density of one pit
for every 2 ha), and have provided information for
planning the layout of irrigation schemes totalling a
further 1,5 million hectares.
Prior to the mid 1950's a Six Category
Classification System was used for the
determination of irrigation suitability. In addition
to the capability assessment map, a range of single
factor maps was also produced, inter alia, salinity
(brak), alkalinity and pH, drainage, etc., a
generaUsed map on which essential profile data
were recorded opposite every pit site. In the mid
1950's a Five Class System was introduced and is
reproduced here without alteration or amendment:
"Al, Good irrigable soil, always recommended for
A2 irrigation.
Bl, "Problem soils", recommended for irrigation
B2 only under specific conditions, which must be
fully discussed in the report.
C
Shallow soils, heavy clays or very coarse
sands not normally recommended for
irrigation.
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"The classification of medium textured soils
of good structure and physical properties is based
on the depth and the permeability of the underlying
layers, as shown in Fig. 1. The term "medium
textured soils" includes all soils from a sandy loam
to a clay of the best structure, Clg.
"In Fig. 1 the limits between the different
classes Al to C are indicated. For instance,
examples of the best possible profiles of class A2
(they might equally well be placed in class Al) are:
(i) Lm
0-36, LI 36-96
(ii) SLm 0-54, Cl^ 54-96
(iii) SCILm 0-72, R3 72
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"A uniform loamy sand or a profile of
alternating sandy loam and sand layers of which
the average texture of the profile to a depth of 48
inches approximates a loamy sand, can be placed in
the A2 class, provided that the depth of the profile
is at least 48 inches. Where the depth of the profile
is less than 48 inches the loamy sand is, for the
purpose of classification, regarded as a soil of
medium texture and the profile graded either Bl or
B2 according to the diagram.
"Under no circumstances can a loamy sand be
classed as Al.

"A "sand" can under no circumstances be
graded as Al or A2 - it can at best be classed as
Bl.
"Where, however, the depth of the profile is
48 inches or less, the sand is, for the purpose of
classification, regarded as a soil of medium texture
and the profile is graded according to Fig. I.
"Thus the profile
SO-24, L2 24-30, L3 30
is placed into class B2.
"Where layers, giving rise to excessive
drainage and which can hold no moisture, underlie
layers of favourable texture and structure at depths
less than 48 inches, the profile must be regarded in
the light of its capacity for retaining sufficient
moisture for plant growth and must be graded
accordingly. For example while the profile
Lm 0-30, open Gravel (Gr) 30-54, R3 54
is classed as Bl, the profile
SLm 0-30, open Gravel (Gr) 30-54, R3 54
must be classed as B2 because of the lower
water-holding capacity of the top soil.

^
^

Loamy Sands

Sands

J
Jr
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On the other hand the profile
SLm 0-6, CI, 6-18, Lm 18-96
must be placed in class Bl because of the depth of
the moderately heavy clay layer CI,.

C

Clays and Clay Loams
FIG. 1 - Classification of medium-textured soib overlying layers
of varying permeability
FIG. 1 - Klassi/ikasie van mediumtekstuurgronde met
onderliggende lae van verskillende deurlatenheid

"In grading clays the permeability and
drainage of the profile are the deciding factors.
Factors to take into consideration in estimating
these properties are the structure, degree of
clayeyness, pH and saline content (brak).
"A clay of an exceptionally good water-stable
structure (Clo), low brak content and pH below 8.5
may, for purposes of classification, be regarded as a
soil of medium texture and the profile graded
according to the diagram. Heavier clays or clay
loams of poor structure (equivalent to CI, or CI,)
should be graded strictly according to the diagram.
Thus the profiles
(i) CI, 0-96 and
(ii) CI, 0-24, CI2 24^2, Sh, 42
should both be classed as Bl.
"Where brak is present to the extent of 0,2

"On the other hand, an example of the worst
profile which could be placed in A2 (it might
equally well be placed in class Bl) would be as
follows:
SLm 0-12, LI 12-30, L2 30-48, Sh, 48
"To qualify for any particular class the profile
must, in the case of each horizon, conform at least
to the minimum requirements of depth, as shown in
Fig. 1. So, for example, the profile
SLm 0-39, LI 39-42, Sh 42-45, Sh3 45
must be placed in class Bl because of the depth of
the impervious layer Sh,.
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per cent or higher and the type of brak is such that
its leaching will probably result in a decrease of soil
permeability or where, because of poor drainage,
the brak is unlikely to be leached under normal
irrigation practices, the "degree of clayeyness"
should be regarded to be at least one step worse
than it is in the virgin soil. Thus a clay or clay
loam of CI, type must, for the purposes of
classification, be regarded as Clj or even CI,.
"This additional grading can, however, be
applied only after the samples have been analysed
in the laboratory and the type of brak determined.
"The following examples are given as a guide
to the "degree of clayeyness" and structure of a
clay:
Clo water-stable structure, good permeability, e.g. the red earths
CI, water-stable, cloddy structure, e.g. the
black turfs
CI2 moderately stable, semi-pervious, dense
cloddy structure, e.g. gley types of clay
or the columnar horizon and sub-soils of
solonetizic soils
CI3 impervious potclay, c.^. the decomposed
shale underlying ouklip in the Eastern
Province and Sugar Belt soils.
Problem Soils
"All soils graded Bl and B2 are regarded as
"problem soils", which can be recommended for
irrigation only under specific conditions. The
"problem" can be either one or more of the
following:
(i)

Low water-holding capacity (shallow soils,
sands, very stony soils); requiring frequent
low irrigations
(ii) Excessive drainage (sands, etc.): a problem
only if associated with low water-holding
capacity
(iii) Inadequate drainage (heavy clays or clay
loams of poor structure); requiring careful
irrigation to avoid waterlogging
(iv) Brak, when associated with inadequate
drainage
(v) High alkalinity, particularly if associated with
brak and inadequate drainage; requiring
treatment with ameliorating agents or
selection of suitable crops
(vi) Stony soils of adequate depth; requiring
removal of surface stones or selection of
suitable crops
(vii) Excessive lime in profile; requiring selection
of suitable crops
(viii) Dorbank or limepan within 24 inches from
the surface, but otherwise a deep profile;
requiring subsoiling."
No excuse is made for reproduction in full of
this document which had become the "bible" for
irrigation soil surveys; it is therefore worthy of
record for its historical significance.
In course of time the elaborate single factor
maps were replaced by the irrigation capability map

which was over-printed with symbols to indicate
specific constraints, for instance: stoniness,
excessive drainage, defective drainage, ferruginous
hardpan, limepan, dorbank, other cemented layers,
high salinity, low salinity, high alkalinity, and
drainage probably required.
When convenient, a generalised "soil type"
map was also produced but in the absence of a
recognised and effective classification system, the
results were never satisfactory.
An important contribution of these surveys
has been the systematic and unbiased assessment of
soil potential for irrigation development on a
point-grid basis in terms of the constraints or
favourable and unfavourable factors in the soil
profile to a depth of 8 ft. Although the results have
tended to be conservative the basic approach is
sound and cannot easily be improved upon in terms
of technique. Our appreciation of soil profile
morphology, i.e. all the soil constitutional
properties, may improve with further experience
and research but the systematic approach of the
grid survey remains efficacious.
In more recent times, the Soil and Irrigation
Research Institute has employed the soil series of
the Binomial Classification System (MacVicar, De
Villiers,
Loxton,
Verster,
Lambrechts,
Merryweather, Le Roux, Van Rooyen & Harmse,
1977) as framework for soil classification and map
preparation; economic parameters have been
introduced for land suitability assessment for
irrigation development. The following is an extract
from the current terms of procedure:
"The management return (say Rx) of the
existing agricultural production is determined;
management return is gross income less direct
production costs less interest on capital. The
management return (say Ry) of the estimated
production under the proposed irrigation is
determined and the money advantage due to
irrigation is the difference, namely Ry-Rx.
The cost of harnessing and laying on the
water is then estimated (say Rz). If the ratio
Ry-Rx to Rz is favourable, there is no
technical reason why the scheme shouki not
go ahead and the farmers provided with the
water asked for.
"In the case of a proposed State irrigation
scheme, the same procedure is followed as in
the case of irrigation board schemes before
any farms are expropriated. If the ratio
Ry-Rx to Rz is favourable, detailed (1:6000)
soil surveys are undertaken and a more
thorough estimate of the ratio Ry-Rx to Rz is
made. If this ratio remains favourable and the
decision is taken to go ahead with the scheme,
the information contained in the soil and
terrain maps is used to expropriate the
relevant land, to plan the layout of
economic-sized irrigation farms and to plan
the layout of the water reticulation canals,
roads, etc."
The assessment of irrigation potential on
economic grounds is a distinct deviation from the
common practice prior to 1970, say, in which
irrigation suitability was related to the soil
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constitution alone. Indeed, one wonders if the
feasibility of State irrigation schemes ought to be
determined according to current economic criteria;
final decisions are often dependent on political
considerations or long-term development strategy,
factors which may be unrelated to current
economic circumstances.
In Rhodesia, the criteria used to assess the
suitability of land for irrigation take into account
landscape factors, i.e. the slope and lie of the land
in relation to the surrounding terrain, and the
interrelated soil characteristics that have a direct
bearing on available water capacity and internal
drainage. These characteristics include soil depth,
soil texture, clay mineralogy and the composition
of the bases on the exchange complex.
Thus the effect, say, of a horizon of restricted
permeability will depend not only on the degree of
restriction and the depth at which it occurs, but
also on the available water capacity of the soil
above the restricting layer.
The irrigable classes assigned to areas are as
follows:
Class A: Suitable for irrigation without special
precautions and practices, and capable
of good, sustained productivity.
Class B: Suitable for irrigation with special
precautions or practices. Sustained
productivity is attainable with good
management and a high degree of
efficiency in the use of irrigation water;
however, risks are greater owing to
moderate soil and/or topographical
limitations, and special care is necessary;
corrective
measures
may
be
recommended according to the nature of
the limitations.
Class C: Of very restricted suitability for
irrigation; confined to specific types of
crops and practices owing to severe soil
and/or topographical limitations.
Class S: Deep, excessively pervious sands of very
restricted suitability for irrigation owing

to madequate available water capacities,
the likelihood of high water losses and
consequent leaching of nutrients,
particularly nitrogen, and a generally
low level of inherent fertility.
Class D: Unsuitable for normal irrigation, owing
to excessive soil and/or topographic
Umitations. May be suitable for certain
specific crops in some instances, e.g.
paddy rice.
The modern approach to soil survey and soil
classification for irrigation development, in which
soil series taxonomy plays an important role, is
demonstrated by a survey undertaken in the Ciskei
during 1975: the field survey methods followed
normal procedures involving selective siting of pits
and substantial use of soil angering for delineation
of boundaries. Field mapping was recorded on
1:5 000 enlargements of the 1:15000 (1975) aerial
photography. An enlargement to 1:10000 of the
1:18 000 topo-cadastral map was used for base
compilation. Field work sheets were reduced to
1:10000 scale and the data were transferred to this
base map.
The 1:15000 photography had been
undertaken for the compilation of 1:5000
orthophoto plans but the urgency of the survey was
such that field work could not be delayed for
completion of the orthophoto maps. Two types of
maps were produced:
A Soils Map on a topographic base, at a scale
of 1:10000 depicting the soil associations and
the location of some representative soil pits,
and
A Map of Irrigation Suitability Classes and
Recommendations. This is an interpretative
regrouping of the information given on the
Soils Map showing the land suitability class
and our recommendation with regard to
irrigated land use, with specific reference to
the production of crops and pastures.
The following are selected extracts of the data
presented by the mapping legend:

Map symbol

Al

A2

Soil series or phase
Dominant
Sub-dominant

Jozini (-)
Jozini (+)

Valsrivier'

General description of
morphology

A brown or very dark brown, apedal fine
sandy loam overlies apedal, brown sandy clay
loam or fme sandy loam, usually of great
depth. In many places some stratiiflcation in
the parent material is still visible; lighter
textured soils occur in small patches along the
river course (levee remnants). The textural
variability with depth as well as site, is
considerable

A brown apedal to weakly structured sandy clay
topsoil gradually or with a clear transition overlies
a dark brown moderately to strongly structured
sandy clay loam or clay loam. Frequent calcrete
nodules occur below 60 cm. Rill erosion common

Vegetation

Usually secondary grassland or old cultivation Secondary Acacia karoo short open shrubland
with a fringe of riverine vegetation which has
Ilex mitis, Ziziphus mucronala, Celtis africana
as the most common species

Geology and land form

Alluvial deposits of mixed origin dominantly Recent alluviun;! and colluvium derived from
Beaufort sediments; level terraces, within places, Beaufort sediments and dolerite; lower pediment
a strong microrelief caused by old water courses slopes; slope range 5-7 per cent
and recent incision; slope range 0-2 per cent
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Map symbol

Al

A2

Summary of the dominant
characteris- tics affecting
suitability for irrigated land
use

Favourable: Good rooting depth; well drained
solum; high water-holding capacity; easy to
drain if required Unfavourable: Somewhat
poor surface drainage; hummocky microrelief

Favourable: Situated next to good arable land
Unfavourable: Poor physical conditions and high
erosion hazard

Land suitability code
MR 0-5
MS 0-5
EA 0 ^
DR 0-3
HY 0-3
O 0-3

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1

Irrigation suitability class

I

III

Potential for irrigated crops
Pasture
Annual crops
Lucerne

High
High
High

Moderate
Moderately low
Moderate

Recommendations

Highly recommended
Lucerne
Annual crops
Pastures

Marginal
Pasture
Lucerne

Total extent (ha)

373

16

3
1
1
0

The land suitability code reference is as follows:
MR
MS
EA
DR
HY
O

-

Mechanical limitations due to bedrock, stones or microrelief
6 classes of worsening conditions 0-5
- Mechanical limitations due to slope gradient
6 classes of worsening conditions 0-5
- Erosion hazard
S classes of worsening conditions 0-4
- Drainage and salinity hazard
4 conditions of increasing drainage requirements 0-3
- Soil hydrological characteristics
4 classes of worsening conditions of soil moisture or increasing requirements of specialisation in irrigation practice
- Other soil management or use hazards
4 classes of worsening conditions with respect to flooding and ponding

It will be seen that there is a significant
elaboration of constraints with a degree of
specification as regards irrigation crops and
management. In the normal course of events crop
details can be an unnecessary elaboration since the
certainty of implementation of the irrigation
scheme is never assured, but in this particular case,
development followed almost immediately on
completion of the development plan.

R2

R3

The suitability classiHcation for irrigation
applied in this survey is as follows:
HR

Highly recommended for most crops (annual crops such
as maize and potatoes as well as lucerne and established
pastures). Production potential for most crops is high

Rl

Recommended for most crops (annual crops such as
maize and potatoes, as well as lucerne and established
pastures). Pastures may be preferable because of better
High: most probably "Highly
recommended"
Moderately high: most
probably "Recommended" or
"Highly recommended"

III

Marginal: possibly "Not
recommended"

M

NR

adaptability to specific soil conditions. Production
potential is high for lucerne and pastures and moderately
high for annual crops
Recommended mainly for perennial cover crops, because
of the high erosion hazard or other soil management
problems under annual crops. Production potential for
lucerne or pastures is high or moderately high
Recommended for established pastures because of high
erosion hazard under annual crops and limited suitability
for lucerne. Yield potential moderately high
Marginal for general irrigated land use; in general may
be suitable only for pastures or lucerne. Production
potential moderate
Not recommended for irrigated land use because of
severe limitations and low production for most crops

Furthermore, use suitability classes under
irrigation were introduced in land development
assessment as follows:

Land development easy and maintenance of production relatively simple. All systems of
irrigation can be used and no special water quality requirements; maximum yields are
feasible for a wide range of crops
There are some readily soluble land development problems and moderate maintenance and
conservation problems; suitable for a wide range of crops but may be less suitable for some
important crops. Less suitable for certain systems of irrigation; tillage and surface crusting
may be a problem but can be overcome; erosion hazard under annual crops may be.
marked
Serious limitations and high and complex input requirements with regard to soil
conservation and development and/or maintenance of production; special irrigation skill
and technique or special crops necessary to obtain maximum yields; some limitations are
non-permanent and can be ameliorated
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IV

Sub-marginal: most probably
"Not recommended"

V

Not suitable: "Not
recommended"

Very serious limitations; high land conservation, development or maintenance inputs
necessary for most crops; improvement/reclamation feasible only on a regional scale (major
drainage works, soil reclamation, etc.)
Non-arable; too steep, and/or too rocky, and/or shallow, etc.

At a Farm Planning Symposium held in
Pretoria in February 1962, all matters relating to
detailed soil survey for farm planning purposes
were examined at length and arising from these
discussions the "Simplified Soil-Survey Procedure
for Farm Planning" (Loxton, 1962) was produced.
We
quote
from
this
Technical
Communication:
"At a Farm Planning Symposium held in
Pretoria in February 1962, the author presented a
paper on a "Proposed scheme for the application of
pedology to farm planning". Both this proposed
scheme and the Rhodesian farm planning scheme
were discussed in great detail. The scheme which is
outlined in the following pages incorporates all
such modifications and recommendations as were
generally accepted by the Symposium.
"In view of the material advantages of
promoting uniformity of nomenclature and systems
of classification in Southern Africa, it seems
obvious that the Republican scheme should,
mutatis mutandis, conform as closely as possible to
the Federal farm planning scheme which has been
in operation for a number of years. This objective
has been very largely accomplished. It is also
essential that the basic criteria, procedure and
nomenclature must have a national uniformity, in
contrast to certain interpretive soil criteria which
must be allowed the freedom to vary from one
pedo-ecological region to another.

In the general soil classification legend, soil
series taxa, and phases thereof, are not the
dominant theme in the arrangement of soil/land
compartment boundaries; rather it is a case of
demarcation of a reasonably uniform area of land
for which positive predictions can be made - depth
phases within a series could be of greater
significance for land use predictions and
management than are the differences between
related series by way of pragmatic argument.
Rain-fed arable land use
The large scale of survey indicates that this
class of investigation has relation with arable land
use; it follows that objectives would have in mind
an inventory of soil resources for intensive
production (say, sugar-cane); the collation of data
in terms of soil resources is to provide the essential
base for economic land use planning and so on.
In the early 1950's it appears that there was
little or no detailed survey in progress despite the
fact that Slabber (1945) had set a very useful
precedent
in
the soil
survey
of the
Malmesbury/Piketberg region, a survey in which
soil series were used for the first time. The absence
of a suitable taxonomie soil classification system
and uncertainty as to survey procedure were
probably the greatest constraints. Nonetheless,
Beater (1957) was making effective progress in the
Sugar Belt with field scale mapping at 1:6000
(published 1 ins = 1 mile), and today the South
African Sugar Association is probably the best
served of the agricultural industries in South Africa
in terms of detailed soil maps. These maps are
essentially geological in nature, i.e. geologically
related maps, covering more than I million hectares
and are useful soil association maps by virtue of
the generally close relationship between soil and
geology in the unique geomorphic setting of the
Natal Coastal Belt.
Unfortunately, there was no follow up in
detailed surveys for farm planning. In the early
1950's soil conservation, as provided for in the Soil
Conservation Act, was the all-embracing extension
policy of the Department of Agricultural Technical
Services and all scientific and technical resources of
the Department were exclusively directed to this
campaign of "Save the Soil". Soil science in general
and soil taxonomy in particular suffered as a result.
However, at the close of the decade. Conservation
and Extension Services were again demonstrating
interest in soil survey as a means of establishing a
more satisfactory base for farm planning. "Hazard
of Use" can be recognised as only one of several
important environmental factors in efficacious use
of land. Government policy had now graduated
from conservation to farm planning. Much could
be learned from Rhodesia where good progress had
already been made in farm planning soil surveys.

"Of course, in the ideal procedure, farm
planning should be preceded by systematic soil
survey, in which soil series are defined and mapped.
However, in view of the urgency of implementing
improved methods of farm planning, this new
approach has been devised. This new scheme
should not, however, be regarded as an alternative
to systematic soil surveys; indeed, since the new
approach is based on soil survey, the need for
systematic soil surveys will become even more
important."
and further reference to the objectives of soil
profile examination as follows:
"(a) An unbiased and concise record of observable
facts in terms of profile morphology and
environment;
(b) the interpretation and assessment of the
observed facts in terms of land capability; i.e.
are there Umiting factors and how do these
influence land use? It must be stressed that
final assessment must be correlated with
observations on local crop growth and local
experience of land-use practice; this applies
particularly to the more doubtful estimations
of marginal limiting effects."
Soil mapping units were the so-called areas of
uniform soil which on the map were represented by
a code as a means of classifying essential soil and
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Nature of limiting
material

terrain properties as follows:

pH surface
soil

Permeability lower
subsoil

Colour upper
subsoil

Permeability upper
subsoil

Texture upper
subsoil

Surface texture

5.

Effective depth
/
Slope per cent

€12

\
Erosion

p6 4

Bl

Parent material

remained, in a variety of forms (Scotney, D.M.,
1978 - private communication).
"Soil and related features are recorded on the
soil map in the form of a code. Individual items
are allocated to fixed positions in either the
numerator or denominator. Strict adherence to
these positions is essential. The code is as follows:

The code represented the facts, as well as they
may be determined by the extension officer, but in
order to assess the potential of the particular land
unit, it became necessary to interpret these facts in
terms of land use and productivity. It follows,
therefore, that the principle objective became one
of interpretation in order to allow of predictions
for use and management. With this objective in
mind, the ECM capability code was proposed:

E)epth
Other phases/features
Soil series
Area (ha)
Slope group
(Aspect)
Individual symbols are given below.
Information in brackets to be provided where
relevant to arable use, i.e. features that limit
or affect production. Soil phases other than
depth are not obligatory and are not shown if
unimportant or optimum (e.g. D3 - welldrained soil).
The order for the phase bracket is erosion,
rockiness, drainage, other.
The unit number is ringed and situated
immediately in front of the code.

E
C
M
Erosion
Soil
Mechanical
hazard
climate
limitations
It was anticipated that in due course the sdfl
code would be replaced by the soil series (plus
phases) since the differentiae defining the series
adequately express the essential parameters of the
code, whereas the ECM would represent the more
interpretative assessments, for instance: erosion
hazard - in three classes from low to high - is the
net effect of all factors relating to soil erosion, such
as slope, precipitation, inherent soil properties, etc.
Example code: ( T ) H U 2 6 . 1 . R 2
Shallow soil depth is significant only in the sense
B.36
that it presents either a mechanical limitation (M),
or a soil climate limitation (C). Soil climate was.
"In this case the unit comprises the Msinga
defined in five classes ranging from very wet to series over 100 cm deep with 10-20 per cent surface
droughty or dry.
rock or a slope of 3-8 per cent and is 36 ha in
The Technical Commission also made extent. By implication there are no signs of
provision for basic map units:
•erosion, the soil is well drained and aspect is
unimportant."
XR - Excessively rocky land
In the winter rainfall region (Lambrechts, J.J.N.,
XS - Excessively steep land
1978 - private communication) the code has also
XK - Excessively stony land
survived in the following form, being modified from
XE - Excessively eroded land (bad land)
an earlier version of 1972:
XB - Excessively uneven land, and
Horizon
SoU
SoU
Sub-soil
A - Physically ploughabk land; it is this Coarse
material
depth
limitations
form
series
category which would require detailed in the
and/or
and/or
effective
charactefield investigation and leading to plough
toyer
depth
ristics
preparation of a soil map
Slope
class

With the introduction of the Binomial Soil
Classification System, progressively from, say, 1970
onwards, it was assumed that the basic soil code
would disappear from farm planning surveys but it
appears that the popularity of this code has

SoU
moisture
condition

for example
rl8Cvl4S
Ir6a2
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Variations

Soluble
salts

Exchange
acidity

which represents: Clovelly, Mossdale, with
moderately limiting stones or loose rock on the
surface; limiting horizon of silcrete at a depth of
950-1 150 mm; slightly rolling terrain; rip ploughed
to depth of 750 mm; more than 0,2 me Al% in
subsoil.
In the survey of the so-called "development
areas" the Highveld Region Extension Service
(Nott, R.W., 1978 - private communication) has
also used a basic code for identification of soil map
units, for instance:
Av7/3 Ic6aj4 1 60R2/1
which represents: Avalon form, Soetmelk series, on
granite, on a 6% slope with moderate surface
erosion, located on footslope (lower slope) with 1
(yield potential) = 60 and R2 (crop rotation of 2
years cover crop and one year row crop).
A current soil survey for a development
scheme in the Transkei involving intensive dryland
arable cropping, carried out at a scale of 1:10000
on an orthophoto map base, demonstrates an
example of current trends in data presentation, for
instance:

evading the problem of classification and the
known fact that uniform areas of land tend to
repeat themselves elsewhere in the landscape. It
appears, however, that this dedicated system has
certain advantages in planning. Also, the mapping
unit emphasizes the demarcation of a relatively
uniform area of land for which certain predictions
may be made as regards use and management. It
follows, therefore, that the mapping unit is not
necessarily exclusive in terms of soil series even at
this large scale of 1:10000. Perhaps this is an
arrangement best accepted by the planner for
certain pragmatic reasons, although the pedologist
may not be particularly happy with this procedure.
Having examined a number of codes in
current use, particularly the class limits, relevant
parameter and symbol allocation, it is apparent
that there exist significant variations, for instance,
slope classes according to Scotney (1978):
Class C: 9-15 p.c. (Humid) 8-12 p.c. (subhumid)
6-8 p.c. (MSA/arid)
and according to Lambrechts (1978):
Symbol 2 (Class C equivalent) 7-15 per cent.

Map symbol

Bl (IIIB)

B4(VD-)

Land form and slopes

Lower to upper slopes 5-8 per cent

Lower slopes, stream and river courses 3-20 per
cent

Vegetation

Maize land and degraded secondary sour
mixed veld

Degraded sour mixed veld, some secondary

3,0
2,0

4.0
3,0

Carr. capacity
ha/LSU
Present
Potential
Soil series
Dominant

Msinga (-)

Sterkspruit

Msinga (-, m,d)
Lichtenburg (m.d. rare)

Kroonstad, Bluebank
Estcourt, Amiston

Erosion

SI

SI, Rl Gd3

Prod. pot.

B

D-

Land util. class

III

Land characteristic
code

MRl
MS2
EA3
Wl
SCI

Sub-dominant

MR2
MS3

EA5
W2
SCI
Tl
02
ENl

Tl

Ol
EN-

The land characteristic code reference is as follows:
MR
MS
EA
W
SC
T
O
EN

-

Mechanical limitations due to bedrock, stones or microrelief
Mechanical limitations due to slope gradient
Arable erosion hazard
Wetness conditions
Salinity conditions
Tillage hazard and draught requirements
Other soil management or use hazards
Natural erosion hazard: Non-arable use only

Current land classification seems to follow
more or less the I-VIII Land Classes originally
defined by the United States Department of
Agriculture (as set out by Klingebiel &
Montgomery, 1961), though in detail considerable

The map symbols refer to discrete land areas,
in other words, every demarcated land area that
occurs on the map is exclusively identified and is
not represented elsewhere in the survey area. This
approach is unusual and can be criticized for
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variation in definition is permitted, or seems to be
permitted, to suit local conditions and the purpose
of the survey. Bearing in mind that the original
USDA Classification was strictly related to "hazard
of use" or risk of soil erosion, modern variations
included factors other than risk of erosion, for
instance: land use potential, inherent fertility,
drainage, mechanical limitations, etc.
It is apparent that since the first attempt at
establishing uniformity (Loxton, 1962) the time is

inventory of sou and water resources and
recommendations as to land use had been compiled
at a scale of 1:10000. The follow-up survey set out
to re-examine in greater detail those areas which
could be recommended for development. The
resulting soil map and expanded legend provided
suitable guidelines for implementation by the
responsible Administration.
The following is an extract of a typical
legend:

Soil map
Compart. No.

21

Land cap. class
symbol

llff

Land cap. code

E2 C3, Mis F3

El C2,5 M2m F2

Hutton (-)
Farningham

Katspruit
Davel

KyalamT
Msinga (-)
Msinga (-)-)

Trafalgar
Slangkop

Land form

Gently sloping ridge crest upper and mid
slopes with sloping to strongly lower slopes

Moderately narrow bottomlands with a weakly
incised drainage pattern

Veg. form

Open woodland, woodland

Open woodland

Extent ha

110

758

Soil series
Dominant'
Sub-dominant
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again opportune to review progress and evaluate
soil survey procedures for farm planning purposes.
The procedure for standardisation, which surely is
in the interests of organised agriculture generally,
could follow the same lines of the Working Group
which has successfully accomplished flnalisation of
the Binomial Soil Classification System.
In passing, we should make mention of the
excellent work carried out by Carrol & Nielson
(1977) of the Soil Survey Conservation Division of
the Ministry of Agriculture, Lesotho. In their
survey of the Thaba Bosiu project detailed soil
mapping of an area of 116 000 ha in extent is
shown on 33 maps at a scale of 1:10 000. In the
Basic Report covering the entire area, there are
excellent block diagrams that show the distribution
of soils within associations and oblique landscape
photographs with overlays that demarcate the
various terrain types within which the soil
associations occur. A great deal of interpretative
information is also given. This covers not only
agricultural potential but also aspects such as
engineering properties and susceptibility to erosion.

For
sake
of
convenience
to
the
Administration who had to implement development
work, it was found convenient that map units be
made exclusive so that the map unit number
became the reference for implementation. It will be
seen that the land capability code, as proposed by
Loxton (1962) was adapated with a further
variation with respect to factor F, which defined
inherent soil fertility classes of high, moderate and
low.
The soil survey of the High veld Region
conducted by the extension service since 1974
found it convenient to present soil survey data on a
mosaic base at 1:20000 scale. Map legends list the
farm reference number and identify by way of a
code, the soils occurring within the particular farm.
A typical code could be:
Av7/31c6aj4160R2/l
which describes: Avalon form, Soetmelk series, on
granite, on a 6/slope with moderate surface
erosion, located on footslope (lower slope) with 1
(yield potential) = 60 and R2 (crop rotation of 2
years cover crop and one year row crop).
Soil surveys are undertaken in selected
"development areas" and by the end of 1977 some
300 000 ha covering 450 farms had been completed.
Yield norm$ for a range of combination of soil,
climate and terrain conditions have been
determined.
Nott (1978) draws the following conclusions:
"Soil Surveys in the Highveld Region have
shown beyond doubt that to take any decision in
agriculture a sound knowledge of the natural
resources is required.
"Soil surveys have provided the data base on

SEMI-DETAILED SURVEYS
1:15 000 AND 1:25 000
This class of survey and its related scale is
relatively uncommon since it represents a
compromise situation in the presentation of data.
Generally speaking, it is too small a scale for the
planning of arable land use which is more
appropriately accommodated at the detailed levels
of 1:10000 and 1:5000.
An example of a survey at a scale of 1:20000
is located in Mocambique in an area for which an
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which to decide if any soil is suitable for crop
production or not; which crops would be most
suitable; what yields could be attained; what
cultural practices should be followed; and what the
production potential of an area is.
"As a result of the work new extension and
research priorities have been identified. A better
understanding of factors contributing to yield has
arisen and agricultural science has to a great degree
been renewed."
It is clear that the Highveld Region has
accumulated valuable soils information and the
time seems opportune for the setting up of "bench
mark" sites where representative soil series can be
systematically researched with time to establish
norms for yields for different crops in different
management systems.
Research officers (Mohr in particular) of the
Fertilizer Society of South Africa have made a
valuable contribution.
DETAILED RECONNAISSANCE
SURVEYS 1:50000
Beater (1957, 1959, 1962), with the Soils of
the Sugar Belt, was the first on the scene with
mapping in this class at a scale of 1 inch ^ 1 mile,
although field sheets were made available at
1:6000. The choice of pubUcation scale appears to
be one mainly of convenience to accommodate the
soils within the sugar industry. This scale was also
successfully used (1:50000) for the reconnaissance
mapping for irrigation development in the Lowveld
of Rhodesia; similarly for irrigation development in
South Africa and in the Zambezi Valley of
Mocambique.
The scale of 1:50000 offers enormous
advantages in detailed reconnaissance surveys in
view of the trigonometrical series of published
topo-cadastral maps with contours of 50 ft. The
entire Republic of South Africa has now been
covered by this series, and the related aerial
photography, commonly at 1:36000, establishes a
satisfactory base for field work.
With the development of the orthophoto map
it is now also possible to produce 1:50000
orthophoto plans by photogrammetric methods
utilising the same photographs and aerial
triangulation as were used in the plotting of the
topo-cadastral sheets. Experience has also
demonstrated that this scale will accommodate very
useful soil data, in many cases down to series level.
The ready availability of the 1:50000 topo-cadastral
sheets was a contributing factor in the location of
the so-called key area surveys which were initiated
in 1960 to provide the essential soil data for the
development of a national soil classification system
- eventually to become known as the "Binomial
Soil Classification System". Each survey comprised
one 1:50000 sheet and had the limited objective of
the national soil classification, for example, he
surveys of Kroonstad, Wellington, Bethlehem,
Makwassie, Darling, Worcester, Piketberg, etc.
The soil survey of the Kokstad-Cedarville area
covering two 1:50000 topo-cadastral sheets
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(Scotney, Jeffrey & Dekker, 1978) followed the
precedent of these key survey areas but went
considerably further in relating soil series to land
use and management. In this study useful
information is provided for each series as regards
essential constitutional properties as well as soil
moisture relationships, mechanical limitations, Al
toxicity and erosion hazard, etc. Land use potential
and predicted yields for a range of crops are also
presented for each series.
This survey can be highly recommended as a
standard for soils survey at the detailed
reconnaissance level; it successfully demonstrates
the efficacy of relating taxonomie soil classification
and soil survey to the use and economic
management of agricultural land.
In terms of the competition between
agricultural and urban/industrial expansion, the
peri-urban and near peri-urban areas are sensitive
regions and as a means of providing guidance to
town and regional planners on the one hand, and
to protect productive arable land from exploitation
for township purposes, the Soil and Irrigation
Research Institute has implemented a limited
programme of 1:50000 mapping to serve this
particular need. The western Cape and the
Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging regions are
examples of such studies.
RECONNAISSANCE SURVEYS
1:100000 AND 1:250000
There were no significant events in this class
of survey until the commencement of the Tugela
Basin survey in the late I950's (Van der Eyk,
Mac Vicar & De Villiers, 1969). This survey was
essentially pedological in character with the prime
objective of providing an inventory of the soils of
the Tugela Basin, this being part of a major study
undertaken under the auspices of the Town and
Regional Planning Commission of Natal for
purposes of preparing a development plan for the
region. Final maps were compiled at 1:100000. The
major contribution of this survey was the
establishment of a sound base for the development
of the Binomial Soil Classification System.
The scale of 1:250000 has distinct advantages
in compilation, particularly by virtue of the
published 1:250000 cadastral series of the
Trigonometrical Survey. Hence the special surveys
undertaken for the fertilizer industry by Loxton,
Hunting & Associates (1967-1971) for the western
Cape, western Transvaal, north-western Orange
Free State and the eastern Transvaal Highveld.
These maps, published at 1:250000, had the limited
objective of compiling an inventory of soil series,
their distribution and relative importance in terms
of distribution. If the Tugela Basin study
established a base for South African soil taxonomy,
then these studies for the fertilizer industry
provided the essential framework for the Binomial
System.
A current event of particular interest is the
land type survey that has been under way in South
Africa since 1971. The objectives of this

7.

It is intended that each land type will also be
defined in terms of soil/slope/climate units,
called ecotopes, and that for each ecotope
data will be collected relating to which crop
or crops can be grown, how it or they should
be grown, and the potential yields assuming
the "best farmer" levels of management.
For each land type examined the data
gathered under items 1 to 6 are conveniently
recorded on a single, multi-columned sheet.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into
the details explaining the various steps involved in
the synthesis of the mapping units shown on the
1:250000 maps and likewise all of the uses to which
the map plus inventory can be put. However, the
point must be made that the map alone is of
limited value without its accompanying inventory.
Despite the obvious advantages of the
1:250000 scale, experience has clearly demonstrated
that the 1:100000 scale has greater efficacy in the
compilation of a soil inventory and other related
data as a base for regional planning; here we have
to do with the survey of regions. Base maps of the
1:50000 topo-cadastral series and related aerial
photographs at scales of 1:36000-1:50000 have a
convenient relationship to the final scale of
1:100000. However, it does become necessary for a
complete drafting requirement at this scale, since
there is no 1:100 000 published map series.
It is important to note that the progress of the
Binomial Classification System provided an
enormous stimulation to natural resources surveys
at all levels, but particularly in the category of
reconnaissance
surveys; hence the
major
programme of resources surveys undertaken by
Loxton, Hunting & Associates (1967-1973) for the
Department of Bantu Administration and
Development with respect to Black Homelands in
South Africa and South West Africa. These surveys
covered the full range of natural resources, inter
alia, mineral, underground water, surface water,
soils, vegetation, land use, etc., as well as derived
data in terms of production potential and
recommendations for dryland cropping, livestock,
irrigation, afforestation, etc.
With respect to soil map presentation, the
following is an extract from a typical expanded
legend:

undertaking by the Soil and Irrigation Research
Institute are both bold and ambitious, namely, to
provide, by means of 1:250000 maps and their
accompanying inventories, sufficient soil, terrain
form and climatic data to enable realistic estimates
of agricultural potential to be made. To date, about
80 per cent of the field mapping has been
completed but as yet none of the accompanying
inventories has been compiled, since much
information has still to be collated.
A specific land type comprises land in which
the terrain form, soil patterns and climate each
have a considerable degree of uniformity and to be
shown on a map, they must be mappable at a scale
of 1:250000. In carrying out a land type survey, the
following steps are implemented:
1. The land type is defined in terms of a
sequence
or
sequences
of
terrain
morphological units, i.e. crest (1), scarp (2),
middleslope (3), footslope (4) and valley
bottom (5).
2. Within each unit the area (ha), average slope
(per cent), average slope length (m) and slope
type (concave, convex or straight) are given
together with estimates of the total area that
has no mechanical limitations, and the
proportions of land within these that have
slopes greater than, and less than, 12 per cent.
3. Also within each unit the soil series that occur
are identified and the area of each is
estimated. For each soil series the range of
effective depths and the textures of the A, E
and B21 horizons are given, together with any
mechanical limitations that may exist.
4. The climate of the area generally is described
in as much detail as is available, in terms of
rainfall factors, class A pan evaporation, and
temperature data.
5. A brief description of the geological
formations of the area generally is given
together with an indication of the positions
they occupy in the landscape.
6. Detailed descriptions are made of typical
profiles sited in the more important soils, and
from these modal profiles, soil samples are
analysed in detail: physically, chemically and
mineralogically. The data thus obtained are
stored on computer tapes.
Map symbol

C7

Cll

Dominant soil series

Balfour
Lindley

Shorrocks (+)

Sub-dominant soil
series

Bakenkop
Makatini (s)
Mispah

Jozini
Levubu
Vaalriver

Rare soil series

Davel (x)

Koedoesvlei
Makatini

Parent material, land form
and vegetation

Parent material: Drift from Basement granite
and dolerite dykes
Land form: Narrow strips of lower slopes
along drainage lines in gently undulating
terrain
Vegetation:
Colophospermum
mopane
shrubland or short open woodland with
scattered tall trees such as Acacia nigrescens

Parent material: Drift from Basement, granite,
dolerite and schist remnants
Land form: Terraces and levees along the major
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Vegatation: Cultivation variants with Ficus spp.
and Sclerocarya caffra; narrow strips of tall
riverine thicket along the river

Map symbol

C7

Cll

General description of more
important soils

Dominantly deep, solonetz soils with a greyish
brown loamy sand topsoil abruptly overlying
strong prismatic or columnar sandy clay; a
complex of shallow, red or brown sandy clays
overlying weathering granite and patches of
deep, brown apedal or weakly blocky, faintly
mottled sandy clays. No clear soil distribution
pattern

Dominantly deep, dark reddish brown, apedal or
weakly blocky, sandy clays; sub-dominant are
deep, brown apedal, sandy loams, flne sandy
loams or sandy clay loams. The brown soils
occupy the levees and backslopes

Agricultural characteristics
Favourable

Unfavourable

Generalised arable potential
Dryland
Irrigation

High inherent fertility; moister edaphic condition
in deep subsoils; high moisture efficiency; ease of
management
Highly variable soil climate; dominantly
drou^ty; low moisture efficiency; shallow
effective depth; frequent gullies; erosion
hazard; management problems

Somewhat droughty or sub optimal soil climate

Very low
Low

Moderate to low
High

Terrain conditions often present real problems
in the satisfactory presentation of data, for
instance, where there exist complex arrangements
of erosion surfaces of vastly different ages such as
one finds in the Coastal Belt of Natal.
The following is an example of an attempt to
express Land Use Potential on a basis of
"pedo-ecological" potential:
Map symbol

"soil set" as follows:
"... a
straightforward
assemblage, in
mappable form, of (a) soil series that are alike
in their morphology and in the practical use
that can be made of them and (b) other
geographically associated soils - either named
series within the set, or fragments of other
known series, or pedons representing no

A2

C3

Pedo-ecological system

Humic Ferrallitic and Fersiallitic System

Dissected Sub-humid Hinterland Granite System

Geology and land form

Occurs on plateaux of Table Mountain
Sandstone residuals and related less dissected
landscapes in the same land form as unit AI

Steeply rolling to hilly
transitional to Al above

Soil characteristics

Includes the humic forms of the red, yellow
and geogenic soils; while the A2 may often
contain more bases than are expected of
ferrallitic soils, the subsoils are highly leached
and very acid. Sub-dominant soils include
non-humic ferraUitic and topomorphic soils

Dominantly cuarse sandy geogenic soils, usually
associated with more highly weathered soils
typical of AI above

Effective soil climate

These soils also have an efficient moisture
regime though the edaphic climate is somewhat
moister than soils of unit Al

Of the Dissected Granite Landscape systems, this
has the more moist climate; although still
somewhat droughty the incidence of moisture
stress will not be critical

Bio-climatic potential

Evergreen forest

Evergreen forest, short forest to thicket and open
woodland

Present land use

Intensively cultivated; parts of the system are
occupied by plantations and forest relicts;
sugar-cane is grown in the paddock area on
this system. Only rarely is the inherent
production potential fully realized

Fairly intensively cuhivated, in places under
sugar-cane; rare short forest relicts; Aristida
junciformis grassland

Agricultural potential

Except for a small part south of Highflats in
bioclimatic region 3, where frost limits sugar
production, this system has a high potential for
all of the traditional regional crops as well as
for forestry. Inherent fertility is generally very
low and without heavy fertilizer use only
sub-economic yields can be expected

This system has a moderate potential for the
traditional crops. Slope generally limits the use of
mechanical equipment and the areas are best
suited to subsistence crops or perennials such as
sugar-cane or forestry

landscapes,

usually

defined unit - which may be very different but
cannot, at the scale employed, be indicated
separately."
In passing, it is worthwhile drawing attention
to the procedure of field work which has tended to
become standard practice for this category of
survey. There are four distinct phases, viz:
1. Examination of all relevant base maps -

The first example is referred to as the
"Pre-weathered Landscapes" and the second as the
"Dissected Granite Landscapes".
In Swaziland, Murdoch (1%8) found the scale
of 1:125000 convenient for the presentation of a
soil map and the derived data of a land capability
map. The classification and soil legend is based on
soil series and "soil sets". Murdoch defined the
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topographic, geological, ecological, drainage,
etc. - and a scan of the relevant aerial
photographs with varying degrees of
annotations through photo interpretation.
2. Rapid reconnaissance of the survey area for
purposes of familiarisation and checking out
of relevance of base maps.
3. Selective siting of soil pits and description of
profiles in representative soil areas. This phase
requires only the identification of soil series
and their relationship in the terrain.
4. Preparation of soil map.
It will be seen that the survey area is covered
three times, twice before actual map compilation;
experience has clearly demonstrated that this
procedure accomplishes the best result in the long
run.
CONTINENTAL SURVEYS
1:1000000-1:5000000
Soil groups and sub-groups of South Africa
by C.R. van der Merwe (1940) at. 1:5000000 was
the standard reference work in 1952 for this class of
survey, and remains the only published work to
date except for modified accommodation in the
Africa Soil Map (D'Hoore, 1964), the C.C.T.A.
Project No. 11 and the more recent F.A.O. World
Soil Map produced in 1976.
Thompson (1965) at 1:1000 000 (approx.)
further elaborated the C.C.T.A. legend and
classification with reference to Rhodesian soils. In
view of the somewhat larger scale and the greater
uniformity of soils in Rhodesia, Thompson's map
provides a useful base for broad regional planning.
This is probably an exception since due to
limitation of scale, continental surveys have a
usefulness only for prestige and academic purposes.
Under normal circumstances, it is virtually
impossible to present soil data in a worthwhile
format and arrangement and the resulting legend
becomes an omnium gatherum of fairly distinctive
soil groups - the red and yellow ferrallitics of the
African Surface Remnants - and post-Cretaceous
land forms and peculiar sediments such as the
Kalahari sands, etc.
The Soil and Irrigation Research Institute has
in mind the production of a 1:1 000 000 soil map of
the Republic of South Africa, based on the data
obtained through the 1:250000 land type map.
Gouveia in Mocambique, Bothelo da Costa
and Castanheira Diniz in Angola, Van Straten in

Botswana, and Murdoch in Swaziland have
produced, at one time or another, continental type
maps in which legend and classification are
variations on the theme of the C.C.T.A. Project
No. 11.
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ADVANCES IN IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1953-1978
G.D. THOMPSON
South African Sugar Association Experiment Station, Mount Edgecombe 4300
ABSTRACT
Advances made over the past 25 years in the science of irrigation management have occurred
mainly due to the impact of the work of Penman in England, and of Oenmead and Shaw in the
U.S.A. In southern Africa the resuhs have been an increase in the attention given to daily
meteorological measurements, continued assessments of soil moisture characteristics according to
series, experiments to establish when actual evapo-transpiration falls below the potential rate at
different levels of evaporative demand for different crops, studies on the relationships between water
use and yield of various crops, and investigations which have helped to identify stress conditions in
different crops. Whilst the science of irrigation management has made remarkable progress over a
short period of time, farm practice in general in southern Africa has yet to take advantage of this
progress.
Uittreksel
VOORUITGANG IN BESPROEIINGSBESTUUR IN
SUIDER-AFRIKA. 1953-1978
Vooruitgang wat die afgelope 25 jaar met die wetenskap van besproeiingsbestuur gemaak is, is
hoofsattklik aan die trefkrag van die werk van Penman in Engeland, en Denmead en Shaw in die
V.S.A., te danke. In Suider-Afrika het dit gelei tot 'n toename in die aandag wat geskenk is aan
daaglikse weerkundige metings, volgehoue waardebepalings van grondvogeienskappe volgens series,
proewe om vas te stel warmeer werklike evapotranspirasie laer as die potensiële tempo teen
verskillende peile van verdampingsvereiste vir verskillende gewasse daal, studies van die
verwantskappe tussen waterverbruik en opbrengs van verskeie gewasse, en ondersoeke wat daartoe
bygedra het om spanningstoestande in verskillende gewasse uit te ken. Alhoewel die wetenskap van
besproeiingsbestuur binne 'n kort tydperk merkwaardig vooruitgegaan het, moet die algemene
plaaspraktyk in Suider-Afrika hierdie vooruitgang nog benut.

irrigation management for any crop. In fact, a
number of authors have shown that there are stages
in the development of some crops, especially grain
and fibre crops, when stress may have no
deleterious effect on ultimate yield. Furthermore,
the market value of some crops is often sufficiently
low that it is uneconomical for the farmer to invest
in the extra amount of irrigation equipment that
would preclude the crop being subjected to stress
during rare prolonged periods of drought. Some
kind of experimentation is therefore necessary for
each type of crop separately.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the long history of irrigation in
agriculture, significant progress in understanding
the role of water in crop production has been made
only during the twentieth century. A tendency
during the first half of the century to regard soils as
the
singular
medium
controlling
evapo-transpiration (E^) was interrupted when
Penman
(1948)
showed
that
potential
evapo-transpiration depended almost exclusively on
meteorological factors. If the observations of
Viehmeyer & Hendrickson (1950) had been
generally applicable, and essentially all of the water
held in the soil between the suction limits of field
capacity and wilting point were freely and equally
available to the crop, then rrigation management
could have been based very simply on
meteorological data and a knowledge of the total
available moisture-holding capacity (TAM) of the
soil in the crop root zone. Denmead & Shaw
(1962), however, illustrated that soil moisture
availability to a crop was dependent upon the
evaporative demand of the atmosphere, and they
introduced the principle of a discriminating
function to differentiate between "stress" and "no
stress" conditions, identified in terms of soil
moisture content and evaporative demand.
If the economics of irrigated crop production
were such that no crop should ever be subjected to
any degree of moisture stress, then the principles
enunciated by Penman (1948) on the one hand, and
by Denmead & Shaw (1962) on the other, would
have been sufficient to establish the correct

METEOROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Whatever refinements have been made or may
yet be made to the Penman (1948) equation for
estimating E^, the relationship
E =-^5£L_l_2§L.
*
A + T
illustrates the fundamentally important facts that
consumptive use of water by a crop, freely supplied
with available soil water, depends upon net solar
radiation, air temperature, air humidity and run of
wind. Although data for each of these parameters
are available for many sites so that K can be
calculated, it has been found that E^ can generally
be related reliably to E , the evaporation from a
USWB Class A Pan.
As a result, and because comprehensive Class
A Pan evaporation data are available for more
than 60 sites throughout the Republic of South
Africa (Anon., 1975), much progress has been made
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in relating the water requirements of crops to EQ.
The maximum recorded values of the Ej/E^ ratio
for a number of crops are given in Table 1 to
illustrate the range of data being used. There is
some indication that the maximum ratios
approximate unity for many crops that shade the
soil completely. An anomalous figure such as that
for lucerne (0,65) probably warrants further
investigation. The necessity for more research into
this subject is emphasized by the wide range of
maximum E^/E
values for individual crops
occurring in the literature. As an example, five
values given for wheat are 0,5 (Van Eeden, 1970),
0,59 (Anon., 1973), 0,6 (Scheepers, 1975), 0,98
(Metelerkamp, 1968) and 1,04 (McGugan, 1972).
Although in some instances the large differences
between values may be due to confusion between
mean and maximum ratios, this is frequently not
so.
If Ej can be estimated from Ë^ values, then
the amount of water required by various crops per
annum can be predicted for any site for which E
data are available. Class A Pan evaporation in
southern Africa may vary between limits such as
1424 mm/annum
at
Sheeprun
and
4 490 mm/ annum at Keetmanshoop. Data from 23
meteorological stations in the western Cape were
used (Du Pisani, 1970) to construct isolines for E^,
the range being from 1320 mm/annum at George
to 3 203 mm/annum at Beaufort West. Maximum
values for E^/annum in irrigated areas throughout
the Republic of South Africa were given by Van
Eeden (1970). They were 3 780 mm in the Orange
Free State, 3 440 mm in the Karoo, 2 830 mm in the
Transvaal, 2 375 mm in the eastern Cape, and
1 920 mm in Natal.
Of as much interest as the total water
requirements of the crop, are the net requirements
after rainfall has been taken into account. Fig. 1
shows the monthly evaporation and rainfall data
for Cedara in 1973. There was a surplus of rainfall
over evaporation only in January, February and
April, and for the year the deficit amounted to
574 mm. To evaluate the net water requirements of
a crop in terms of irrigation water it is necessary to
have long-term records of evaporation and rainfall
available for the proposed site, and to take not

only mean monthly surpluses and deficits into
account, but also the statistical distribution of these
parameters in each month. The data accumulated
over the years by the S.A. Weather Bureau serve an
excellent purpose in this respect.
As an alternative to EQ as a means of
estimating E^, the proposal of Thornthwaite (1948)
has been given consideration (Schulze, 1958).
Graphs constructed in the same manner as Fig. 1
are given for 26 stations, relating potential
evapo-transpiration to rainfall in each''month of the
year. The virtue of this approach lies in its
simplicity, data for air temperature and latitude
being required. A modification of the Blaney &
Criddle (1950) method for estimating crop water
requirements from air temperature, day length and
relative humidity of the air has also been used with
some success (Du Pisani, 1975; Du Pisani &
Weber, 1976). It seems doubtful, however, that
either of these methods for computing E^ has the
general applicability of the Penman method or the
Class A Pan.
PLANT CONSIDERATIONS
The Penman equation for estimating
evaporation includes an empirical term for the wind
function (Penman, 1948), but Businger (1956)
proposed a theoretical relationship which includes a
crop characteristic, ZQ. This term represents the
roughness length of the crop which may vary
according to the stage of development and the
espacement of the crop. The roughness length of
sugar-cane has been estimated from wind profile
analyses in South Africa (Thompson & Boyce,
1972), and for the variety NCo 376 when fully
canopied it is about 126 mm.
Penman (1952) proposed a term l/gp for the
denominator in his equation, intending it to
account for both stomatal geometry (S) and
day-length (D). Monteith (1965) introduced instead
the concept of crop surface resistance, r^. Although
the theoretical validity of this term has been
questioned (Tanner & Fuchs, 1968), its numerical
value has been determined for sugar-cane
(Thompson & Boyce, 1972). Using a value of 0,75
sec cm"' for r^, E^ was calculated from 208 sets of

TABLE 1 - Maximum recorded values of Et/En for various crops in South Africa
TABLE 1 - Maksimum aangetekende waardes van Eg/l^ vir verskeie gewasse in Suid-Afrika
Crop
Gewas

Ref.
Verw.

y^o

Crop
Gewas

Ref.
Verw.

^t/E,

Avocado/ /4 vokado
Banana/ Piesang
Beans/ Bone
Citrus/5//rui
Coffee/ Kofjie
Cotton/ Katoen
Deciduous fruit
Sagtevrugte
Grain sorghum
Graansorghum
Grapes/ Druiwe
Groundnuts/ Grondbone
Litchis/ Lieisjies
Lucerne/ Lusern
Macadamia/ Makadamia

Uys, 1976
Anon., 1973
Cackett & Metelerkamp, 1963
Anon., 1973
Anon., 1973
Van Eeden, 1970
Uys, 1976

0,65
0,99
0,91
1,20
0,92
1,00
0,65

Metelerkamp, 1968
Anon., 1973
Scheepers, 1975
Buchanan, 1972
Anon., 1973
Anon., 1973
Van Eeden, 1970

1,10
0,73
0,80
0,95
0,75
1,04
0,7,0

Van Eeden, 1970

0,70

Maize/ Mielies
Mango
Onions/ Vie
Peas/Erte
Pecan/ Pekan
Potatoes/ Aartappels
Subtrop. fruit
Subtrop. vrugte
Sugar-cane/ Suikerriet

Thompson, 1976

1,00

Scheepers, 1975
Van Eeden, 1970
Anon., 1973
Van Eeden, 1970
Anon., 1973

0,66
0,60
1,14
0,65
0,91

Teal Tee
Tobacco/ Tabak
Tomatoes/ Tamalies
V/heatI Koring

Anon., 1973
Smit, 1973
Anon., 1973
McGugan, 1972

0,91
0,90
0,86
1,04
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FIG. 1 - Monthly totals of evaporation and rainfall at Cedara,
1973
FIG. 1 - Maandelikse totale verdamping en reënval op Cedara,
1973

daily meteorological data. The correlation
coefficient relating measured to calculated E^ was
0,91 and the calculated values approximated the
measured values better than those determined from
any other relationship except Class A Pan
evaporation (Fig. 2).
To the extent that both the roughness length of
the crop and its surface resistance tp vapour
transfer are real criteria in determining E*, some
variation in the relationship E^/E^ must be
expected from crop to crop. If E^ for a crop can be

Estimated E. or measured E , mm/day /
Geraamde E^ of gemete E , mm/dag
FIG. 2 - Relationships between measured Ej of sugar-cane, and
(i) Class A Pan evaporation (ii) estimated Ej according to
Monteith (1965)
FIG. 2 - Verwantskap tussen gemete E/ van suikerriet en (i)
Klas A-pan-verdamping (ii) geraamde E, volgens
Monteith (1965)

determined lysimetrically or by any other means,
however, and it is found that a reliable relationship
exists between E^ and E^, then a knowledge of
neither ZQ nor r^ for the crop is necessary from the
point of view of irrigation management.
The crop characteristic which probably
determines E^ more than any other is the degree of
canopy or ground cover. The Penman equation can
be used to show that E^ is dependent more on net
radiation than on any other parameter. The degree
of radiation interception by the crop is therefore an
important criterion. Fortunately, it appears that the
E^/E ratio can be related to the degree of ground
cover, as shown for four crops in Fig. 3 (Cackett &
Metelerkamp, 1963; Metelerkamp & Cackett, 1965;
McGugan, 1972; Thompson, 1976).
Providing that an annual crop finally forms a
complete, or at least a standard degree of ground
cover, and this stage is reached relatively quickly,
inaccuracies in the estimation of the relationship
between degree of ground cover and E^/E^ need
not be important in terms of their effects on
irrigation management. The ratio will obviously
vary according to the frequency of soil surface
wetting, particularly during the period when ground
cover percentage is low and evaporation from the
soil constitutes a significant component of
evapo-transpiration. It is interesting to note from
Fig. 3 that for bare soil (i.e. 0 % ground cover), the
E J E ratio varied only between 0,32 and 0,40 for
the cotton, beans and sugar-cane experiments. The
comparable figure of 0,16 for the wheat experiment
is significantly lower, although Metelerkamp (1968)
proposed a value of 0,23 immediately after planting
cotton, maize and wheat in Rhodesia.
The concept of an E^/E^ ratio increasing
progressively until a maximum degree of ground
cover is attained, and remaining relatively constant
thereafter, may apparently be applied legitimately
to perennial and tree crops. For sugar-cane, the
crop cycle may be divided conveniently into five
stages, viz fallow, incomplete canopy, full canopy,
crop lodged, and drying off (Thompson, 1976).
Measurements have shown that the E^/E^ ratio
drops precipitately from 1,0 to 0,75 when the crop
lodges, and it remains low for the ensuing three
months. When ripening is induced by withholding
irrigation water, E. falls progressively below the
potential level, i.e. E^/E decreases with time unless
rainfall interferes with tne process.
For annual crops there is apparently a general
tendency for the E^/E ratio to rise to a maximum,
and then to decline almost immediately. This has
been illustrated in general terms by Metelerkamp
(1968). The data available for a number of
individual crops are given additionally in Table 2.
The two sets of values given both for cotton and
tobacco do not differ materially, but for wheat
there is a marked discrepancy between the two sets
of figures shown.
The growth of a crop depends upon the
exploitation of available moisture from the soil.
The proliferation of crop roots in terms of both
numbers and depth in the soil is therefore a further
important plant consideration. No quantitative data
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TABLE 2 - Variations of E^/E^j ratio at different times or stages of plant growth for different crops
TABEL 2 - Wisseling van E^E -verhouding vir verskillende tye of plantgroeistadiums vir verskillerule gewasse
CtoplGewas

00

Ref./Kerw.

Item

Annual ciops/Jaargewasse

Metelerkamp, 1968

SUge/Stad.

'Bea.m/Bone

Cackett & Metelerkamp, 1963

y%
Stage/Stad.

Cotton/Katoen

Metelerkamp & Cackett, 1965

Stage/Stad.

Van Eeden, 1970

N%
Stage/Stad.

Giovrndmits/Grondbone

Van Eeden, 1970

V^o
SUge/Stad.

Maize and grain sorghum/
Mielies en graansorghum
Onions/We

Van Eeden, 1970

SUge/Stad.

Van Eeden & Myburgh, 1971

V^o
SUge/Stad.

Peas/^rte

Buchanan, 1972

y%
SUge/Stad.

Potatoes//! arteppefe

Van Eeden, 1970

Et/Eo
Stage/Stad.

y^o

y%

V^o
SUge/Stad.
Tobacco/rafta*

Smit, 1973
Van Fflden, 1970

Tomatoes/rama/fes

Buchanan, 1972

Wheat//roA7«!g-

McGugan, 1972
Van Eeden, 1970

Et/Eo
SUge/Stad.

VEo

SUge/Stad.

VEo

Stage/Stad.
Et/Eo
SUge/Stad.
Et/Eo
SUge/Stad.
EtEo

Stage or time and EJE laüo/Stadium oftyd en EjE -verhouding
Weeks/Weke

Weeks/Weke

Weeks/Weke

Weeks/Wc/tc

Weeks/fi'eAre

Weeks/Jfete

0- 4
0,28
0
0,30
5
0,50
September

5- 8
0,55
5
0,66
10
0,82
Oct./Okt.

9-12
0,86
10
0,91
15
0,96
November

17-20
0,90

21-24
0,73

24
0,72
Feb.

Mai./Maart

0,3
Oct./Okt.
0,3
Dec./Des.
0,6
0-2
0,3
0
0,2
September
0,5
Mai./Maart
0,5
1- 3
0,3
Oct./Okt.
0,3
0- 4
0,3
2
0,4
JvHy/Julie
0,4

0,4
November
0,6
Jan.
0,6
3-4
0,4
5
0,6
Oct/Okt.
0,7
April
0,7
4- 6
0,5
November
0,5
5-10
0,5
4
0,75
Aug.
0,5

0,7
Dec./Des.
0,6
Feb.
0,7
5-6
0,5
10
0,95
November
0,5
May/Mei
0,5
7-13
0,9
Dec./Des.
0,7
11-16
0,7
6
0,92
September
0,5

13-16
0,97
15
0,70
20
0,90
Dec/Des.
Jan.
1,0
Jan.
0,3
Mai./Maar/
0,5
6-7
0,6
15
0,7

0,9

0.7

14-18
0,4
Jan.
0,7
16*
0,7
8 and 10
1,04
Oct/Okt.
0,4

8^
0,7
17
0,55

12
0,95

14
0,77

(v)

100

1S 80

• Cotton/Katoen
• Beans/Bo«e
• WieatlKoring
• Sugar-cane/S«ifcemef

The cotton crop in Rhodesia is most sensitive
to stress for a short period immediately after
planting in October, and then again in
January, February and March (Wilson, 1978).
SOIL CONSIDERATIONS

I 6°

The management of irrigation is dependent to
a large extent upon soil characteristics. These
I 40include infiltration rate, the pattern of soil moisture
release, saturated hydraulic conductivity and
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, but no
a2oconsideration is more important than soil depth. To
an extent all of these parameters are described by
means of soil series identification, and the soil
surveys conducted in South Africa during the past
0,2 0,3 0,4
0.5
0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 1,0
25 years have contributed significantly towards
EJE xaXiol-verhouding
better assessments of soil suitability for irrigation
FIG. 3 - Relationships between % ground cover and E./E
and better planning of irrigation scheme designs.
ratio for four crops
Examples of such surveys are provided in South
FIG. 3 - Verwantskap tussen % grondbedekking en E^jEg- Africa by Beater, 1957; 1959; 1962; Van der Merwe,
verhouding vir vier gewasse
1962; Van der Eyk, MacVicar & De Villiers, 1969;
Hensley, 1969; MacVicar, 1969; Scotney, 1970
appear to be available on root density in the soil (unpublished report); MacVicar & Perfect, 1971;
for any crop. Ahhough root density is difficult to and MacVicar (1973). In Swaziland the work was
determine, it is known to vary for the same crop done by Baillie (1968) and Murdoch (1972).
from soil to soil, and for different varieties in the Thompson (1965) classified the soils of Rhodesia.
Unfortunately, soil depth may vary significantly
same soil (Glover, 1967; 1968).
Regarding rooting depths of different crops, a within a series and it is usually necessary to explore
great deal more has been recorded. A selection of each irrigated or irrigable site to assess this
data is given in Table 3 to illustrate that large important criterion accurately.
differences do exist between rooting depths for the
The infiltration or water acceptance rates of
same crop on different sites. Emphasis must soils naturally have a major bearing on irrigation
obviously be placed, for the purpose of irrigation management. Data for soils in the sugar belt have
management, on a knowledge of crop rooting been published (Hill, 1965; MacVicar, 1973), and
characteristics in the soil to be irrigated. For maize, the subject has been considered in depth by Turner
Mallett (1972, unpublished report) proposed a root (1976, unpublished report) and Turner & Sumner
development model based on observations made by (1978).
Cackett & Metelerkamp (1963) in Rhodesia.
Unfortunately, the double ring infiltrometer,
If irrigation water is applied according to an which is the standard equipment used to study
E^/E ratio, or to Penman's estimate of E^, the infiltration rates, does not provide reproducible
assumption is implied that maximum economic data of direct interpretability for irrigation
crop yields can only be attained if the total water management purposes. Field experience therefore
requirements of the crop are met. Research has tends to remain the basis for determining irrigation
water application rates.
shown that, for a number of crops, this is not so.
The relative availability of water to plants
Examples follow:
(i) Irrigation may increase the yields of Chenin throughout the rooting zone of a crop has been
Blanc grapes by as much as 50%. Responses studied more intensively over the past
are obtained when water is applied at fruit set quarter-century than ever before. Contention
and at veraison, but not at the green berry regarding the matric suction limits for soil water
availability appears to have been overcome for
stage (Van Zyl, 1976).
(ii) Young maize plants can be allowed to wilt practical purposes, and they are now usually taken
severely before yields are likely to suffer, but to be 10 kPa (field capacity) and 1 500 kPa (wilting
adequate water is essential at the silking and point). Soil moisture release curves for a number of
early grain-filling stages (Metelerkamp, 1978; soil series have been described (Hill, 1965;
Johnston, 1973; Turner, 1976), and these may be
Wilson, 1978).
(iii) Irrigation during the vegetative stage of used to calculate the TAM in a soil profile. This
lowveld wheat (0-6 weeks) is not critical, but a represents the water held between the limits of 10
free supply of water should be available at the and 1 500 kPa, which may be regarded as the total
booting stage, the supply is very critical at the amount of water that a crop may extract from the
heading/flowering stage, and it is quite soil.
important during grain formation and at
Because evaporative demand also affects
maturity (McGugan, 1972).
water availability from the soil (Denmead & Shaw,
(Iv) Green peas are most sensitive to moisture 1962), crop stress is often incurred before total
stress at the flowering stage (Buchanan, 1972). exploitation of available soil moisture has taken
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TABLE 3 - Maximum rooting depths of various crops
TABEL 3 - Maksimum worteldieptes van verskeie gewasse
Crop
Gewas

Ref.
Verw.

Depth
Diepte
mm

Crop
Gewas

Ref.
Verw.

Depth
Diepte
mm

Citrus/

Green, Burger & Conradie, 1974
Scheepers, 1975
Uys, 1976

600
450
450-900

Maize
Mielies

De Bruyn, 1964
Metelerkamp, 1968
Metelerkamp & Cackett, 1965
Scheepers, 1975
Uys, 1976
Metelerkamp, 1968
Metelerkamp & Thompson, 1967
Scheepers, 1975

750
1800
1500
900
600-900
1800
1800
900

Tobacco
Tabak

Metelerkamp, 1966
Metelerkamp, 1968
Metelerkamp & Thompson, 1967
Scheepers, 1975
Metelerkamp, 1968
Metelerkamp & Thompson, 1967
Scheepers, 1975
Smit, 1973

750
1200
1200
900
1500
900
600
400-600

Vegetables
Groente

Scheepers, 1975
Uys, 1976

600
450-600

Wheat
Koring

McGugan, 1972
Metelerkamp & Thompson, 1967
Scheepers, 1975

sums
Cotton
Katoen

Lucerne
Lusem

total root activity of the crop (P)
available soil moisture content (S)
soil moisture release characteristics (S)
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (S)
Besides being affected by these factors, E^ will
depend to an extent on the frequency of soil
wetting, inasmuch as this will determine to a large,
extent
the
evaporative
component
of'
evapo-transpiration.
Scientific advances over the past 25 years
have been such that one might propose a
fundamental model to account for each of these
twelve criteria, except that no satisfactory means
has yet been devised to assess root activity. This
characteristic is here defined as the capacity of the
root system of the crop to absorb moisture
throughout the crop rooting depth in the soil
profile at all stages of crop development. It is a
dynamic property which varies with root density,
proliferation through the profile, and the /
proportion of roots with actively absorbing
surfaces.
To overcome the problem regarding root
activity, the combined effects of root activity,
available soil moisture and unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity may be monitored in the field by
repeated measurements of soil moisture content.
This has been done for crops such as wheat
(Hellmann, 1976) and sugar-cane (Gosnell &
Thompson, 1965) by means of the neutron probe, a
valuable agronomic tool which appears to have
been sadly neglected. The pioneering work of
THE SOIL-PLANT-ATMOSPHERE
Marais & Smit (1960a; 1960b) at Stellenbosch did
CONTINUUM
much to establish the criteria for using this
The considerations given in the preceding equipment in South Africa.
The removal of moisture from the soil must
sections of this review may be summarized by
saying that potential evapo-transpiration depends be related to evaporative demand and to the point
upon meteorological (M), plant (P) and soil (S) at which the crop becomes subject to stress, thus
producing a discriminating function. It is
factors which may be enumerated as follows:
unfortunate that rainfall is an unpredictable
(i) net radiation (M)
phenomenon which interferes with the study of soil
(ii) air temperature (M)
moisture exploitation by the crop, and the use of
(iii) air humidity (M)
rain shelters must be contemplated. The most
(iv) run of wind (M)
sophisticated of these has been a travelling shelter
(v) roughness length of the crop (P)
designed
and
constructed
in
Rhodesia
(vi) surface resistance of the crop (P)
(Metelerkamp, Boundford & Wilson, 1972), whilst
(vii) degree of canopy or ground cover (P)

place. For sugar-cane, a model based on relative
availability within the 10-1 500 kPa range has been
developed from lysimetric and other data
(Thompson, 1976). The E^/E ratio was observed
to fall below 1,0 only after approximately 50% of
TAM had been exploited, and this quantity was
referred to as "freely available moisture" (FAM).
Saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil is
of interest from an irrigation management point of
view during periods immediately following rains
which cause temporary waterlogging in the field. It
has been suggested that, if continuous rains lead to
a general temporary waterlogging on the farm, the
exploitation of water held at suctions greater than
10 kPa should be assumed to occur "only after
surface water has clearly drained away" (Anon.,
1977).
The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of a
soil determines the rate at which moisture moves to
the soil/root interface in response to a gradient
created mainly by the evaporative demand of the
atmosphere. Its significance will clearly depend on
the degree of root proliferation throughout the soil
medium. Only limited reference to this soil
characteristic appears in the literature, but Hill
(1965) showed that, whilst the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity of a Clansthal sand was
much higher than that of a Shortlands clay at low
soil matric suctions, the reverse was true at high
soil matric suctions.

(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

900
900
900
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Mallett (1972, unpublished report) used a fixed
shelter to cover maize planted in drums that were
movable.
As an alternative to the direct determination
of soil moisture content in the field, an assessment
of water use by the crop may be made by planting
in portable containers of which the mass can be
determined. This has been done for maize (De
Jager & Mallett, 1972) and potatoes (Rutherfoord
& De Jager, 1975), and the method suffers only
from the limitation that root activity in relation to
soil volume differs from that likely to be obtained
under field conditions. Moisture stress in the crop
is determined mainly by the soil matric suction at
the root/soil interface, and clearly a prolific, dense
root system will be able to exploit soil moisture
more efficiently and profitably than a sparse system
in the face of a high evaporative demand. For this
reason, it might be necessary to determine
discriminating functions not only for different soils,
as done by Mallett (1972), but also for different
crop varieties. Mallett (1972) used visual symptoms
of wilt in maize to discriminate between stress and
non-stress conditions, whilst Rutherfoord & De
Jager (1975) compared visual symptoms of wilt in
potatoes with measured leaf water potential' and
stomatal diffusive resistance. Stomatal closure
occurred at a diffusive resistance equal to or greater
than 5,0 s cm', equivalent to a leaf water potential
of 1 050 kPa.

crop were supplied from the surface 1 500 mm of
soil. Adequately irrigated sugar-cane obtained 96%
of the water demand from the surface 600 mm of a
Clansthal sand, and 97 % from the surface 300 mm
of a Windermere clay (Thompson, Gosnell & De
Roibllard, 1967). Under rain-fed conditions the
comparable figures were only 72 % and 59 %
respectively.
IRRIGATION PLANNING, CONTROL
AND PRACTICE

A basis now clearly exists for correct
irrigation planning and control, and these have
been considered by De Jager (1978) in general
terms, and by Thompson (1976) for sugar-cane in
particular. Plans for an irrigation scheme must
necessarily be based on historical rainfall records,
whereas control is dependent upon the
measurement of current rainfall, but in both
instances a soil moisture profit-and-loss account
serves as a basis for decision-making. The method
is simple (Anon., 1977) and well adapted to
computerization.
The ultimate criterion by which to assess any
agricultural venture must needs be its economic
warrantability. The effect of stress on yield is
therefore a major factor to be considered. If the
value of a yield response to an application of water
is less than the cost of the application, the water
should not be applied. According to De Jager &
Whatever method is used to determine soil Mallett (1972) maize yields were depressed by 3,2%
moisture content at the time when crop stress is per stress day before silking, and by 4,2 % per day
induced, the values obtained are related to after silking. For potatoes, Rutherfoord & De
evaporative demand as proposed by Denmead & Jager (1975) found that yields were depressed by
Shaw (1962). The discriminating curves so obtained 3,2% for each 13 hours of stress.
have been given by De Jager & Mallett (1972) for
For a vegetative crop such as sugar-cane,
maize, and by Rutherfoord & De Jager (1975) for
Thompson
(1976) found that yield in terms of tons
potatoes. The maize curve for a Doveton soil is
shown in Fig. 4, where the lines for 50% available cane per hectare was linearly related to E^ over the
water removal and 74% removal (equivalent to range from 600 to 3 800 mm. The relationship for
100 kPa matric suction) have also been drawn. In tons sucrose per hectare was curvilinear over the
comparison with the discriminating curve these range from 600 to 1 800 mm. Data are urgently
lines illustrate the degrees of approximation made needed to relate yield and water use for other
and errors incurred following the simple crops. Meanwhile, qualitative statements may have
assumptions that 50% of TAM is available before
50 %
100 kPa
16
crop stress occurs (Thompson, 1976), or that crop
available moisture line/ suction line/
beskikbare voglyn
suigingslyn
stress occurs at soil matric suctions in excess of
14
100 kPa (Gardner, 1971).
12'
The present state of knowledge is thus such
that the water requirements of many crops for
potential E^ are known (and usually related to E ), &^10'
Discriminating curve/
and soil water availability at different levels of
1
8.
Onderskeidende kromme
evaporative demand is known for some crops in
some soils, but even when a discriminating function
Suess/Spanning
has been determined, the effective rooting depth of
a crop on a particular site needs to be known. The
data presented in Table 3 serve to emphasize the
necessity for a local assessment of this crop
characteristic.
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
In the absence of comprehensive information
% available soil moisture content/% beskikbare grondvoginhoud
regarding crop rooting habits and soil moisture
availabihty, recourse may be taken to ancillary FIG. 4 - Discriminating curve for maize on a Doveton series
soil, with 50 % available moisture and 100 kPa lines
information available regarding some crops. For
instance, Metelerkamp & Cackett (1965) showed FIG. 4 - Onderskeidende kromme vir mielies op 'n Dovetonseriegrond, met 50% beskikbare vog- en 100 kPa-lyne
that 90 % of the water requirements of a cotton
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to be used regarding crops such as grapes, wheat,
peas and cotton, as listed in the previous section of
this review entitled "plant considerations".
Although the estimation of irrigation water
requirements from meteorological data was
proposed in Canada more than 20 years ago
(Robertson & Holmes, 1956), and for sugar-cane in
South Africa subsequently (Thompson, 1960), there
has not been widespread implementation of the
method in the Republic. Alternative measures such
as soil tensiometers and gypsum or nylon resistance
blocks have likewise not found general acceptance,
partly at least because they do not facilitate
forward planning, as does the meteorological
approach. With the introduction of drip irrigation
on sandy soil, however, the use of tensiometers may
well gain justifiable favour.
Regarding irrigation practice, it may be useful
to record that 955 000 ha are estimated to be under
irrigation in the Republic today (Stofberg, 1978 personal communication). Of this area, 80% is
flood irrigated, 19% is sprinkler irrigated and
about 1 % is under drip or microjet systems.
Eckard (1976) estimates that 40% of irrigated land
is used for pastures and hay, 35 % for annual crops,
and 25 % for orchards and vineyards. The efficiency
of random flooding and furrow irrigation was
reported by Van Niekerk (1953) to be only between
30% and 60%. The introduction of sprinkler
irrigation, for which the efficiency is usually about
80%, substituted in many instances for the
improved management of furrow irrigation which
could have been effected, but it also led to a wide
expansion of deciduous fruit and grape production
on slopes and soils unsuited to surface irrigation
(Stofberg, 1978 - personal communication). The
advantages and design of drip and microjet
irrigation systems have been described in detail by
Uys (1976), whilst Levin & Van Rooyen (1977)
indicate that the intermittent operation of sprinkler
and microjet systems may be advantageous.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Water use by crops is now recognized to be a
function of meteorological, plant and soil factors.
2. Potential evapo-transpiration can be estimated
satisfactorily from meteorological measurements
and calculations.
3. Although crop stress occurs when matric
suction at the soil/root interface is approximately
1 500 kPa, the moisture content of the soil varies
widely at the onset of stress conditions, mainly
according to the evaporative demand of the
atmosphere.
4. The relationship between evaporative demand
and soil moisture availability has been determined
for a number of crops, but more data are required.
5. Only limited data are available to relate water
use and crop yield.
6. Information accumulated over the past 25
years has led to a significant advance in the science
of irrigation, and it is to be hoped that the next 25
years will see an equally impressive advance in

irrigation practice in order to conserve one of
southern Africa's most valuable resources.
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ABSTRACT
In tracing the development of soil physics in Southern Africa during the past twenty-five years,
three phases are apparent. Initially research was limited to the most pressing problems encountered on
irrigation schemes, the deterioration of the structure of both irrigated and dry-land soils, and soil
erosion. During the sixties soil physics was accorded greater recognition as a distinct subdivision of
soil science, and special provision was made for it in the teaching and research programmes of our
universities. By the beginning of the seventies the foundations for soil physics research efforts of
greater significance had been laid, and there is justification for claiming that in future it will make
ever greater contributions to our basic knowledge of soil and soil behaviour, and to our efforts to
optimize soil utilization.
The review does not comprise a detailed conspectus of all published research, although
particular attention is given to a few selected topics. These include soil water, the physical condition
of soil, soil erosion and soil tillage.
Past and current shortcomings and some future research needs are discussed, with particular
emphasis on training requirements and the need to establish larger groups for conducting meaningful
research on a continuous basis.
Uittreksel
VORDERING IN GRONDFISIKA IN SVIDELIKE AFRIKA. 1953-1978
'n Oorsigtelike beskouing van die ontwikkeling van grondfisika in Suidelike Afrika gedurende
die afgelope vyf-en-twintig jaar het tot die identifisering van drie duidelike fases gelei. Aanvanklik was
navorsing beperk tot die mees dringende probleme op besproeiingskemas. die struktuurverval van
beide besproeide en droëlandgronde en gronderosie. Gedurende die sestigerjare het grondfisika groter
erkenning as 'n onderafdeling van grondkunde ontvang, en spesiale voorsiening is daarvoor gemaak in
onderrig- en navorsingsprogramme aan ons universiteite. Teen die begin van die sewentigerjare het 'n
stewige fondament vir navorsingspogings van groter omvang op die gebied van grondfisika bestaan, en
daar kan met reg aanspraak gemaak word dat dit in die toekoms steeds groter bydraes tot ons basiese
kennis van grond en grondgedrag sal lewer, en tot ons pogings om grondbenutting te optimaliseer.
Die oorsig bestaan nie uit 'n gedetailleerde weergawe van alle gepubliseerde navorsing nie,
alhoewel enkele geselekteerde onderwerpe besondere aandag geniet. Grondwater, die fisiese toestand
van grond, gronderosie en grondbewerking is daarby ingesluit.
Vroeëre en huidige tekortkominge asook enkele toekomstige navorsingsbehoeftes word
bespreek, met besondere klem op onderrig en die behoefte om groter groepe, wat betekenisvolle
navorsing op deurlopende grondslag kan verrig, tot stand te bring.

energy in the soil", and of Childs & Youngs (1974),
who viewed soil physics as a branch of physics and
in particular warned that "it is not part of his
expertise to establish a body of empirical
correlations between arbitrarily selected physical
properties of soils and the agronomic characters of
such soils". Consequently I have some reservations
concerning the classification as soil physics of much
of our research dealing with management practices
and soil-plant-water interrelationships. Hence, for
the purposes of this review I shall attempt to
largely exclude topics such as irrigation scheduling,
soil conservation, and many aspects of
soil-water-plant relations, which in any case are
dealt with in other reviews.

INTRODUCTION
Several alternatives were considered in my
approach to a review of soil physics research in
Southern Africa during the past twenty-five years.
Initially I thought that a detailed conspectus and
comprehensive bibhography would fit the bill, but
eventually decided on a more general and
personalized overview, including a look at the
future. I hope that you will bear with me in this
approach. In passing I shall of course refer to
certain individuals and their work, while omitting
others; no special significance should be attached
thereto. My own personal experiences and
viewpoints will unfortunately introduce some bias,
for which I apologize.
The subject under review being soil physics,
boundary conditions need to be established at the
outset. As usual, this is not so simple. Considering
the necessity and advantages of a multi-disciplinary
approach to soil and plant production problems, it
may be inadvisable to advocate a rigid definition of
soil physics. Nevertheless, I personally prefer the
definitions of Hillel (1971) who wrote that "soil
physics deals with the state and movement of
matter and with the fluxes and transformations of

EARLY DEVELOPMENTS - AND
GROWTH
Soil physical characterization is an essential
aspect of soil description and the scientific study of
the soil in general. Hence determinations of particle
size distribution, bulk density, soil temperature,
moisture-holding capacity and similar properties
have been made as a matter of routine, since the
very beginnings of soil studies in Southern Africa.
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The first soil physical problems to receive attention
were probably soil erosion and soil structure.
Malherbe (1952) in his book on soil fertility
mentions that "intensive research" on these
problems was in progress in 1952. During the early
years the deterioration of irrigated soils through the
use of brackish irrigation waters was a serious
problem frequently attended to by the then
Division of Chemical Services. These investigations
led to some notable work, for the time, by
Klintworth and co-workers on the quality of
irrigation water, the leaching requirement, the
permeability of soils and the maintenance and
improvement of soil structure (Khntworth, 1950;
1951; Klintworth & Naude, 1954; Klintworth &
Norton, 1956). It is interesting to note that
Klintworth was one of the first researchers in the
world to develop the concept of leaching
requirement, and to study the aggregating effect of
synthetic polymers. The latter study was started in
1953, the year of our Society's birth.
The late Professor J.J. Theron's classic studies
with lysimeters at the University of Pretoria, and
his work on soil organic matter and soil structure
were started well before 1953, but continued into
the
sixties. Theron's
studies
contributed
significantly to the promotion of the grass ley
system in farming practice, while setting -the
example - too infrequently followed by some of our
younger workers - of solving problems under field
conditions by means of well-planned, long-term
research (Theron, 1964).
In tracing the development of soil physics
during the interval concerned, I could eventually
clearly distinguish three conveniently bounded
phases: the fifties, the sixties and the seventies.
During the fifties the main limitation to progress
was simply the number of soil scientists around at
the time: the Society was founded in 1953 with 15
members. Although some research was being done
at that stage, the real impetus came in the sixties.
In the seventies we find what might be termed a
third generation of soil physicists at work - the
students of the sixties - with new approaches and
better ideas for the solution of some new problems
that have emerged.
When I assumed my teaching assignment in
soil physics at the University of Pretoria in 1960,
there were not many other soil physicists around in
South Africa. In Natal, Sumner (1957) who had
started off by working on soil erodibility and
aggregate stability, had returned from Oxford with
his interests diverted to soil physical chemistry; in
the Western Cape P.G. Marais was busy building
and calibrating a neutron moisture meter, and
H.W. Weber was working on clay mineralogy at
the Division of Chemical Services. One of my first
tasks was to equip and get a soil physics laboratory
going. Prior to my arrival some equipment had
already been ordered, including a pressure
membrane apparatus with mercury manometer. I
had used one before but was somewhat uncertain
with regard to some points in the manufacturer's
instructions. However, I could not find one
operational in Pretoria. That was in 1960. But soon

thereafter, even some rather remote research
stations had installed and used this and similar
equipment for measuring soil water retention.
During the sixties a vigorous agricultural
research programme got under way. Weber moved
to Stellenbosch and built a soil physics school with
emphasis on soil water and irrigation, Sumner
diversified in Natal and under his supervision a
number of good master's and doctor's studies were
completed, and in the Orange Free State run-off
and erosion studies at Glen and investigations on
the physical properties of salt-affected and
Vaalharts soils by the University of the Orange
Free State were initiated. At the Soil and Irrigation
Research Institute (SIRI) work on drainage
problems and the reclamation of salt-affected soils
was intensified. In Rhodesia soil erosion, soil-water
relationships and water availability to plants
received most attention. At the University of
Pretoria our interests focussed on the water
relationships of soils and soil compaction.
The seventies saw the establishment of the
Department of Soil Science at the University of
Fort Hare, where soil physics research is now
progressing well. The SIRI underwent an internal
reorganization, with soil physics at last recognized
in its own right. At the universities the quaUty of
research improved steadily, and in Rhodesia the
good work on soil water availability and irrigation
scheduling was continued.
Nevertheless, it must be admitted that the
frontiers of soil physics research are still to be
found beyond our own boundaries and that
international contacts and exchange of ideas have
contributed significantly to local advances in this
area. Too few such exchanges were made in the
fifties and sixties, but lately the situation has
improved markedly to the benefit of soil physics in
Southern Africa.
The soils and climate of Southern Africa have
dictated that soil physics research be directed at soil
water, soil erosion and soil structure. A more
detailed but necessarily brief discussion of relevant
research, albeit mainly in the area of physical
agronomy, follows.
SOIL WATER
Measurement
The in situ measurement of soil water has
been transformed over the past twenty-five years.
Although neutron moisture probes were available
in the early fifties, much uncertainty surrounded
their use. Consequently considerable efforts were
made to improve the instruments and to establish
sources of errors (Marais & Smit, 1962; Kühn &
Eitelbach, 1963; Metelerkamp, 1968; Karsten, Deist
& De Waal, 1975). The instrument developed by
Kühn and co-workers at the CSIR was later
manufactured locally and exported. With the
development of solid state instruments and aided
by the electronics revolution, soil water
measurement by neutron moderation and
gamma-ray
attenuation
is now relatively
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trouble-free. Many soil water studies can now be
conducted with greater speed and accuracy and
with much less initial effort.
Soil-water relationships
In Southern Africa crop production is very
often severely limited by inadequate or erratic
water supply. For this reason basic soil-water
relations, the availability of soil water to plants and
plant
response
to
soil
water
regime,
evapo-transpiration, optimum use of irrigation
water and irrigation scheduling, soil water storage
and conservation, and related topics have been
studied intensively (Tillet & Saunder, 1959; Hill,
1965; Van Niekerk, 1968; Bredell, 1969; Hensley,
1970; Metelerkamp & Cackett, 1970; Meikle, 1972;
Beukes, 1974; Green, Burger & Conradie, 1974;
Mottram & De Jager, 1974; Wilson, 1974;
Metelerkamp, 1975; Du Pisani & Weber, 1976). An
important advance is undoubtedly the general,
recognition that soil water availability to plants
should be studied from the viewpoint of the
soil-plant-atmosphere continuum. The improvement
in the quality of the research over the years is very
encouraging. While we often used outdated
approaches and techniques (in relation to accepted
scientific thinking at the time) in the early sixties,
this is no longer the case. A sound basis for the
further study of some vexing problems and for
increasing the efficiency of water use in agriculture
has undoubtedly been established.
Dynamics of soil water
The dynamic aspects of soil water infiltration,
redistribution,
drainage
and
evaporation - which in turn determine the
instantaneous moisture status of soils, are obviously
of vital importance in Southern Africa. Studies in
this regard date back to long before the fifties.
South African soil physicists have, however, been
very dependent on theoretical advances in the USA,
UK and elsewhere. Although the time lag in the
application of the newer theories of soil water
dynamics was considerable even in the late sixties,
it has now narrowed appreciably, as evidenced by
the work of D.J. van Rooyen (1975) and Levin,
P.C. van Rooyen & F.C. van Rooyen (1977).
Infiltration and moisture redistribution studies
have been conducted on a wide range of South
African soils (De Bruyn, 1974; Turner & Sumner,
1978). The steady state infiltration rates reported by
Turner & Sumner (1978) for a number of soils and
standardized to various initial pressure potential
values should prove useful to hydrologists, soil
conservationists and others. An interesting addition
to infiltration theory was made by interpreting
Philip's infiltration equations in terms of a capillary
tube model (Van der Watt, 1976).
Problems regularly attended to by the SIRI
include waterlogging, salinization and sodification
of irrigated soils - all the result of injudicious
irrigation practices. In most cases the primary
causes of the problems have been the absence of

well-planned drainage systems and ignorance
concerning the basic rules to be followed in
irrigation practice. Fortunately, through the work
of drainage experts such as Van Woerkom and
Streutker, many of these problems could be
handled successfully. The importance of drainage
for the maintenance of irrigated soils is now
recognized more generally, and the errors of the
past need not be repeated in the future (Van
Woerkom & Streutker, 1971; Streutker, 1977).
Some exciting and rather sophisticated
projects have recently been tackled by the Fruit and
Fruit Technology Research Institute, the University
of Stellenbosch and the SIRI. Examples are the
mathematical modelling of hydro-salt flow systems
in catchment and irrigation areas of the Fish and
Sundays Rivers conducted by the SIRI, and
theoretical as well as practical studies of soil water
movement using the pulsed drip-irrigation
technique.
Erosion
The occurrence of high-intensity rainfall over
large areas of Southern Africa, coupled with the
structural instability of many of the soils in these
areas, gives rise to one of the most serious threats
to our soils resources: water erosion. A recent
survey in Rhodesia revealed that crop production
has been seriously to moderately affected on 12%
of arable land while a further 41 % is in danger of
moderate damage. The object of numerous erosion
experiments on small plots or lysimeters has been
to determine the magnitude of soil loss through
run-off (Haylett, 1961; Hudson, 1963; Du Plessis &
Mostert, 1965; Barnes & Franklin, 1970). These
aspects will no doubt be dealt with in greater detail
in another review.
In other experiments attempts have been
made to evaluate the variables in the erosion
equation. The more fundamental aspects of the
water erosion problem which should have received
the attention of soil physicists, have however been
somewhat neglected. The noteworthy studies in this
regard have mostly emanated from Rhodesia
(Hudson, 1963; Metelerkamp & Boundford, 1970).
SOIL PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
Description of the effect of the structure of
the soil matrix on plant growth is possible in broad
terms only, the reasons being that the physical
condition of soil can be viewed as both a dependent
and independent variable, the many interdependent
factors involved and the dynamic nature thereof.
Important plant growth requirements such as water
and oxygen supply, root penetrability and
temperature are dependent on soil structure, while
the latter is again influenced by the chemical
composition of the solution and adsorbed phases,
wetting and drying, microbial activities, plant root
activity and tillage operations. No single parameter
is available for description of the physical state of
the soil as a factor influencing plant growth, but
many have been measured and studied as

components of the total condition. Good progress
has been made in our thinking on and approach to
this problem.

have been identified, although the wide, deep
cracks formed in some of these soils during drying
are said to damage plant roots and accelerate soil
drying. More studies of these aspects are needed.
Of course, the sweUing soils are of particular
concern in soil and foundation engineering, and
have been studied extensively by the CSIR. I would
strongly advise anyone contemplating studies on
swelling to familiarize himself with the CSIR's
results and their excellent instrumentation.

Measurement
Soil texture, which controls soil physical
conditions to a large extent, is one of the most
stable soil properties and is routinely determined in
almost all soil laboratories. Improved procedures
and aids for determining soil textural classes were
developed by several workers.
Soil aeration and the rate of oxygen supply to
plant roots are difficult to measure. Rankin (1976)
recently completed a noteworthy study of these
aspects while the work by Glover (1967) on the
influence of oxygen supply on root elongation of
sugar-cane is well known.
Soil aggregation and measurements of
aggregate stability and bulk density have been the
subject of many studies. In recent years, however,
emphasis has shifted to other aspects of the
physical condition of soil, viz soil strength and
compaction.
Compaction

Tillage operations
Soil physicists are interested in soil tillage
mainly because of the effect of traffic and tillage
operations on soil compaction, and because of the
effect of surface mulches, which may be either
created or destroyed by specific tillage practices, on
soil water conservation. Obviously this is an area
requiring a multidisciplinary approach. Agricultural
engineers and soil and plant scientists have,
however, not always combined their efforts and this
may be the reason for the number of "incomplete"
studies that have been reported, many adding to
the confusion rather than producing a clear answer.
Much work is under way in Rhodesia, and also at
Cedara and in the Western Cape, while note should
be taken of at least one major study completed at
Pretoria (Du Plessis, 1970).
Renewed interest in the practice of minimum
tillage would, in view of the energy problem, be
expected at first glance. However, a recent US
study has shown that only 2,5 % of that country's
total energy input is used for agriculture, 18,5% is
required for field operations and 34% for
manufacturing of fertilizers. Thus field operations
require less than 0,5% of the total US energy
input. Since it is unlikely that field operations can
be eliminated completely but at best only be
reduced somewhat, it is doubtful whether minimum
tillage is a worthwhile research topic to pursue
from the point of view of energy utilization.
However, energy considerations aside, moisture
conservation and other soil physical benefits that
may accrue from the practice of minimum tillage,
and eventually economic considerations if rising
fuel costs are extrapolated, in my opinion fully
justify greater research efforts in this area.

Poor plant growth on compact soil is the
result of many contributing factors: decreased
moisture availability through modified retention
characteristics and increased surface run-off,
mechanical impedance to root growth resulting in
stunted and shallow root development which
restricts the soil volume from which water and
nutrients are drawn, poor germination and seedling
emergence, and poor aeration especially during wet
periods, to name but a few. Many aspects of the
soil compaction problem have been studied in
Southern Africa, including the influence of soil
strength on plant growth (Beukes, 1969; Bennie &
Laker, 1975), the influence of texture on soil
compactibility (Van der Watt, 1969), crust
formation (Hutson, 1971), and the amelioration of
compact saline-sodic soils (Weber & Van Rooyen,
1971). A comprehensive literature review was
compiled by Krynauw (1977) as an aid to further
research on this problem at Glen and other centres.
The structural collapse of irrigated soils due
to sodification and the resultant restricted water
flow are serious soil problems of both a chemical
THE SHORTCOMINGS
and physical nature, to which much effort has been
directed. For these problems the best cure is usually
Despite the good progress in soil physics
prevention, and fortunately considerable expertise research in Southern Africa, some serious
in their handling has accumulated at the Soil and shortcomings are apparent. Because of the late start
Irrigation Research Institute.
made in soil physics, in relation to the other
branches of soil science, a soil physics "tradition"
was hitherto absent, which undoubtedly influenced
Swelling
the quality of the work in the fifties and sixties.
Too often soil physics research has been
Because of the occurrence in South Africa of
large areas of soils with pronounced swelling transient, diffuse, superficial and isolated. Usually
characteristics, one would have expected more this can be ascribed to institutional and individual
studies concerned with various aspects of swelling. isolation and lack of guidance in choice of research
Yet this has not been the case, no doubt because of programmes. The absence of larger than sub-critical
the difficulty of the problem. Also, not many crop research groups inevitably leads to this state of
production problems due specifically to swelling affairs. I consider the establishment of one or more
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such groups, capable of working on a par with
overseas counterparts, a top priority for future
progress in soil physics.
Our university training programmes, at both
undergraduate and graduate level, are not designed
to produce really well-trained soil physicists. For
this reason I believe that overseas study or at least
a prolonged visit to an overseas soil physics centre
of repute is essential for any prospective soil
physicist.
I firmly believe that applied research of a high
quality can only be done if it is supported by a
good foundation in the basic sciences. In my
opinion our theoretical base in soil physics is weak.
We have done fairly good applied work - as the
local situation demanded - on a wide variety of
problems, but the quality of our work will only
improve if we succeed in strengthening our
capabilities in theoretical soil physics.
THE FUTURE
On the occasion of the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the Soil Science Society of America,
Charles Kellogg said: "
One of our members
. . . expressed the view that soil science would not
really get anywhere. He had worked in both the
field and the laboratory. Soils are too complicated,
he thought, for the kind of men studying them".
For me, this is a very disturbing accusation.
Kellogg then goes on to say that he does not agree
with this viewpoint, and that one should not judge
the future of soil science wholly by the past
(Kellogg, 1961). In this lies my hope for the future
of soil physics in Southern Africa. But the future
should not be left to itself, it should be planned.
The first aspect that we must attend to is
training. Unless we ourselves can improve the
quality of our training programmes, we should send
our better students overseas. I mentioned earlier
that our training is not designed to produce soil
physicists. To work on an applied problem for the
master's or Ph.D. degree does not provide the
student with the base in mathematics and physics
that he will need throughout his career as a soil
physicist, resulting in a weakness that is very
obvious at this point in time and surely will be
perpetuated. We should either allow the soil physics
student to concentrate on further course-work in
physics and mathematics at the master's level, and
even at the Ph.D. level, or entice pure B.Sc.
(Hons.) or M.Sc. graduates with physics and/or
mathematics to enter the field of soil science. The
quality of the men entrusted with the task of
solving the difficult problems of the future is of the
foremost importance.
Teamwork and the establishment of larger
research groups should be encouraged as a matter
of policy. Ideally, our university departments
should be strengthened. This would be very
difficult via university channels because of the small
numbers of students involved, but mechanisms for
closer liaison with the Department of Agricultural
Technical Services, e.g. by seconding experienced
researchers to university departments on a more or

less permanent basis, should be considered.
Individual and isolated efforts are so often
worthless and lead to frustration of the researchers
concerned. In establishing groups, I would like to
see at least one strong group which is more
basically oriented. The existence of such a group
will inevitably have a favourable influence on the
quality of the more applied soil physics work.
Of the problems facing us in the years to
come, I wish to single out soil water as the one
which will require a major portion of our attention.
The more efficient use of water will become
increasingly important as urban and industrial
demands on our limited resources increase. The
future scarcity of water is also foreseen by the
authorities responsible for planning of and research
on our water resources, such as the Department of
Water Affairs
and the Water Research
Commission. Co-ordination of our research efforts
is important, and I am pleased to note that a
mechanism for improved collaboration of the
various bodies concerned with irrigation research
has recently been introduced.
The soil physicist, by virtue of his training
and background, is particularly well qualified to
work on environmental dynamics, or the physics of
ecosystems. In this regard I believe that our
outlook should be broadened; we should not
confine ourselves to soils only, because in the
sphere of environmental science disciplinary
boundaries are vague. As soil physicists we are able
to make significant contributions in this area, and
should make others aware of our potential by
greater participation in multidisciplinary projects.
Of immediate interest, for example, is the use of
soil as a depository for solid and liquid wastes of
various kinds, and the movement and degradation
of pollutants in the soil.
Greater attention will no doubt be given to
the more efficient use of energy in agriculture, and
in this respect the soil physicist can contribute
through studies of tillage and irrigation practices.
Mathematical modelling and the use of
computers have opened new research areas and are
quite fashionable at the present time, and will no
doubt become even more powerful tools in future.
Yet a word of caution is needed here: let us not
make problems out of tools, but rather use the
tools to solve problems.
We are continuously striving at refinement,
and in many cases further refinement is possible
only by careful on-site field investigations.
Consequently there will be a greater need to study
soils in situ, and we must be prepared to take the
laboratory to the soil and not vice versa.
CONCLUSIONS
I can summarize the development of soil
physics during the past 25 years by remarking that
while some progress has been made, we still have a
long way to go. The more important advances are
•
recognition, in Southern Africa, of soil
physics as an important subdivision of soil
science
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•

greater attention to soil physics in the general
training of soil scientists
•
the emergence of a number of specialist soil
physicists, now working at various institutions
on a variety of problems, and a few groups of
sufficient size for the execution of meaningful
research
•
increased research activity, mostly of an
applied nature, on the most pressing soil
physical problems.
In order to further develop and strengthen
soil physics in Southern Africa, we must identify
our weaknesses and aspire to eliminate them. In
particular we should attend to
•
the quality of our manpower working in this
area, by taking a hard look at our training
programmes, by sending more students to
overseas institutions for prolonged periods of
study, and by recruiting some pure physicists
and mathematicians for soil physics research
•
the establishment of larger research groups, in
particular at least one for more basic research.
Only by strengthening our theoretical base
will the quality of our applied research
improve
•
full participation in areas demanding
multidisciplinary
research
efforts, . e.g.
environmental science and energy utilization.
We should remember that research is dynamic
and requires periodic adjustments, based on an
evaluation of trends and in anticipation of
emerging problems. I beheve that our Society
should be more active in this regard, and indeed if
we assume professional status, it will be our
responsibility to take a greater interest in and
advise on educational and research policy matters.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF SOIL CHEMISTRY RESEARCH
IN SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1953-1978
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ABSTRACT
Research trends and attainments in the field of soil chemistry over the past 25 years are
reviewed. The published record shows that the constitution and electrical charge relationships of
highly weathered, sesquioxide-rich soils together with associated problems of soil acidity and low
phosphorus availability have commanded much attention. This suggests a fairly accurate response to
the major constraints on agricultural productivity in the humid to subhumid subtropical environment
which characterizes the high-potential areas of the subcontinent. The relative amount of research
devoted to the chemistry of the micronutrients, heavy metals and salt-affected soils appears to have
been more or less commensurate with their known local importance while, as a matter of opinion, a
disproportionately high and a disproportionately low amount of attention may have been given to
potassium and nitrogen respectively.
It is impossible to assess quantitatively and difficult to assess qualitatively the contribution of
soil chemistry research to improved plant productivity over the past quarter-century because
improvements in many spheres such as plant breeding, pest control, tillage, extension and
management have contributed simultaneously to agricultural advancement. Certainly our knowledge
of Southern African soils and the quality of technical advice have improved phenomenally over the
period under review. Education of a new generation of soil scientists can today be undertaken with far
greater confidence against the substantial background of local experience.
Uittreksel
HOOGTEPUNTE VAN GRONDCHEMIENA VORSING IN SVIDELIKE AFRIKA. 1953-1978
'n Oorsig van navorsingsprestasies in grondchemie oor die afgelope 25 jaar word aangebied. Na
aanleiding van die pubtikasies wat verskyn het, blyk dit dat die samestelling en elektriese ladings van
hoogs verweerde seskwioksiedryke gronde tesaam met
verwante suurheids- en
fosforbeskikbaarheidsprobleme aansienlike aandag geniet het. Dit verteenwoordig 'n akkurate reaksie
op die belangrikste beperkings op prodiiktiwiteit van gronde in die hoëpotensiaalgebiede van
Suider-Afrika. Die relatiewe hoeveelheid navorsing wat aan die chemie van mikroëlemente en
swaarmetale in grond asook aan soutgronde bestee is, het min of meer met die plaaslike omvang van
aanverwante probleme verband gehou. Die mening word uitgespreek dat daar in die verlede
respektiewelik te veel en te min aandag aan potas en stikstof gegee is.
Dit is nie moontlik om die bydrae wat grondchemienavorsing oor die afgelope kwarteeu tot
verhogings in oesopbrengste gelewer het, te raam nie omdat verbeterings op verskeie ander gebiede,
byvoorbeeld plantteling, plaagbeheer, grondbewerking, voorligting en bestuur gelyktydig ook 'n
uitwerking op die landbou gehad het. Onteenseglik is ons kennis van die gronde van die gebied
merkwaardig uitgebrei en het die gehalte van adviserende dienste as gevolg heelwat verbeter. Met dié
plaaslike kennis en ondervinding kan opleiding van 'n nuwe geslag grondkundiges vandag met veel
meer vertroue as tevore onderneem word.

fields as well, and these too demand to be
mentioned.
A bibliography of published scientific papers,
conference reports and post-graduate theses is
appended to this review. Although omissions will
no doubt be found, the list is hopefully a fair
reflection of the return from investment in soil
chemistry research. It is obviously impossible to
assess this return quantitatively in terms of
improved agricultural productivity because of the
multiplicity of factors giving rise to the latter.
There might even be those who would argue that
this is not the sole or most important criterion
whereby to judge the value of the research.
Undeniably, however, the aggregate knowledge that
has been established has enabled soil scientists of
today to make predictions of soil behaviour and
provide advice on soil management with a degree
of refinement that would have been quite
inconceivable 25 years ago.

INTRODUCTION
Chemistry plays a pervasive role in the study
of the soil and is often the bridge-head from which
forays are launched into the fields of pedogenesis
and mineral formation, soil physical behaviour and
plant nutrition. The domain of soil chemistry
consequently has a ragged periphery and cannot be
neatly circumscribed. Dispersion and overlap create
obvious difficulties and one can understand why
Jenny, when reviewing a quarter-century of soil
chemistry in the USA, confined his attention to a
single theme in his 1961 classic. Reflections on the
soil acidity merry-go-round.
The temptation is there to follow Jenny's
example, for indeed soil acidity and associated
problems have claimed a major share of the
attention of soil chemists in Southern Africa during
the past 25 years. However, very important
contributions have been made to a better
understanding of soil chemical behaviour in other
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In 1953 I was an undergraduate being fed on
a diet of G.W. Robinson's "Soils", E.J. Russell's
"Soil Conditions", I. de V. Malherbe's "Soil
Fertility" and C.R. van der Merwe's "Soil Groups".
We knew that micro-element deficiencies were
endemic to the coastal sandy soils of South Africa
representing a less well publicized parallel to the
Australian phenomenon. Total elemental analysis
of many hundreds of samples in conjunction with
Van der Merwe's grouping of soils made us aware
of gross zonal differences in soil composition; the
silica:$e$quioxide ratio was about the most sensitive
index of the nature of the colloidal fraction then
available. Malherbe told us that "soil acidity is due
to the fact that the clay and humus particles
contain
too
many
absorbed
hydrogen
ions.... when an acid soil is limed, the adsorbed
hydrogen is replaced by the dissolved calcium and
rendered harmless". Fusion analysis showed low
native phosphorus contents in South African soils
generally, and Dyers citric acid extraction indicated
that only a small proportion was "available". Glass
electrode pH meters were relatively new, few
instrumental methods of analysis were available
and the main tools of the soil chemist were the
platinum crucible, the Collins calcimeter, the
carbon combustion train and the Kjeldahl
apparatus.

acid, highly weathered soil systems. This is taken to
be a suitable response to the major natural
constraint on agricultural production in the
high-potential regions of Southern Africa. At the
other end of the scale, chemical studies on
salt-affected soils are less prominent. Nevertheless,
at least seven post-graduate studies fall in this
important category. Since such work is more
appropriate to the accompanying reviews on soil
physics and irrigation management, it will not be
discussed further in this paper. Research on the
supply and transformations of nitrogen in soils is
conspicuous by its near absence. The bibliography
also includes references to organic matter studies
which inflate the number of entries on soil nitrogen
in this category. Organic matter being more
appropriate to the review on soil biology, will also
not be dealt with here.
To complete the perspective, more or less
routine soil analysis conducted on a continuing
basis by many laboratories for fertilizer advisory
and soil classification purposes has resulted in a
build-up of local experience of chemical
characteristics that is normally unpublished and
cannot easily be generalized. This review, which is
based on the pubUshed record, will not do justice
to this kind of information.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the
advances that have since taken place. To structure
the discussion, the entries in the bibliographical list
have been broadly classified into subject matter
categories (Table 1).
Given a degree of ambiguity in allocating
papers which straddle several of the chosen
categories, certain tendencies are nonetheless
apparent. Acid soils have enjoyed much attention
for not only is the characterization and
amelioration of soil acidity second in ranking
according to frequency of papers but many of the
studies in the categories phosphorus, potassium, ion
exchange and micronutrients have been directed at

FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES ON SESQUIOXIC
SUBTROPICAL SOILS
A most notable feature of the past two
decades has been an "assault" on the
mineralo-chemical characteristics of sesquioxic soil
systems. Inscrutable prior to 1960, they have
gradually succumbed to investigation and yielded
up at least some of their secrets. In the process of
piecing together a picture of how these systems are
constituted and how they behave, those involved
have enjoyed a synergistic effect from co-related
chemical and clay mineralogical research. The latter
is covered in a companion review by Le Roux, but

TABLE 1 - Categorization of scientific papers and post-graduate theses
Tabel I - Indeling van wetenskaplike artikels en nagraadse verhandelinge
Field of investigation
Navorsingsveld
Phosphorus/ Fosfor
Soil acidity, amelioration of acid
soils/ Grondsuurheid, verbetering van
suurgronde
Ion exchange, ionic equilibria, electrical
charges/ loonuitruiling, ioonewewigte,
elektriese ladings
Potassium//"oMJ
Sulphur, micronutrients, heavy
metals/Swawe/, mikroëlemente,
swaarmetale
Soil nitrogen and organic matter I Stikstof
en organiese materie in grond
Salt-affected soihI Soutgronde
Methodology and
instrumentation/A/erorfi'eA: en
instrumentasie
General chemical composition of soils,
nutrient balance; other I Algemene chemiese
samestelling van gronde, voedingstofbalans;
ander

Percentage distribution of papers
Persentasieverspreiding van artikels

Number of theses
Aantal verhandelinge

17,0
16,0

11
7

13,5

10

11,5
10,5
6,5
5,0
6,0
14,0
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it may be useful, in the context of the present
discussion, to identify the following publications as
stepping-stones in the progression to our present
state of knowledge: Van Rooyen (1964), De Villiers
& Jackson (1967b), Van Reeuwijk (1967), Verster &
De Villiers (1968), De Villiers (1969), Van Reeuwijk
& De Villiers (1970), Fey (1974), Fitzpatrick (1974),
Fey & Le Roux (1975), Schwertmann, Fitzpatrick
& Le Roux (1977), Fitzpatrick (1978).
Considerable light has been thrown on the
role played by hydrous oxides of iron and
aluminium in modifying the surface properties of
soil clays. Historically, iron received attention first
when Sumner (1963b) attributed his observation
that a number of soils were isoelectric at about
their field pH values to blocking of small
permanent negative charge of kaolinitic clay by
pedogenic iron oxides. Isoelectric points of the
latter were considerably higher than those for the
corresponding oxides of "pure" systems. Iron
oxides were accordingly held to be the main source
of pH-dependent exchange charge variations in
soils, at least as far as inorganic components were
concerned. Davidtz & Sumner (1965) were able to
suggest several types of coulombic and steric
interaction between kaolinite and hydrous iron
oxides after observing contrasting effects of
deferration on the magnitude of charges in different
soils in which both positive and negative charges
(measured at pH 4) decreased, or both increased, or
positive and negative charges shifted in opposite
directions concomitantly, all relative to their
magnitudes in untreated soils. The presence of
positive and negative charges was shown (Sumner,
1963a) to have an important bearing on the
measurement of cation exchange capacity.
Conventional procedures employing an alcohol
washing step yield low values (as compared to a
method in which washing is avoided) due to
expansion of the double layers surrounding positive
and negative charges, overlap, and mutual
neutralization and thus loss, as salt, of
exchangeable cations and anions previously held
within the compressed double layers at higher
electrolyte concentrations.
The highly aluminous character of many local
soils was recognized somewhat later (Le Roux &
De Villiers, 1965, 1966) and the emphasis shifted to
the role, in determining net negative charge, of
polymeric hydroxyalumina present as interlayers in
expansible 2:1 phyllosilicates and associated with
amorphous aluminosilicate (De Villiers & Jackson,
1967a, 1967b). Increase in net negative charge with
pH was shown to arise by deprotonation of edge
aluminohydronium
groups
and
consequent
unblocking of permanent negative charge of
phyllosilicate clay. Charge hysteresis was observed
during cyclic pH adjustment (Le Roux & De
Villiers, 1966; De Villiers & Jackson, 1967a; Fey &
Le Roux, 1976).
It is likely, therefore, that both hydroxy iron
and aluminium contribute through a similar
mechanism to pH-functional charge variations in
highly weathered soils. The spotlight has tended to
remain on aluminium rather than iron because of

its greater solubility at pH values encountered in
acid soils, its greater reluctance to crystallize out in
the. pedosphere leading to an abundance of clay
surface-associated polymeric alumina particularly in
soils containing mica-weathering products, and the
importanc of the element in the chemistry of acid

sous.

The work reviewed above has a number of
practical implications of great significance, among
them the following: the choice of procedure for
CEC measurements must be made with
circumspection particularly with regard to the
species of anion and the strength and pH of the
replacing electrolyte solution at the final stage of
saturation; the results must be used with caution for example, calculated base saturation of a soil
may vary widely depending upon what value is
taken for CEC; by reducing the extent of positive
charge (albeit by different mechanisms), lime and
phosphate applications to oxide-rich soils will
reduce cation mobility by increasing, often
appreciably, the cation exchange capacity, and will
increase the mobility of non-speciHcally adsorbed
anions such as nitrate and chloride; of potentially
great significance in the management and
amelioration of sesquioxic soils is the phenomenon
of specific adsorption of anions such as phosphate,
silicate, molybdate, fluoride, bicarbonate and
organic species.
SOIL ACIDICITY AND AMELIORATION
OF ACID SOILS
It was established quite early on (Le Roux &
De Villiers, 1965) that, at field pH values, the
cation exchange capacity of even the most acid and
highly weathered soils in Natal was saturated with
metal cations (including aluminium) and that very
Uttle adsorbed hydrogen was present. However,
upon raising the pH value, hydogen ions were
generated by dissociation from various inorganic
and organic colloidal constituents, notably the
hydroxyl groups belonging to both monomeric and
polymeric forms of aluminium. Very large buffer
capacities were recorded as a resuh and the amount
of lime required to raise the pH to a near-neutral
value was of the order of 20 tons per hectare in
many instances.
Following these indications of the importance
of labile aluminium in acid soils, Skeen (Skeen &
Sumner, 1965a) developed a new procedure for
measuring exchangeable aluminium based on
successive extractions of the soil with a weak
unbuffered electrolyte solution to yield a Nemst
type distribution of Al extracted; this allowed
exchangeable aluminium to be distinguished from
that dissolved from various non-exchangeable
sources. Reeve & Sumner (1970a) found that a very
good correlation existed between the exchangeable
aluminium thus determined and the amount
removed by the first extraction in the serial
procedure of Skeen and proposed the latter value,
termed the exchangeable aluminium index (EAI),
as a convenient measure of exchangeable Al.
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Using grass in a greenhouse limmg
experiment. Reeve & Sumner (1970b) related
maximum growth response to a reduction of the
EAI to a value of 0,2 me per 100 g of soil. The lime
requirement thus assessed for a number of soils was
on average, one sixth of that required to raise the
pH value to 6,5. The resulting pH value is of the
order of 5,5.
Reduction of EAI to a low value is now
widely employed as the criterion for lime
requirement in South Africa in preference to
neutralization to some predetermined pH value.
Modifications have been introduced to the method
of determining the index and to the threshold value
used for different crops and soil textures (e.g.
Moberly & Meyer, 1975). In Rhodesia, Fullstone,
Purves & Fenner (1979) found EAI values to be
lower than those for ostensibly similar (ferrallitic)
soils in Natal and concluded that a simple pH
criterion (PHQ^QI^ of 4,7) ensured elimination of
aluminium toxicity for a variety of crops (excluding
maize which is tolerant of greater acidity).
PHOSPHORUS
P sorption capacity
Very high sorption capacities have been
demonstrated particularly for soils of more humid
parts of the subcontinent (e.g. McGee, 1972;
Meyer, 1978). Comparing local sorption data
derived
from
Langmuir
isotherms
with
corresponding data for Michigan soils, Ellis (1975)
reported that the adsorption maximum of 800 ppm
P for a Griffin subsoil from the Eastern Transvaal
(McGee, 1972) was ten times as great as that for a
calcareous Michigan soil (Parkhill) while the
amount of P required to raise the soil solution level
to 0,2 ppm - equivalent to about 18 tons of
superphosphate (8,3 % P) per hectare in the case of
the Griffin - was 67 times as much as for the
Parkhill due to a much higher bonding energy in
the former.
Amelioration of P fixation
Crop response to the application of silicate
amendments on acid soils with high P sorption
capacities (Du Preez, 1970; Moberly, 1974;
Moberly & Meyer, 1975; Wolf, 1975) has evoked
interest in the mechanisms that are involved.
Available evidence is inconclusive as to whether
beneficial effects are due to a liming reaction
(elimination of trivalent exchangeable aluminium),
reduction of P sorption capacity as a result of
competition by silicate ions for P sorption sites, or
from a "nutritional" effect of enhanced plant-Si
levels. Reeve & Sumner (1972) attributed a growth
response of grass in pots to silene applications
purely to reduced exchangeable aluminium whereas
Easton (1970) clearly showed that a reduction in P
sorption capacity resulted from addition of
monomeric silica solutions to synthetic sesquioxide
systems and to certain soils. Du Plessis & Burger
(1966a) and Wolf (1975) recorded improved P

availability as measured by chemical extractants. It
seems likely that beneficial effects are highly soil
specific and further work is needed to establish the
critical characteristics of responsive soils. At
present it is not possible to predict with any degree
of confidence which soils will respond to silicate
applications or the extent of such response.
Incidental evidence on the effects of liming on
the P supplying power of acid soils has
accumulated from several studies and has added to
the classical controversy. As is the case elsewhere,
conflicting views are held as to whether prior
liming of acid soils to intermediate pH values
brings about one or more of a reduction in P
sorption
capacity, reduced
absorption of
subsequently added P or improved plant
availability (as opposed to uptake) of added P. The
controversy remains unresolved in the face of
evidence for a reduction in sorption capacity
(McGee, 1972; Laker, 1967) and evidence to the
contrary (Reeve & Sumner, 1970a; Dekkers,
Orchard & Sumner, 1972; Campbell, 1975). Clearly
the
critical
factors
involved
in
the
plant-soil-phosphorus interaction have not yet been
identified to the extent that they can be studied
unambiguously by means of appropriately designed
experiments.
P fractionation
The availability to plants in pots and to
various conventional extractants including anion
resins of P assumed to be derived from Chang &
Jackson Al-, Fe- and Ca-bonded sources has been
investigated by Du Plessis & Burger (1966a) and
Campbell (1973). Their conclusions were essentially
similar for widely diverse soils. Even where Fe-P
exceeds Al-P in amount, its contribution to foliar
or extractable P is small. Ca-P likewise makes little
contribution except where residual fertilizer P is
present under markedly acid conditions. Campbell
(1973, 1975) found that variations in available P
were poorly accounted for by Al-P alone but
inclusion of pH and its interaction in a multiple
regression greatly improved the correlation between
Al-P and both foliar and resin-extractable P. These
results are important in the context of soil testing.
Intensity and capacity fidnctions
In Rhodesia, Salmon (1966, 1972, 1973a,
1973b, 1974a) obtained highly interesting
information on the relative importance of intensity
and capacity factors for several crops under
different growing conditions, and derived functions
relating P fertilizer requirement and optimum yield
of maize and tobacco in terms of intensity and
capacity. Because the capacity factor may operate
either as a sorption or as a buffering mechanism
depending upon variables such as fertilizer
placement and moisture regime, increasing capacity
of the soil may increase fertilizer needs (by sorption
as with broadcast applications) or decrease them
(by buffering as with band placement). In all
instances, initial P intensity and the soil's ability to
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resist intensity changes were both important, and
accounted well for fertilizer requirements of grass
in pots and field maize and tobacco. The respective
importance and contributions of initial intensity
and capacity factors to yield were quite different in
the three cases however. Growth of ryegrass in pots
depended mainly on P intensity at the start of
cropping. For field tobacco, initial intensity was
also important, and the main effect of the capacity
factor was to maintain a suitable intensity during
growth. In contrast, the continued supply of soluble
P during growth of field maize was more important
than initial P intensity. This work provides an
explanation for different responses commonly
observed in field and greenhouse environments and
the variable reliability of single soil test P values in
predicting plant responses. It also points to a basic
defect in assessing P requirement as the amount
needed to produce a given concentration of P in
the soil solution because these amounts always
increase with increasing capacity whereas,
according to Salmon, capacity may serve to buffer
P status, increased capacity then acting in a
favourable way to reduce P requirement.

the fertilizer advisory service to the Sugar Industry,
Meyer (1979) has introduced a rapid screening
technique based on a phosphate desorption index
(Reeve & Sumner, 1970a) for the purpose of
classifying soils into high, moderate and low
P-fixing categories. Fertilizer recommendations
based on Truog P levels (0,02N H2SO4) are
adjusted accordingly.
" ƒ• studies
This review of soil phosphorus would be
incomplete without mention of the contributions of
Marais, Deist and co-workers at Stellenbosch (e.g.
Harry, 1967; Kotze, 1969; Marais, 1971; Deist,
1974) to the measurement of labile phosphate using
radio-isotope methods. By showing that the P in a
green manure crop was immediately available after
ploughing-in and that dicotyledonous plants were
able to utilize the P of rock phosphate (also
calcium) better than monocotyledons, they were
able to suggest a more rapid or efficient utilization
of rock phosphate by employing a dicotyledenous
plough-down crop.

Residual P fertilizer effects
Eloff & Laker (1976) have documented a
build-up of P in irrigated topsoils on the Vaalhartz
irrigation
scheme
but
little
quantitative
investigation has been carried out into the residual
efficacy of P fertilizer. Salmon (1971a, 1973a)
found that P applied to an acid sandy soil from
granite had a strong residual effect on growth of
ryegrass in pots but that about 400 of the 670 kg
P2O5 per hectare previously applied was probably
converted to unavailable forms. Although much of
the phosphate applied to the soil remained after
exhaustive cropping (50 out of 85 ppm P), the
sorption capacity of the soil was not reduced. This
suggests that for this soil at least, sorption was
largely by mechanisms unaffected by the quantity
of added P and that application of P in amounts in
excess of that required for optimum crop yields is
wasteful.
Soil P tests
There have been fairly extensive comparisons
of most of the popular chemical extractants of soil
P as well as anion resin procedures (for example
Du Plessis & Burger, 1965; Snyman & Fölscher,
1966; Snyman, 1977, Farina & Mapham, 1973;
Eloff & Laker, 1976; Meyer, 1979; Thompson,
1979). In general, no single method has yet emerged
as a universally suitable indicator of P requirement
as might be anticipated from the wide range of
capacity (McGee, 1972; Meyer, 1979) and other
factors (crop, P carrier) present if a sufficiently
wide spectrum of soils and conditions is considered.
Improved correlations between test values obtained
with different extractants and between test values
and foliar P content and yield are obtained when
soils are grouped on some or other basis (clay
content, sorption capacity or pH classes). Thus, in

POTASSIUM
Reports of K deficiency in a variety of crops
and indications that exchangeable K failed to
provide a consistently reliable index to soil K status
prompted an early search by Stanton (Stanton,
1958; Stanton & Orchard, 1963) for a chemical
procedure that would take into account the
so-called "step" or slowly available K reserves as
well as the exchangeable K of soils. By the
mid-sixties, the quantity/intensity (Q/I) approach
developed by Beckett and co-workers at Oxford
had been avidly grasped by local soil scientists and
the work which followed did much to elaborate and
extend the concept (theses of Le Roux, 1966;
Skeen, 1967; Koch, 1968; Laker, 1970, and
numerous journal papers). Investigation of
experimental and natural variables such as pH,
Uming, soil moisture conditions and K fertilization
on the K equilibria of soils was stimulated and the
resulting improved understanding of the categories
and behaviour of soil K was helpful in teaching and
advisory work.
However, it must be admitted that tangible
benefits have so far been elusive. Although Koch,
Orchard & Sumner (1970) were able to show that
the pool of labile K provided a superior index to K
available from highly weathered Natal soils to
maize than did exchangeable K or other Q/I
parameters, and proposed critical limits, the
technique has not proved amenable to routine use
for advisory purposes. Apart from the fact that the
technique does not meet the requirements for a
rapid, single value determination, some doubts have
been cast (Farina & Graven, 1973a) on the superior
predictive ability (as compared with exchangeable
K) of Q/I parameters. The experimental basis for
conclusions on the value of the technique has
utilized, variously, field and pot trials, and several
test crops. Salmon's (1973b) study on phosphate
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clearly points to the pitfalls in comparing and
interpreting Q/I data obtained under such diverse
conditions.
Salmon (1971b, 1974b) has shown the Q/I
technique to be valuable in revealing the extent and
availability of K reserves in special circumstances of
exhaustive cropping (in African tribal areas) and in
identifying soils of extremely high buffering
capacity on which phenomenally high applications
of K fertilizer could conceivably be required.
Notably in Rhodesia (Peacock, 1978) but also
in Natal (Farina, 1977a), attention has recently
been drawn to the relatively low incidence of cereal
grain crop responses to K applications. This would
suggest that a general survey of the K status of topand subsoils (Farina & Graven, 1972, 1973b) of
important arable areas in terms of labile pool and
buffering/sorption capacity (e.g. Le Roux &
Sumner, 1969) may lead to a better rationalization
of the use of potassic fertilizers.

account for the build-up of total soil nitrogen
under a grass ley.
SULPHUR, MICRONUTRIENTS
AND HEAVY METALS
Sulphur
Investigations carried out to date are of a
relatively recent vintage (Farina, Gross & Channon,
1972; Croft & Graven, 1974; Beyers, 1975) and
have been largely of an exploratory, survey nature.
Sulphur deficiencies have been demonstrated in
several regions and marked responses have been
obtained from S application to grass and
grass-clover pastures.
Zinc
During the sixties, symptoms of zinc
deficiency were recognised with increasing
frequency, particularly on coarse-textured soils in
South Africa and Rhodesia and led to the
introduction of zincated fertilizers and lime. Several
studies were directed at the efficacy of various
forms of zinc in correcting deficiencies, as well as
to the formulation and placement of fertilizer
containing zinc (Steyn, Rossouw & van Zyl, 1965;
Botha, Van Niekerk, Prehn, Wilkins & Ranwell,
1971; Tanner & Grant, 1974a, 1974b). In an
extensive study, Stanton (Stanton, 1964; Stanton &
Burger, 1966a, 1966b, 1967, 1970a, 1970b) proposed
a dual reaction mechanism to account for the
observed effects of soil pH, soil P, and Fe and Al
compounds on the sorption and availability of zinc
in soils of the Orange Free State. According to this,
zinc may replace the hydrogen of sesquioxide
structural hydroxyl groups to form Zn-O-R type
bonds, or it may be sorbed by phosphated hydrous
oxides through the medium of polyvalent ions
which are bonded to both the sesquioxide and the
zinc as in the following

NITROGEN
Apart from a very large number of
rate-of-fertilizer trials conducted over the years in
many diverse parts of Southern Africa, relatively
few critical investigations have been carried out
into the N relationships of arable soils. In
Rhodesia, Saunder (1959) carefully tested the
incubation procedure which has been employed on
a routine basis by their national fertilizer advisory
service for the past twenty years. Climatic
conditions (prolonged dry season which ends
precipitately with the onset of rains and the advent
of cropping) are ideal for the application of this
test and important economies in the use of fertilizer
nitrogen are claimed to result from its use as the
basis for N recommendations for the major annual
crops in the prime arable areas of Rhodesia.
Incubation studies on the more important
sugar-producing soils of Natal conducted by Wood
(1964, 1965, 1966a) revealed that considerable
delays in nitrification occur in soils of pH less than
5,2 and that good aeration (ploughing), a dry
winter period and the absence of trash were
prerequisites for a pronounced "Birch effect" upon
which the success of an incubation technique
probably depends. Both Wood and Botha (1960),
the latter working on tobacco soils in the
Transvaal, observed the influence of specific N
carriers on nitrification rate and losses of NOj-N by
leaching.
Theron (1963) and Botha (1963) investigated
the low mineral N content of soils under virgin
grassland and a grass ley respectively. Theron
concluded that ammoniflcation is blocked by a
natural perennial cover, that this effect persists for
some considerable time in samples removed from
the field unless they are thoroughly dried and that
it is not evident in newly estabUshed grassland (that
is, regeneration of humus does not commence) until
about the third season. Working with a neutral
vertisol,
Botha
produced
evidence
for
non-symbiotic fixation of atmospheric nitrogen in
the presence of readily oxidisable organic matter to

=HP04
Fe or Al
oxide

-I- ZnClj=

Fe or Al
oxide

=HP04

-CI
-HPO,^
-HPO^—^^
-CI

The fact that HPO^is necessary for the latter
reaction helps to account for the pH function of Zn
availability. Both reactions are specific for Zn in
that Ca, Mg, K and NH4 do not interfere or
compete. Acetate ions and weakly acidic cation
resins were found to block the reaction.
Manganese, molybdenum and copper
Widespread deficiencies of these elements (as
well as zinc) have been confirmed for many, mainly
sandy soils of the Cape coastal areas, and
supplementation has resulted in dramatic
improvement in their productivity for wheat,
vegetables and pastures. Elsewhere, molybdenum
deficiency is commonplace on acid soils and
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manganese toxicity has been suspected in several
instances as a major contributor to acid soil
infertility.
Tanner (1975, 1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1978;
Tanner & Grant, 1977) showed that plant response
to lime on highly manganiferous red clays in
Rhodesia was due to improved Mo availability
rather than to suppression of Mn toxicity or to an
Mn toxicity - Mo deficiency interaction. Maize
proved to be tolerant of large concentrations of Mn
and although liming resulted in marked decrease of
soil solution Mn, this was not accompanied by an
equivalent decrease in foliar Mn. It was confirmed
that Mn (extractable with 0,01M CaCy was
highest in soils sampled dry and decreased rapidly
after wetting for up to 7-10 days With maize, no
Mn toxicity could be established either in a very
dry or very wet season.
On the other hand. Tanner found that
additions of Mo increased foliar concentrations of
Mn to produce marked Mn toxicity symptoms in
the absence of added Ca. The latter decreased Mn
uptake. The mechanism of this Mn/ Mo interaction
is not understood but it possibly accounts for
conflicting reports on the influence of Mo
applications on Mn uptake and toxicity.
Du Plessis & Burger (1971a, 1971b, 1971c,
197Id) investigated the status and reactions of soil
copper in relation to the nutrition of subtropical
fruit crops in the Eastern Transvaal. Desorption of
specifically adsorbed Cu from kaolinite and
montmorillonite was found to be determined by the
size of the displacing cation, and Du Plessis
suggested that sofbed Cu was probably located in
the hexagonal cavities of the phyllosilicate oxygen
plane and that distortion to ditrigonal shape would
favour the fixation of this relatively small ion. It
was found that for citrus affected by Cu toxicity,
analysis of fibrous roots was essential for diagnosis
of the condition since leaf Cu values remained
fairly low.
Heavy metal toxicities
Severe infertility of soils along the Great .
Dyke in Rhodesia (400 km long), which has in
places caused the abandonment of arable farming,
was attributed mainly to nickel toxicity on
serpentine-derived or -influenced soils by Soane &
Saunder (1960), Threshold values of extractable Ni
in soil and of maize and tobacco leaves were
established. Chromium toxicity was associated with
soils derived from other ultrabasic rocks. Threshold
values could not be established.
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ADVANCES IN SOIL FERTILITY AND
CROP NUTRITION RESEARCH IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1953-1978
PENELOPE M. GRANT
Department of Research and Specialist Services, Ministry of
Agriculture, P.O. Box 8108, Causeway, Salisbury, Rhodesia
ABSTRACT
In the period under review there was a great increase in the area ploughed by powerful tractors
and heavy ploughs and a great increase in crop potential due to improved hybrids. Regrettably little
work has been done on changes in soil fertility as a result of cultivation and most research has been
concentrated on rationalising fertilizer usage for high potential crops.
The following four main advances will be discussed:
(a)
the acceptance of the importance of comparatively heavy annual applications of major
nutrients, particularly nitrogen;
(b)
the acceptance of trace element fertilizers for crops on certain deficient soils;
(c)
the acceptance of soil and foUar analysis for predicting fertilizer requirements rather than for
diagnosing causes of plant malfunction; and
(d)
a growing awareness of the effect of different tillage practices in promoting crop growth and
conserving soil fertility.
Uittreksel
VORDERING IN GRONDVRUGBAARHEID- EN GEWASVOEDINGNA VORSING IN SUIDELIKE AFRIKA. 1953-1978
Gedurende die onderhawige tydvak was daar 'n groot toename in die oppervlakte wat deur
kragtige trekkers en swaar ploeë bewerk is en ook 'n groot toename in gewaspotensiaal weens
verbeterde bastersade. In teenstelling hiermee is daar min werk gedoen op veranderinge in
grondvrugbaarheid as gevolg van bewerking, terwyl die navorsing meestal gekonsentreer is op die
rasionalisering van kunsmisgebruik vir hoë potensiaal-gewasse.
Vordering is veral op die volgende vier terreine ondervind, naamlik:
(a) die aanvaarding van die belangrikheid van betreklik swaar jaarlikse toedienings van
makrovoedingstowwe, veral stikstof;
(b) die aanvaarding van mikroëlementkunsmisstowwe vir gewasse op sekere gronde met 'n tekort;
(c)
die aanvaarding van grond- en blaarontledings vir die voorspelling van kunsmisbehoeftes in
plaas van diagnosering van oorsake vir die wanfunksionering van plante; en
(d) die groeiende besef van die effek wat verskillende bewerkingspraktyke het op die verbetering
van gewasgroei en die bewaring van grondvrugbaarheid.

These major changes that have occurred since
1953 are:
In order to give a short review of such a wide 1. the acceptance of the use of greater amounts
of fertilizer, particularly nitrogen;
field as 25 years of research in soil fertility and
crop nutrition I have had to limit myself to a few 2. the acceptance of the need for minor element
applications to overcome deficiencies on
topics. Soil fertility comprises complex interactions
specific soils;
of chemical, microbiological, physical and
3.
the development of the use of soil and foliar
morphological factors with plant adaptations in a
analysis
for
prediction
of
fertilizer
range of climatic conditions. Because it is so
requirement rather than diagnosis of crop
complex a subject its study in South Africa has
deficiencies; and
suffered by fragmentation of research, first by
4.
the realisation of the importance of tillage as
disciplines and then by commodities. Fertility is
a factor in soil fertility.
much more than the pool of plant nutrients but, in
the quest for higher yields, research has almost
inevitably concentrated on the infertility of soils, Changing land usage
lack of available nutrients, and on crop nutrition.
We should first look at the position from
The ultimate criterion by which fertility is which these advances have been made. When our
judged must be crop performance in the field, Society was being formed the transition from th-;
where rapid changes by man's intervention are ox-plough to tractor-drawn equipment was
immediately obvious but where slower, sometimes reaching completion in commercial agriculture,
detrimental, changes to a new steady state are often after having been delayed by the depression years,
not observed. For this review I have selected the 1939-1945 war and by subsequent shortages.
research associated with field studies where there When the source of power had been oxen the
have been major changes in farming practice and amount of land which could be ploughed was
scientific thought and marked increases in potential limited and a balance between arable and pasture
on veld was maintained both by the time required
crop yields.
INTRODUCTION
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consideration of available moisture, including those
at low populations, had become obsolete and
recommendations for fertilizer use had to be
reassessed.
There was of course considerable discussion
over the acceptance of these ideas, but even in drier
regions and seasons there was a marked positive
interaction
between
nitrogen
fertilizer
and
population (Du Plessis & Mohr, 1969), and
response to fertilizer in seasons with short droughts
(Mohr & Strydom, 1969). Lack of response to
increased population and nitrogen fertilization was
confined to the drier regions where yields are of the
order of l-2t/ha (Du Plooy & Le Roux, 1968;
Human, 1970). The rationale of ploughing land for
crops where drought limits yields to a fraction of
those obtainable in better rainfall areas is
questionable and, regrettably, information is
lacking on the change in soil organic matter and
soil stability which occurs with the change from
pastoral to arable use in such low-yielding systems.
It is interesting to observe how the pattern of
experimentation changed during this period. For
example, in the trials at Tabamhlope, response of
maize to nitrogen in 1955-1956 was measured for
levels only up to 42 kg N/ha; starting in 1961 the
range extended to 240kgN/ha and by 1971 it had
become evident that the optimum for that area was
about I80kgN/ha, and yields of 8-9t/ha were
achieved (Department of Soil Science and
Agrometeorology, University of Natal, 1973).
A
similar
pattern
was followed
in
experimentation and fertilizer use for sugar-cane.
The need for phosphate was recognised early, and
the amounts of nitrogen used increased greatly in
the period under review (Wood, 1968). Here there
is the complication of having to ensure that
fertilizer application is optimum for sucrose
production, which often differs from that for cane
yield, but applications increased from an average of
2 2 k g N / h a in 1952 to 132kgN/ha by 1965 with a
concurrent yield increase of 54 %.
The limitation of lack of available nutrients,
particularly of phosphate and nitrogen and of
sulphate incidentally, on grazing from veld or
pastures was recognised before this period but only
comparatively recently has a determined attack
been made on putting the principles into practice.
Theron (1961) commented that yields of hay in
unfertilized veld rarely exceeded 1 t/ha/a and that
the build-up of organic matter under grass was
disappointingly slow. Veld grass production on the
Springbok Flats was increased from 1,41 to
6,7 t/ha/a by fairly heavy applications of nitrogen
and superphosphate (Louw, 1968). The work of
Hall, Meredith and others has been reviewed by
Altona (1975). From here it was a logical step to
investigate the introduction of superior grasses and
of legumes so that maximum use was made of
increased available nutrients giving a gradual
increase in soil fertility and a rapid increase in
carrying capacity (Hyam & Clayton, 1968).
Although our knowledge of the role of fertility and
fertilizers in the production of grass pastures is well
advanced there is still much work to be done on

for the cattle grazing in each working day and by
the pasturage needed for their maintenance
throughout the year. With the advent of tractors
and heavy ploughs the limit was removed and vast
blocks of land could be, and were, ploughed.
Further, the amount of land ploughed in
low-potential areas was encouraged by the
Government's agricultural policy of subsidies. In
spite of the enormous effects that this continued
cultivation for low-potential crops may have on soil
properties like organic matter, on the ecology of
whole regions and on incipient desertification, there
is remarkably Httle published work on the effects of
continued cultivation.
Early work, carried out mainly at Pretoria by
Theron and Haylett, usually included a bare fallow
treatment
to
which
widely-spaced
maize
approximates; and it was shown that erosion of soil
planted to low-potential maize was nearly as bad as
erosion from bare soil (e.g. Haylett, 1960). Interest
was centred on organic matter, particularly on the
decrease in organic matter or in the associated
nitrates during continued cultivation (Orchard &
Darby, 1956; Theron, 1964; Eksteen, 1970), while
the converse small increases under N-fertilized grass
leys were monitored (Theron & Haylett, 1953;
Theron, 1961). Later work in Rhodesia (Grant,
1967) showed that any decrease in organic matter
content was preceded by a decline in inorganic
nutrients when maize was continuously cultivated
with inadequate fertilizer. The importance of the
nitrogen status of the soil was fore-shadowed in
trials on green-manuring (Haylett, 1961), but the
response was ascribed to increased availability of
phosphate. Since phosphate deficiency is the first
yield-Umiting factor in nearly all South African
soils particular attention has been, and is still
being, paid to the build-up of phosphate reserves
with continued fertilization (e.g. Skeen, Dudding &
Clayton, 1972; Farina & Mapham, 1973). Current
work is showing the importance of physical and
microbiological
factors
under
continuous
cultivation, particularly to maize monoculture.
Increased use of nitrogen fertilizer
The whole outlook on crop production in
Southern Africa changed in the late fifties with the
realisation that the limitation to yields was imposed
as much by soil fertility as by soil moisture. It was
then shown that the yellowing and premature
senescence of maize which had previously been
ascribed to drought damage was due to nitrogen
deficiency. When nitrogen fertilizer was increased
response to increased plant populations and
improved varieties was possible, and yield
potentials over much of the maize-growing area
were at least doubled (Human, 1963; Mallett, 1964;
Altona, 1975).
The available nitrogen released from organic
matter, particularly after ploughing-out a ley, which
had been considered enough to maintain maize
yields, was found sufficient only for low grain
yields in widely-spaced maize. It was truly
remarked (Human, 1970) that trials done without
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the effects on fertility of ley rotations as opposed to
semi-permanent pastures.
Minor element fertilizers

Wide-spread sulphur deficiencies would be
expected to occur over most of the higher rainfall
areas of Southern Africa, considering the low
organic matter content of the soils. While the
common use of single superphosphate masked the
deficiencies for many years, the necessity for
sulphur applications has now been shown (Farina,
Gross & Channon, 1972; Grant & Rowell, 1976)
and in Rhodesia this has resulted in the minimum
sulphur content of fertilizers being set by law.

Once it had been shown that good yields can
be obtained with macronutrients the stage was set
for micronutrient investigations. In the early fifties
Perold had shown that manganese deficiency was a
cause of infertility on the Table Mountain
Sartdstone soils and was working on copper
(Beyers, 1966), while by the end of the decade the
wide-spread occurrence of zinc deficiency on the Prediction of fertilizer requirements
sandier soils of the maize belt had been proved
The use of soil and plant analysis over the
(Altona, 1975). There was considerable resistance at past twenty years has changed both in scope and in
first to the recommendations of trace element objectives. Initially, analysis had been used mainly
fertilizers. It was publicly said, for example, that for diagnosing the causes of poor plant growth, but
"zinc fertilizer is no better than an aspirin tablet when there were few experiments or surveys from
which does not cure the disease", and it was held which data could be drawn, and when threshold
by some that with sufficient liming, kraal compost levels had to be deduced from foreign literature
and superphosphate there would be no need for (Sichel, I., 1977 - personal communication), such
these applications of manganese, copper and zinc, diagnosis contained a large measure of subjective
although it is hard to imagine treatments more judgement. Since then there has been steady
likely to induce deficiencies of these elements. To progress in the selection of methods for
counteract the swing to the opposite extreme of determining available nutrients, based either on
indiscriminate use of trace elements, research was comparisons from field trials on a range of soils in
necessary to define the soils and crops which were a few seasons (Saunder, Ellis & Hall, 1957;
affected by these deficiencies.
Fölscher & Bruwer, 1967; Moberly & Meyer, 1975)
or on the cumulative effects of repeated
The correction of copper deficiency in the applications in long-term trials (Beyers, 1962;
Cape coastal strip has resulted in wheat yields Eksteen, 1970; Hahne & Orchard, 1970; Farina &
being increased fourfold or even tenfold (Beyers & Graven, 1973; Farina & Mapham, 1973). Most
Roach, 1965) with significant effects on other work on foliar analysis for perennial crops is
crops. This, together with the identification and naturally in the latter group (Beyers, 1962; Du
correction of molybdenum deficiency (Roach & Plessis, 1977).
Beyers), 1962, has raised production to a
The problems arising when soil test data fall
revolutionary degree in this zone of infertile soils of into a Umited range have been discussed. In 1969
which it had been said "you can pay too much for more than 50% of samples from the Maize
rainfall". Zinc, which was known to depress yields Triangle gave P test values in the range 5-10 p.p.m.
because of antagonism on the Cu-deficient Cape P (Botha, 1969) which suggests that either a
sands, was shown to be highly beneficial for maize standard fertilization rate could be used with a fair
production on many sandy soils on the Highveld probability of success or that a different extractant
and on those derived from granite in Rhodesia capable of making greater distinction between levels
(Tanner, 1973; Altona, 1975) and the conditions of available phosphate is required. On the other
under which small quantities could be applied in hand, in a single district marked differences as the
macronutrient fertilizers have been established result of previous fertilizer programmes have been
(Tanner & Grant, 1974).
reported (Eloff & Laker, 1976).
Recently more emphasis has been placed on
Molybdenum deficiency has similarly been
detected on specific soils and for specific crops, determining economically optimum applications
mainly maize, lucerne and horticultural crops (Farina, 1975; 1977) which, particularly for
(Roach & Beyers, 1962; Du Toit, 1962; Blamey & perennial crops, may require a combination of soil
Nathanson, 1975; Tanner & Grant, 1977). As and plant analysis (Du Plessis, 1977). On the basis
molybdenum deficiency is associated with acid of this experimentation, advice on fertilizer
soils, knowledge of the part played by increased requirements can be given with an increasing degree
Mo-availability in crop responses to liming and of confidence, and this is reflected in the great
detection of absolute Mo-deficiency has led to increase in numbers of samples handled each year.
economic usage of a few grams of molybdenum salt Trends in numbers at the various laboratories are
rather than tons of lime and consequently to affected by factors like the charges made for
increases in farm profitability. Boron deficiency analysis but the increase in interest is shown, for
has been mainly associated with specific crops, such example, by the numbers handled at Cedara which
as sunflowers, for which marked response to boron were as follows: 1969 - 1 246 samples; 1971 - 2 917;
fertilization has been obtained on an Avalon soil 1973 - 2 524; 1975 - 4 055; 1977 - 7 909. Over the
(Blamey, 1976), while on the other hand detailed same period the increase at the Citrus and
studies have shown that maize is less likely to Subtropical Fruit Research Institute, Nelspruit, has
been mainly in foliar samples, supported recently
respond to boron fertilizers (Vaughan, 1977).
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by soil analysis, viz 1970 - 974 samples of which
234 came from farmers; 1972 - 1 894; 1974 - 4 222;
1976 - 4 239 with 1 316 from farmers. Figures for
Rhodesia show a higher proportion from farmers;
while over twenty-five years soil samples analysed
increased from 1090 in 1952 to 8 715 in 1977, the
numbers for farmers were 3 030 out of 3 510 in
1957, 3 760 in 1967, and 4 745 in 1977.
Although soil and foliar analysis is of
undoubted value in rationalising fertilizer
application some degree of subjectivity in
interpretation remains; methods must therefore be
kept under continued review and, as has often been
discussed (e.g. Eksteen, 1973), attempts should be
made to standardise procedures in various
laboratories.
Recently there has been a return to the
emphasis on diagnosis of mineral nutritional
problems rather than prediction of fertilizer rates.
In the Diagnosis and Recommendation Integrated
System of Beaufils (Beaufils, 1971), based on survey
techniques and computerised data of foliar analysis,
the balance between pairs of minerals has been
used to make "diagnosis of mineral imbalances in
plants which, when corrected, result in yield
increases" (Sumner, 1977), and "has been shown to
be capable of minimising the effect of age in
arriving at the limiting order in which plants
require nutrients" (Sumner, 1977). The system has
been studied extensively in Natal for both annual
and perennial crops (Meyer, 1975; Beaufils &
Sumner, 1976), and it is for the latter that it would
be expected to be most effective.
Tillage and soil fertility
The interaction between physical factors and
nutrient availability was well shown in the studies
on "rooi-dood" disease of cotton on irrigated sands
of the western Orange Free State region. It was
apparent that the disease was associated with low
potassium uptake and poor root development
where temporary high water tables and compacted
zones occurred (Van der Merwe, Brits & De Wet,
1969). In Rhodesia it has been found that maize
yields are frequently reduced by shallow ploughing
to 100 mm on sandy soils, in which zones of
temporary high soil strength occur, but seldom on
a well-structured sandy clay loam (Grant, Meikle &
Mills, 1979), and that increasing plough depth from
230 mm to 350 mm only rarely increased yields.
Deep ploughing to 900 mm was found to give some
advantage for sugar-cane compared
with
conventional ploughing to about 230 mm but only,
again, on a fine sand (Moberly, 1972). On the other
hand, reduced tillage methods have been shown to
give desirable soil conservation and energy
conservation benefits without loss of yield of sugar
(Moberly & Turner, 1977) and of maize and cotton
(unpublished data, Rhodes ian Ministry of
Agriculture).
Popular interest has swung for tillage, as it
did for trace element application, from one extreme
to another; we seem to be swinging from ultra-deep
ploughing to no ploughing at all. Clearly, it is

essential that the effect of the soil on the response
to tillage treatments be assessed so that the best
tillage system can be fitted to the crop rotation. In
advisory work it may prove as necessary to make
"physical" determinations, such as particle size
distribution or crumb structure, or else to define
exactly the soil series as it is to do chemical
analyses for available nutrients. It is certainly
necessary for research work to establish what effect
tillage systems have on soil stability and
productivity and on the release of available
nitrogen {cjf. Moberly, 1972).
We have thus come full circle up the spiral as
we have moved to new levels of crop and grazing
potential. Once again, like our predecessors, we
must determine what is the effect of cultivation on
our soils, both in the presence of increased plant
residues and enhanced chemical fertility from
improved farming practices and, on the other hand,
in soils which are being hammered by cropping to a
low potential level.
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ADVANCES IN SOIL MINERALOGY IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1953-1978
J. LE ROUX
Department of Soil Science, University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg 3201
ABSTRACT
During the last 25 years there have been major advances in the knowledge of the mineralogy of
our soils with the emphasis shifting from a qualitative to a more quantitative approach. Such
definitive data have provided explanations for the particular physico-chemical behaviour of certain
soils. The availability of X-ray diffraction equipment in the early fifties presented the means for Van
der Merwe and co-workers to qualitatively examine the clay fraction of soils from various climatic
regions. Later the soil survey of the Tugela Basin and the subsequent series/ form classification system
provided tremendous impetus for detailed mineralogical investigations on the major soil series.
Existing techniques for quantitative determination of the constituents in the clay fraction of
sesquioxidic soils were found to have limitations, especially as regards the determination of the
"amorphous" component.
Goethite was shown to be the most widespread and common iron oxide in the soils, saprolite
and ferricretes along the eastern seaboard of South Africa. A clear relationship was shown to exist
between the magnitude of Al-substitution in the goethite structure, crystal size and mode of
formation.
Various mineralogical studies on the black clays of the Transvaal Highveld are also reviewed.
Finally a number of studies undertaken to elucidate the weathering and selectivity of micaceous clays
are discussed.
Uittreksel
VORDERING IN GRONDMINERALOGIE IN SUIDELIKE AFRIKA, 1953-1978
Gedurende die afgelope 25 jaar is heelwat vordering gemaak in kennis oor die mineralogie van
ons gronde en die klem het verskuif van 'n kwalitatiewe na 'n meer kwantilatiewe benadering. Data
van hierdie aard het uitleg voorsien vir die besondere fisiesejchemiese eienskappe van sekere gronde.
In die vroeë vyftigerjare het die beskikbaarheid van X-straal-diffraksie-apparate dit moontlik gemaak
vir Van der Merwe en medewerkers om kwalitatief die kleifraksie van gronde van verskillende
klimaalstreke te ondersoek. Later het die grondopname van die Tugela-kom en die daaropvolgende
serieIvorm-klassifikasiesisteem geweldig daartoe bygedra dat gedetailleerde mineralogiese ondersoeke
op die dominante grondseries uitgevoer is. Daar is gevind dat daar beperkings is in die beskikbare
tegnieke vir die kwantitatiewe bepaling van die bestanddele in die kleifraksie van seskwioksiediese
gronde, veral wat betref die bepaling van die "amorfe" komponent.
Langs die oostelike kusgebied vai Suid-Afrika is goethiet die mees wydverspreide en algemene
ysteroksied in die gronde, saproliet en ferrikreet. Daar is 'n duidelike verwantskap tussen die
hoeveelheid Al-substitusie in die goethietstruktuur, die kristalgrootte en die wyse van vorming.
'n Oorsig van verskillende mineralogiese studies op die swartkleigronde van die Transvaalse
Hoëveld word ook gegee. Ten slotte is daar 'n bespreking oor 'n aantal studies wat onderneem is om
lig te werp op die verwering en selektiwiteit van mikaagtige kleiminerale.

INTRODUCTION
Soil formation is largely a process whereby
mineral components of the parent rock weather to
form new mineral species. The relative stability of
minerals, the conditions under which they weather,
and the nature of the weathering products are
therefore
of
considerable
importance
in
understanding soil genesis. Techniques borrowed
from sedimentary petrologists have been used by
our soil scientists to study the identity, size, shape
and condition of single grains and mineral
aggregates in the silt and sand fractions of soils.
The pioneer of Soil Science in South Africa,
C.R. van der Merwe (1965), likened clay
mineralogical investigations to an "examination of
the soul of the soil".
Identification and
appreciation of the various clay minerals, which
comprise the most active fraction of the soil, are
essential for evaluating soils in relation to
agronomic and engineering practices. X-ray
diffraction (X.R.D.) and differential thermal
analysis (D.T.A.) are the most important
techniques used in the identification of clay-sized
minerals. Recently, greater emphasis has been

placed on characterizing the so-called "amorphous"
or poorly-ordered components of the clay fraction.
The selection of some "advances" and the
omission of others in the field of soil mineralogy
are difficult and must necessarily be cursory. This is
largely due to a lack of regular consultation
between those involved with such work in the
Department of Agriculture and those from other
specialist institutions. In addition much of the
work has probably not been published in
recognized journals. This is indeed regrettable.
In scanning through the extensive list of titles
of papers published in the S. Afr. J. agric. Sci.
(later Agrochemophysica) over the last twenty years
only ten papers dealt directly with clay
mineralogical investigation while a further five were
concerned with the mineralogy of the sand fraction
of soils. Furthermore, of the approximately 200
papers presented at the seven congresses of the
Society held to date only ten dealt directly with
clay mineralogical studies and five with
investigations of sand and silt fractions. In addition
a limited number of papers on soil mineralogy were
also published in overseas journals. This review wil'
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be mainly concerned with papers published and/or
presented at congresses in South Africa.

and north-westerly winds could blow the sand
during dry periods. The provenance of the major
part of these sands was suggested as lying in the
catchment area of the Hartz River.

SAND FRACTION MINERALOGY
Knowledge of the nature and condition of
minerals in the sand fraction of soils has provided
information on the kind of parent material, the
degree of weathering and genesis, possible fertility
reserves, and
the presence of lithological
discontinuities in the profile. Sample preparation
and identification procedures are similar to those
used in sedimentary petrography. Modifications for
purposes of soil study are mainly concerned with
sampling and attention to grain types and
aggregates that are characteristic of soils.
During the sixties Betts (1962; 1965a; 1965b;
1966; 1970) published a series of papers dealing
with the interpretation of petrological analyses of
the sand fractions of soils. His study of the
mineralogy of soil profiles, ostensibly formed only
from dolerite, in both the Western Cape and in the
Bethal area, was of particular interest. The data
presented revealed the presence of an admixture of
minerals (mainly quartz) in the coarse fractions of
these soils which were clearly inherited from the
surrounding granite and sandstone, respectively.
Later, in a detailed mineralogical investigation
of soil profiles on basalt in the Springbok Flats,
Oberholster (1969a; 1969b) showed that these soils
which were accepted as being residual, actually
contain a large amount of transported material,
mainly quartz. He also reported on the presence of
plant opal (opal phytoliths) in these soils. The
effectiveness of argillipedoturbation in these black
clays was confirmed by the presence of plant opal
throughout the profiles examined (Oberholster,
1968).
Verster (Verster, 1964; 1965; Verster & De
Villiers, 1968) examined the weatherable mineral
reserve in the sand fraction of soils that had
reached an advanced weathering stage (Oxisols).
His data showed that the upper limit for
weatherable mineral content of the oxic horizon of
3 % (in the 20 to 200 urn sand fraction) was too low
for soils developed from basic rocks. A limit of 5
or 6 % was suggested as being more realistic.
A number of mineralogical investigations have
been done on the cover sands which occur over a
considerable area of the Orange Free State and
Western Transvaal (Piaget, 1965; Verster, 1967;
Van Rooyen, 1973). Piaget's (1965) data indicate
that the cover sands on the Kalahari-Bloemfontein
traverse can be grouped together according to their
prominent mineral suites into six classes which are
pedologically dissimilar. He found little indication
of depositional trends along a direction of possible
aeolisation and concluded that the action of
pedogenic factors along this traverse had been
underrated in the past. In a later study in the
central Orange River basin. Van Rooyen (1973)
postulated that the red sands had initially been
transported by the Vaal River to areas
topographically
favourable
for
temporary
deposition in the river bed, from where westerly

CLAY MINERALOGY
The clay fraction of soils consists of a variety
of crystalline and amorphous compounds, viz mica,
vermiculite, smectite, kaolinite, gibbsite, chlorite,
allophane and various other Si, Al, Fe and Ti
compounds. In addition to the instrumental
techniques (X.R.D., D.T.A., I.R., E.M.) various
chemical methods are used for qualitative and
quantitative analyses of the clay fraction of soils.
In the thirties the well-known pedologist, J.S.
Joffe, stated that " . . . there is hardly a chemical,
physical, and morphological property of the soil
body that is not influenced by clay minerals. One
may venture to state that there is not a problem of
soil science that is not in one way or another
associated with the reactions exhibited by clay
minerals". These inspiring words were quoted by
Van der Merwe (Van der Merwe & Heystek, 1952)
in the first of a series of papers he published on the
clay minerals of South African soil groups.
Soil groups
The introduction into and availability of the
first X.R.D. equipment in South Africa, around
about 1950, presented the means for Van der
Merwe and his co-workers to qualitatively examine
the clay fraction of soils from various climatic
regions (Van der Merwe & Heystek, 1952; 1955a;
1955b; 1956; Van der Merwe, 1956; 1965; Van der
Merwe & Weber, 1963; 1965).
Soil samples were selected as being
representative of broad soil groups (viz Latosols,
Ground-water Laterites, Subtropical Black Clays
and Subtropical Brown Forest soils). Clay minerals
as determined by X.R.D. and D.T.A. methods were
compared with rainfall data, soil pH and CEC, as
well as Si02/R203 ratios of the colloidal fraction.
They found that the clay minerals of the
well-drained soil groups correlated with the rainfall.
Van der Merwe (1956) summarized the findings as
follows: "It would seem that under the prevailing
subtropical climatic conditions the rainfall normal
of 22 inches is significant with regard to the entire
absence of the clay minerals, illite and
montmorillonite, from the solum, these clay
minerals being replaced by soil kaolin and that
between 22 and 30 inches a slight decomposition of
the latter takes place, producing 'doubtful' and
'weak' supplies of gibbsite, but from 34 inches and
higher gibbsite becomes 'definite' and increases with
the higher precipitation until it ultimately, together
with soil kaoUn, becomes the predominating
constituent of the clay fraction. The Subtropical
Black Clays with impeded drainage have only one
'definite' clay mineral, montmorillonite. The soil
conditions are not conducive to the decomposition
of this clay mineral to soil kaolin, in spite of the
relatively high rainfall, unless the weathered
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products of norite are intermixed with those of
other rocks, producing a soil which is better
aerated and has a good internal drainage".
For a time the broad groupings of Van der
Merwe provided an adequate perspective of the
general nature of the soil mantle and the
constituent clay mineral suites. However, as
objectives became more practical in terms of
agricultural and other kinds of intensive land
utilization, and attention consequently became
focussed on individual landscapes, these groupings
proved to be inadequate. The soil survey of the
Tugela
Basin
and
subsequent
series/form
classification system provided tremendous impetus
for detailed clay mineralogical investigations on the
major soil series along the eastern seaboard of
South Africa (Reerink, 1961; Verster, 1964; Le
Roux, 1973a, 1977; Fitzpatrick, 1974; Verster,
1964).
Existing
techniques
for
quantitative
determination of constituents of the colloidal
fraction of soils have limitations. This is mainly
because soil minerals do not display the welldefined properties of specimen analogues. Despite
this fact the techniques developed by Jackson and
co-workers at Wisconsin have not been superseded.
These
quantitative
techniques
involve
the
determination of mica by HF-HCIO4 dissolution,
vermiculite and montmorillonite by selective CEC
measurements, chlorite by thermal gravimetry,
quartz by pyrosulphate fusion, and "amorphous"
material and kaolinite by NaOH thermal selective
dissolution.
Using these techniques the clay fraction of
Natal Oxisols was found to contain significant
quantities of pedogenic aluminous chlorite together
with kaolin (De Villiers & Jackson, 1967; Le Roux,
1971; 1973b). Unexpected quantities of mica were
also found in shale-derived soils, probably present
as small isolated residual cores protected by
interlayer hydroxy-Al polymers (Le Roux, 1973b).
Alkali extractable "amorphous" aluminosilicates
(including gibbsite) made up from one third to as
much as a half of the deferrated clay fraction.
It was suspected that the NaOH extractant
was not specific for the "amorphous" fraction
(loosely referred to as allophane) and subsequent
work (Fey & Le Roux, 1975) clearly showed that
large amounts of finely devided kaolinite-halloysite
were in fact dissolved by this treatment.
"Amorphous"

compounds

Amorphous material in soil has been the
subject of considerable interest because soil
scientists are becoming increasingly aware of the
disproportionate contribution such material can
make to soil physico-chemical behaviour. The
biggest uncertainty in quantitative analyses of clays
remained the determination of poorly ordered or
so-called
X-ray
amorphous
alumino-silicates
(allophane). An improved procedure was proposed
by De Villiers (1967) and Van Reeuwijk & De
Villiers (1967), based on a model system for
allophane, assuming that allophane itself constitutes

an alumino-silicate phase having a molar
Si02/Al203 ratio of 6, so that any additional
alumina dissolved by boiUng 0,5N NaOH should be
expressed as such. Correction for gibbsite
dissolution using a separate value determined by
D.T.A. is made prior to allocating dissolved
constituents to the allophane formula. The one
problem was that 0,5N NaOH treatment of clays is
rather harsh and therefore not completely selective
for amorphous material.
In a detailed study of a series of synthetic
Si-Al gels and sesquioxidic soil clays from Oxisols
and Andosols, Fey & Le Roux (1976) found acid
ammonium oxalate (pH3) to be superior to
currently popular alkaline reagents for extracting
amorphous alumino-silicates and alumina. Boiling
0,5N NaOH dissolved large amounts of finely
divided kaolinite and halloysite from the Oxisol
clays. On the other hand, synthetic gels dissolved
completely after two-hour shaking with acid
ammonium oxalate.
Oxalate extraction data indicated that
allophane is absent in Oxisol clays, which are
characterized by small quantities of amorphous
Al-rich sesquioxide, some of which originate in the
interlayer 2:1 phyllosilicate structures. Clays from
Natal are dominated by kaohn (30-45%) and free
iron oxides (20-25 %), with smaller amounts of
gibbsite (0-12%) and pedogenic chlorite (less than
20%). It is suggested that the role of amorphous
(oxaiate-soluble) alumina in governing physicochemical properties is generally subdominant to
that of the Al-substituted iron oxide component
(Fey & Le Roux, 1976).
Iron oxides
Recent work by Fitzpatrick and co-workers
(Fitzpatrick, 1974; Fitzpatrick & Le Roux, 1975;
1976; Schwertmann, Fitzpatrick & Le Roux, 1976;
1977; Fitzpatrick, Le Roux & Schwertmann, 1978)
has advanced our knowledge on the distribution of
various forms of pedogenic iron in soils along the
eastern seaboard of South Africa. The vast
diversity in climate-soil relations and the abundance
of ferriferous pedogenic products are features of
this area. Within 200 km the vegetative cover
changes from coastal forest, to acacia savanna in
the valleys, and to afro-alpine grassland at an
ahitude of over 3 000 m. Although earlier workers
have referred to the amorphous nature of some Fe
oxides in these soils (Van Rooyen & De Villiers,
1967; Fouche & Fölscher,
1975), detailed
mineralochemical and X.R.D. measurements on
several sesquioxidic red
and
yellow soils
(Fitzpatrick, 1974; 1978) indicate that these oxides
are crystalline, albeit very fine grained. Several
forms and kinds of crystalline and poorly
crystalline oxidic Fe have been characterized in this
region and related to soil colour and genesis.
Goethite is the most widespread and abundant
of the Fe oxides and is considered the most stable
form in all the climatic tracts in the region
(Fitzpatrick, 1978). The reason for this high
stability possibly arises from the fact that in most
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of the highly weathered saprolites and soils the
goethite structure is "stabilized" by isomorphously
substituted Al (10 to 25 mole %). From the
examination of several goethitic materials from
various environments the range of Al-substitution
(as measured by X.R.D. line shift) appears to be
controlled by its mode of formation. Thus goethite
formed under conditions of free drainage, where Fe
precipitates close to its source, is highly
Al-substituted and range from 15 to 30 mole of
Al %, whereas under conditions where there is a
definite migration of Fe due to strongly acid or
reducing conditions or by organic matter
complexation, the degree of Al-substitution is lower
(e.g. in lowland ferricretes, crusts, pipestems and
certain top-soil horizons).

ferromagnetic); concretionary (ferromagnetic); and
clay-sized (weakly ferromagnetic). Indications are
that all these types occur in the Highland and
Mistbelt areas and may be identified in the field by
means of a hand magnet.
Lepidocrocite occurs in the Montane and
Highland area (between 1 360 and 1 840 m above
sea level) and mainly on the cooler south- and
southwest-facing midslopes in Fe-oxide rich
mottles, bands, crusts and pipestems of slope gleys
(Fitzpatrick, 1978). Its presence (and distribution)
in the field is easily recognized by the orange
colour 7,5 YR 6-7/4-8. The lower soil temperature,
lower evaporation and slower water movement at
these sites cause hydromorphic conditions which
allow Fe to occur in the ferrous and ferric state and
form both lepidocrocite and goethite. The
crystallinity of the lepidocrocite decreases when
approaching the root channels due to a high CO2
content which results in higher amounts of goethite.

Soils or materials which contain goethite only
have colours ranging between 7,5 and 10 YR but
often these yellow colours are masked by the
presence of organic matter or finely divided
haematite which tends to give colours redder than
7,5 YR (Fitzpatrick, 1974; 1978). Differentially
disordered
Al-haematite
(differential
line
broadening and shift to higher angles of their
X.R.D. lines) has been identified in dystrophic red
Hutton soils (Schwertmann et al., 1977) and more
recently in ferricretes and concretions (Fitzpatrick,
1978).
The so-called "yellowing" of red soil materials
(i.e. the transformation of haematite to goethite)
may be viewed in this region from a variety of
aspects with increasing detail (e.g. increasing
altitude, from N-S aspect, with, decreasing profile
depth, down toposequences to wetter areas, mottles
and concretions). The dominant soils in the
afro-alpine tract are yellow-brown (7,5 YR 4/4)
soils, which besides organic Fe and some
ferrihydrite contain predominantly finely divided
goethite. The high organic matter content, which
decomposes slowly in this humid-temperate climate,
influences the Fe balance to provide slow
hydrolysis of Fe'* compounds for goethite synthesis
(Fitzpatrick, 1978). in the warmer and more humid
Montane, Highland and Mistbelt areas (where
weathering is stronger and has been active for very
long periods) three main sesquioxodic soil forms
occur: those with uniform red (Hutton), yellow
(Clovelly) and yellow-red subsoils (Griffin). The
Highlands, Mistbelt and upland tracts (older
surfaces) are dissected by drier younger valleys
which generally contain red high base status soils
(e.g. Shortlands) on freely drained sites. Similar
soils are found along the coastal lowlands. This
transformation from red to yellow-brown also
seems to take place on a more localized scale in
yellowing of red mottles in plinthite (which
invariably occurs in a red-yellow-grey soil
toposequence), and small concretions.
Different types of maghemite have been
identified in this region (Fitzpatrick, 1978),
according to origin and mineralogical properties:
sand and silt sized [coatings on grains formed by
topotactic oxidation of detrital primary magnetite
and Ti-magnetite (Fitzpatrick & Le Roux, 1975;
1976) in coarse fractions]; bands in saprolite (highly

Vertisols
The distribution and genesis of black clays in
South Africa have interested soil scientists for some
time. As early as 1924 Marchand compared black
clays from four widely differing climatic regions in
the Transvaal and concluded that their distribution
could not be related to the amount of rainfall. Van
der
Merwe
&
Heystek
(1955a)
found
montmorillonite (smectite) to be the dominant
mineral present in these clays. The smectite group
of clays is known to have a large swelling ability
when brought into contact with water (Du Plessis,
1969). Gilgai of the wavy or linear type occurs
extensively in the dark clay soils in the Rustenburg
area (Verster, De Villiers & Scheepers, 1975) and
this is ascribed to the swell and shrink properties of
the clay fraction of these soils.
A mineralogical investigation of a red-black
sequence from the Springbok Flats (Oberholster,
1969a; 1969b) revealed that these soils, which are
generally accepted as being residual, actually
contain a large amount of transported material
incorporated into the soils by argillipedoturbation.
Further detailed studies were recently carried out
on a toposequence of non-vertic and vertic black
clays in the higher rainfall areas (700 to 800 mm
per annum) of the Transvaal Highveld (Fitzpatrick
& Le Roux, 1977). Chemical and X.R.D. analyses
suggested that the Vertisol clays consist mainly of
partly
chloritized
iron-rich
smectite
with
Fe > Mg + Al in the octahedral layer (and
interlayer positions), while in the upland Milkwood
soil intergradient halloysitic clay occurs in addition
to a more open-structured chloritized iron smectite.
The data suggest that the genesis of these soils is
controlled primarily by the internal soil-water
regime (Fitzpatrick & Le Roux, 1977).
Mica transformation
The micas in soils are largely inherited from
parent materials and serve as precursors for other
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2:1 layer silicate minerals, especially vermiculite, to
which micas are transformed on replacement of
interlayer potassium. Through K release, micas are
the most important natural source of K for plants
in many soils. The K release and fixation
phenomena in soils are largely determined by the
kinds and amounts of the mica-vermiculite
component present. For these reasons a number of
local studies have been undertaken to elucidate and
supplement some of the other findings regarding
the weathering and selectivity of micas (Steenkamp,
1965; Bredell, 1967; Bredell & Coleman, 1968; Le
Roux & Rich, 1969; Le Roux, Rich & Ribbe, 1970;
Le Roux, 1970; Marques, 1973).
Various methods were used to accomplish the
conversion of biotite to vermiculite in the
laboratory, viz digestion with NaCl (Bredell &
Coleman, 1968), Na-tetraphenolboron (Marques,
1973), BaClj (Le Roux & Rich, 1969). The rate of
K release is influenced by layer charge and the
concentration of K in the outside solution. In
subsequent work the marked selectivity of partially
weathered mica for Rb (similar in size to K) over
Sr (similar to Ca) was clearly shown (Le Roux et
al., 1970). Partial segregation of Rb from Sr was
confirmed by electron probe micro-analysis. Rb
was found to be concentrated at particle and step
edges, at cracks and at boundaries of vermiculite
and mica zones.
CONCLUSIONS
Over the last twenty-five years the emphasis
has shifted from the more qualitative to a strong
preference for quantitative mineralogical analyses
of soils. In addition to X.R.D., more use is being
made of selective dissolution, cation exchange and
thermogravimetric techniques to obtain quantitative
data. Data of this nature have afforded
explanations for the characteristic properties
associated with some of our soils. Studies on the
clay fraction of other important soil series would
certainly be rewarding. Such definitive data may
well explain the particular physico-chemical
behaviour of a soil. The establishment of reference
sites, for major series, which could be the object of
intensive study and which could act as benchmarks,
would also have considerable long-term benefit.
This presentation may well have evidence of
personal bias. Individuals may agree or disagree
with some of its contents according to their own
perspectives. However, one may hope that it will
stimulate reflection and ideas that will contribute to
further advances in soil mineralogy.
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ADVANCES IN SOIL BIOLOGY IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1953-1978
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ABSTRACT
Soil animals were divided into mesofauna, macrofauna and megafauna. The distinctive
communities of soil animals in desert, savanna and forest were described. Particular mention was
made of advances in the understanding of mound-building termites, earthworms and dung beetles in
relation to soil formation and fertility. Advances in research on the ecology of harvester termites and
plant-parasitic nematodes were described. The role of livestock in the degradation and rehabilitation
of veld was discussed in connection with soil erosion and conservation.
Attention was drawn to the scarcity of information on soil ecosystems. The work of
taxonomists was acknowledged.

VOORUITGANG

Uittreksel
IN GRONDBIOLOGIE IN SUIDELIKE

AFRIKA.

1953-1978

Diere wat onder die grond lewe, is verdeel in mesofauna, makrofauna en megafauna. Die
kenmerkende gemeenskappe van die diere, wat in woestyne, savanne en woude voorkom, is beskryf.
Daar is in die besonder melding gemaak van die vordering wat betref begrip van die verband tussen
heuwelbouende rysmiere, erdwurms en miskruiers en grondvorming en vrugbaarheid. Vordering in
navorsing oor die ekologie van grasdraers en plant-parasitiese rondewurms is beskryf. Die rol van
lewende hawe in die degradasie en rehabilitasie van die veld met betrekking tot gronderosie en
-bewaring is bespreek.
Aandag is gevestig op die tekort aan inligting oor grondekosisteme. Die werk van taksonome is
erken.

soil animals sensu strictu, but they have been
included in this review because they are agents of
soil erosion.

INTRODUCTION
The animals will be introduced in order of
size, first the mesofauna (0,2 to 2 mm), then the
macrofauna (2 to 20 mm) and finally the
megafauna ( > 20 mm).
The mesofauna (Fig. 1) includes the
well-known groups of mites, springtails and
nematodes. The Rotifera, Gastrotricha and
Tardigrada are, like the nematodes, members of the
soil-water fauna. According to Lawrence (1964)
Tardigrada and rotifers have not yet been found in
South African soils. Protura are wingless insects
and pauropods are myriapods.
The macrofauna (Fig. 2) includes ants,
termites, beetles, woodlice, spiders, harvestmen,
slugs and snails. Diplurans are wingless insects and
symphlans are myriapods. The best known
Turbellaria are the land planarians.
The megafauna can be subdivided into
vertebrates and invertebrates. The invertebrate
megafauna (Fig. 3) includes earthworms, millipedes,
centipedes, scorpions, slugs and snails. Mole
crickets and cicada nymphs both have large
fore-limbs for digging in soil. Onychophora,
worm-like anthropods, are found in litter and
decaying logs in South African forests.
The vertebrate megafauna can be subdivided
into burrowers and non-burrowers (Fig. 4). The
burrowers are mainly mammals and reptiles. The
golden mole and the African mole rat are confined
to Africa. The golden mole is an insectivore whilst
the mole rat is a rodent and a vegetarian. The
prairie dog is a rodent which forms extensive
burrow systems in the Great Plains of North
America.
The non-burrowing vertebrates which affect
soil include man, elephant and cattle. They are not

SOIL ANIMALS OF DESERT,
SAVANNA AND FOREST
The rainfall of southern Africa ranges from
about 5 mm in the Namib desert to over 1 900 mm
in the Drakensberg mountains. Accordingly, the
vegetation changes from desert type through
savanna to forest as the rainfall increases. Each of
these vegetation types has a distinctive community
of soil animals.
Deserts have a surprisingly varied soil fauna.
Lawrence (1959) states that an amazing fauna,
including forty new species, was found in the sand
dunes of the Namib desert. He divided the sand
dune fauna into three groups: insects, Arachnida
and reptiles. The insects were represented
predominantly by a single family of beetles, the
Tenebrionidae or toktokkies. The Arachnida were
represented by spiders, solifugids and a single
species of scorpion. The reptiles consisted of four
species of lizard and one species of snake, it is
instructive to learn that among the invertebrates
not found there were Myriapoda, Crustaceae,
Mollusca and earthworms. The food chain was
based on the dune grass Aristida amabilis and the
links in the chain were as follows: plant and
animal
debris
ants and lepismatids
(silverfish)
«. geckos
• spider.
The rich assemblage of tenebrionid beetles
existing on wind-blown organic matter on the
shifting sand dunes of the Namib desert was
described by Koch (1960/61). He points out that
the legs of the beetles are modified for movement
in and on loose sand. He calls the laterally
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FIG. 1 - Mesofauna

South African forests were small in size, the larger
species being found outside forests. He suggested
that their large size indicated adaptation to a
grassland habitat.
The forest provides a more uniform habitat
than the savanna. The cryptofauna of South
African forest soils has been studied by Lawrence
(1952; 1953; 1964) and the following account is
based on his work. The cryptozoa are small
animals, generally less than 5 mm, occupying the
humus layer of the forest soils. They tend to be
slow moving and inactive. They have well
developed tactile organs but poorly developed
visual organs, auditory receptors, and respiratory
systems.
The forests contain the greater part of South
Africa's invertebrate fauna with the exception of
higher insects. Most species of Arachnida,
terrestrial Crustacea, Myriapoda, Onychophora and
Aptergota are present in the forest humus. Oribatid
mites form a prominent part of the population.
Millipedes are well adapted to forest life and
according to Verhoeff (1940) one species from the
Drakensberg forest possesses the largest number of

compressed posterior tarsi "sand shoes" and
compares the movement of the beetles on loose
sand to 'diving' and 'surfacing' rather than
burrowing. Koch concludes that the richness of the
tenebrionid fauna is due to the long and
undisturbed existence of loose-sand dunes.
Endrödy-Younga (1978), however, considers that
the beetles may have become adapted to sand when
confined to sandy alluvium at the mouths of rivers.
He suggests that they may have spread to sand
dunes of comparatively recent origin.
Savanna soil fauna is characterized, according
to Cloudsley-Thompson (1975), by immense
numbers of individuals of certain forms such as
termites and ants. The inhabitants of savanna soils
tend to be larger and stronger than those of forest
soils because savanna soils set hard in the dry
season and are difficult to penetrate. Thus
Lawrence (1952) states that the great majority of
South African forest millipedes are small in size
whilst savanna soils contain a predominance of
large juliform millipedes having thick body
coverings. Similarly Ljungström (1972) found that
earthworms of the family Acanthodrilidae from
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FIG. 2 - Macrofauna
F/G. 2 - Makrofaufia

segments (182 body rings and 355 pairs of legs) of
any millipede. Another world record for the South
African cryptofauna was the discovery by Lawrence
(Harding, 1953) of the first terrestrial ostracod.
This small crustacean was found in forest humus
near Knysna. It belongs to what was previously
thought of as a purely aquatic order.
The role of the South African forest
cryptofauna in soil formation and fertility was
summarized by Lawrence (1964) as follows:
breakdown of organic matter, contribution of dead
animals and their waste products to soil fertility,
control of fungi which would otherwise clog the
soil, and burrowing which mixes soil constituents,
aerates the soil and renders it permeable.

in Tanzania the origin of the lime has been a
matter of speculation and enquiry. It is an
important problem because it may mean that
mound-building termites of the Macrotermitinae
reduce soil productivity by depleting the soil of
plant nutrients. On the other hand, the lime may be
derived from the groundwater.
Hesse (1955) found that calcareous mounds in
East Africa were associated with wet soils. He
suggested that calcium carbonate accumulated by
evaporation from the mound of calcium-charged
groundwater. In Rhodesia, however, some mounds
on well drained, acid soil also contain lime
(Watson, 1976). It therefore looks as though the
lime may be derived from plant material brought
into the mound by termites and decomposed there
(Watson, 1976). This conclusion is supported by the
work of Trapnell, Friend, Chamberlain & Birch
(1976) in Zambia. These authors found more

MOUND-BUILDING TERMITES
Ever since Milne (1947) found calcium
carbonate in termite mounds on non-calcareous soil
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grass on termite mounds is kept short by grazing,
the fire hazard is reduced, and trees can grow.

exchangeable bases in woodland plots which had
been burnt than in those protected from fire. They
attributed the low base content of the fire-protected
plots to termites concentrating litter in their
mounds. Moreover, Rohrmann (1977), working in
Swaziland, drew attention to the large quantity of
plant material needed to replenish the 70 kg/ ha of
fungus comb in mounds of Macrotermes ukuzii.
The distinctive vegetation of some termite
mounds has also been a subject of enquiry. Wild
(1952) found that in Rhodesia some tree species of
the low rainfall zone grow on termite mounds in
the high rainfall zone. He suggests that this is
because soils of the low rainfall zone and termite
mounds have a higher pH and more exchangeable
bases than soils of the high rainfall zone.
The vegetation of termite mounds also reflects
the influence of grazing animals and fire. Mitchell
(1977) pointed out that, in the absence of grazing
animals, termite mounds in Rhodesia carry a dense
cover of grass which burns fiercely, so preventing
the growth of trees on the mounds. But where the

HARVESTER TERMITES
There are two species of Hodotermitidae in
southern Africa, namely, Hodotermes mossambicus
which is found from South Africa to Ethiopia and
Macrohodotermes viator which is confined to the
Cape Province and South West Africa.
Harvester termites may compete seriously
with farm animals for food. Coaton (1958; 1975)
defined a saturated infestation of harvester termites
as one able to consume the total hay yield of the
veld during a year of average rainfall. At one site
in the Zululand Thornveld he estimated that the
termites had consumed the entire hay yield of
3t/ha. It is therefore important to examine the
factors controlling the size of the population.
Soil moisture is one important factor affecting
the H. mossambicus population. The termites do
not thrive where mean annual rainfall exceeds
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750 mm (Coaton, 1958) or on heavy wet soils (Nel,
1968). On the other hand. Hartwig (1965) describes
how a deep trench resulted in the desiccation of
surrounding hives. It seems therefore that the
termites require soil that is neither very wet nor
very dry.
Other factors affecting the size of harvester
termite populations include veld management and
natural predators. Coaton (1958) states that
overgrazing leads to the formation of patches of
bare soil suitable for colonisation by H.
mossambicus. Overgrazing also reduces the
numbers of predators (spiders, antbears, birds, etc.)
because they are deprived of shelter (Nel, 1967).
Nel (1967) states that termite numbers are
self-regulating. He suggests that a termite colony
which is surrounded by other colonies will decline
when it has used up the available food supply. The
vegetation may then recover.
In addition to consuming grass, harvester
termites have other deleterious effects on the land.
Thus Coaton (1958) states that their activities

favour soil erosion and bush encroachment.
However, he (Coaton, 1954) thinks that the
termites may also have beneficial effects on soil
fertility by bringing subsoil to the surface, burying
plant material and forming tunnels which facilitate
aeration and drainage.
EARTHWORMS
There are two groups of endemic earthworms
in South Africa: the Microchaetidae and
Acanthodrilidae.
The influence of the Microchaetidae on soil in
South Africa has been studied by Ljungström &
Reinecke (1969). The worms are large, generally
more than 200 mm long and sometimes even 1 m
long in the unstretched state. A stretched specimen
may be 7 m long. The presence of the worm is
associated with a seasonally high water table.
The worms form a distinctive arrangement of
casts, called a kommetjie, at the entrance to their
burrows. A kommetjie is a hollow about 1 m in
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diameter and 300 mm to 1 m deep. Ljungström &
Reinecke (1969) estimated the production of casts
at the type site, Kommetjie Flats, at 270t/h/a. This
figure exceeds that generally found for wormcasts
in Europe but is comparable with estimates of cast
production in the tropics. Some farmers consider
that kommetjies restrict erosion by collecting
rainwater, but they also present an obstacle to
cultivation.
The Ancanthodrilidae have also been studied
by Ljungström (1972). He suggests that most
species in South Africa are restricted to forest
because they require cool, wet soils rich in organic
matter. They do not adapt readily to arable or
grassland habitats.
Some exotic species of earthworm seem to be
better adapted to the low and erratic rainfall areas
of the central parts of South Africa than the
endemic species (Reinecke & Ljungström, 1969).
The authors found two species of exotic
earthworms (Lumbricidae) at Potchefstroom, but
no endemic species.

Meloidogyne sp. were highest at depths where the
development of sugar-cane roots was most prolific.
Soil populations of M. javanica can be greatly
reduced if resistant grasses such as Eragrostis
curvula (var. Ermelo) are grown in tobacco-ley
rotations (Shepherd, 1968). It has been shown by
Koen & Grobbelaar (1965) that roots of E. curvula
(Ermelo) offer a high degree of mechanical
resistance to the entry of larvae of M. javanica. The
authors also showed that poor aeration inactivates
the larvae, and they suggested that the decline of
the nematodes under a dense stand of E. curvula
(Ermelo) was at least partly due to poor soil
aeration. Moreover, Koen (1969) states that
nitrogen fertilizer promotes root growth of E.
curvula (Ermelo) and so enhances the control of
root-knot eelworm.
DUNG BEETLES
The ecology of dung beetles has been studied
recently in South Africa in connection with the
Australian dung beetle project. The aim of the
project is to use exotic dung beetles to disperse
Australian dung.
Dung beetles perform an important role in the
ecosystem by burying dung
and
thereby
accelerating the cycling of nutrients and increasing
soil productivity. Bornemissza & Williams (1970)
found that the yield of Japanese millet increased by
over 80 % where the beetles were present to bury
the dung compared with where dung was left on
the soil surface. This improvement in yield was
accompanied by an increase of over 60% in the
uptake of nitrogen.
By burying dung, the beetles also increase
retention of nitrogen by the soil. Gillard (1967)
reported that when the beetles bury dung about
90 % of the nitrogen is retained in the soil but when
dung remains on the surface until it has dried out
about 80 % of the nitrogen is lost. The loss is due
mainly to volatilization of ammonia. The
importance of nitrogen conservation in veld with
few nitrogen-fixing plants needs no emphasis.

NEMATODES
Root-knot nematodes {Meloidogyne species)
are the most important plant-parasitic nematodes in
southern Africa. The population can increase very
rapidly, and the nematodes parasitise practically all
plants including bananas, beans, maize, sugar-cane
and tobacco.
The response of root-knot nematodes to
temperature and moisture has been studied because
of its bearing on control of root-knot. Milne & Du
Plessis (1964) found that the time taken for M.
javanica to complete its life cycle in tobacco from
second instar larva to egg was 56 days at a mean
temperature of 14 °C and 21 days at a mean
temperature of 26 °C. The minimum threshold
temperature for development was 7,5 °C. Daulton
& Nusbaum (1961; 1962) found variations in
response to temperature and moisture between egg
masses from different populations of M. javanica.
They also found physiological variations within a
population derived from a single egg mass upon
which, they suggested, environmental factors may
act and cause evolutionary change.
A knowledge of the vertical distribution of
nematodes in soil is of assistance when planning
control measures. Koen (1966) found that
populations of M. javanica in sandy soil of the
South African plateau were highest at 150 to
300 mm depth in summer and 300 to 450 mm depth
in winter. He suggested that low temperature and
moisture in the top 300 mm of soil were largely
responsible for the decrease in nematodes in the top
soil during winter. Similarly, Ferris (1969) found
most root-knot nematodes in the upper 760 mm of
a coarse-textured soil in Rhodesia but few in the
upper 800 mm of hot, dry top soil. He considered
that the nematodes were most abundant where
conditions favoured a high rate of reproduction
and a low mortality rate. Harris (1975), working in
a different climate, found that numbers of

The beetles can increase soil productivity
merely by removing dung from the surface.
Bornemissza (1960) observed that dung pads on the
land surface in Australia prevent the growth of
grass and, moreover, the rank growth of grass
surrounding a cow pad is not grazed by cattle for
at least a year.
A feature of dung beetle activity is the speed
with which dung is buried. Gillard (1967) says that
a cow pad is buried within four or five days.
Bornemissza (1976) states that at peak rates of
dung beetle activity a cow pad may totally
disappear within three to four hours, though
usually it takes one or two days. He also says that
for normal dung burial activity the beetles require
moist soil and a temperature between 15 °C and
40 °C. Peak activity is reached soon after the onset
of the rains and is sustained for many weeks or
months.
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ADVANCES IN SOIL CONSERVATION AND LAND USE
PLANNING IN SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1953-1978
D.M. SCOTNEY
Department of Agricultural Technical Services, Natal Region,
Cedara, Pietermaritzburg 3201
ABSTRACT
Widespread soil erosion gave initial impetus to soil conservation programmes and land use
planning but other objectives have become important. The recent upsurge in pedological interest has
led to impressive achievements including development of the South African system of soil
classification and many soil surveys. Failure to interpret soil information for various users is noted as
an important limitation. Despite much progress in soil conservation, degradation by erosion remains a
serious threat in all Southern African countries. There is urgent need for erosion control research and
the creation of greater public awareness in conservation matters. Land use planning at both farm and
regional level has received much attention but the poor implementation of plans requires attention.
Ecological principles and modern techniques are widely used in planning for multi-use objectives. The
future holds many challenges for the soil scientist. Several important needs are listed to improve the
conservation and land use planning.

VORDERING

Uittreksel
IN GRONDBEWARING
EN LANDGEBRUIKBEPLANNING
SUIDELIKE AFRIKA, 1953-1978

,

IN

Wydverspreide gronderosie het aanvanklik aanleiding gegee tot bewaringsprogramme en
grondgebruikbeplanning, maar intussen het ook ander doelwitte belangrik geword. Die onlangse
opwelling in belangstelling in die pedologie het aanleiding gegee tot indrukwekkende
prestasies,
insluitende die ontwikkeling van die Suid-Afrikaanse sisteem vir grondklassifikasie
en vele
grondopnames. Daar word egter kennis geneem van 'n tekortkoming om sulke inligting te interpreteer,
wat 'n belangrike beperking is. Nieteenstaande groot vooruitgang op die gebied van grondbewaring,
bly degradasie wat deur gronderosie veroorsaak word 'n ernstige bedreiging vir alle lande in Suidelike
Afrika. Daar bestaan 'n dringende behoefte ten opsigte van erosiebestrydingsnavorsing en groter
openbare bewustheid in bewaringsaangeleenihede. Grondgebruikbeplanning op plaas- en streekvlak
het reeds baie aandag ontvang maar die gebrekkige sukses wat ten opsigte van die implementering van
die planne behaal is, bly 'n ernstige probleem wat aandag moet geniet. Ekologiese beginsels en
moderne tegnieke word reeds algemeen in die beplanning van veelvoudige doelwitte toegepas. Die
toekoms hou egter baie uitdagings vir die wetenskaplike grondkundige in. Verskeie belangrike
behoeftes wat verbeterde grondbewaring en grondgebruikbeplanning affekteer, word genoem.

INTRODUCTION
The alarm engendered by widespread erosion
throughout Southern Africa provided the initial
impetus for soil conservation and land use planning
(Rowland, 1974). Emphasis was first given to
reclamation and stop-gap methods were used to
bring the situation under control. Planning
techniques were crude and the assessment of
natural resources, especially soils, was generally
neglected. Progress during the last 25 years has
been steady, if not spectacular, although even at the
present time there is much evidence of serious
erosion and errors in planning.
After 1960 attention was focussed on
problems other than soil erosion. For instance.
South Africa has one of the fastest growing
populations in the world and, for the period under
review, increased from 12 to 25 million persons
(Verbeek, 1975). This in turn created a demand for
more food and a multi-use approach to planning.
Plans
for
urban
development,
improved
transportation, recreational facilities, environmental
protection and many others were called for, but
according to Hanks (1976), all conservation
programs are threatened by the exponential
population growth.
The disproportion between population growth
and food supply is a subject of much discussion.

Overproduction of most agricultural commodities
at the present time suggests a wide margin of
safety. However, there is no room for complacency
since Southern Africa has large areas of low
potential. Thomas (1960) stressed that growing
populations and corresponding rise in land pressure
give timely warning of the need for planned land
use on the basis of rational soil selection. Despite
this, little attention has been given to land
capability and short-term economic goals have
governed present-day land use patterns.
The holistic and ecological approach strongly
advocated by Pentz (1949), Phillips (1959; 1973)
and others has done much to place planning on a
sound basis. The rapid growth in soil knowledge
has also contributed greatly to the progress in
conservation and land use planning, especially in
the last decade. However, the number of
pedological studies directly concerned with these
aspects is disappointingly small. Proceedings of all
previous congresses of the Soil Science Society
reflect very few relevant published works.
This paper reviews the progress in soil
conservation and various forms of land use
planning. It is biased towards South African
experience which is representative of the situation
in most neighbouring territories (Rowland, 1974).
Several Natal examples are mentioned since the 8th
Soil Science Congress is being held in this province.
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SOIL SURVEY AND INTERPRETATION

TABLE 1 - Extent of soil surveys in South Africa
TABEL 1 - Omvang van grondopnames in Suid-Afrika

Effective conservation and planning rely on a
thorough understanding of all natural resources. It
is appropriate here to emphasise the importance of
soil resources and to review briefly the contribution
of pedology.
Soil survey
Earliest attempts at detailed soil surveys were
conducted in the Sugarbelt of Natal and for State
irrigation schemes (MacVicar, Loxton & Van der
Eyk, 1965). However, progress was limited up to
1958 after which a dramatic upsurge in pedological
interest occurred. At this time Thomas (1960)
attributed improved farm planning in Rhodesia to
soil surveys and extensipn personnel having their
'eyes opened to secrets lying unsuspecting beneath
their feet'. It was obvious that if the success of the
extension service was to be measured by the quality
of its farm planning, then both the officer and the
farmer had to know their soils.
Development of the recently published
binorriial system of soil classification for South
Africa began with the survey of the Tugela Basin
(MacVicar,
De
Villiers,
Loxton,
Verster,
Lambrechts, Merryweather, Le Roux, Van Rooyen
& Harmse, 1977; Van der Eyk, MacVicar & ' D e
Villiers, 1969). Delays in publication of the system,
though frustrating for advisory services, were the
result of its rapid growth as reflected by the
increase from 112 defined soil series in 1965 to over
500 at present. This classification is regarded as one
of the most important contributions to land use yet
made in the Republic. It has already been
profitably used to improve land management, set
priorities for extension and research work and
provided better communication between specialist
and non-speciaUst (Scotney, 1970). The lowest
category of the system, viz the soil series, offers the
best opportunity at present for interpretive
purposes (Riecken, 1962). The ecotope has yet to
be used on a practical scale (MacVicar, Scotney,
Skinner, Niehaus & Loubser, 1974).
Many soil surveys at various degrees of
intensity
have
been
made.
Country-wide
investigations have been carried out or are being
updated in Swaziland, Lesotho, Rhodesia and
South Africa (Van der Merwe, 1940; Ellis, 1951;
Murdoch, 1968). An indication of the area
surveyed and information available to planners in
South Africa is provided in Table 1. The land type
survey (MacVicar, 1977) and investigations recently
completed such as that in the Kokstad/Cedarville
area (Scotney, Jeffrey & Dekker, 1978) have been
added to the data presented by Eloff (1977). The
extent of the surveys is also expressed as a
percentage of the area of the Republic less State
land, cities, towns, roads and railways.
Impressive advances have been made in the
sugar industry where soil information has become
important in farm planning. Beater (1957; 1959;
1962) was largely responsible for the program of
mapping soil parent materials. Eighty-four per cent

Intensity of survey
Intensiteit van opname

Extent
Omvang
mill. 1 milj. ha

% of S.A.
% van S.A

1:5 000 to 1:10 000
1:20 000 to 1:50000
1:100000 to 1:500 000

2,7
9,6
62,1

2,3
8,1
52,6

Total/ Totaal

74,4

63,3

of sugar land had been mapped by 1970 (Beater,
1970) and at present about 550 600 ha have been
surveyed. This exceeds the total area of quota land
and makes it possible to plan all sugar farms most
effectively (Meyer, 1978).
The extent of detailed soil surveys is far
exceeded by a disturbingly high percentage of
unsurveyed land. It will take many years at the
current rates of progress to complete the survey of
just the cultivated land in Southern Africa. The
'key area' approach is therefore advocated
(MacVicar, 1962; Nott, 1978).
Interpretation of soil survey information
Vink (1963) warned that the surveyor who
produces a beautiful soil map simply to hang on
the wall is doing something which is just as
expensive as buying an old master. Interpretation
of soil survey information has unfortunately not
kept pace with surveys. This is a serious limitation
to the effective use of available soil maps. The
urgent need for many interpretations was
emphasized by Scotney (1970; 1971b) but little
effort has been made to meet this requirement.
Interest in interpretation was, however, shown
at the 7th Congress of the Society. The proceedings
included information of use to engineers (Harmse,
1977; Mitchell, 1977). Furthermore, the theme for
the 7th regular meeting of the SARCCUS Standing
Committee for Soil Science (Southern African
Regional Commission for the Conservation and
Utilization of the Soil, 1978) dealt with
interpretations for land use planning. Minutes of
the meeting indicate progress in several countries
(Nkalai, 1978; Shongwe, 1978; Thompson, 1978).
A large number of interpretations to satisfy
all users can be made of the many soil series
defined in South Africa. Those most needed for
conservation would include erosion hazard ratings,
hydrological groups, land capability classification
and other engineering characteristics. Land use
planning, especially at farm level, requires
additional interpretations such as yield prediction,
crop, pasture and timber suitability ratings and
range site assessments. Few attempts, other than
the work of Cooper (1978) in Lesotho, have been
made to assemble soils into range sites or vegetative
groups (U.S. Dep. Agric, 1970). There is also a
great need to interpret soil attributes for
non-agricuhural
purposes
including
urban
development, recreation and wildlife.
Scotney (1970; 1971b) proposed guideUnes for
the development of interpretations in the Republic
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and a number have been made (Edwards &
Scotney, 1978; Scotney, 1970; 1971a; 1973; Scotney,
McPhee & Russell, 1975; Scotney et al., 1978). De
Villiers (1962) provided one of the first engineering
interpretations for several Natal soils. Murdoch
(1965) concluded that yield prediction was among
the ultimate goals of applied pedology.
No uniform system of land evaluation is
applied in Southern Africa. Systems used in
Rhodesia and Lesotho are modelled on the
well-known capability classification of the United
States which is an interpretive grouping of soils
(Klingebiel & Montgomery, 1961). The object of
these systems is to encourage better and safer land
use at the farm level. Murdoch (1961; 1968) used a
different approach in Swaziland by defining classes
in terms of soil series ratings and slope categories.
South Africa has lacked a standard system of land
capability classification although several proposals
have been applied on a limited scale (MacVicar,
1962; Grobler, Edwards & Gericke, 1970; Scotney,
1971a). This field is Ukely to attract further
attention in the future.

with reduced yields and 41 % was slightly damaged
but had visible signs of erosion. Such results are
alarming when it is considered that Rhodesia has a
relatively short cropping history, that its farmers
are known for their high standard of crop
management and that effective farm planning has
been carried out since 1954.
Ross (1967) estimated that sediment losses in
South Africa amounted to 187, 300 and 400 million
tons in 1921, 1946 and 1966 respectively, suggesting
an increase in the tempo of erosion. However, the
sediment load of the Orange River at Upington,
although variable, decreased by 50 % between 1929
and 1970 (Rooseboom, 1977). This reduction had
occurred before large-scale conservation programs
were launched and is mainly the result of a
reduction in erodable soil below Bethulie. The
influence of water storage projects could also be
important. Surveys in the upper catchment area
have revealed a very poor state of conservation.
About 78 % of the area has a degraded plant cover,
21 % of the waterways are totally denuded and
most of the cultivated lands are unprotected and
too steep (Serfontein, 1977).
The problem of sediment is serious in all
SOIL CONSERVATION
Southern African countries. However, Rooseboom
The seriousness of soil erosion in South (1977) suggests that the totalquantity of sediment
Africa was first emphasised by the Drought carried by rivers in Southern Africa is less than
Investigation Commission in 1923 and the first soil that often claimed, but it is nevertheless enormous.
conservation schemes wei'e planned a decade or so The quantity presently discharged from South
later. It was only after proclamation of the Soil Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland and Transkei is between
Conservation Act (Act No. 45 of 1946) in 1946, 100 and 150 miUion tons annually. The rate of
with its associated financial aid scheme, that sedimentation in the Welbedacht Dam on the
impetus was given to the conservation effort. Caledon River illustrates the seriousness of the
Schemes such as the Leycrop Scheme, Veld problem. The dam has accumulated 36,8 million
Reclamation Scheme and Stock Reduction Scheme cubic metres of sediment in its first 3 years which
were later introduced to combat the continuing are equivalent to 32,3 % of the net capacity. It is
resource deterioration. The Act was amended in encouraging to find that hydrologists in Southern
1969 and, soon after, the Subdivision of Africa are becoming more concerned with the
Agricultural Land Act (Act No. 70 of 1970) was erosional process.
promulgated to curb the ever-increasing number of
Heavy overstocking and poor management of
uneconomic units. At about that time the the veld continue to degrade large areas in
Department of Agricultural Technical Services Southern Africa. The seriousness of the problem is
declared its policy of optimal land use in which illustrated by Jarman & Bosch (1973) who
resource protection plays an integral part.
established, by comparing Acocks's (1953)
Much progress has been made in soil vegetation map with satellite imagery taken in 1972,
conservation (Serfontein, 1977). Some spectacular that the False Upper Karoo had encroached 70 km
results are found on individual farms but they tend eastwards into grassland. Excessive stocking rates
to lose significance when viewed against the entire in Swaziland have also led to the collapse of most
erosion problem. Many authorities agree that the of the veld management schemes (Rowland, 1974).
state of erosion remains extremely serious. Scott Despite this, Serfontein (1977) claims that of all the
(1967) claimed that unless attitudes changed "our conservation programs those aimed at veld
greatest problem will remain a subject of improvement have been the most successful. The
conversation rather than conservation". His views Stock Reduction Scheme, for example, has led to a
were strongly supported by Ross (1967), Rubidge marked improvement in both quality and quantity
(1967), Scotney (1970) and others. A recent report of grazing.
from SARCCUS indicates that the situation within
All Southern African countries are actively
the Region leaves much to be desired (Scotney, engaged in programs designed to combat soil
1977).
erosion. There were over 140 formal projects
Visual evidence of serious erosion is easily undertaken by the South African extension service
found but few attempts have been made to in 1975. These concerned veld improvement, stock
accurately assess the current state of erosion. A reduction, mechanical protection of cultivated land,
recent survey reported by Elwell (1974) showed that reclamation of denuded areas and dune sands and
2,5% of the arable land in Rhodesia was already run-off control planning. Emphasis has been given
non-productive, 9,5% was moderately damaged to mechanical rather than biological measures.
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More than 11 000 km of contours were constructed
in the Winter Rainfall Region in a five-year period.
Grass strips are more appropriate for the level of
management in Swaziland and are now favoured
over conventional structures. More than 120 000 km
were laid out between 1955 and 1964 (Rowland,
1974; Scotney, 1975). Most countries report that
about half the arable areas have been adequately
protected by mechanical works, although in many
instances these works are poorly maintained.
These programs are gradually achieving
favourable results but few have been suitably
evaluated to show a conclusive reduction in soil
losses. It must be emphasised, however, that much
of the improvement in conservation is the result of
the improved technology being applied by farmers.
Increased fertilizer use, improved cultural practices
and special tillage techniques are contributing
significantly to soil conservation.
Wind erosion has not been given the attention
it deserves in the Republic, South West Africa and
Botswana. Attention has been focussed on the
control of drift sands in the coastal areas and
improved cultivation methods on the Highveld.
The seriousness of this problem can be gauged
from the Eastern Cape where there are over
14 000 ha óf drift sands. Inland areas along the
moist eastern seaboard are also subject to erosion
by wind and according to Scotney (1973), 10% of
Natal's soils are highly susceptible to this form of
erosion.
Soil losses from non-agricultural areas such as
roads, construction sites and mines are not
generally appreciated in Southern Africa. This
applies equally to erosion from firebreaks and
streambanks. Good progress has been made in the
establishment of grass along national highways but
large amounts of sediment still originate from
roadsides. Meyer, Schoeneberger & Huddleston
(1975) predicted annual losses of over 780t/ha
from road cuttings in the United States. Murray &
Lowry (1976) quote sediment yields of 50% from
agricultural land, 10% from forests and rangeland
and 10% from roads and construction sites.
Branson, Gifford & Owen (1972) quote a study of
157 catchments which revealed that 17% of the
sediment was from roadsides, streambanks and
flood plain scour. It is confidently expected that
attitudes will change in Southern Africa when
sediment is accepted as a major pollutant.
Streambank erosion is also receiving much
publicity at the present time.
Legislation and financial aid
Legislation and financial aid are common to
most conservation policies. Offenders in South
Africa can be prosecuted under the Soil
Conservation Act although a policy of persuasion
rather than prosecution has been favoured.
According to Serfontein (1977) more than 10000
cases of malpractice have been reported since 1969
of which only 30 transgressors have been
prosecuted. About 150 directions to enforce the

application of conservation measures are at present
in operation under the Act.
Erosion control may be very costly and, for
this reason generous financial aid has been made
available to farmers. It has been estimated that
farmers in the upper Orange River Catchment will
be required to spend R35 million over the next 10
years to fight erosion. They have already spent an
amount of R7/ha for this purpose. A total of R118
million has been paid out in loans and subsidies in
South Africa since 1946 and a further R2,5 million
has been spent on State works. Over 80% of the
subsidies has been spent on the improvement of the
veld. Payments amounting to over R50 million
have been made in terms of the Stock Reduction
Scheme. It should be noted that only 55 % of
approved soil conservation works, valued at R84
million, have been satisfactorily completed
(Serfontein, 1977).
It is appropriate here to pay tribute to the
many people, mostly farmers, who have voluntarily
served on many statutory bodies such as Soil
Conservation Committees. These unselfish people
have rendered yeoman service for conservation and
deserve the highest praise. Staff of relevant State
organizations have also given dedicated service but
their numbers and training have often been
inadequate for the task.
Erosion control research
Advances made in erosion control research
have been most disappointing. Greyvenstein (1963)
noted a very meagre effort in this field and Scotney
(1970) concluded that the state of affairs was
inexplicable. Most progress has been made in
Rhodesia where appropriate and effective soil loss
studies were initiated by Hudson (1957) and are
continuing (Elwell, 1971). Emphasis in South
Africa has been given to the reclamation of
denuded areas and some spectacular results have
been achieved. However, the failure to determine
the allowable soil erosion rates for selected soil
series is seen as a major shortcoming of the
research effort. In general, soil scientists have not
been active in erosion control research though
isolated studies such as that of, Sumner (1957) have
yielded useful information.
Recent attempts to develop a soil loss
estimation model for Southern Africa (SLEMSA)
constitute a milestone in the history of
conservation. SLEMSA began in 1974 when a
proposal by Rhodesia was accepted by the
SARCCUS Sub-committee for Land Use Planning
and Erosion Control. It was brought to fruition by
an inter-discipUnary work group in 1976 (Dep.
agric. tech. Serv., 1976). The purpose of the model
is to predict soil losses from various resource and
management circumstances, to indicate research
priorities and to offer the farmer conservation
alternatives. Much refinement is needed before the
full impact of the model is felt but already much
interest has been created, research initiated and
action prompted (Scotney, 1975; 1977).
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Many problems have contributed to the
limited advances in conservation. These include the
lack of information to motivate farmers and the
weak research effort. Hesitancy to change from
accepted procedures and to modify design criteria
and the over-emphasis of physical conservation
works are important limitations. The lack of public
awareness and the apathetic attitude of many
farmers are also most disturbing. For instance, only
15 % of the farmers in the Orange River Catchment
were found to be actively interested in, or
concerned about, their soil. Surveys elsewhere have
supported this finding (Serfontein, 1977). Few
attempts have been made to show that conservation
pays, although Pearson (1967) established that
conservation layouts on sugar-cane farms increased
annual production by a measured 12%.
Conservationists have failed to accurately assess the
soil resources and many uneconomic holdings have
led to over-exploitation and much erosion.
Increased pressure on the land has also forced the
intensive use of marginal soils and steep slopes and
there has been a general shortage of well-trained
and enthusiastic staff (Scotney, 1975; 1977).

to be of great benefit to research and advisory
services (Jones, 1976).
Training faciUties have greatly improved. The
Faculty of Agriculture of the University of Natal
was one of the first to offer a course in fully
integrated farm planning but other institutions now
provide this option. In-service training is making
rapid advances although a high standard of training
in farm planning was initiated in Rhodesia already
in 1954. A five-week land use planning course
recently introduced by the Highveld Region
indicates similar advances in South Africa (Nott,
1978). The many short courses offered to farmers
are more than justified when it is considered that
only about 15% of South African farmers have
received formal agricultural training (Scott, 1967).
Much emphasis is being given to training in
pedology and resource assessment and Partridge
(1978) contends that this should also be given to
engineering geologists.
Agriculture and forestry

Agricultural planning aims to produce
sufficient food and fibre. Production increased by
over 80% between 1960 and 1973. However,
LAND USE PLANNING
livestock production has not kept pace with
population growth. Le Roux (1977) speculates that
The SARCCUS organization first promoted South Africa could meet the needs of the
land use planning in 1954 and all member population 20 years hence although Verbeek (1975)
governments derived benefit from it (Rowland, queries man's ability to do so in view of the limited
1974). Much attention had been given to planning resources. South Africa has less than four per cent
by 1962, but many of the early attempts proved to good quality agricultural land and only one and ten
be unacceptable. Emphasis changed from purely per cent of South West Africa and Botswana
conservation objectives to the safe development of respectively are deemed arable. The natural
resource potential for improved economic returns resources of Lesotho, other than rainfall, are
and a higher standard of living. The need to generally poor yet the country has over one million
allocate ecological sites and soils to specific aspects people on three million hectare. In the light of such
of agriculture and forestry has received attention poor resources the need for astute planning is great.
more recently but the dearth of experienced
Loss of good agricultural land is a serious
ecologists has hampered widespread application of problem. Over five million hectare of cropland are
ecological principles (Scotney, 1977). There can be lost to urban expansion in the United States each
no doubt that the most serious limitation in land year (Johnson, 1976). Fisher (1976) has estimated
use planning, as with soil conservation, has been that over 10 000 hectare per annum were lost to
the failure to ensure implementation.
urban and related development in Natal over a
Techniques and skill have improved greatly in five-year period. Fortunately, there is a growing
recent times and many aids are at the disposal of awareness of the need to preserve good agricultural
the planner. High quality aerial photographs and a land and an appropriate policy has been declared
wide range of excellent maps cover most parts of by the South African Cabinet. Planning authorities
Southern Africa. The new ortho-maps have further are now committed to its implementation and
helped the planner and, in the case of Swaziland, special studies have already been undertaken to
almost half of the country will soon be covered by evaluate agricultural potential (Sanders, 1978).
Agricultural planning is undertaken at
1:5 000 maps of this type. Satellite imagery is
available and holds excellent prospects for regional and farm level. Broad planning for large
supplying land use data at low cost (De Villiers, areas is common in developing countries and
1977; Little & Scotney, 1973). Survey techniques homeland areas where many complex rural
and resource assessment, especially of soils, have development projects based on ethnic relationships
greatly improved. Computer services are used in have been planned. Thirteen development plans
most fields of land use planning and graphic have been completed in Lesotho during the past 10
displays are becoming more popular. Bie & years with emphasis given to soil surveys, simple
ScheUing (1975), however, claim that automated conservation works, training and community
cartography and geographic information systems participation. A scheme of Rural Development
are difficult to justify economically. Exciting Areas based on the 'self help' philosophy was
developments in simulation modelling in agriculture introduced in Swaziland in 1965 and good progress
have recently taken place and have already proved has been made. Over five million hectare of Tribal
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Trust Land in Rhodesia have been 'unit-planned'
and, by the end of 1970, almost 40 per cent of the
homeland areas in South Africa had been planned
(Rowland, 1974; Scotney, 1977).
Much attention has been given to farm
planning in both Rhodesia and South Africa.
Objectives, procedures and policies are well known
and well documented (Fed. Dep. Conserv. and
Ext., 1960; Loxton, 1966; Scotney, 1970; S.A. Sug.
Ass., 1974). Procedures may differ but there is
general agreement that plans should aim to ensure
sustained and economic production with maximum
conservation of natural resources. Furthermore,
there is now agreement that detailed soil
investigation and assessment are prerequisites for
efficient planning.
A new approach to farm planning was
introduced in Rhodesia in 1955 where extension
officers had generally been frustrated and farmers
lacked interest in planning (Loxton, Anderssen &
Feldman, 1961). The aim was to provide a fully
integrated and economically sound plan based on
thorough assessment of the natural resources. Each
officer was expected to plan at least 12 farms
annually and by 1965 over 2 700 plans had been
completed (Rowland, 1974). To date about 4 5 % of
the farms in the main cropping areas have been
effectively planned. Greater emphasis was given to
veld management in
1971 and by 1976
approximately 46% of the ranching area had also
been planned (Ivy, 1978). The enthusiasm which is
characteristic of the Rhodesian service results from
the thoroughness of the planning exercise, a high
standard of training and the well co-ordinated
effort between pedologists, research workers and
extension officers.
Farm planning in South Africa has been
carried out mainly to meet the conditions of the
Soil Conservation Act. More than 50 000 farms of
55,3 million hectare or 54% of the agricultural land
had been planned by 1970. These figures suggest
satisfactory progress but plans were essentially
physical in nature and in many cases did Uttle to
promote optimal land use. Soil survey procedures
and economic assessments played little part in most
of these cases. Progress with detailed farm planning
which incorporates soil survey procedures, has been
slow despite a proposal made in 1962 at a
symposium in Pretoria to apply pedology to farm
planning (Loxton, 1966). There has, however, been
much advancement over the past decade.
Noteworthy progress has been made in the
sugar industry where farm planning is a function of
the extension and specialist services. A policy was
adopted after 1968 in which the farmers have the
choice of an initial development plan (IDP) or a
comprehensive fully integrated land use plan (S.A.
Sug. Ass., 1974). An air-photo map at 1:6 000 is
provided with overlays reflecting topographic
features and soil survey data. The comprehensive
plan takes account of conservation layout, drainage
works, extraction roads, fire protection, crop
ratoons, harvesting, labour management and
economics. Approximately 55 % of the farms or
70 % of the total area under sugar-cane is at

present covered by IDP's. Detailed land use
planning gained impetus in 1975 and 10% of the
farms or 15% of the area under sugar-cane has
now been planned at an advanced technical and
economic level (Platford, 1978).
Run-off control planning on individual farms
and whole catchments is receiving much attention
at present and good progress has been made in the
Highveld Region. It provides the framework
necessary for planning farm units on an
hydrological basis. The need for co-operation
between adjoining landowners, especially where
structures such as waterways are concerned, is clear
in this type of planning.
Planning irrigation schemes using detailed soil
information has continued since 1925. Despite this,
the many 'brak' areas today suggest that these plans
and their implementation have not been without
fault. Much attention is being given to improved
drainage systems. New schemes are now planned by
considering cost/benefit ratios and the assessment
of the long-term effects of irrigation. The viability
of a scheme is decided by the quality of the land
and the ability of the farmer to achieve success
(MacVicar, 1978).
More effective planning is needed in the
timber industry. Tree-planting must increase in
South Africa but 34% of the available land is of
marginal
quality
(Raubenheimer,
1977).
Furthermore, afforestation influences the volume of
other primary production as well as the water
available for other purposes (Nanni, 1970). Many
projects have been planned with no rega;rd for land
capability. For instance, Scotney (1970) estimated
that between 30 and 50 % of the afforested land in
the Howick area comprised highly productive
cropland.
The failure to implement plans properly has
been aggravated by the inadequate assessment of
the human factor. The importance of good
communications with, and careful understanding
of, the people concerned has in many instances
been completely overlooked (Rowland, 1974).
Town and regional planning
Planning non-agricultural developments has
progressed impressively in recent years and much
attention has been given to planning at national
level. A recently published national physical
development plan for South Africa divides the
Republic into 38 planning regions and provides the
framework for the preparation of statutory guide
plans and, at provincial level, detailed master plans
and town planning schemes. Growth points and
other physical features have thus been identified
well in advance of development. Twenty-two guide
plans were prepared for selected growth points
during 1976/77 (Dep. Plann. Envir., 1975; 1977). It
is to be hoped that such co-ordination will help
obviate the serious mistakes of the past.
Natal has an impressive record in this field
and much has been achieved by the Town and
Regional
Planning
Commission
since
its
establishment in 1951. The Commission has
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initiated many surveys and research projects such
as the plan for the Tugela Basin which started in
1952 and aimed at establishing suitable sites for
industrial development. Intensive studies were made
of the water resources, agricultural potential and
economic
environment
of
the
Basin
(Thorrington-Smith, 1960). Fellowships sponsored
by the Commission resulted in valuable resource
surveys, one of which was the well-known soil
survey of the Tugela Basin (Van der Eyk, et al.,
1969). Agricultural development of the Basin and
its influent surrounds was studied by Phillips (1973)
and represents an hoUstic interpretation of the
natural resources by a skilled ecologist. New
techniques are being applied in planning such as
the grid-based data recording system used to
evaluate resources and assess the potential for
conservation, recreation and afforestation in the St
Lucia area (Little & Phelan, 1975; A'Bear, Little,
Phelan & Taylor, 1976). A similar system has been
used in the preparation of a guide plan for the
Empangeni-Richards Bay area (Sanders, 1978).
Town and regional planners have many
serious problems. The growing population
concentrated on the fringes of metropolitan areas is
of particular concern. It requires short-term plans
to provide job opportunities, accommodation and
transport facilities. Development of such plans will
require suitable interpretation of resource data.
Little & Cameron (1977) noted that a serious
'interpretive gap' was discovered when planners
attempted to use available resource information.
Steps should be taken to make good this Umitation.

a new project, including those on amenity, has now
become a welcome part of the planning process.
FUTURE CHALLENGES

Many challenges face soil scientists,
conservationists and land use planners. Soil
information will play an ever-increasing role in
efforts to effect optimal land use. However, it
should be remembered that technology can exert a
more powerful effect on.use-suitability of the land
than the natural features of the soils themselves.
Recent advances, in planning give confidence
in our ability to meet the demands of future
population growth. Despite this De Bivort (1975)
stressed that the already serious process of land
degradation will be greatly aggravated if food
production goals are to be met through agricultural
expansion. Production is likely to extend to areas
of steep slopes and marginal soils so that one of the
main challenges will be to develop the competence
to farm such land in a safe and economic manner.
A number of other important requirements
are noted.
1. Interpretation of soil survey information for
planners, engineers and non-specialists is
urgently required. Emphasis should be given
to yield prediction, crop suitability, irrigation
and drainage, land capability classification,
range sites, engineering, urban development,
recreation and wildlife. Assessments require
research and regular revision to keep abreast
of technical advances (Olson, 1966; Murdoch,
1968). The interpretations should be
developed through consultation between
Other planning
specialists and where possible presented in
map or tabular form.
Several other advances in land use planning
are worthy of note. These concern recreation and 2. Detailed soil surveys based on the 'key area'
transporation. The framework for a national plan
approach should be increased and the highest
for outdoor recreation in South Africa is in
possible standard maintained. Educational
preparation, but several detailed plans for selected
programmes to provide maximum benefit
areas have already been completed (Dep. Plann.
from these surveys should be planned as part
Envir., 1977). A plan for the Upper Tugela region
of the overall project and 'bench mark' soils
has been completed and identifies areas suitable for
selected for research purposes.
intensive recreation without encroaching on prime 3. A correlation between systems of soil
agricultural land. A'Bear & Little (1976) recorded
classification now used in Southern Africa
in this exercise that the use of subjective
should be developed without delay.
judgements was not entirely satisfactory. They also 4. The establishment of natural resource and
used computer graphic displays to present their
land use data banks as suggested by Walker
results.
(1974) is regarded as a high priority. Soils
Good progress has been made in planning
information systems allow sound decisions on
transportation systems and greater care is now
land use to be made promptly and give the
given to the preservation of valuable agricultural
soil scientist a role of growing importance
land and aesthetically important areas. An example
(Cirié, 1975). A manual of procedures,
of the modern planning technique was presented by
definitions and codes for users of the data
Kruger (1977), but the failure to assess soil and
banks should be compiled.
other resources accurately has led to many costly 5. Erosion control research to provide reliable
mistakes.
soil loss estimates and improved soil
The need for impact statements on new
conservation practice is urgently needed as are
projects has arisen primarily through the failure of
erodability indices for selected 'bench mark'
project planners to consult specialists in fields other
soils to develop and refine simulation models.
than their own. Few statements in Southern Africa
This work should be undertaken by
have hitherto proved satisfactory. However, the
multi-disciplinary teams including soU
provision of a complete record of all the effects of
scientists.

IDS

6.

There is need for a survey of erosion in
Southern Africa today and an economic
assessment of the consequences of erosion.
The survey should be followed by a
well-planned publicity campaign to create
public awareness and an educational program
to include all schools, colleges and
universities. Useful guidelines for the
development of mandatory erosion control
programs are given by Harder, Daniel &
Madison (1978).
7. Training programs for conservation and
extension personnel should be greatly
intensified and aimed specifically at improving
soil use and management.
8. Every effort should be made to ensure the
implementation of conservation programs and
land use plans. In this respect there is much
scope for research in the field of extension.
Substantial involvement of the community in
the development
of erosion
control
programmes should be encouraged to ensure
eventual implementation at local level.
No challenge can be more important than to
raise standards of living and ensure an acceptable
environment in which to live.
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SUURHEIDSEIENSKAPPE VAN OXISOLS
P.S. FOUCHE en W.J. FÖLSCHER
Departement Grondkunde en Plantvoeding, Universiteit van Pretoria,
Pretoria 0002
UITTREKSEL
Monsters van die B-horison van seskwioksiedgrond uit verskillende dele van Transvaal is in
hierdie ondersoek bestudeer. Sorpsiegegewens wat verkry is vir katioonsorpsiekapasiteit, uitruilbare
katione, uitruilbare aluminium- en uitruilbare waterstofione dui op afgeslote ruimtes tussen negatief
gelaaide kleimineraaloppervlakke en yster-aluminium-amorfe komponente, wat "fikseerde H*"
beskerm.
Hierdie verskynsel is gebruik om tekorte in negatiewe lading en sterk buffering tydens
neutralisering van versuurde Oxisols te verklaar, 'n Gepolariseerde positiewe lading op die amorfe
komponente is heel waarskynlik ook betrokke in die verskille in sorpsie en vrystelling van fosfaat en
molibdaat wat met hierdie gronde in die praktyk ondervind word.
Abstract
ACIDIC CHARACTER OF OXISOLS
Samples front the B horizon of sesquioxic soil from different localities in the Transvaal were
used in this investigation. Sorption data for cation exchange capacity, exchangeable cations,
exchangeable Al and exchangeable H suggest that steric voids could be created at clay
mineral-Fe.Al-amorphoits compound interfaces for protection of fixed hydrogen ions against
exchange.
This phenomenon could explain negative charge deficits and buffering towards neutralization
of acid Oxisols. Moreover, a polarized positive charge orientation on the amorphous compounds
might be involved in the pronounced differential sorption and availability of phosphate and
molybdate, experienced in these soils under cultivation.

INLEIDING

EKSPERIMENTEEL

Die sterk geloogde profiele van Oxisols in
Transvaal word gekenmerk deur 'n lae basestatus
en is swak gebuffer teen versuring onder bewerking,
as gevolg van vinnige oksidasie van lae organiese
reserwes (Theron, 1963). Die versuring gaan
gepaard met lae maar verskillende toeganklikheid
van fosfaat (P) en molibdaat (Mo) (Gous &
Fölscher, 1972) en gereelde kalk toediening is nodig
vir volgehoue produksie.
Dit is bekend dat die katioonadsorpsievermoë
(KAV) van Oxisols in die algemeen hoer is as die
uitruilbare katiooninhoud (UK). Verskeie werkers,
onder andere Coleman & Thomas (1967), skryf
hierdie negatiewe ladingstekort (KAV-UK) toe aan
'n gedeeltelike blokkering van adsorpsiesetels deur
+ gelaaide hidroksi-yster-aluminiumverbindings
(Fe.Al.OH) en uitruilbare Al. Blykbaar is die
moontlike bydrae van uitruilbare H, wat voorheen
baie prominensie geniet het, geleidelik op die
agtergrond geskuif (Jenny, 1961).
Fouche (1974) het na intensiewe mineralogiese
ondersoek op Oxisols in Transvaal, onder
elektroforese, 'n eienaardige gedrag van die amorfe
komponent waargeneem. 'n Fe-ryke subfraksie het
geneig om sterk te bind aan kristallyne minerale
soos kaoliniet terwyl 'n meer swak gebonde Al-ryke
fraksie afskei en 'n positiewe lading dra (Fouche &
Brandt, 1973).
Ondersoek is dus ingestel om die moontlike
bydrae van (Fe.Al.OH) in uitruilingsreaksies,
bufferwerking tydens neutralisering met kalk en
verskille in Mo- en P-sorpsie van hierdie gronde te
verklaar.

Monsters uit die B-horison van onbewerkte
Oxisols uit verskillende dele in Transvaal is
voorberei vir chemiese ondersoek, met kleinere
wysigings, soos beskryf deur Hesse (1971).
Uitruilbare Ca, Mg, K en Na is verplaas met
neutrale
1 ,ON-ammoniumasetaat
en
deur
atoomabsorpsiespektroskopie bepaal. KAV is
gemeet deur Kjeldahl-distillasie van NH^, met MgO
vrygestel. "Uitruilbare Al" is geëkstraheer met
1,0N-KC1 volgens Coleman, Weed & McCracken
(1959) en volgens die aluminonmetode (Hsu, 1963)
bepaal. "Uitruilbare H" is elektrometries getitreer
na vrystelling met 1 ,ON-ammoniumasetaat en
byvoeging van KF om suurhidrolise van Al te
verhoed. Mo- en P-sorpsie is bepaal soos vir P,
volgens Beckwith
(1965). Vrystelling van
gesorbeerde Mo en P is kolorimetries bepaal na
verplasing met 0,1N-KF. Kalkvereiste (Ca-tekort) is
bepaal by pH6 volgens ekwilibrering met standaard
Ca(OH)j. Metings vir pH(H20) en -(KCl) is met 'n
glaselektrode gedoen.
Totale (Fe.Al.OH) is bereken as die som van
"Vry FejOj" en "Vry AljO," (gekorrigeer vir
Al-inhoud van gibsiet), volgens Jackson (1956).
RESULTATE EN BESPREKING
Die lae katioonstatus van hierdie gronde toon
geen direkte verband met pH(H20)- of
-(KCl)-waardes in Tabel 1 nie.
Dit is ook duidelik dat (KAV-UK)-waardes
nie gebalanseer kan word met "Uitruilbare
Al"-waardes nie, in ooreenstemming met die
bevinding van ander werkers, onder andere
Coleman & Thomas (1967). Hierteenoor is
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TABEL 1 - pH-waardes, uitruilingseienskappe en katioongegewens van Transvaalse Oxisols
TABLE 1 - pH values, exchange characteristics and cationic data of Transvaal Oxisols
Grondtipe
Soil type

1 Middelburg-leemsand/Zoa/jj^ ia«(i
2 Middelburg-sandleem/iflwo^v loam
3 Barberton-sandleem/jawrfy loam
4 Pretoria-sandleem/ianrfy loam
5 Amersfoort-sandkleileem/jandl)' clay loam
6 Barberton-sandkleileem/janrfy clay loam
7 Carolina-sandkleileem/ionrf clay loam
8 Jessievale-sandkleileem/iflnrfy clay loam
9 Belfast-kleileem/c/oy loam
10 Nelspruit-sandklei/ia«</)' clay

m.e./100 g grond/io/7
KAV
Uitruilbare katione
(KAV
Exchangeable cations
CEC
-UK)
Ca
Mg
K
Na
(CEC
-EC)

pH
(H,0)

(KCl)

4,7
4,4
4,9
6,0
4,8
4,9
4,9
4,7
5,2
4,9

4,4
4,1
4,4
5,9
4,6
4,7
4,5
4,5
4,7
4,3

0,51
0,07
0,70
3,01
0,55
0,06
0,52
0,08
1,05
0,06

0,14
0,05
0,23
0,68
0,12
0,04
0,10
0,08
0,49
0,06

0,12
0,10
0,31
0,22
0,16
0,20
0,21
0,31
0,29
0,10

0,02
0,01
0,02
0,12
0,02
0,01
0,04
0,03
0,03
0,01

1,74
2,83
3,63
6,82
2,81
3,42
3,10
5,84
5,41
3,10

1

2

3

Al

H

-Ca

0,97
2,60
2,37
2,79
1,86
3,11
2,23
5,34
3,55
2,87

0,85
1,23
1,36
0,87
0,64
0,53
0,54
1,56
0,44
1,48

1,15
2,18
3,44
3,10
2,98
3,07
3,06
4,44
5,36
3,06

5,07
6,53
11,67
9,02
8,47
9,44
7,80
17,78
14,00
6,80

Al

)

1 "Uitruilbaar" met \S)^-KC\I "Exchangeable" with l.ON-KCl
2 "Uitruilbaar" met l.ON-NHj-asetaat (^Ul)I "Exchangeable" with 1,0N-NH, acetate (pH7)
3 m.e. Ca(OH)2 benodig vir pHj-ewewig//w.e. Ca(OH)2 required for pH^ equilibrium

"Uitruilbare H" feitlik in alle gevalle hoer as die
(KAV-UK)-waarde wat nie ooreenkom met die
bewering dat alleen uitruilbare Al en blokkering
van negatiewe sorpsiesetels deur (Fe.Al.OH) vir die
(KAV-UK)-verskille verantwoordelik is nie (o.a.
Coleman & Thomas, 1967; Reeve & Sumner, 1971).
Ten einde -\- ladings op (Fe.Al.OH) te ontwikkel
word 'n hoë H-aktiwiteit vereis, en dit moes
werklik die geval wees met hierdie monsters volgens
die vrystelling van "Uitruilbare H" in oormaat tot
gesorbeerde NH4, wat heel waarskynlik "fikseer"
word gedurende die verplasingsreaksie, volgens die
metode van Hesse (1971) wat in hierdie ondersoek
gebruik is. 'n Verklaring vir hierdie verskynsel word
gesien
in
die
gepolariseerde
positiewe
ladingsdistribusie op (Fe.Al.OH) soos deur Fouche
& Brandt (1973) ondervind is. rieel waarskynlik
ontstaan beskermende vryruimtes, vir stadige
vrystelling van "fikseerde H" en "fiksering" van
NH4, waar die (Fe.Al.OH) aan kleiminerale bind
soos voorgestel in Fig. 1.
Die hoë kalk vereiste (-Ca-waarde, Tabel 1) van
hierdie gronde, waarna dikwels verwys word as
"bufferwerking"
van uitruilbare Al en/of
ontkoppeling van (Fe.Al.OH) vanaf bindingsetels
(Kamprath, 1970; Reeve & Sumner, 1971), kan
verklaar word deur die geleidelike vrystelling van
"fikseerde H" soos bo vermeld. Vanselfsprekend sal
gedurende die neutraliseringsproses ook negatiewe
bindingsetels vrygestel word en Ca vir balansering
vereis, maar alleen na H-aktiwiteit genoegsaam
verlaag is deur OH-verhoging om die positiewe
lading op (Fe.Al.OH) te verlaag.
Die gepolariseerde -\- ladingsdistribusie op
(Fe.Al.OH), wat in voorkeur teenoor die negatiewe
bindingsetels op die kleiminerale geöriënteer is, kan
ook die aansienlike verskille in Mo- en P-sorpsie
verklaar, volgens gegewens in Tabel 2.
Hoewel daarby duidelik geen stoigiometrie
betrokke is nie, kan gesien word dat Mo- en
P-sorpsie, soos "Uitruilbare H", Ca-tekort en
(KAV-UK) sterk verband hou met die
(Fe.Al.OH)-waardes. Veel minder Mo04^ word
gesorbeer dan H2PO4 ', hoewel die eerste, omdat
dit divalent negatief is, sterker behoort te bind.

2 - (Ca

Na

H

+ OH"

+ OH"

0H~

FIG.

1 - Skematiese voorstelling van negatief gelaaide
kleimineraaloppervlak (1) met posisies vir koppeling van
"uitruilbare" katione (2) gepolariseerde (Fe.Al.OH) (3) en
"fikseerde H" (4)
FIG. I - Schematic presentation of a portion of a negatively
charged clay mineral surface (1) with positions for
accommodation
of exchangeable ions (2) polarized
(Fe.Al.OH) and "fixed H" (4)

Sterk binding van Mo is egter duidelik soos gesien
kan word deur die bale laer vrystelling van
gesorbeerde Mo dan P deur KF. Dit verklaar dan
ook die hoer toeganklikheid van P dan Mo by iae
pH en aan die ander kant die meer prominente
verhoging in toeganklikheid van Mo dan P
wanneer hierdie gronde bekalk word (Gous &
Fölscher, 1972). Die laer ekwivalente sorpsie van
Mo dan P kan egter verklaar word deur die vereiste
van nabygeleë twee positiewe ladings vir
Mo04",^-binding in teenstelling met een -|- lading vir
H2PO4 '. P kan dus adsorbeer word by enige +
lading op (Fe.Al.OH) terwyl Mo-sorpsie by
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TABEL 2 - Waardes vir Fe.Al-komponente en Mo- en P-sorpsie van Transvaalse Oxisols
TABLE2 - Values for Fe.Al components and Mo and P sorption characteristics of Transvaal Oxisols
Grondtipe
Soil type

•\vy"l"Free'
A1,0,"

1 M iddelburg-leemsand//oamj'.ja/irf
2 Middelburg-sandleem/.sa/u^v loam
3 Barberton-sandleem/jfl/jrfy loam
4 Pretoria-sandleem/jfl/jrf)' loam
5 Amersfoort-sandkleileem/jfl^rfy clay loam
6 Barberton-sandkleileem/ia«rfy clay loam
7 Carolina-sandkleileem/ianc/y clay loam
8 Jessievale-sandkleileem/ifl/jc/v clay loam
9 Belfast-kleileem/c/aj loam
10 Nelspruit-sandklei/ifl/jrfy clay

g/100 g gTond/soil
"Vry'V "Free^
Fe,0,"
0,60
2,75
2,96
3,11
3,23
4,48
3,00
7,10
5,76
5,48

0,20
0,28
1,19
2,24
1,19
0,39
0,54
2,58
2,39
l,2A

(Fe.ALOH)

0,80
3,03
4,15
5,35
4,42
4,87
3,54
9,68
8,15
6,72

% vrystelling
% release'

m.e./lOOg
sorpsie
sorption^
Mo
P

Mo

P

0,14
0,18
0,64
0,42
0,57
0,69
0,62
1,67
0,91
0,37

67,1
56,2
18,2
16,0
16,2
18,3
18,6
6,1
11,4
22,4

99,3
98,1
94,4
98,2
96,4
95,3
97,4
98,6
97,4
98,6

0,29
0,44
1,42
1,10
1,53
1,79
1,54
3,36
3,21
1,16

' (Jackson, 1956)
2 (Jackson, 1956)
> (Beckwith, 1965)
" Verplaas metOilN-KF
Displaced with 0,1N-KF

voorkeur by die hoer positiewe ladingsdigtheid
naby die kleiminerale sal voorkom.
GEVOLGTREKKING
'n Gepolariseerde positiewe ladingsoriëntasie,
wat geassosieer kan word met binding van amorfe
Fe.Al-hidroksieverbindings, op negatiewe gelaaide
kleimineraalvlakke in Transvaalse Oxisols kan
verantwoordelik wees vir die ontstaan van
afgeskermde ruimtes waaruit "fikseerde H" stadig
kan reageer in uitruilingsreaksies. Hierdie
verskynsel
sou die anomalieë wat met
uitruilingsreaksies ondervind word en die laer
beskikbaarheid van molibdaat dan fosfaat in
hierdie gronde verklaar.
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THE EXCHANGEABLE ALUMINIUM INDEX OF
SOME KAOLINITIC RHODESIAN SOILS
M.J. FULLSTONE', W.D. PURVES^ and R.J. FENNER'
ABSTRACT
A curvilinear relationship was found between exchangeable aluminium index (EAI) and soil pH
determined in 0,0 IM CaCl^ for kaolinitic Rhodesian soils. Provided that the soil group, according to
the Rhodesian classification, is known, a reasonable assessment of the EAI of orthoferrallitic,
paraferrallitic and fersiallitic soils can be made simply from the measurement of soil pH.
At any given soil pH less than 4,6 units the aluminium hazard is minimal on fersiallitic soils
but significant on ferrallitic soils. Ferrallitic soils should be limed to a soil pH of approximately 4,7
units for certain elimination of aliuninium toxicity for crops other than maize. It is therefore felt
unnecessary to carry out routine exchangeable aluminium determinations under Rhodesian conditions.

Uittreksel
DIE UITRUILBARE ALVMINIUMINDEKS
VAN SEKERE
KAOLINITIESE GRONDE VAN RHODESI'È
Daar is gevind dal daar 'n kromlynige verwaniskap is lussen uitruilbare aluminiumindeks (EAI)
en grond-pH bepaal in O.IM CaClj vir sekere kaolinitiese gronde van Rhodesië. Indien die
grondgroep, volgens die Rhodesiese klassifikasie, bekend is, kan 'n redelike raming van die EAI
gemaak word vir orioferralliliese, paraferralliliese en fersialliliese grond deur eenvoudig die grond-pH
te meel.
Vir pH-waardes minder as 4,6 is die aluminiumgevaar minimaal in fersialliliese gronde maar
betekenisvol in ferrallitiese gronde. In ferrallitiese gronde moet kalk toegedien word totdat die
pH-waarde ongeveer 4,7 is om seker te maak dat aluminium nie-toksies is, vir alle gewasse behalwe
mielies. Gevolglik is die bevinding dat dit nie nodig is om uitruilbare aluminiumbepalings as 'n roetine
onder Rhodesiese toestande te maak nie.

INTRODUCTION
In the early 1950's it was believed that
reduction in crop yield due to soil acidity was due
to two main factors: deficiencies of calcium,
magnesium, molybdenum and phosphorus on one
hand and toxicities of aluminium and manganese
on the other. To overcome these problems it was
customary in that period to lime soils to a soil pH
near to neutrality.
However, Coleman, Kamprath & Weed (1958)
reported numerous field trials on widely differing
crops which indicated that adequate yields couid be
obtained when the soil pH was significantly lower
than neutrality. They felt that liming to a lower soil
pH value could be considered. Similar observations
have been made in the United States of America by
Adams & Pearson (1967), in the Republic of South
Africa by Reeve & Sumner (1970) and in Rhodesia
by Grant (1971) and by Grant, Tanner & Madziva
(1973).
Reeve & Sumner (1970) found that on the
Natal Oxisols the amount of lime necessary to give
the highest yield of sorghum was in good
agreement with the amount of lime required to
reduce the exchangeable aluminium index (EAI) of
the soil to 0,20 mg equivalents per 100 g soil. A
single critical value for exchangeable aluminium
does not exist because different species or varieties
of crops and even different cultivars within a
species vary considerably in their response to
differing levels of exchangeable aluminium (Foy &
'Senior Research Officer, ^Principal Research Officer and 'Head
of the Chemistry and Soil Research Institute, P.O. Box 8100,
Causeway, Salisbury, Rhodesia

Broun, 1964). Moschler, Jones & Thomas (1960)
report a value of 0,20 me/100 g soil for lucerne;
Reeve & Sumner (1970) report a value of
0,20 me/100 g soil for sorghum and Velly (1974)
reports values of 0,30 me/100 g soil for cotton;
0,55-0,65 me/100 g soil for groundnuts and 1,3-1,4
me/100 g soil for maize. From these values it
appears that Reeve & Sumner's (1970) upper limit
of permissible EAI is a realistic value for most
crops other than maize.
Grant (1971) working on kaoHnitic Rhodesian
soils (Thompson, 1965) covering a range of parent
materials found appreciable concentrations of
exchangeable aluminium, regardless of parent
material, particularly when the soil pH was less
than 4,2 units. Grant et al. (1973) observed that the
soil acidity factors affecting maize yields in
Rhodesia were magnesium and molybdenum
deficiencies and aluminium and manganese
toxicities. They used NCaCl^ at pH 5,5 to extract
exchangeable aluminium as compared with Reeve
& Sumner's (1970) EAI method which involved a
single extraction wiht 0,2 N NH4CI. The results of
Skeen & Sumner (1967a; 1967b) indicate, however,
that the EAI method would give higher
concentrations of exchangeable aluminium than
extraction with N CaCli at pH 5,5. They considered
that this method of extraction approximated
exchangeable aluminium levels in the field.
In the light of these reports it was considered
worthwhile to reappraise exchangeable aluminium
concentrations in Rhodesian kaolinitic soils using
the EAI method.
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Orthoferrallitic plus paraferrallitic
log EAI = - 30,47 + 15,49 (pH) • 1,97 (pH)2 : r2 = 0,77

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Data collected from various investigations
during the period 1975-1978 in which EAI had been
determined were examined to see whether a
relationship existed between EAI and soil pH
(CaClj). A multi-variate approach was used, the
selection of the 'best' regression equation being
obtained by using a step-wise regression method,
incorporating a backward elimination procedure.
Initially all variates were included in the model but
the individual variates were eliminated if their
contribution to the model did not significantly
improve it.
RESULTS
When log EAI was related to soil pH the
following relationships were obtained which are
shown in Fig. I and 2:
Orthoferrallitic
log EAI = 29,28 + 14,90 (pH) - 1,80 (pH)^ : r^ = 0,75 (1)
Paraferrallitic
log EAI =
4,82 - 0,27 (pH)^
: r^ = 0,75 (2)
Fersiallitic
log EAI =
2,20 - 0,16 (pH)2
: r^ = 0,86 (3)

The significance of the model was examined and it
was found that the difference between Equations I
and 2 was not statistically real. Therefore the data
for orthoferrallitic and paraferrallitic soils were
pooled and the relationship shown in Fig. 2 was
obtained:

(4)

The difference between Equations 3 and 4 was real.
DISCUSSION
The results show that orthoferrallitic and
paraferrallitic have about the same levels of EAI in
the pH range 4,2-4,9. Therefore, from the point of
view of an aluminium hazard, the two soil groups
are indistinguishable in spite of the fact that the
orthoferrallitic group contains a wide range of
parent materials, whereas the paraferrallitic group
is confined to the granites. For crops other than
maize there is a significant aluminium hazard in
ferrallitic soils. The fersiallitic soils have much
lower levels of EAI and the aluminium hazard is
minimal in these soils.
The EAI's on all soils are generally higher than
the exchangeable aluminium values determined by
Grant et al. (1973). However, they reach the levels
of 1,3-1,4 me/100 g described by Velly (1974) in the
case of orthoferrallitic soils at a soil pH of less than
4,2 units. This may explain why Grant (1971) and
Grant et al. (1973) obtained a response to liming of
maize yields on sandy soils at an initial soil pH of
less than 4,3 units.
Since Skeen & Sumner's (1970) upper limit of
permissible EAI provides conditions in which a
wide range of crops can be grown on acid soils, the
results indicate that Rhodesian ferrallitic soils
should be limed to a soil pH of 4,6-4,7 units to
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FIG. 1 - Relationship between exchangeable aluminium index and pH (0,01 M CaClj) in ferrallitic soils
FIG. I - Verwaniskap lussen uitruilbare aluminiumindeks en pH (0,01 M CaClJ in ferrallitiese gronde
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overcome any aluminium hazard. Fenner
(unpublished data) has noted similar effects on a
continuing lime trial on irrigated coffee (Cqffea
arabica L.) in the Eastern Districts of Rhodesia.
His results also indicate that fersiallitic soils should
be limed to a pH of at least 4,5 units; however,
response to liming of wheat on fersiallitic granite
sands at MakahoH Research Station in Rhodesia is
probably due to amelioration of calcium and
magnesium deficiencies rather than overcoming
aluminium toxicity.
CONCLUSIONS
A curvilinear relationship was found between
exchangeable aluminium index and soil pH determined in O.OIM CaClj. Provided that the soil group,
according to the Rhodesian classification, is known, a
reasonable assessment of the exchangeable aluminium
concentration in kaolinitic soils can be made simply
from the measurement of soil pH.
At any given pH less than 4,6 units the
aluminium hazard is minimal on fersiallitic soils
but significant on ferrallitic soils. Ferrallitic soils
should be limed to a soil pH of 4,6-4,7 units for
certain elimination of aluminium toxicity for crops
other than maize.
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THE DETERMINATION OF AVAILABLE SOIL
PHOSPHATE FOR SUBTROPICAL CROPS
S.F. DU PLESSIS
Citrus and Subtropical Fruit Research Institute, Private Bag XI1208,
Nelspruit 1200
ABSTRACT
Leaf analysis was often found to give a poor indication of the P status of an orchard.
Therefore, an attempt was made to evaluate a soil extraction method and to obtain suitable norms for
different subtropical crops.
The anion exchange resin method was used and evaluated by means of correlations between
soil and plant P for different crops and seasons. Tentative norms, which will be improved upon when
more information becomes available, were established for several crops.
It was also shown that various factors, viz soil texture, rate of P applied, original P status of
the soil and time lapse since P was applied, can affect the amount of P extracted by the anion
exchange resin. These factors should be considered when deciding how much P fertilizer is required in
order to raise the resin-P level in the soil to a predetermined level.
Uittreksel
DIE BEPALING VAN BESKIKBARE
GRONDFOSFAAT
VIR SVBTROPIESE
GEWASSE
Aangesien die P-status van 'n boord dikwels nie belroubaar met behulp van blaarontledings
bepaal kan word nie, is 'n grondekstraksiemetode geëvalueer en norme voorgestel.
Die anioonuitruiler-hars-metode is gebruik en geëvalueer deur middel van korrelasies tussen
grond- en plant-P vir verskillende gewasse oor 'n aantal seisoene. Tentatiewe norme is voorgestel, wat
verbeter sal word namate meer inligting ingewin word.
Verder is aangetoon dat verskeie faktore, bv. grondtekstuur,
oorspronklike
P-status,
tydsverloop nadat P toegedien is en hoeveelheid P toegedien, 'n effek kan hé op die hoeveelheid fosfor
wat geëkstraheer word deur die hars. Hierdie faktore speel 'n rol wanneer besluit moet word hoeveel
fosfaat toegedien moet word om die hars-P-status van 'n grond tot 'n sekere waarde te verhoog.

INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of leaf analysis of
citrus for fertiliser advisory purposes into the
Republic of South Africa (De Villiers & Beyers,
1961), less and less attention has been given to soil
analysis.
In 1971 Du Plessis stressed the importance of
soil analysis in determining the phosphorus status
of citrus orchards. In a recent publication Du
Plessis (1977) also concluded that soil analysis for
available P gives a much more reliable indication of
the P status of a citrus orchard than leaf analysis.
He indicated that excessive amounts of P in the soil
were not reflected by leaf analysis of citrus. An
anion resin method or Bray No. 2 extractant was
therefore recommended for soil analysis purposes.
The object of the present investigation was to
evaluate the resin method for determining the P
status of other subtropical crops and to suggest
tentative norms for these crops. Some factors that
may have an effect on the extraction of available
phosphate were also investigated.
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
Correlation studies
The data used in this investigation were
obtained from NPK experiments, surveys and a
large number of samples received from farmers
during the past few years. The farmers' samples
were used for correlation purposes only (i.e. soil P

versus leaf P) since no reliable production figures
were available. The norms were obtained from field
experiments in which one or more of the following:
leaf P, yield and growth, were used as criteria.
Extraction

methods

The P extraction methods used in this
investigation were:
(a) the anion exchange resin method of Amer,
Bouldin, Black & Duke, as modified by Du
Plessis (1971);
(b) the Bray No. 2 method (0,03N NH,F + 0,1N
HCl) according to Jackson (1958); and
(c) the 0,05N H2SO4 method [Dep. agric. tech.
Serv. (S. Africa), 1975].
Factors influencing resin P extraction
To investigate the effect of different factors on
the extraction of resin P, two groups of soils were
used. The first group consisted of 4 soils which
were used for P fixation studies in the laboratory.
In this instance increasing amounts of P (0 to
25 mg P/kg of soil) were added to subsamples.
These samples were wetted and dried for a period
of 60 days and then extracted with the resin. The
soils were chosen to give a reasonable range with
regard to their P content and texture. The second
group of 24 soils was extracted according to the
method of Chang & Jackson (1957) for their Al, Fe
and Ca-P fractions, the object being to obtain two
fairly large groups of soil, one Fe-P dominant and
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the other Al-P dominant. The net result, however,
was that the Fe-P dominant group consisted of 13
soils and the Al-P group consisted only of 6. The
other 5 soils were omitted since they were neither
Al nor Fe-P dominant. Subsamples of these two
groups of soils were analysed for resin-extractable
P. The soils were then stored air-dried in stoppered
glass bottles for 2 years and again extracted with
resin, to determine the effect of ageing on P
extraction.
TABLE 1 - Simple correlation coefficients (r) between leaf- and
resin-extractable soil P for different crops
TA BEL I - Enkelvoudige korrelasiekoëffisiënte (r) tussen blaaren hars-ekstraheerbare grond-P vir verskillende gewasse

Avocado
Avokado
Banana
Piesang
Granadilla
Litchi
Lietsjie
Macadamia
Makadamia
Pecan/ Pekan
« 9 yrsljaar)
( > 9 yrs/jaar)
Pineapple
Pynappel
Citrus
Sitrus
(roots/ wortels)
Guava
Koejawel

P concentration range
P-konsentrasiegebied
Soil
Plant
Grond
mg/kg
%

r

No. in
sample
Aantal in
monster

0,40**
0,09
-0,23
0,61**
0,71**
0,57**
0,80**
0,13
0,15
0,31*
0,18

115
80
35
29
40
161
35
63
66
41
40

0,4-133,0
0,0- 90,0
0,2- 85,0
3,6-100,0
0,8- 28,6
1,0-230,0
3,0- 9,0
1,0- 58,0
1,0- 81,0
0,8- 90,5
1,0-110,0

0,060-0,198
0,065-0,183
0,068-0,190
0,075-0,233
0,075-0,233
0,050-0,260
0,178-0,335
0,115-0,395
0,065-0,315
0,060-0,291
0,048-0,250

0,55**
0,33*
0,28
0,36
0,51*
0,17
0,13
-0,15
0,28*
0,38
0,53**
0,19

43
43
45
20
17
31
28
25
84
25
25
17

1,4- 95,0
2,6-107,0
2,0- 97,0
2,0- 14,0
1,6- 50,2
1,0- 41,0
1,0- 19,0
23,0-138,0
2,0-140,0
4,0- 60,5
23,0-138,0
1,5-140,0

0,118-0,180
0,113-0,190
0,111-0,197
0,060-0,190
0,050-0,195
0,055-0,150
0,063-0,130
0,088-0,145
0,080-0,147
0,076-0,160
0,114-0,246
0,108-0,190

Crop/ Gewas

*Significant at 5% level/ Betekenisvol op 5 %-vlak
**Significant at 1 % level/ Betekenisvol op I %-vlak

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The resin method has previously been shown by
Du Plessis (1971, 1977) to be suitable for the
determination of available soil phosphorus for citrus,
therefore, this method was also tested on other
subtropical crops.
Leaf P versus soil Pfor different crops
In Table 1 resin-extractable soil P and
associated leaf P values are given for a number of
subtropical crops. Fairly good correlation
coefficients were obtained for some crops (e.g.
bananas) but the correlation was poor for others
(e.g. litchi). The variation between successive
seasons for the same crops was also marked in
some cases, e.g. a correlation coefficient of r =
0,80 for granadillas in 1973 and 0,13 the next year.
The fact that significant positive correlations were
obtained in some years can probably be taken as
proof that the available soil P fraction was
extracted by the anion resin. The lack of
correlation in other years is probably due to the
fact that several other factors (Du Plessis, 1977)
can influence the uptake of P by the plant and that
leaf analysis is not always a true reflection of the P
status of the soil.
The data in Table 2 also suggest that leaf P
can be a poor indicator of soil P or amounts of P
applied in some instances and a good one in others.
The lack of response to increasing rates of applied
P observed in the P contents of mangoes and coffee
leaves may be due to several factors. For instance,
other elements may affect the uptake of P, the time
of sampling might have been wrong, or the leaf
sample taken may iiave been unsuitable for this
purpose.
Norms of available soil P
Tentative norms are suggested for several
subtropical crops (Table 3). These norms were
obtained mainly from fertilizer experiments. P
uptake, yield, effect on growth and fruit quality
were used as criteria. In the low range a definite P

TABLE 2 - The relationship between P application rate, soil and leaf P and yield for different crops
TABEL 2 - Die verwantskap tussen P-peil toegedien, grond- en blaar-P en opbrengs vir verskillende gewasse
Crop/ Gewas

Factor/ Faktor
Po

Mango I Mango
Pecan/ Pekan
Banana/ Piesang (A)
Banana/ Piesang (B)
Coffee/ Koffie
Pineapple/ Pynappel

21
0,114
12,7
4,2
0,127
8,81
1,8
0,054
26,6
0,120
37
0,192
4,31
0,9
0,069
2.19

Soil PI Grond-P(mglVig)
Leaf PI Blaar-P(%)
Yield (kgl tree)I Opbrengs (kg/boom)
Soil P/Grant/-/'(mg/kg)
Leaf P/ Blaar-P (%)
Yield (kgl tree)I Opbrengs (kg/boom)
Soil P/Grant/-/"(mg/kg)
Leaf P/fi/aar-/'(%)
Soil
PIGrond-P(mglkg)
Leaf P/ Blaar-P (%)
Soil PI Grond-P (mglkg)
Leaf PI Blaar-P{%)
Yield (kgl tree)I Opbrengs (kg/boom)
Soil P/ Grond-P (mgl kg)
Leaf P/S/aar-/'(%)
Fruit mass/ Vrugmassa (kg)
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P application rate
P-peil
P,

P^

45
0,108
15,5
22,7
0,136
11,22

52
0,112
18,1
34,1
0,142
9,27

-

0,057
32,0
0,116
53
0,193
4,40
5,6
0,075
2,45

-

0,063
36,8
0,120
66
0,189
4,19
10,2
0,086
2,50

Signiflcancc level
BeiekenisVolheidspeil
P0,05
P0,01
2,7
N.S.I N.B.
4,0
5.6
0,006
1,85

-

0,007
N.S.I N.B.
N.S.IN.B.
5,0
N.S.IN.B.
N.S.IN.B.
3,0
0,012
0,23

3,5

-

5,3
7,6
0,008
2,49

-

6,8

-

4,2

-

reaction with P applications can be expected, in the
medium range a P reaction is possible whereas it is
unlikely in the high range. These norms are fairly
"safe" and will be adjusted when more information
becomes available.
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TABLE 3 - Tentative soil P norms for some subtropical crops
(resin extraction)
TABEL 3 - Tentatiewe grond-P-norme vir sekere subtropiese
gewasse (hars-ekstraksie)
Crop/ Gewas*

< 8
<12
< 4
<20

< 1
< 4
< 3

8-25
12-?
4-27
?
20-52
3- 6
-23
±19
3- 5
7

ê 120
a.
»100
O
-~80
^ 60
° 40 •
>.
S
M 20

Soil PI Grond-P(mgl kg)
Low/Laag Medium High///oog

Citrus! Sitrus'xy
Guavas/ KoejaweUy
Bananas/ Piesangs'^^y^
Coffee/Koffie^
Mangoes/ Mango's^
Pineapples/ Pynappels^Y
Pecans/ Pekans^V
Macadamias/ MakadamiasY
Litchis/ LietsjiesV
Avocados/ A vokado ' j "

Bray
No. 2 / / H 2 S O 4

^ 160

>25
>42
>27
>37
>52
> 6
>23

10

20
30
40
Resin P {mg/kg)/Hars-P

50
(mg/kg)

60

70

FIG. 1 - Relationship between resin-extractable P and HjS04
and Bray No. 2-extractable P
FIG. / - Verwantskap tussen hars-ekstraheerbare P en H^SO,
en Bray no. 2-ekstraheerbare P

> 5
>27

•Criterion used/ Maatstaf gebruik
X - Yield/ Opbrengs
y - P uptake/ P-opname
z - Growth etc./ Groei ens.

Comparison of extraction methods
For purposes of comparison some of the soil
samples were also extracted by the Bray No. 2
(Jackson, 1958) and 0,05N H^SO, (Dep. agric.
tech. Serv., 1975) methods. These methods were
compared with the resin-extraction procedure using
simple correlations and by the amounts of P
extracted (see Table 4 and Fig. 1).
From the data in Table 4 it is evident that the
Bray No. 2 and 0,05N H^SO, extractable P are
highly correlated. However, the correlation
coefficients between resin and HjSO, and Bray P
vary from relatively low r ^ 0,33 to very high r =
0,98. In general a better correlation was obtained
between resin and HjSO, than resin and Bray

extraction methods. What is also apparent, is that a
high correlation existed between the three methods
when the samples are obtained from the same soil,
e.g. soils from an NPK experiment. Soils from
different orchards which vary a great deal can,
however, result in correlations that vary from low
to high.
The data in Fig. 1 were obtained by
arbitrarily choosing a number of soils (112) and
comparing them with one another graphically. The
relationship between resin P and Bray No. 2 can be
calculated by the following equation:
Log Y =-0,3821 + 0,9671 log X, where
Y = resin-extractable P and
X = the Bray P in mg/kg.
Similarly, the relationship between resin (Y)
a n d H2SO4 (X2) is:

Log Y = -0,0865 + 0,8457 log X^.

TABLE 4 - Simple correlation coefficients between three methods of P extraction for samples obtained from a number of sources
as indicated
TABEL 4 - Enkelvoudige korrelasiekoëffisiënte tussen drie metodes van P-ekstraksie vir monsters afkomstig vanaf verskillende
bronne, soos aangedui
Sample
Ref. No.
Monster
Verw. no.
A,
A,
G
Pe
M
C,
B,
B:
B3

P
•*Fe (i)
*Fe (ii)

Number
Aantal

Ti
35
30
45
40
53
24
40
40
68
18
13
13

Origin of samples
Oorsprong van monsters

Resin versus
Hars teen
H,SO,
Bray

Different avocado orchards/ Verskillende avokadoboorde
Different avocado orchards/ Verskillende avokadoboorde
Granadilla NPK experiment/ Granadilla NPK-proef
Pecan NPK experiment//"eAran NPK-proef
Mango NPK experiment/Afa/igo NPK-proef
Different crops and farms/ Verskillende gewasse en plase
Different crops and farms/ Verskillende gewasse en plase
Different banana orchards/ Verskillende piesangboorde
Different banana orchards/ Verskillende piesangboorde
Different banana orchards/ Verskillende piesangboorde
Different pineapple lands/ Verskillende pynappellande
Fe-P-dominant soi\s/ Fe-P-dominante gronde
Fe-P-dominant soils/ Fe-P-dominante gronde

0,84
0,50
0,79
0,98
0,88
0,63
0,52
0,87
0,86
0,89
0,72
0,91
0,39

Mean/ Gemiddeld

0,75

* (i) Resin P extracted 2 years after samples were taken
Hars-P geëksiraheer 2 jaar nadat die monsters geneem is
*(ii) Resin P extracted immediately after samples were taken
Hars-P geëkstraheer onmiddellik nadat die monsters geneem is
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HjSO,
versus/teen
Bray

.

.

0,33
0,86
0,98
0,89
0,45
0,37

0,97
0,95
0,98
0,99
0,83
0,92

-

-

0,85
0,31

0,94
0,94

0,63

0,94

The logarithmic relationships imply that a
single factor cannot be used to convert resin P to
Bray or H2SO4 P. The Bray method extracts
roughly 2,8 times more P than the resin method,
and the H2SO4 method approximately 2,3 times
more than the resin method.

TABLE 5 - Some characteristics of the four soils used in this
investigation
TABEL 5 - Enkele eienskappe van die vier gronde wal in die
ondersoek gebruik is
Soil No.
Grondno.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE
EXTRACTION OF RESIN P

I
2
3
4

When soil P norms have been established for
a particular crop with a particular extractant, the
question always arises as to the amount of
phosphate that should be applied to increase the
available P to a certain level in soils with different
P-fixing capacities. An investigation was therefore
undertaken to determine some of the factors that
influence-resin-extractable P level.
For this purpose four soils were used (Table
5) and treated as described under Methods of
Investigation. The increase in resin-extractable P
over and above the original amounts of P present,
was calculated and plotted against the amounts of
P added as shown in Fig. 2.

5

10

15

20

25

pH
(water)
5,6
5,5
6,9
6,4

Silt + c
Slik +
%
46,0
16,0
10,0
18,0

Resin PI Hars-P
mg/kg

P-fixed*
P-gefikseer*
%

2,0
4,7
6,3
52,4

94
87
70
66

•Expressed as a % of total P added, fixed against extraction
with resin (mean of 5 determinations)/ Uitgedruk as 'n % van die
totale hoeveelheid P toegedien, gefikseer teen ekstraksie met
hars (gemiddelde van 5 bepalings)

mg/kg is shown (soil No. 4 was omitted). With an
increase in the silt plus clay fraction a larger P
application was needed to increase the available P
by 1 mg/kg (e.g. with 10% silt and clay 5 mg P/kg
of soil was needed to increase the resin P by 1
mg/kg. With 40% silt plus clay this amount
increased to 16 mg P/kg).

30

' applied (mg P/kg soil)/ P toegedien (mg Pjkg grond)
FIG. 2 - The increase in resin-extractable P with increasing
amounts of P added on 4 different soils after 60 days of
incubation
FIG. 2 - Die toename in hars-ekstraheerbare P met toenemende
hoeveelhede P toegedien op 4 verskillende gronde, na
inkubasie van 60 dae

(i) Effect of the original P status
From the four curves in Fig. 2 it is apparent
that the increase in resin P due to an increase in P
application differed markedly between the 4 soils.
These differences may be due to one or more of the
characteristics of these soils as indicated in Table 5.
From the data in Fig. 2 it follows that the lower
the original P status of the soil the smaller the
increase in available P that occurs with an increase
in P application [i.e. more P is fixed when there is
less P originally in the soil (Table 5)].
(ii) Silt and clay content
In Fig. 3 the combined effect of silt plus clay
contents of the soil on the amount of P needed to
increase the resin-extractable P fraction by I, 2 or 3

20
30
40
Silt and clay (%)/ Slik en klei (%)
FIG. 3 - The effect of silt and clay content of a soil on the
amount of P needed to increase the resin-extractable P
fraction by I, 2 or 3 mg/kg (Soil No. 4 omitted)
FIG. 3 - Die effek van die slik- en kleigehalte van 'n grond op
die hoeveelheid P benodig om die hars-ekstraheerbare
P-fraksie met I, 2 of 3 mg/kg te verhoog (Monster no. 4
nie ingesluit nie)

(Hi) P application rate
From Fig. 4 it follows that at a constant soil
P value a larger P application rate was relatively
more effective in increasing the available P, when
compared to a smaller rate of application. For
example, at a soil P value of 5 mg/kg an
application of 5 mg P/kg of soil increased the
available P by 0,5 mg/kg, whereas an apphcation
of 10 mg/kg increased the available P by 1,1
mg/kg and 20 mg/kg by 2,5.
Furthermore, with an increase in the P status
of a soil from 1 to 6 mg P/kg, a large increase in
resin P was obtained with a constant amount of P
applied.
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extracted and aged samples. What is surprising, is
that despite the poor correlation obtained between
the resin-extractable P and P extracted by the other
two extractants, when the soils were freshly
extracted, very high correlation coefficients were
obtained when the samples were extracted after
storage for two years.

+20 mg P/kg

M

e
•a
o

From these data it appears that the time
elapsed after a phosphate application can affect the
correlation between the various methods of
extraction. This probably explains the lack of
correlation in some cases as shown in Table 4.
Furthermore, the amount of resin-extractable P
also decreased by about one third, two years after
P application. The practical implication is that
when an orchard soil has proved to be fairly high
in resin-extractable P values and no P applications
have been recommended, the soil P value should
again be checked after 2 to 3 years.

ë 2
c
o
o
ft. 1

S

o

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Original soil P concentration (mg/kg)/
Oorspronklike grond-P-konsentrasie
(mg/kg)

CONCLUSIONS
Resin-extractable soil P was shown to
correlate highly significantly with leaf P for some
crops, e.g. bananas, and poorly with others, e.g.
litchi and macadamia.
Furthermore, good
correlations were obtained in some seasons (e.g.
granadilla, r = 0,80) and none at all in others (r =
0,13). This lack of consistency can be attributed to
factors affecting the uptake of P in some seasons,
or under certain conditions. It was concluded,
therefore, that leaf P was not necessarily always a
reliable indicator of the P status of the plant, and
should be supplemented by soil analysis.

FIG. 4 - The increase in resin-extractable P with P applications
(5; 10 and 20 mg P/kg soil) as affected by the original
soil P concentration
FIG. 4 - Die toename in hars-ekstraheerbare P met P-toedienings (5; 10 en 20 mg P/kg grond), soos beïnvloed
deur die oorspronklike grond-P-konsentrasie

(iv) pH
The effect of soil pH on the availability of P
could not be verified by the present investigation. It
should also be noted that since a number of factors
were involved in P fixation in these soils, the
contribution of each individual factor could have
been camouflaged by others.

Tentative soil P norms, where available, have
been suggested for a number of subtropical crops,
though there is still considerable room for
improvement.

(v) Effect of ageing and the dominant P fraction

The resin extraction method for available P
was also compared with the Bray No. 2 and 0,05N
H2SO4 extractants. Good agreement exists between
the H2SO4 and Bray extractants, but was not
always as satisfactory between the resin method
and these extractants. Poor agreement was always
associated with a batch of soils of different origins
and histories. It is therefore not advisable to use
data obtained by one method to standardise
another.

Two factors involved in P fixation are time
(Zunino, Peirano, Aguilera & Caiozzi, 1973) and
Fe and Al content of the soil (Yuan, Robertson &
Neller, 1960). An investigation was, therefore,
undertaken to determine the effect of ageing and of
the different P fractions in the soil on P extraction
by resin.
For this purpose the 13 Fe-P dominant and 6
Al-P dominant soils (see Methods of Investigation)
were used and subsamples extracted with resin
immediately and again after storage for two years.
In the case of the Fe-P dominant soils the
resin-extractable P decreased from 159 to 116
mg/kg (total of the 13 samples) in the two-year
period, i.e. by 27 %. Similarly, the resin P
decreased in the Al-P group from 77 to 53 mg/kg
(i.e. by 31%). Therefore, both Al and Fe are
probably involved to the same extent in P fixation
in these soils.

It was also shown that several factors were
involved in P fixation against extraction with anion
exchange resin, viz soil texture, rate of P applied,.
original P status and time lapse since P was
applied.

The 13 soils dominant In Fe-P were initially
also extracted by the Bray No. 2 and H2SO4
extractants. These data were also correlated with
the resin P data (Table 4) obtained from freshly

Resin-extractable soil P shows promise as a
means of determining the P status of an orchard
and can definitely be used to supplement leaf
analysis at this stage. It should, however, be borne
in mind that several factors can influence the
amount of P extracted by resin, which will also
have an effect on the norms for a particular crop
on a particular soil.
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DIE MOLIBDEENPROBLEEM ONDER
SUURGRONDTOESTANDE
R.O. BARNARD en W.J. FÖLSCHER
Departement Grondkunde en Plantvoeding, Universiteit van Pretoria,
Pretoria 0002
UITTREKSEL
'n Potproef is uitgevoer op 'n versuurde rooibruin sandleemgrond (pHy O = ^'O nadat
vasgestel is dat 'n kombinasie van beperkte neutralisering en toediening van betreklik groot
hoeveelhede Mo geskik vir dié doel was. Koring is as toetsgewas gebruik. Met sistematiese eliminasie
van clemente is vasgestel dat afwesigheid van toegediende N, Ca en Mo voedingsprobleme veroorsaak.
Onder toestande van sterk versuring raak die vlak van Ca te laag vir normale groei en die relatiewe
opname van swaarmetale soos Fe, Mn en Al neem groot afmetings aan. Met volgehoue oksidasie van
organiese reserwes kan die natuurlike vlak van N, en by implikasie NO3, ook laag daal, met
gepaardgaande voedingsprobleme wat grootliks ooreenstem met dié van 'n Ca-gebrek. Voldoende NO,
word onder sulke toestande klaarblyklik benodig om bevredigende Ca-opname te verseker.
Sonder voldoende Mo is die voedingspatroon grootliks soortgelyk, met N, Ca en Mo laag en
swaarmetale relatief hoog. Daar het geen ophoping van NO, in die plantmateriaal voorgekom nie,
sodat Mo blykbaar voldoende was vir die reduksie daarvan. Die hoeveelheid Mo wat hiervoor
benodig word, is baie klein en daar is waarskynlik voldoende teenwoordig onder selfs die suurste
toestande. Die voordelige uitwerking van Mo-toediening onder toestande van beperkte neutralisering
moet derhalwe elders gesoek word, buite die plant. Uit hierdie studie blyk dit asof Mo betrokke is by
die opname van NOj-N, wat op sy beurt 'n belangrike uitwerking op Ca-opname en op die hele
plantmetaboUsme uitoefen.

THE MOLYBDENUM

Abstract
PROBLEM UNDER ACID SOIL

CONDITIONS

A pot experiment was conducted on an acidified reddish brown sandy loam soil (pHff Q =
4,1) after it had been established that a combination of limited neutralization and application of
relatively large amounts of Mo was suitable for this purpose. Wheat was used as test crop. Through
systematic elimination it was found that exclusion of applied N, Ca and Mo led to nutritional
problems. Under conditions of extreme acidification the level of Ca declines excessively for normal
growth and the relative uptake of heavy metals such as Fe, Mn and Al increases. With continued
oxidation of organic reserves the natural level of N, and by implication of NO,, can also decline
considerably. This is accompanied by nutritional problems that largely coincide with those identified
in absence of Ca. Sufficient NO, is apparently essential under these conditions to ensure satisfactory
Ca uptake.
Without adequate Mo the problem is largely the same, with N, Ca and Mo tow and heavy
metals relatively high. No accumulation of NO, was found in the plant material, so that the Mo level
was apparently adequate for its reduction. The amount of Mo required for this purpose is extremely
small and there is probably sufficient present under even the most acid conditions. The positive effect
of Mo application under conditions of limited neutralization must therefore be sought elsewhere,
outside the plant. From this study it appears that Mo is involved in the uptake of NO,-N, which in
turn has an important effect on Ca uptake and on the whole metabolism of the plant.

veral duidelik dat die toeganklikheid van Mo sterk
in die suurgrondprobleem figureer. Elders in
Daar is reeds baie navorsing gedoen op Suid-Afrika is molibdeentekorte van tyd tot tyd
plantvoedingsprobleme wat vermoedelik met
versuurde grond in verband staan, maar die gerapporteer, veral onder suurtoestande (Du Toit,
werklike direkte probleme wat daarmee gepaard 1962; Roach & Beyers, 1962; Beyers, 1969; Blarney
gaan is tot dusver nie ooreenstemmend aangetoon & Nathanson, 1975).
nie. So lank gelede soos 1942 het Arnon & Johnson
Ten spyte van die besondere aandag wat reeds
(1942) in waterkultuurstudies aangetoon dat die lae aan Mo geskenk is, soos blyk uit bovermelde asook
pH-effek per se grootliks indirek is. Die vraag
ontstaan onwillekeurig of baie ander moontlikhede uit verskeie literatuuroorsigte hieroor (Evans, 1956;
wat in hierdie verband ondersoek is, nie grootliks Borys & Childers, 1961; Johnson, 1966; Cheng &
gelei het tot indirekte verband of korrelasies met Ouellette, 1973; Barnard, 1978), is dit duidelik dat
die suurgrondprobleem nie.
daar nog heelwat onsekerheid oor die werklike
In Suid-Afrika geniet die onderwerp van oorsake van probleme met die lae werkingspeil van
plantvoedingsprobleme onder versuurde toestande Mo in suurgrond bestaan.
die aandag van verskeie navorsers (Fölscher, 1975;
In 'n poging om meer inligting hieromtrent te
Sumner, 1975). In die Departement Grondkunde en
Plantvoeding aan die Universiteit van Pretoria is verkry, is 'n eliminasiestudie uitgevoer onder
oor die afgelope 18 jaar heelwat navorsing gedoen spesifieke toestande en na heelwat voorlopige werk
oor verskillende aspekte van hierdie probleem is dit geskik gevind vir diè doel. Dit is oor aspekte
(Fölscher, 1975; Barnard, 1977). Dit was hieruit van hierdie werk wat hierdie referaat handel.
INLEIDING
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MATERIAAL EN METODES
'n
Verteenwoordigende
rooibruin
sandleemgrond, wat oor 'n periode van twaalf jaar
kunsmatig versuur is met ammoniumsulfaat, is in
hierdie studie gebruik. Enkele chemiese eienskappe
hiervan word in Tabel 1 aangegee.
Na heelwat voorlopige werk is 'n
oorgangsgebied, waarin plantegroei net moontUk
was, biologies vasgestel. Hierdie werk het 'n
kombinasie van beperkte neutralisering en die
byvoeging van betreklik groot hoeveelhede
molibdeen behels. Met hierdie basiese vereistes
bevredig, is 'n eliminasieproef uitgevoer om meer
lig te werp op elemente wat betrokke mag wees by
die plantvoedingsprobleme wat ondervind is.
Mitscherlich-potte, gevul met 5 kg lugdroë
grond, is gebruik, op 'n spesiale roterende tafel wat
eenvormige khmaatstoestande in die glashuis
verseker (Barnard & Fölscher, 1973). Twee vlakke
van neutralisering is gebruik met behulp van
ekwivalente hoeveelhede Ca(OH)2 en MgO. By die
laer vlak is 0,30 me Ca + Mg/100 g toegedien en
by die hoer vlak 0,90 me/100 g. Om verdere
versuring te vermy, is N in die vorm van Ca- en/of
Mg-nitraat toegedien, teen 'n ekwivalent van 100 kg
N/ha 300 mm. Die gebruik van nitraat simuleer
ook in 'n groot mate die N-vorm wat onder die
versuurde toestand teenwoordig is.
Fosfaat is toegedien in die vorm van KH2PO4
teen 50 kg ?/ ha 300 mm. Addisionele K is as
K2SO4 toegedien om 'n K-ekwivalent van 50 kg
KjSO^/ha 300 mm te gee. Mikroëlemente is teen
standaard hoeveelhede toegedien, die katione as
sulfate en die anione as die natriumsoute, teen die
volgende hoeveelhede: Fe, Mn en Cl = 6 mg/ kg,
Zn = 4mg/kg, Cu = 2mg/kg, B = 1 mg/kg en
Mo teen 100 mg/kg by die laer neutraliseringsvlak
en 10 mg/kg by die hoer vlak. Die hoë Mo-peile
kom ooreen met dié wat in voorlopige werk
vasgestel is, soos hierbo verduidelik. Die nodige
aanpassings in soute wat gebruik is, is gedoen vir
die verskillende eliminiasiebehandelings.
Koring {Triticum aestivum ssp. vulgare
McKey) cv. Bella is as toetsgewas gebruik, teen tien
plante per pot. Vogtoediening is gemaak met
gedeïoniseerde water wanneer nodig en die
loogwater is weer bygevoeg as deel van die
daaropvolgende vogtoediening. In die volwasse
stadium is die plante net bokant die grond afgesny
en by 65 °C gedroog. Wortels is uitgehaal deur die
inhoud van individuele potte op 'n groot sif te plaas
en die grond met 'n straal water uit te was.
Standaardmetodes
van
gronden
plantontleding is gebruik (Jackson, 1958; Chapman
& Pratt 1961; Barnard, 1977). Statistiese ontleding
van data is volgens standaardmetodes uitgevoer

(Steel & Torrie, 1960) na transformasie waar nodig.
As gevolg van uiters beperkte monstergrootte is
herhalings saamgevoeg vir ontleding en statistiese
ontleding hiervan is derhalwe nie moontlik nie.
Relatiewe
doeltreffendheid
van
elementopname is bereken in terme van die totale
hoeveelheid teenwoordig in die strooi of wortels,
terwyl vervoer in terme van die verhouding van
opname in wortels tot die in die strooi bereken is.
BESPREKING VAN RESULTATE
Opbrengs
Die graan-, strooi- en wortelopbrengs word in
Tabelle 2 en 3 aangegee.
TABEL 2 - Opbrengs van koring by laer vlak van neutralisering
+ 100 mg/kg Mo
TABLE 2 - Yield of wheat at lower level of neutralization +
100 mg I kg Mo
Behandeling
Treatment
Volledig'/
Complete'
-N
-P
-K
-Ca
-Mg
-S
-Fe
-Mn
-Cu
-Zn
-Mo
-B
-CI
KB\

Opb rengs/ Yield-g/pot-6.)°C
Graan
Strooi
Lower
Wortels
Grain
Straw
Tops
Roots
1,23 (1,49)
0,46(1,20)
0,58 (1,25)
0,50 (1,22)
0,00 (1,00)
0,75 (1,32)
1,36 (1,54)
1,04 (1,42)
1,18 (1,47)
1,40 (1,55)
1,52(1,59)
0,00 (1,00)
0,88 (1,36)
1,13 (1,47)

3,87
1,90
3,48
3,11
2,35
4,16
3,79
4,07
4,28
4,50
4,83
0,80
3,82
4,83

5,10
2,35
4,05
3,60
2,35
4,90
5,15
5,10
5,45
5,90
6,35
0,80
4,70
5,95.

7,70 (4,31)
2,25 (3,64)
3,60 (3,82)
3,10 (3,76)
2,60 (3,69)
5,20 (4,02)
5,65 (4,08)
5,20 (4,02)
5,10 (4,01)
6,00(4,12)
6,55 (4,19)
0,95 (3,46)
6,10 (4,13)
7,75 (4,33)

(0,40)
(0,50)

1,86
2,31

2,75
3,42

(0,66)
(0,83)

I/LSDT

(0,05)
(0,01)

' Minusbehandelings/ Minus treatments

By die laer vlak van neutralisering het die
-N-(minus stikstof), -Ca- en -Mo-behandeling uiters
swak vertoon, soseer dat sonder bygevoegde Ca en
Mo geen saad gevorm is nie.
By die hoer vlak van neutralisering het slegs
die -N- en -Ca-behandeling swak vertoon. Die
-Ca-behandeling was hier selfs swakker as by die
laer neutraliseringsvlak, hoofsaaklik as gevolg van
'n uiters nadelige Ca/Mg-verhouding wat met
neutralisering voorgekom het. Sonder bygevoegde
Mo was groei absoluut normaal in hierdie geval.
Dit is hieruit duidelik dat daar wel voldoende Mo
per se in die grond teenwoordig is, maar dat

TABEL 1 - Chemiese eienskappe van die versuurde rooibruin sandleemgrond
TABLE 1 - Chemical properties of the acidified reddish brown sandy loam soil

Ca
0,08

me/100 g oonddroë grond (105 °C)
mei 100 g oven-dry soil (105° C)
Uitr. + oplos, katione
Exch. + sol. cations
Mg
K.
Na
0,16

0,007

0,076
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P mg/kg
(Bray II)

pH HjO

KAV
CEC

Baseversadiging %
Base
saturation %

3,91

8,2

18

4,1

geen verskille van statistiese betekenis tussen
individuele behandelings nie.

TABEL 3 - Opbrengs van koring by hoer vlak van
neutralisering + 10 mg/kg Mo
TABLE 3 - Yield of wheat at higher level of neutralization +
10 mg/kg Mo
Behandeling
Treatment

Opname van clemente

Opbrengs/1rieW-g/pot-65 °C
Graan
Strooi
Lower
Wortel
Grain
Straw
Tops
Roots

Volledig
Complete
-N
-P
-K
-Ca
-Mg
-S
-Fe
-Mn
-Cu
-Zn
-Mo
-B
-CI

1,89
0,35
1,87
1,84
0,00
1,46
2,28
1,81
2,18
2,00
2,30
1,93
2,13
1,99

4,86
2,06
4,23
4,92
0,90
4,45
4,48
4,39
4,88
4,95
5,31
4,87
5,20
4,39

6,75
2,40
6,10
6,75
0,90
5,90
6,75
6,20
7,05
6,95
7,60
6,80
7,33
6,38

4,85
2,85
8,45
11,00
1,30
9,40
6,65
6,40
8,80
7,05
7,25
5,25
5,25
6,45

KBVx/LSDr
(0,05)
(0,01)

2,17
2,70

2,01
2,50

4,00
4,98

7,60
9,46

Saamgestelde monsters is ontleed vir alle
elemente van plantvoedkundige belang, alhoewel
swael, boor en chloor uitgesluit is omdat daar
voorheen vasgestel is dat hulle nie onder sodanige
omstandighede in die gedrang is nie.
Nadat die ontledingsresultate sorgvuldig
geëvalueer is, is besluit om die totale hoeveelhede
teenwoordig in die verskillende gevalle te gebruik,
eerder as konsentrasiewaardes, soos reeds bo
vermeld. Hierdie resultate word in Tabelle 4 en 5
aangegee.
Strooi
Aandag word veral toegespits op dié
behandelings waarby groei swak was. By -N, -Ca
en -Mo van die laer vlak van neutralisering was Al
per se nie besonder hoog nie. In vergelyking met
Ca, egter, was dit wel hoog. Dieselfde geld vir Fe
en Mn. Dit wil voorkom asof die probleem met
hierdie swaarmetale neerkom op oorlaaiing van die
vervoermeganisme daarmee, ten koste van Ca.
Sonder toegediende N was N-opname uiters
laag. Die groeiprobleem wat hier ondervind is, is
waarskynlik
die
gevolg
van
'n
swaarmetaal-kalsium-wanbalans veroorsaak deur 'n
tekort aan toegediende NOj wat blykbaar nodig is

probleme ontstaan met toenemende versuring.
Verskeie werkers het reeds gewys op die
ontoeganklikheid van Mo onder suurtoestande
(Anderson & Moye, 1952; Stout & Johnson, 1956;
Gous, 1966; Rolt, 1968; Beyers, 1969). Die
gemiddelde pH-waardes in die twee gevalle was
4,84 en 5,07, na afloop van die proef. Daar was

TABEL 4 - Totale hoeveelllede van d ie verskilk;nde elemente teenwijordig in strooi
TABLE 4 - Total amounts of the different elements present' in the straw
Behandeling
Treatment

N

NOj

P

K

mg/pot
Mg
Fe

Ca

Mn

Cu

Zn

Al

Mo

1,25
1,17
1,28
1,04
1,18
1,60
1,50
1,34
2,21
1,47
2,06
1,21
1,66
2,31

0,06
0,08
0,06
0,05
0,08
0,07
0,08
0,08
0,13
0,07
0,08
0,05
0,05
0,07

0,48
0,43
0,52
0,52
0,49
0,83
0,58
0,85
0,85
0,78
0,29
0,36
0,62
0,79

5,35
9,08
4,85
7,58
9,37
9,46
7,81
8,66
16,29
10,50
10,22
7,86
9,24
11,54

0,94
0,63
1,23
0,33
0,39
0,99
2,07
0,68
1,01
0,95
1,74
0,002
1,72
1,67

1,92
1,25
1,48
1,87
0,81
1,50
1,83
1,32
1,71
1,87
1,93
1,69
1,83
1,40

0,07
0,05
0,05
0,08
0,06
0,08
0,09
0,07
0,09
0,09
0,10
0,09
0,10
0,11

0,67
0,49
0,56
0,69
0,37
0,55
0,60
0,52
0,55
0,70
0,68
0,65
0,59
0,43

9,70
8,84
8,51
11,09
7,22
10,12
8,86
8,94
10,33
11,04
11,14
10,48
10,72
8,60

0,41
0,12
0,12
0,27
0,13
0,24
0,20
0,13
0,23
0,27
0,20
0,026
0,25
0,15

Neut. peil/ Level 1
Volledig/
Complete
-N
-P
-K
-Ca
-Mg
-S
-Fe
-Mn
-Cu
-Zn
-Mo
-B
-Cl

30,96
16,34
52,20
49,45
42,54
43,26
32,59
34,60
34,24
28,80
34,29
15,20
33,62
46,85

1,55
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
16,28
0,0
1,80
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

1,28
0,76
1,57
0,84
0,85
1,04
1,02
0,94
0,86
0,04
0,72
1,12
0,57
0,02

23,99
21,66
21,23
8,71
26,09
30,37
18,95
27,27
25,25
28,80
35,26
10,24
27,12
31,40

48,38
13,68
48,02
54,11
9,87
93,60
63,67
48,84
53,07
49,50
51,20
19,60
48,90
57,48

15,48
9,31
12,88
16,79
15,28
6,24
14,40
14,25
18,83
13,95
14,97
7,36
13,75
16,42

2,21
3,84
2,12
1,99
2,54
2,41
2,10
2,44
4,67
2,72
2,70
0,81
2,25
2,92

Neut. peil/Leve/2
Volledig
Complete
-N
-P
-K
-Ca
-Mg
-S
-Fe
-Mn
-Cu
-Zn
-Mo
-B
-Cl

33,53
21,84
35,11
28,54
17,37
39,16
43,90
33,36
29,28
32,67
36,64
34,09
32,76
26,78

0,0
0,0
0,0
10,82
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
4,38
0,0
0,0

0,44
0,99
0,76
0,89
0,43
1,20
0,67
0,92
1,02
0,99
2,34
1,85
2,13
2,41

25,27
20,60
20,73
16,24
11,88
24,48
25,98
21,95
30,74
29,21
34,52
27,76
35,36
27,22

87,97
28,63
74,87
107,3
0,0
152,2
93,18
104,9
102,0
108,9
79,65
80,36
98,80
88,24

24,30 •
8,65
20,73
31,49
12,60
8,01
24,19
23,27
22,94
25,25
22,83
24,35
22,36
19,32
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2,77
2,10
2,33
2,73
1,80
2,65
2,37
2,59
2,78
2,99
3,11
2,73
2,96
2,22

TABEL 5 - Totale hoeveelhede van die verskillende clemente teenwoordig in wortels
TABLES - Total amounts of the different elements present in the roots
Behandeling
Treatment

N

NO3

P

K

mg/pot
Mg
Fe

Ca

Mn

Cu

Zn

Al

3,93
0,65
2,65
2,57
2,28
5,94
3,70
3,87
3,73
7,13
4,92
1,39
5,49
5,13

0,12
0,05
0,08
0,08
0,06
0,08
0,07
0,06
0,06
0,14
0,15
0,09
0,13
0,17

0,76
0,40
0,72
0,62
0,60
0,83
0,63
0,49
0,44
1,12
0,56
0,61
0,67
0,96

17,74
7,97
13,71
11,65
10,91
16,24
16,75
14,66
13,27
30,34
23,13
6,39
22,41
34,58

0,74
0,28
0,51
0,38
0,48
1,24
0,93
0,81
0,58
0,97
0,35
0,002
0,81
1,05

1,58
1,55
4,88
5,37
1,24
2,90
3,80
2,98
3,71
2,00
2,76
1,39
1,68
2,43

0,11
0,20
0,20
0,23
0,10
0,21
0,23
0,18
0,27
0,12
0,15
0,12
0,12
0,24

0,45
1,08
0,96
1,14
0,53
0,83
1,22
0,84
1,14
0,71
0,61
0,70
0,37
0,62

17,61
22,38
30,94
38,61
3,98
29,14
24,68
25,38
32,01
18,94
18,33
14,39
15,18
18,38

0,08
0,33
0,14
0,28
0,10
0,46
0,37
0,27
0,35
0,19
0,19
0,011
0,11
0,14

Mn

Cu

Zn

Al

Mo

3,14
0,56
2,07
2,47
1,93
3,71
2,47
2,89
1,69
4,85
2,39
1,15
3,31
2,22

2,00
0,63
1,33
1,60
0,75
1,14
0,88
0,75
0,46
2,00
1,88
1,80
2,60
2,43

1,58
0,93
1,38
1,19
1,22
1,00
1,09
0,58
0,52
1,44
1,93
1,69
1,08
1,22

3,32
0,88
2,83
1,54
1,16
1,72
2,14
1,69
0,81
2,89
2,26
0,81
2,43
3,00

0,79
0,44
0,41
1,15
1,23
1,25
0,45
1,19
0,57
1,02
0,20
1,00
0,47
0,63

0,82
1,24
3,30
2,87
1,53
1,93
2,08
2,26
2,17
1,07
1,43
0,82
0,92
1,74

1,57
4,00
4,00
2,88
1,67
2,63
2,56
2,57
3,00
1,33
1,50
1,33
1,20
2,18

0,67
2,20
1,71
1,65
1,43
1,51
1,87
1,62
2,07
1,01
0,90
1,08
0,63
1,44

1,82
2,53
3,64
3,48
0,55
2,88
2,79
2,84
3,10
1,72
1,65
1,37
1,42
2,14

0,20
2,75
1,17
1,04
0,77
1,92
1,85
2,08
1,52
0,70
0,95
0,42
0,44
0,93

Mo

Neut. peil/Level 1
Volledig
Complete
-N
-P
-K
-Ca
-Mg
-S
-Fe
-Mn
-Cu
-Zn
-Mo
-B
-Cl

53,13
25,43
45,72
40,61
38,48
54,81
58,76
38,48
41,31
50,60
46,86
15,49
44,53
53,48

0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
7,02
2,52
0,0
0,0
0,0
23,00
5,28
0,0
11,59
0,0

6,93
5,31
7,92
2,51
6,66
9,45
8,81
7,49
7,34
5,89
10,03
5,61
7,93
10,85

4,77
3,22
4,97
4,40
10,40
4,10
4,18
2,96
3,42
6,35
3,89
2,33
4,94
5,50

33,11
13,28
24,48
19,22
10,66
51,66
29,95
26,52
29,07
31,28
30,36
7,60
42,09
34,88

9,24
4,95
8,28
7,75
6,50
6,30
6,78
5,72
6,12
11,04
7,92
4,85
7,32
9,30

6,93
3,20
4,97
4,40
3,59
5,99
5,90
5,54
4,82
10,58
8,48
2,68
8,39
12,36

Neut. peil/Level 2
Volledig
Complete
-N
-P
-K
-Ca
-Mg
-S
-Fe
-Mn
-Cu
-Zn
-Mo
-B
-Cl

39,77
27,36
29,58
139,7
23,27
95,88
64,51
66,56
84,48
64,16
69,60
54,60
48,30
85,14

4,37
0,0
42,25
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

6,40
17,39
11,83
15,84
8,32
14,48
15,69
16,38
19,01
8,32
10,30
7,56
7,56
8,13

4,17
6,56
5,24
7,92
2,54
6,02
6,65
7,81
7,66
11,28
4,79
4,62
3,36
4,06

34,92
21,95
67,60
56,10
8,84
186,1
61,18
56,96
65,12
45,83
50,75
43,05
35,70
59,99

6,79
15,39
12,68
15,40
6,37
11,28
15,96
15,36
21,12
9,87
10,15
7,35
6,83
9,03

6,31
8,69
9,42
14,63
3,06
8,27
9,84
9,54
13,73
8,11
8,19
5,67
6,80
8,51

TABEL 6 - Verhouding van totale hoeveelheid opgeneem in wortels tot dié n die strooi
TABLE 6- Ratio of total amount taken up in roots to tha in the straw
Behandeling
Treatment

Mo

N

NO3

P

K

Ca

Verhouding/ Ratio
Mg
Fe
Neut. peil/ Level 1

Volledig
Complete
-N
-P
-K
-Ca
-Mg
-S
-Fe
-Mn
-Cu
-Zn
-Mo
-B
-Cl

1,72
1,56
0,88
0,82
0,90
1,27
1,80
1,11
1,21
1,76
1,37
1,02
1,32
1,14

0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
12,78
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

5,41
6,99
5,04
2,99
7,84
9,09
8,64
7,97
8,53
147,3
13,93
5,01
13,91
542,5

0,20
0,15
0,23
0,50
0,40
0,14
0,22
0,11
0,14
0,22
0,11
0,23
0,18
0,18

0,68
0,97
0,51
0,36
1,08
0,55
0,47
0,54
0,55
0,63
0,59
0,39
0,86
0,61

0,60
0,53
0,64
0,46
0,43
1,01
0,47
0,40
0,33
0,79
0,53
0,66
0,53
0,57
Neut.

Volledig
Complete
-N
-P
-K
-Ca
-Mg
-S
-Fe
-Mn
-Cu
-Zn
-Mo
-B
-Cl

1,19
1,25
0,84
4,89
1,34
2,45
1,47
2,00
2,89
1,96
1,90
1,60
1,47
3,18

0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

14,55
17,57
15,57
17,80
19,35
12,07
23,42
17,80
18,64
8,40
4,40
4,09
3,55
3,37

0,17
0,32
0,25
0,49
0,21
0,25
0,26
0,36
0,25
0,39
0,14
0,17
0,10
0,15

0,40
0,77
0,90
0,52
00

1,22
0,66
0,54
0,64
0,42
0,64
0,54
0,36
1,72
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i

0,28
1,78
0,61
0,49
0,51
1,41
0,66
0,66
0,92
0,39
0,44
0,30
0,31
0,97

3,14
0,83
2,34
2,21
1,41
2,49
2,81
2,27
1,03
3,89
3,14
3,31
3,73
4,23
peiljLevell
2,28
4,14
4,04
5,36
1,70
3,12
4,15
3,68
4,94
2,71
2,63
2,08
2,30
0,69

vir bevredigende Ca-opname.
By die -Mo-behandeling was die N-inhoud
van die strooi net so laag as by -N self. Indien NO,
die opname van Ca begunstig, soos hierbo beweer,
sal dit verklaar waarom die Ca-vlak so laag daal.
Hieruit volg dat Mo betrokke is by die opname van
NO3. So 'n funksie vir Mo is ook reeds deur
Nickolov
(1972)
voorgestel,
in
korttermynwaterkultuurstudies met koring.
By die hoer vlak van neutralisering was die
voedingspatroon van die -Mo-behandeling normaal
en kom ooreen met goeie opbrengs. Dié van die
-N- en -Ca-behandeling kom ooreen met wat hierbo
bespreek is. In eersgenoemde geval is dit
veroorsaak deur 'n werklike N-tekort, terwyl by
laasgenoemde dit grootUks vererger is deur die hoer
Mg-toediening wat gebruik is om te neutraliseer.
Wortels
Oor die algemeen was wortelopname laag by
behandelings waar groei swak was.
Vervoer van clemente
Ten einde hierdie voedingswanbalanse van die
versuurde toestand verder te illustreer, word die
verhouding van totale hoeveelhede elemente
teenwoordig in die wortels relatief tot dié in die
strooi aangegee. Hierdie prosedure word beskou as
'n aanduiding van relatiewe vervoer van elemente.
Die gegewens word in Tabel 6 aangegee.
Sonder toegediende NO3 -N is gevind dat die
opwaartse vervoer van Ca swak is, terwyl dié van
Fe, Mn, Cu en Al aansienlik was. Sonder
toegediende Ca was die patroon dieselfde, met
Mo-vervoer ook swak. Sonder toegediende Mo was
die vervoer van Mn, en veral van Al, hoog.
GEVOLGTREKKINGS
Waar groei swak was, was Ca deurgaans laag.
Relatief tot Ca is groot hoeveelhede Fe, Mn en Al
ook hier aangetref, alhoewel groter hoeveelhede per
se onder toestande van goeie groei gevind is.
Voldoende NO3-N is noodsaakük om te verseker
dat voldoende Ca opgeneem en vervoer word. By
gebrek hieraan volg die bekende abnormale
groeiverskynsels.
Daar is geen gevalle teëgekom waar NO3 in
groot hoeveelhede in die plantmateriaal ophoop
nie, soos normaalweg verwag sou word by
probleme met Mo-toeganklikheid. Die hoeveelheid
Mo wat vir die reduksie van NO3 benodig word, is
waarskynlik baie klein en daar is waarskynlik
voldoende teenwoordig onder selfs erg versuurde
toestande. Die voordelige uitwerking van
Mo-toediening onder toestande van beperkte

neutralisering moet derhalwe elders, buite die plant,
gesoek word. Uit hierdie studie blyk dit asof Mo
betrokke is by die opname van NOj-N, wat op sy
beurt 'n belangrike uitwerking op Ca-opname en op
die hele plantmetabohsme uitoefen.
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PREDICTING THE PHOSPHORUS REQUIREMENT
OF SESQUIOXIDIC SOILS IN THE SOUTH
AFRICAN SUGAR INDUSTRY
J.H. MEYER
South African Sugar Association Experiment Station, Mount Edgecombe 4300
ABSTRACT
P requirement, of strongly P-fixing soils from cane-growing areas of the Natal midlands, as
assessed by interpolation from the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, was found to be about five to six
times larger than that predicted by the conventional 0,02N HjSO^ extraction procedure. Results of
glasshouse and field experiments using high rates of P fertilizer are summarised, and the measured
responses related to certain soil characteristics. The P adsorption isotherm approach is shown to
considerably improve the accuracy of predicting fertilizer requirements of acid soils. It is now possible
to classify soils into high, moderate and low P-fixing categories and adjust fertilizer recommendations
accordingly. A revised procedure for making P fertilizer recommendations is described which indicates
that soils with the same Truog P level but different P retention properties will not necessarily receive
the same P recommendation. About 25 % of Natal midlands soils would probably benefit from higher
rates of superphosphate.
Uittreksel
VOORSPELLING VAN DIE FOSFORVEREISTE VAN SESKWIOKSIEDGRONDE
VAN DIE SUID-AFRIKAANSE SUIKERNYWERHEID
P-vereiste van sterk P-bindende gronde waarop suikerriet in die Natalse middelland verbou
word, soos deur interpolasie van die Langmuir-adsorpsie-isoterm bepaal, is vyf tot ses keer groter
bevind as dié deur die konvensionele 0,02N H-^SO,-ekstraksieprosedure voorspet. Uitslae van glashuisen veldproewe waarin hoë toedieningspeile van P-bemestingstof gebruik is, word opgesom en die
gemete reaksies aan sekere grondeienskappe gekoppel. Dit word aangetoon dat die
P-adsorpsie-isotermbenadering die voorspellingsnoukeurigheid van bemestingsbehoeftes van suur
gronde aansienlik verhoog. Dit is nou moontlik om gronde onder hoë, matige en lae P-bindende
kategorieë in te deel en bemestingsaanbevelings ooreenkomstig aan te pas. 'n Hersiene prosedure vir
die aanbeveling van P-bemestingstof, wat daarop dui dat gronde met dieselfde Truog P-peil maar
verskillende P-retensie-eienskappe, nie noodwendig dieselfde P-aanbeveling sal ontvang nie. Hoer
superfosfaatpeile sal waarskynlik 25 % van die gronde in die Natalse middelland baat.

INTRODUCTION
Predicting the phosphorus requirement of
strongly P-fixing soils has long been recognised as
complex and difficult, but of considerable
importance as evidenced by the extensive literature
devoted to the subject. The reversion of applied
phosphorus to less soluble forms in sugarbelt soils
is not new and was recognised by Beater (1937) as
a potential problem as early as 1936. In the search
for a suitable extractant for
measuring
plant-available P on an advisory basis, Du Toit,
Beater & Maud (1962) reported that the Truog
method, in which 0,02N H2SO4 is used as an
extractant, was suitable for a wide range of soils
but that the correlation between yield response to P
and Truog P values was disappointing for high
P-fixing soils. Because of the small area of high
P-fixing soils that was established to cane at that
time, no attempt was made to correct for P fixation
effects.
In the mid sixties, however, the industry
expanded into the more highly leached soils of the
Natal midlands and poor yields were frequently
obtained on soils that ranged from well weathered
deep porous red loams of the Hutton form to
humic loamy clays of the Inanda form.
Investigations conducted during the late sixties to
determine reasons for the stimulating effects of
wattle brushwood ash on cane growth (Meyer,

1970) identified aluminium toxicity and P fixation
as possible growth-limiting factors.
Subsequent research based on P adsorption
isotherm measurements and glasshouse experiments
(Meyer, 1974) and more recently field trials (Meyer,
1977), have emphasised the need for supplementing
the traditional Truog test as used by the
Experiment Station for measuring plant-available
phosphorus in high P-fixing soils with the rapid
phosphorus desorption index (PDI) method
developed by Reeve & Sumner (1970). Large
growth responses to P were measured in both pot
and field experiments when soils were treated with
two to three times the normally recommended rate
of single superphosphate.
Current work on phosphorus concerns the
measurement of residual effects to broadcast single
superphosphate treatments in pot and field
experiments as well as elucidating the chemical
nature of applied P through the medium of P
fractionation measurements. The object of this
paper is to review some of the more important
developments in regard to previous sorption
studies, the responses obtained in glasshouse and
field experiments to P, the revised procedure for
making P fertilizer recommendations to midlands
growers, and the extent of the P fixation problem
in midland soils.
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P adsorption isotherm investigations
Beck with (1965), Woodruff & Kamprath
(1965) and Ozanne & Shaw (1967) were among the
first workers to demonstrate the advantages of
using Langmuir adsorption isotherms to measure
the P requirement of sesquioxidic soils. Unlike
conventional methods based on soil extractions, P
adsorption isotherms provide some indication of
both the quantity and intensity factors governing P
availability in soils. This makes it possible not only
to predict when P fertilizers are needed but also the
amount required to maintain a non-limiting
concentration of P in the soil solution.
P adsorption isotherms were obtained in the
equilibrium concentration range of 0 to 1 mg/kg P
by the method of Ozanne & Shaw (1967) for soil
samples from over 100 sites in the midlands that
formed part of a previous industry-wide nutrient
survey (Meyer, Wood & Du Preez, 1971). The
theoretical P requirement of the various soils
studied was interpolated from the respective
adsorption isotherms and represented the amount
of additional P required to produce an equilibrium
concentration of 0,20 mg/kg in the soil solution.
According to Ozanne & Shaw (1967) and others, P
at this concentration in the soil solution is
considered to be freely available to the plant root
system.
The results obtained showed that the
theoretical P requirement was on average five to six
times higher than that based on the Truog method.
Amounts
ranged
from
1,3 tons single
superphosphate per hectare for a low P-fixing
Trevanian series soil to 17,5 tons single
superphosphate per hectare for a high P-fixing
Farmhill series soil. Regression analysis indicated
no correlation between the two methods of
determination, implying that soils with the same
extractable Truog P levels but different P sorption
capacities would not have the same P requirements.
The effect of differences in P sorption capacity on
the nature of P adsorption isotherms is shown in
Fig. 1 for a range of soils with similar Truog levels.
Similar results were obtained by McGee (1972)
when he investigated the P requirement of Oxisols
from the Eastern Transvaal.
Ellis (1975) in a more recent study obtained a
P requirement of 16t/ha single superphosphate for
a Griffin series soil from Natal.
In practice the Ozanne & Shaw (1967)
procedure was found to be too time consuming for
advisory purposes and various single-point
equilibrium
techniques
were
consequently
investigated. One of these tests provided a rapid
means of assessing the fraction of added P that is
theoretically available to a plant. For convenience
this measure of availability was referred to by
Reeve & Sumner (1970) as the phosphorus
desorption index (PDI) of a soil. P fixation as
determined by this method was complete within an
hour of treating the soil with P. PDI values for the
same samples that were used in the initial study
ranged from 0,03 in the strongly P-fixing soil to
0,85 in the low P-fixing soil. A significant inverse
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relationship was found to exist between PDI and
theoretical P requirement values (r = 0,78**). This
implied that a soil with a PDI value of 0,24
required treatment with at least 360 kg P/ha to
ensure an equilibrium concentration of at least
0,20 mg/kg P in the soil solution.
Glasshouse experiments with P
While the results of the P sorption
investigations pointed to the possibility that the P
requirement of highly weathered soils was being
underestimated with the Truog procedure,
verification of the sorption results in terms of
glasshouse and field experiments was necessary
before an adjustment to the system of fertilizer
recommendations could be considered. In the past
it had been found to be of great value to test
treatments initially for possible inclusion in field
experiments by means of pot trials. Perennial
ryegrass has commonly been used as an indicator
plant while pregerminated single-eyed cane setts
haye also proved useful.
In one of the earlier pot trials large growth
responses were obtained to treatment with single
superphosphate in Balgowan (PDI 0,16) and Griffin
(PDI 0,25) series soils at rates well above those that
would have been recommended in terms of the
Truog procedure (Meyer, 1974). In a more recent
experiment with sugar-cane this effect was verified
on Inanda (PDI 0,20), Fountainhill (PDI 0,26) and
Farmhill (PDI 0,08) series soils. All four soils
contained a similar level of 0,02N H2SO4
extractable P yet there were marked differences in
response to P. The high P-flxing Farmhill series
soil required more P to achieve maximum yield
than did the low P-fixing Fountainhill series soil.
This differential effect between the response curves
is shown in Fig. 2. In general maximum yields were
associated with levels of applied P that were 10 and
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100
25% lower than the predicted theoretical P
40T0,50
A
requirement values.
•
«Response to ?/Reaksie met P
Several other pot experiments which included
•
•?T>\IFDI
P treatments were conducted to investigate growth
failure areas on highly weathered soils. A summary I 75
of the mean responses obtained to single
superphosphate applied at various levels together
with some relevant soil analyses is shown in Table §•
1. The responses expressed as the percentage yield 55.50
increase from P treatment over yield in the BO
untreated control varied from 14% to 82%. In O.
general the responses to P were seen to be greatest
25for soils with both low Truog P and PDI values.
This effect is depicted in Fig. 3, which shows
the trend between yield response to P, ranked in
increasing order of magnitude, in relation to the
two associated soil P parameters. Regression
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
analysis indicated that 54% of the variation in
Observations/ Waamemings
response to P could be attributed to the P sorption
capacity of the soil.
FIG. 3 - Relationship between yield response to applied P and

I

soil Truog P and PDI values
FIG. 3 - VerwantsKap tussen opbrengsreaksie met toegediende
P en grond-Truog- en FDI-waardes

FountainhiU (PDI/H)/ 0,26)
I
Inanda (PDI/FZ?/ 0,20)
Farmhill
{PDI/FZ)/0,08)

Field experiments with P

The results of the sorption studies and the
glasshouse investigations confirmed that a change
in the assessment of P requirements of midlands
soils was needed. The PDI procedure afforded a
rapid means of obtaining information on the
capacity of soils to sorb P and was therefore
considered suitable for supplementing the Truog
soil test procedure.
During 1974 a series of trials with different P
treatments was established with the object of
determining the most efficient method of fertilizing
cane grown on high P-flxing soils whilst at the
same time providing data for caUbrating the soil
Truog P and PDI procedures.
100
200
300
400
The sites that were selected for the field
Applied P (mg/kg)//* toegedien (mg/kg)
experiments were located on soils of the
FIG. 2 - Relative yield response to applied P fertilizer in Nottingham system (Mac Vicar, 1973) which
provided a satisfactory range of combinations of
sugar-cane
FIG. 2 - Relatiewe opbrengsreaksie van suikerriet met plant available P and PDI values. For the plant
crop four treatments were tested in each experiment
toegediende P-bemestingstof
TABLE 1 - Summary of pot experiment responses to single superphosphate expressed as a percentage increase over control
TABEL 1 - Opsomming van potproefreaksies met enkelsuperfosfaat as persentasie toename bo kontrole
Site
Crop
No.
Gewas
Ugging-

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ryegrass
Roggras

8
9
10

11
12

Sugarcane
Suikerriet
Range
Reeks

Soil series
Grondserie

Locality
Omgewing

Balgowan
Griffin
Inanda
Inanda
Inanda
Farningham
Farningham
Cleveland
FountainhiU
Balmoral
Farmhill
Inanda
High/Hoog
Low I Laag

Seven Oaks
Ahrens
Upper Tongaat
Upper Tongaat
Glenside
Bruyns Hill
Bruyns Hill
Melmoth
Mid Illovo
Baynesfield
Glenside
Harburg

Pre-treatment soil analysis (0-ISO mm)
% change
Voorbehandeling-grondontkding (0-150 mm)
in yield
Clay/
pH
Truog P P.D.I.
E.A.I. S value % opbrengsKlei (HjO) (mg/kg) F.D.I.
U.A.I. S-waarde verandering
%
me %
me %
61
19
30
22
36
30
26
27
27
42
32
39
61
19
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4,5
4,7
5,2
5,0
4,9
4,6
4,9
4,6
4,9
5,3
4,8
5,1
5.3
4.5

14
14

13
II
5
13
30
5
3
3
3
6
30
3

0,16
0,25
0,13
0,10
0,07
0,18
0,45
0,49
0,21
0,06
0,08
0,19
0,49
0,06

1,95
1,50
0,15
0,40
0,35
1,41
0,45
0,63
0,68
0,43
0,64
0,20
1,95
0,15

1,78
0,63
2,70
1,58
2,70
0,70
3,15
2,80
7,00
7,10
5,70
2,90
7,10
0,63

+51
+36
+45
+46
+82
+34
+ 14
+22
+59
+70
+80
+27
+82
+ 14

and these included a standard (P,) and a high (P^)
in-furrow treatment of single superphosphate as
well as low (P3) and high (P J broadcast treatments
combined with the lower in-furrow rates as shown
in Table 2. In general the levels of supers broadcast
were about 2 to 4 times the standard rate and also
varied from 12 to 83% of the theoretical P
requirement of the soils. Some of the plant crop
results obtained are also shown in Table 2.
It is evident that the combined supers
treatment P^ (3 t/ha broadcast/1 t/ha in-furrow)
was generally superior, giving an average response
of 1,8 tons estimated recoverable sugar per hectare
(ers/ha) when compared with the standard
in-furrow treatment (P,). Responses to the other
treatments were less marked, there being an average
yield increase of 0,8 tons ers/ha due to treatments
P2 and Pj. The overall effects of the additional P
treatments on the yield production function are
shown graphically in Fig. 4. In general yield
increased linearly up to about 300 kg P/ha and
thereafter curvihnearly to reach a projected
maximum of 470 kg P/ha.
An assessment of composite top-soil analyses
taken two years after applying the treatments also
revealed marked residual treatment effects on
available Truog P levels. These effects were
inversely related to P sorption capacity of the soils,
being less marked in high P-fixing soils when
compared to moderate P-fixing soils as illustrated
in Fig. 5. On average a broadcast application of
3 t/ha single superphosphate increased Truog P
levels by approximately 20 mg/kg in the high
P-fixing soils (PDI <0,20) compared with
40 mg/kg in the moderate P-fixing soils (0,2 to 0,4).
DISCUSSION
P fertilizer placement
The most interesting featiu-e of the results was
that the best responses to P were generally obtained
on the high P-fixing soils and that the combined
high broadcast P treatment (PJ was the most
effective form of placement. Traditionally with
sugar-cane, all P fertilizer is applied in the furrow
prior to planting in order to minimise effects of P
fixation. The apparent failure in the high in-furrow
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FIG. 4 - Average yield of plant crop in relation to applied P
treatments
FIG. 4 • Gemiddelde opbrengs van plantoes in verhouding tot
toegediende P-behandelings

P treatment (Pj) to match the performance of the
high broadcast P treatment (PJ raised a question
as to whether the crop could effectively obtain all
its P requirement with only a part of the root
system in contact with a restricted soil volume
containing a high level of phosphate.
Comprehensive studies by Barber (1977) over a
twenty-year period on the rooting characteristics of
maize and other crops have shown through the
medium of the split root system technique, that P
uptake by the plant is proportional to the fraction
of root system exposed to fertilizer P. Roots in a P
solution also branched and developed more rapidly
than those without P despite the fact that a certain
amount of P was translocated from the healthy to
the poorly grown root. The roots of young plants
were also found to adsorb phosphate more rapidly
than those of older plants. In the soil, P uptake by
roots was also limited by the small distance
(approximately 0,5 mm) over which P diffused.
This meant that only P that was within 0,5 mm of a
plant root was positionally available for uptake.
Indications were that only 5 to 15% of a band
application of P was utilised by the first crop

TABLE 2 - A summary of the effec t of treatment with single superphosphate on sugar yield
TABEL 2 - Opsomming van uitwerking van behandeling met enkelsuperfosfaat
op suikeropbrengs
P treatments
Yield (tons ers/ha)»*
P-behandelings
Opbrengs (ton bhs/ha)**
Treatment
P applied*
Fountainhill
Balmoral Farmhill Inanda Inanda
Mean
Behandeling
P toegedien*
Gemiddelde
I-f
B/G
'
I-v
PI
1,0
0
14,3
13,5
13,4
14,4
7,5
12,6
P2
2,0
0
16,8
12,8
15,5
7,4
14,9
13,5
P3
1,0
1,5
16,7
13,3
13,6
7.0
14,0
13,3
P4
1,0
3,0
18,5
14,3
15,4
15,7
14,4
8,1
h^GIKBV P = 0,05
2,0
1,8
1,4
1,4
1,1
-

% yield
increase
% opbrengs
toename
0
7
6
14

-

* Average tons single superphosphate/ha in furrow (I-f) or broadcast (B)/Gemiddelde ton enkelsuperfosfaat/ha in voor (I-v) of
gestrooi (G)
**ers - estimated recoverable sugar/è/u - beraamde herwinbare suiker
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Moderate P-fixing
category (PDI 0,2-0,4)
Matige P-bindingskategorie (FDI 0,2-0,4)
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High P-fixing category (PDI< 0,20)
Hoë P-bindingskategorie (FDI<0,20)
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FIG. 5 - Relationship between P applied at planting and
average residual Truog P values for moderate and high
P-fixing category soils
FIG. 5 - Verwantskap tussen P met planttyd toegedien en
gemiddelde residuele Truog P-waardes vir matige en hoë
P-bindingskategoriegronde

following P fertilization. With a broadcast
application, however, incorporated to a depth of
50 mm in the soil, the efficiency of phosphate
fertilizer use increased tenfold.
Similarly, in the present study it is likely that
the high broadcast treatment also provided a more
complete and direct system of P supply to the roots
when compared to the standard method of
application. This contention is supported by results
of a previous investigation in which broadcast Pjj
labelled superphosphate was shown to be superior
to labelled banded superphosphate in first ratoon
cane grown on a high P-fixing Inanda soil
(Moberly & Wood, 1970).

treatment of superphosphate. A schematic
representation of the response surface to appUed P
and soil Truog P/PDI values is shown in Fig. 6.
Whilst the results of this study have confirmed
that the P requirement of high P-fixing soils has
been underestimated when using the Truog
procedure, it is equally evident from a comparison
of the P requirement data given in Table 3 that the
theoretical rates based on the Ozanne & Shaw
(1967) method are about 50% higher than the
optimum P requirements determined from response
curves. Based on recent published data (Fox,
Nishimoto, Thompson & De la Pena, 1974) it is
likely that Ozanne & Shaw's (1967) estimate of 0,20
mg/kg P is too high for most crops and that the
value for sugar-cane is probably closer to 0,10
mg/kg. Application of this value to the respective P
adsorption isotherms resulted in theoretical P
requirements which showed better agreement with
the experimental resuhs (Table 3).
Calibration of phosphorus requirement
Until recently the highest rate of P fertilizer
recommended to growers was an application of 1,3
tons single superphosphate per hectare in the
furrow. As a minimum response of 1,6 tons ers/ha
is needed to cover the cost of applying an
additional 3 tons/ha single superphosphate, it can
be inferred that the average response of 1,8 tons
ers/ha in the plant crop is likely to be economical.
With the likelihood of residual effects being
obtained to the high broadcast P treatment in the

The development of suitable criteria for
P recommendations
When the data were combined with the results
of previous fertilizer trials, including those from
28 3N X 3P X 3K factorial experiments and grouped
into high (PDI < 0,20), moderate (PDI 0,20 to
0,40) and low (PDI > 0,40) P-fixing categories, a
trend was apparent between response to P on the
one hand and pre-plant Truog P and P-fixing
categories on the other. In general it was found
that the lower the pre-plant Truog P and PDI
value of a soil, the greater the probability of a
response by the plant crop to a high broadcast

0

15

30

Truog P level {mg/kë)/TruogP-peil (mg/kg)
FIG. 6 - Response surface in relation to Truog P and P-fixation
class
FIG. 6 - Reaksievlak met betrekking tot Truog P en
P-bindingsklas

TABLE 3 - Comparison of P requirement based on different criteria
TABEL 3 - Vergelyking van P-vereiste op verskillende kriteria gegrond
P-fixation class
P-bindingsklas

Av. soil P
Gem. grond-P
Truog P
P.D.I.
(mg/kg)
FD.I.

High/ Hoog
Moderatt/ Matig

0,02
0,20

Truog*

93
75

'Applied in furrow/ In voor toegedien
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Av. P requirement (kg/ha)
Gem. P-vereiste (kg/ha)
Ozanne
Field
(0,2 mg/kg)
Land

775
525

490
320

Revised/
Hersiene
Ozanne
(0,10 mg/kg)
537
390

TABLE 4 - Revised procedure for making supplementary broadcast P fertilizer recommendations in the Natal midlands*
TABEL 4 - Hersieneprosedure vir aanvullende gestrooide P-bemestingstofaanbevelings in die Natalse middelland*
Soil/ Grond
Truog P

Plant cane
Plantriet

> 18
> 40

P(mg/kg)
P (kg/ha)
Single supers (55 kg/ha)
Enkelsupers (55 kg/ha)
P.D.I. Class
F.D.l.-klas
<0,2
P
SS/ES
0,2 to/tot
P
0,4
SS/£5

18
40

13
30

< 9
20

>

500
500
350
250
Supplementary broadcast P requirement (kg/ha)
Aanvullende gestrooide P-vereiste (kg/ha)
Nü/Nul
80
130
170
mi/Nul
1000
1500
2000
m\/Nul
80
80
80
mi/Nul
1000
1000
1000

'Recommendations apply to well-weathered red or yellow acid soils located in the Nottingham Soil System and are to be used in
conjunction with standard in-furrow applications of single superphosphate. The supers should be applied to the surface before
riding/ Aanbevelings geld vir goed verweerde rooi of geel suur gronde in die Nottinghamgrondsisteem gelee en behoort saam met
standaard in-voortoedienings van enkelsuperfosfaat gebruik te word. Supers behoort op grondoppervlak gestrooi te word voordat
plantvore getrek word

first and possibly second ratoon crops the
economics of using high rates of P would appear to
be sound.
It has been estabUshed from the slopes of the
curves shown in Fig. 5 that on average an
application of 12 kg P/ha is required to raise the
Truog P level by 1 mg/kg in the plough layer of
strongly P-fixing soils (PDI < 0,20) while half this
rate was sufficient for moderately P-fixing soils
(PDI 0,20 to 0,40). As it is the aim with P fertilizer
recommendations to make up the difference
between the soil test value and the present critical
value of 31 mg/kg (70 kg/ha) the above
relationships were used to compile a framework for
adjusting the Experiment Station's Fertilizer
Advisory Service recommendations. The broadcast
rates now being recommended for plant cane in the
midlands for different soil Truog P and PDI values
are shown in Table 4 and are additional to the
normal standard in-furrow recommendations of P.

whereas the comparable figures for the moderately
and weakly P-fixing soils were 19% and 36%
respectively.
In terms of soil series differences, samples
collected during a previous industry-wide nutrient
survey indicated that the yellow Lower Ecca and
Middle Ecca-derived sesquioxidic soils, as
represented mainly by the Balgowan and Farmhill
series, were on average more prone to P fixation
than some of the other soils as shown by the data
in Table 6.
CONCLUSIONS

Results of both glasshouse and field
experiments with P have confirmed that
applications of superphosphate to sugar-cane at
levels in excess of the standard rates will improve
the productivity of highly P-fixing soils. Indications
are that a combined in-furrow/broadcast placement
of superphosphate is likely to be a more efficient
means of applying P to plant cane in high P-fixing
Extent of the P fixation problem
soils when compared with in-furrow placement
Soil Truog P and PDI values from growers' only, since it combines the advantages of high P
availability during early stages of growth and a
samples taken from nearly 1600 fields over a
two-year period, were classified into high, medium more effective soil P/root contact area during later
and low P-fixing and seven Truog P categories as growth.
shown in Table 5.
It was established from P adsorption
Of the samples examined 23 %, 19 % and 58 % isotherms that higher P requirement can be
respectively were found to be strongly, moderately ascribed primarily to the need to compensate for
and weakly P-fixing. Just under half of the 296 the varing effects of P fixation arising mainly from
fields in the high P-fixing category were found to
have a low level of available P (4 mg/kg or less) TABLE 6 - Phosphorus Desorption Index values for a range of
midlands soils
TABEL 6 - Fosfordesorpsie-indekswaardes vir 'n reeks
TABLE 5 - Frequency of P fixation in midlands soils
middellandgronde
containing different amounts of available (Truog) P
TABEL 5 - Frekwensie van P-binding in middellandgronde wat
Main soil
No. of
Mean P.D.I.
Soil parent
verskillende hoeveethede beskikbare (Truog) P bevat
material
series
sites
values
Truog P
GrondmoederHoofNo. of
% fields with soils showing following
Getal
Gem.
materiaal
grondseries terreine F.D.L-waardes
(mg/kg)
fields
degree ) of P fixation
Getal
lande

<4
5- 9
10-13
14-18
>18
Total
Totaal

296
361
243
194
497
1591

% lande waar gronde onderstaande
grade van P-binding toon
High
Med.
Low
Hoog
Matig
Laag
9
7
3
2
2
23

4
5
4
2
4
19

6
10
8
8
26
58

Table Mountain
sandstone
Tafelbergsandsteen
Lower Ecca shale
Laer Eccaskalie
Middle Ecca
sediments
Middel-Eccaskalie
Dolerite
Doleriet
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Cartref
Oatsdale
Inanda
Nomanci
Clovelly
Farmhill
Balgowan

14

0,37

21

0,20

16

0,11

6

0,05

Balmoral

13

0,16

the chemisorption of phosphate anions by
positively charged sesquioxide compounds in the
soil. It appears that the minimum concentration of
P required in the soil solution for healthy plant
growth is likely to be closer to 0,10 mg/kg P than
the previously assumed concentration of 0,20
mg/kg.
For routine soil testing purposes the results of
this study confirm that there is merit in
supplementing the traditional Truog P test as used
by the Fertilizer Advisory Service of the
Experiment Station with a rapid screening
technique which provides a measure of P sorption.
Soils can now be classified into high, moderate and
low P-fixing categories and this forms the basis of
a revised procedure for improving P fertilizer
recommendations to midlands growers. It would
seem that substantial areas of cane in the midlands
will benefit from
the new system of
recommendations.
Investigations
are
being
continued to study the residual effects of the
various P treatments on ratoon yield in the current
series of trials.
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OPTIMAL SOIL PHOSPHORUS LEVELS FOR MAIZE PRODUCTION IN PERSPECTIVE - A CRITICAL
EVALUATION OF RESEARCH DATA
G.C.H. VENTER
Research Division, Fertilizer Society of South Africa,
P.O. Box 1821, Pretoria 0001
ABSTRACT
The results of 34 phosphorus fertilization trials on maize were evaluated. These trials were
conducted on a wide variety of soils in the Transvaal and Orange Free State. Five levels of P were
applied in randomised block designs to create differential soil P levels in order to facilitate calibration
of soil P (Bray No. 2 extract) with yield.
The relationship between soil P and yield is of an exponential nature. It is consequently not
possible to define specific biological soil P optima.
Potential yield loss (PYL) at increasing soil P levels (range 5-50 mg/kg) was evaluated in soil
form, leaching class and production area groupings. As a result of the wide confidence limits of the
regressions (PYL = ae-l'P), no definite conclusions could be drawn from differences in PYL/soil P
relationships of soil form and leaching class groupings. At all soil P levels PYL is three to five times
greater in the Eastern Transvaal than in the western production region. However, the percentage
recoveries of PYL at 5 mg/kg are very similar at increasing soil P levels for all the groupings. Average
recoveries of PYL are 84 and 96% when soil P is increased from 5 to 25 and 40 mg/kg respectively.

Uittreksel
GRONDFOSFOROPTIMA
VIR MIEUEPRODUKSIE
IN PERSPEKTIEF
KRITIESE EVALUERING
VAN NA VORSINGSDA TA

- 'N

Die resultate van 34 fosforbemestingsproewe
is geëvalueer. Hierdie proewe is op 'n
verskeidenheid gronde in die Transvaal en Oranje- Vrystaat uitgevoer. Vyf peile van P is in 'n
ewekansige blokontwerp met vier herhalings toegedien.
Die verwantskap lussen grond-P en opbrengs is eksponensiaal van aard. Dit is dus nie
moontlik
om spesifieke biologiese grond-P-optima
te definieer nie. Die vorm van die
regressiekrommes verskil ewe veel op dieselfde proefterrein lussen seisoene as op verskillende terreine
in dieselfde seisoen.
Polensiele opbrengsverliese (POV) by toenemende grond-P-waardes is ook geëvalueer in
grondvorm-,
logingsklasen
produksiegebiedsgroeperings.
As
gevolg
van
die
wye
betroubaarheidslimiete van die regressies (POV=: ae-bP) is dil nie moontlik om belroubare afleidings
le maak van verskille in POV lussen grondvorm- en logingsklasgroeperings nie. Polensiele
opbrengsverliese is egter sowat drie keer groter in die Oos-Transvaal as in die westelike
produksiegebiede by ooreenslemmende grond-P-waardes.
Die persentasie herwinning van POV by 5mg/kg bly egler min of meer konstant vir alle
groeperings met toenemende grond-P-waardes. Gemiddeld word 84 en 96% van POV by Smg/kg
herwin wanneer grond-P verhoog word na 25 en 40 mg/kg respektiewelik.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of soil testing is to assess the
relative sufficiency levels of available nutrients and
to provide information on the amounts of fertihzer
required for optimum growth conditions of plants
(McLean, 1977). This concept is based on the
Mitscherlich yield equation: dy/dx = (A-Y)c which
implies that yield increases (dy) per unit of
available nutrient (dx) decrease as the current yield
(Y) approaches a maximum yield (A). Bray (1945)
modified the Mitscherlich equation to the form log
(A-y) = log A-c,b where c, values are correlation
constants for different crops and nutrients. Nelson
& Anderson (1977) refitted the Bray equation to
the exponential form /\Y max := a + be'Cx to
describe the relationship between incremental yield
(A,Y max) and soil P test in mg/kg. Nelson &
Anderson reported that /\Y max removes more site
variation than does percentage yield. Potential yield
loss (PYL), which is the "mirror image" of /\y
max, was used as the Y parameter in this study.
Farina & Mapham (1973) defined optimum soil P

levels in economic terms. Möhr (1973; 1975) found
that optimum soil P is mainly determined by soil
form and degree of leaching and defined different
biological soil P optimum constants for two
leaching classes within the Avalon and Hutton soil
forms.
The main purpose of this study was to
evaluate soil P test/yield data from a large number
of trials in terms of (i) the reliabihty of Bray No. 2
extractable soil P as an indicator of sufficiency
levels of soil available P for maize, and (ii) the
concept of biological soil P optima.
PROCEDURE
Phosphorus in the form of double
superphosphate (19,6% P) was applied broadcast in
randomised block design trials. Five levels of
phosphorus were applied in four replications to
create differential soil P levels. Nitrogen, potassium
and zinc were applied in quantities which were
considered to be non-limiting. These trials were
conducted from 1972 to 1976 on a wide variety of
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TABLE 1 - Variation in biological soil P optima in eleven selected trials on soils of the Avalon and Hutten forms (Venter, 1978)
TABEL I - Variasie in biologiese grond-P-optima in elf geselekteerdeproewe op gronde van die Avalon- en
Huttonvorms
(Venter,1978)
Series
Serie

Avalon
Villiers
Avalon
Ruston*
Ruston*
Leksand
Huiton
Msinga
Doveton
Msinga
Lichtenburg
Balmoral
Msinga

District
Distrik

Season
Seisoen

Middelburg
Amersfoort
Middelburg
Middelburg
Sasolburg

1975/76
1973/74
1973/74
1974/75
1976/77

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Lichtenburg
Potchefstroom
Lichtenburg
Ottosdal
Ermelo
Lichtenburg

1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1974/75
1974/75

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Regression equation
Regressievergelyking

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Soil P range Yield range Calculated
Grond-POpbrengssoil P
gebied
gebied
optima
mg/kg
k g / h a x 100 Berekende
grond-Poptima

-66,5251 + 38,3439x0.5 - 2,6566x
-99,1186 - 5,4062x0.5 + 68,9083x
-27,7060 + 34,0046x0,5 . 3,1653x
-12,3655 + 7,7880x0,5 . o,4546x
-1,5415 + 20,8355x0.5 . i,7277x

15-83
5-70
5-49
3-77
13-43

47-72
26-114
25-68
2-22
54-62

+60
38
25
60
33

-8,3302 + 31,6246x0.5 - 3,1138x
20,7315 + 6,0253x0.5 . 0,4849x
15,0001 + 0,8948x - 0,0086x2
-16,1445 + 19,5372x0.5 - l,7099x
7,3262 + 11,1972x0.5 . o,8307x
48,3750 + 1,5473x0.5 - 0,0455x

7-34
2-55
11-61
6-41
5-53
13-74

60-70
30-40
25-38
19-50
28-46
54-58

26
38
53
35
45
+70

*See also Fig. If Kyk ook Fig. I

soils in the main grain-producing areas of the
Transvaal and Orange Free State. Twenty-six trials
were conducted on the same experimental sites for
two or more consecutive seasons. When
multi-annual trials are regarded as separate trials in
different seasons, data from a total of 83 trials were
available for evaluation. Of these 39 were
conducted in the Western Transvaal, 21 in the
Eastern Transvaal and 23 in the north-western
Orange Free State.
With a few exceptions, phosphorus was only
applied once in multi-annual trials. In effect,
therefore, "response to phosphorus" as referred to
in this paper implies response to freshly applied
and residual phosphorus. The specific effects of
residual phosphorus as compared with freshly

applied phosphorus will be dealt with in a later
publication. Detailed data with respect to each trial
were reported by Venter (1978). This includes plot
yield and soil P analysis, significance of P response,
regressions of soil P/yield relationships and
potential yield losses at different soil P levels for
each trial.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The relationship between yield and soil P for
each trial with significant P response[(F>3,4 for
one-season trials and PX^ >0,95 for multi-annual
trials (Rayner, 1967)] was calculated and reported
by Venter (1978). Biological soil P optima were
estimated from these relationships at zero slope

Soil VjGrond-P mg/kg (Bray No./nr. 2)
10

20

30

50

40
.

60

'o-

__ — o --

O'

I
1-1

>-

a.

1973/4
• 1974/5
(Data points calculated from regressions in Table 1/
Data-punte bereken uit regressies in Tabel 1)
FIG. 1 - Potential yield loss (PYL) in tons/ha at increasing soil P levels on a trial conducted on a Ruston series in two consecutive
seasons
FIG. I - Potensiële opbrengsverlies (POV) in ton/ha by toenemende grond-P-waardes op 'n proef uitgevoer op 'n
in twee opeenvolgende seisoene
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Rustongrondserie

TABLE 2 - An example of the method of calculation of potential yield loss (PYL) in tons/ha at initial and increasing soil P values
on a Devon series (Western Transvaal)
TABEL 2 - 'n Voorbeeld van die metode vir die berekening van potensiële opbrengsverlies (POV) in tonjha by aanvangs- en
toenemende grond-P-waardes op 'n Devongrondserie (Wes-Transvaal)
P level
P-peil

kg P/ha
1975
0
40
80
120
160

0
1
2
3
4

Yield
Opbrengs
t/ha

Corresponding PYL
Ooreenstemmende POV

Soil P'
Grond-P'
mg/kg

PYL values used in calculations
POV-waardes gebruik in
berekenings

1,462
4,12
9
4,79
13
0,79
5,26
18
0,32
5,58
20
0
5,49
26
-0,09
F value/ F-waarde -= 4,8119* L S D / A : B P ' ( P 0 , 0 5 ) = 0 , 6 1
PX2 (1975-76) =-- 0,9975**
4 v _L 1 A81 r.,0,5'

1,46
0,79
0,32
0,01
0,01

' Soil P (Bray No. 2) after P fertilization/ Grond-P (Bray nr. 2) na P-bemesting
' PYL at initial soil P value/ POV by aanvangsgrond-P-waarde
' Y = yield!opbrengs, t/ha; x = soil P in mgjkglgrond-Pin mg/kg

from the regression equations. Large variations in
soil P optima were found. The data in Table 1
show the order of variation in eleven selected trials
on soils of the Avalon and Hutton forms.
Yield/soil P relationships in most trials were
best described by regressions of the form y = a +
bx + cxO,5 (Venter, 1978). Although the shape of
these response curves differs considerably (resulting
in variable soil P optima) the yield response to
applied P is greatest at low soil P values. Yield
responses flatten out into a yield plateau at
intermediate to high soil P values.
From the data in Table 1 it is concluded that
variation in "specific" biological soil optima is
equally large within as between soil series. Absolute
yields and yield ranges differ considerably between

0
0

10

1

o

\

O

2

o
o

sites as well as on the same site between seasons. It
can therefore be expected that the shape of P
response curves on the same site between seasons
will also differ, resulting in different soil P
optimum values. Maximum potential yield loss
(PYL) at increasing soil P levels on a multi-annual
trial (Ruston series, Avalon form) is illustrated in
Fig. 1 to show that soil P optima are not
necessarily constant for any given soil in different
seasons.
Fig. 2 shows the collective relationship
between initial soil P and PYL for all trials. Initial
soil P refers to the soil P level before P application,
Each trial is therefore represented by one datum
point in Fig. 2. An example of the calculation of
PYL is given in Table 2.

Initial soil P \eyé\&IAanvangsgrond-P-waardes mg/kg (Bray No./w. 2)
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o
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'
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o
«
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I
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•
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Significant responses to applied and residual P
Betekenisvolle reaksies op toegediende en residuele P
Non-significant responses
Nie-betekenisvolle reaksies

FIG. 2 - The relationship between potential yield loss (PYL) in tons/ha and initial soil P values of all trials
FIG. 2 - Die verwantskap tussen potensiële opbrengsverlies (POV) in ton/ha en aanvangsgrond-P-waardes in al dieproewe
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Fig. 2 shows that on soils with initial soil P
values <12 mg/kg only significant responses to P
fertilization were registered. In the 12-25 mg/kg
soil P range significant responses predominated.
Only non-significant responses, with one exception,
were registered on soils with initial soil P level >25
mg/kg. Large potential yield losses were measured
on soils with low initial soil P values ( < 10 mg/kg).
PYL at intermediate soil P values (12-25 mg/kg)
were considerably smaller and approached zero
value (i.e. maximum yield) at initial soil P values
>25 mg/kg. The large vertical scatter of data
points in the 0-10 mg/kg range (Fig. 2) suggests
that low soil P levels are not equally limiting on
different soils or under different climatic
conditions. The same applies, to a lesser degree, at
intermediate soil P levels.
By plotting only one datum point per trial
(Fig. 2) a relationship is obtained which is
essentially non-curvilinear. In order to endeavour
to smooth out the relationship, four PYL values
(Table 2) for each trial with significant P response,
were then plotted against corresponding soil P
levels in the following soil groupings:
7. Eastern Transvaal
1.1 All soils
1.2 Dystrophic soils
1.3 Meso- and eutrophic soils
1.4 Avalon form soils
1.5 Hutton form soils

2. North-western OFS and Western Transvaal
2.1 North-western OFS - all soils
2.2 Western Transvaal - all soils
2.3 Avalon form soils
2.4 Hutton form soils
PYL/soil P relationships for the above
groupings are illustrated in Fig. 3a-3e and 4a-4d.
The "all soils" groupings (1.1, 2.1 and 2.2) include
soils of other forms such as Westleigh, Clovelly and
Kroonstad. An insufficient number of trials was
conducted on these soil forms to evaluate them
separately. Two trials on Arcadia series in the
Eastern Transvaal did not show a significant
response to applied or residual P and were
therefore excluded.
Fig. 3 and 4 show improved curvilinearity
when compared with Fig. 2. Exponential
regressions of the form y = ae^*'^ were calculated
for each grouping (Fig. 3 and 4). Negative and zero
PYL values cannot be entered into a programme
for the calculation of exponential regressions.
Negative and zero PYL values were therefore
substituted by 0,01 (Table 2). This is considered to
be justified because true quadratic response
functions were only observed in two trials (Venter,
1978).
Although the regressions are significant, some
r^ values are unsatisfactory. From Fig. 3 and 4 it is
concluded that the shape of the regressions is
essentially similar, irrespective of data grouping.
However, the Eastern Transvaal groupings have

Soil P, mg/kg/Grond-P, mg/kg
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40

§ 4

Is
PL*

42i2e(-0.0")P

PYL/POK
2

_

-0,7131**
0,51

FIG. 3a - The relationship between potential yield loss (PYL) in tons/ha and soil levels (Bray No. 2) on all soils in the Estern Transvaal
FIG. 3a-Die verwantskap tussen potensiële opbrengsverlies. (POV) in ton/ha en grond-P-waardes (Bray nr. 2) opalleOosTransvaal-gronde
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Soil P, mglkglGrond-P. mg/kg
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FIG. 3b Dystrophic soils: Eastern Transvaal
FIG. 3b Distrofiese gronde : Oos-Transvaal
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FIG. 3d Avalon form : Eastern Transvaal
FIG. 3d Avalonvorm : Oos-Transvaal
SoU P. mglkglGrond-P, mg/kg
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r ^ = 0,37
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r = 0,6617**
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FIG. 3c - Meso- and eutrophic soils : Eastern Transvaal
FIG. 3c-Meso- en eutroflesegronde : Oos-Transvaal

FIG. 3e - Button form : Eastern Transvaal
FIG. 3e - Huttonvorm : Oos-Transvaal

FIG. 3b and 3c - The relationship between potential yield loss (PYL) in tons/ha and soil P levels
(Bray No. 2) of leaching class groupings in the Eastern Transvaal
FIG. 3b en 3c - Die verwantskap tussen potensiele opbrengsverlies (POV) inton/haengrondP-waardes (Bray nr. 2) in logingsklas-groeperings in die Oos-Transvaal

FIG. 3d and 3e - The relationship between potential yield loss (PYL) in tons/ha and soU P levels (Bray No. 2)
of soU form groupings in the Eastern Transvaal
FIG. 3d en 3e • Die verwantskap tussen potensiele opbrengsverlies (POV) in ton/ha en grond-P-waardei
(Bray nr. 2) in grondvormgroeperings in die Oos-Transvaal

FIG. 3b en 3c

(Bray No. 2) of leaching class groupings m mc i:,asiwi. »i«..o.
- Die verwantskap tussen potensiële opbrengsverlies (POV) in ton/ha en grondP-waardes (Bray nr. 2) in logingsklas-groeperings in die Oos-Transvaal

FIG. 3d en 3e - Die verwantskap tussen potensieie upurcnsswiuc^
{"-"/
(Bray nr. 2) in grondvormgroeperings in die Oos-Transvaal
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FIG. 4a - Noith-westem O.F.S.: all soils
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FIG. 4b -Western Transvaal: all soils
FIG. 4b - Wes-Transvaal: alle gronde
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FIG. 4c - Avalon form: North-western O.F.S. and Western Transvaal
FIG. 4c - Avalonvorm: Noordwestelike O. V.S. en Wes-Transvaal
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FIG. 4d - Hutton form: North-western O.F.S. and Western Transvaal
FIG. 4d - Huttonvorm: Noordwestelike O. V.S. en Wes-Transvaal

•FIG. 4a, b, c and d - The relationship between potential yield loss (PYL) in tons/ha and soil P levels (Bray No. 2) in the north-western O.F.S. and Western Transvaal
FIG. 4a, b, e end- Die verwantskap tussen potensiële opbrengsverlies (POV) in ton/ha en grond-P-waardes (Bray nr. 2) in die noordwestelike O. V.S. en Wes-Transvaal

=
=
=

1397,(-0.1S5)P
-0,6458
0,42

TABLE 3 - Potential yield loss (PYL) in tons/ha in the soil P range 5-50 mg/kg and percentage recoveries of PYL at corresponding
soil P levels for different groupings in the two grain-producing areas
TABEL 3 - Polensiële opbrengsverlies (POV) in ton I ha in die grond-P-gebied 5-50 mg/kg en persentasie herwinnings van POV by
ooreenstemmende grond-P-waardes vir verskillende groeperings in die twee graanproduserende gebiede

SoilP
Grond-P
mg/kg

Eastern Transvaal
Oos-Transvaal
All soils Dystrophic Meso- and
Avalon
Alle gronde Distrofies eutrophic
Meso- en
eutroftes

I

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

North-western OFS and Western Transvaal
Noord-westelike OVS en fVes-Transvaal
N.W.
W. Tvl.
Avalon
Hutton
O.F.S.
all soils
all soils alle gronde
N.fV.
O.V.S.
alle gronde

Hutton

Av.%
recovery
(all groups)
Gem. %
herwinning
(alle groepe)

2

2,73 ( 0)
1,76(36)
1,14(58)
0,74(73)
0,48 (82)
0,31(89)
0,20(93)
0,13(95)
0,08 (97)
0,05(98)

3,48 ( 0)
2,24(36)
1,44(59)
0,92(74)
0,59 (Si)
0,38(89)
0,25(93)
0,16(95)
0,10(97)
0,07 (98)

2,15 ( 0)
1,43(33)
0,94(56)
0,63(71)
0,41 (81)
0,27(87)
0,18(92)
0,12(9-0
0,08(96)
0,05(98)

3,41 ( 0)
2,29(33)
1,53(55)
1,03(69)
0,69(80)
0,46(87)
0,31(91)
0,21 (94)
0,14(95)
0,09(97)

2,22 ( 0)
1,37(38)
0,85(62)
0,53 (76)
0,33(55)
0,20(91)
0,12(94)
0,08(90)
0,05(98)
0,03 (99)

0.75 ( 0)
0,49(35)
0,31(59)
0,20(73)
0,13 (Si)
0,08(89)
0,05(93)
0,04(95)
0,02(97)
0,01 (98)

0,77 ( 0)
0,49(36)
0,31 (59)
0,19(73)
0,12(84)
0,08(90)
0,05(94)
0,03 (96)
0,02(97)
0,01 (98)

1,62 ( 0)
0,75 ( 53)
0,34 ( 79)
0,16( 90)
0,07 ( 96)
0,03 ( 98)
0,02 ( 99)
0,01 ( 99)
0,00(100)
0,00(100)

0,89 ( 0)
0,56(37)
0,36(60)
0,23 (74)
0,14(5-0
0,09(90)
0,06(93)
0,04(96)
0,02(98)
0,01 (99)

0
37
61
75
84
90
94
96
97
98

'PYL calculated from regressions (Fig. 3 and 4)/ POV bereken uit regressies (Fig. 3 en 4)
^Figures in parenthesis denote % recoveries/Sj/eri in hakies dui % herwinnings aan

much larger PYL values than those of the western
production region for corresponding soil P levels.
The average maximum yield for all trials in the
Eastern Transvaal exceeded the average maximum
yield for the north-western OFS and Western
Transvaal by more than 2 tons/ha (Venter, 1978)
which, at least partly, explains the large PYL for
Eastern Transvaal soils.
Expected PYL at increasing soil P levels for
all the groupings were calculated from regressions
and are summarised in Table 3.
Calculated PYL varies considerably between
groupings (Table 3). No definite conclusions can be
drawn from the PYL in soil form and leaching
class goupings as a result of the wide distribution
of observations (Fig. 3 and 4). Table 3 indicates
that, irrespective of variation in PYL values,
percentage recoveries of PYL at 5 mg/ kg P in the
soil P range > 5 to 50mg/kg are very similar for
different groupings. The Avalon grouping in the
western region is an exception. In this grouping the
PYL at 5mg/kg was estimated by extrapolation
(Fig. 4c; Table 3). Since PYL at 5mg/kg P is the
denominator in calculation of percentage
recoveries, extrapolation error could account for
the greater recovery values in this grouping.
Average recoveries of PYL are 84 and 96% when
soil P is increased from S to 25 and 40mg/kg
respectively.
From the above it is concluded that, under
similar climatic conditions, soil P provides a
reasonable indication of potential yield losses albeit
within wide confidence limits. Average percentage
recoveries of PYL at increasing soil P levels appear

to be independent of production area, soil form or
leaching class groupings. The concept of different
soil P optimum constants for different leaching
classes within the Hutton and Avalon soil forms as
proposed by Möhr (1973; 1975) cannot be
supported on the basis of this study.
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DIE GROEI EN VOEDINGSTATUS VAN KORING
(Triticum aestivum ssp. vulgare McKey)
ONDER VARIëRENDE NITRAAT-, FOSFAATEN SULFAATVOORSIENING*
D.C.S.D. GROBLER en W.J. FÖLSCHER
Departement Grondkunde en Plantvoeding, Universiteit van
Pretoria, Pretoria 0002
UITTREKSEL
Onder variërende voorsiening van nitraat (N), fosfaat (P) en sulfaat (S), maar konstante
voorsiening van makrokatione en mikroëlemente in waterkultuur, was die groei (droëmateriaal- en
saadproduksie) van koring optimaal by 0,2 me P- en 15 me N/^ terwyl variasie in S min invloed
getoon het. By 0,02 me was P onvoldoende, met verswakte groei en verlaagde opname van veral N en
K maar ook ander voedingselemente, behalwe Mo, B en Cl. Teen 2,0 me// was P definitief "toksies",
met vertraagde groei en verhoogde opname van P en mikroëlemente, behalwe Fe, maar nie
makroëlemente nie. Behalwe Fe, is opname van ander elemente egter nie onderdruk nie. Die
P-toksisiteit en verhoogde P-opname is nie deur hoë NO3 of SO4 in die buitemedium onderdruk nie.
Onder 15 me NO3// het N-tekorte ontstaan en by 2,0 me is selfs geen saad geproduseer nie.
N-oormaat het by 20 me voorgekom maar, in teenstelling met P, is N-opname nie merkbaar verhoog
nie en, inteendeel, verlaag met onvoldoende P-voorsiening.
Hierdie resultate dui dus op 'n definitiewe funksie van P in ioonopname en/of -transport deur
plante.

Abstract
GROWTH AND NUTRIENT STATUS OF WHEAT
(Triticum aestivum ssp. vulgare McKey)
UNDER DIFFERENTIAL NITRATE,
PHOSPHATE
AND SULPHATE
SUPPLY
Under varying supply of nitrate (N), phosphate (P) and sulphate (S) against a constant supply
of macro-cations and micro-elements in water culture, growth (dry matter and seed production) of
wheat was optimal at 0,2 me P and IS me N/-( while S showed no critical effects. P was deficient at
0,02 meji, resulting in poor growth and reduced uptake of particularly N and K but also of all other
essential elements except Mo, B and CI. P was definitely "toxic" at 2,0 me, accompanied by increased
uptake of P and micro-elements, except Fe, but not macro-nutrients. However, excepting Fe, no
decreased uptake of other elements occurred. The P toxicity and P uptake were not depressed by N at
20 me or S at 28 me.
Deficiency in N occurred below 15 meji and no seed was produced at 2 me. At 20 me N was
in excess, but as against P, plant N did not increase markedly and was depressed by insufficient P
supply.
These results, therefore, show a definite requirement for P, at rather low level, in uptake
and I or transport of ions by plants.

Met toenemende gebruik van hoëgraadse
misstowwe met 'n lae S-inhoud kan verwag word
dat S-voeding meer in gedrang sal kom en verdere
besonderhede
met
betrekking
tot
voedingsinteraksies tussen makroanione vereis.
Ondersoek is dus ingestel op afwykings in groei en
ioonopname van koring in waterkultuur onder
differensiële nitraat-, fosfaat- en sulfaatvoorsiening.

INLEIDING
Aangesien stikstof, fosfor en kalium prominent
betrokke is in die voedingsvereistes van plante, is
heelwat bekend omtrent onderlinge interaksies van
hierdie
elemente
in
plantvoeding.
Die
langtermynverbouing van gewasse gaan ook
gepaard met 'n hoë verwydering van kalsium,
magnesium en kalium en onderlinge interaksies
tussen hierdie makrokatione is veral bestudeer met
betrekking tot doeltreffende neutralisering van
suurgrond.
Soortgelyke
informasie
omtrent
makroanione is veel meer beperk. Nietemin word
sekere interaksies in hierdie verband vermeld, onder
andere verminderde "giftigheid" van fosfaat (P) in
teenwoordigheid
van
oormaat
NO3 met
sojaboontjies (Hamner, 1940) en met gars
(MulHson, 1941) sowel as verlaagde opname van P
en molibdeen (Mo) in teenwoordigheid van
oormaat sulfaat (S) (Stout, Meagher, Pearson &
Johnson, 1951).

EKSPERIMENTEEL

* Geneem uit die M.Sc. Agric.-verhandeling van die senior
outeur, Universiteit van Pretoria, 1977

Met voorlopige studies in waterkultuur is
gevind dat P 'n baie prominente invloed op groei
van koring het, selfs by konsentrasies onder 1 me//.
N-voorsiening moes heelwat hoer wees (5-15 me/i')
terwyl S-variasie geen duidelike invloed getoon het
nie.
Teen hierdie agtergrond is 'n omvattende
reeks behandelings bestudeer in 'n proefontwerp
met vyf NOj-peile (2-20 me//), vyf HjP04-peile
(0,02-8 me//) terwyl SO4 as balanserende anioon
gebruik is vir 'n konstante voorsiening van Ca, Mg
en K (elk 10 me//). Die totale katioonkonsentrasie
was dus 1,5 X hoer as in die Hoagland no.
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2-voedingsoplossing (Hoagland & Arnon, 1950) om
voorsiening te maak vir behandelings met hoë NO,
of H2PO4. Mikroëlemente is voorsien teen
onveranderde
Hoagland-waardes.
Hoaglandoplossings teen die onveranderde en 1,5 x
makroëlementvlakke is as "kontrole"-behandelings
ingesluit. In totaal was daar dus 27 behandelings en
die is met vier herhalings gebruik op 'n roterende
tafel in die glashuis soos beskryf deur Barnard &
Fölscher (1973). Kultuuroplossings is elke 21 dae
hernieu. Na 15 weke is plante geoes en
droëmateriaalopbrengs (sonder wortels) en saad
(beide gedroog by 65 °C) bepaal.
In die pypstadium is heelplantmonsters
(sonder wortels) geneem vir ontleding van alle
makro- en mikrovoedingselemente. Totaal N
(Kjeldahl) en P is bepaal op HjSO^-verteerde
plantmateriaal (Technicon Industrial Systems,
1974a). Bepalings vir Ca, Mg, K, Fe, Mn, Zn en
Cu is gedoen deur atoomabsorpsiespektroskopie en
S volgens Basson & Böhmer (1972) na
HN03/HC104-vertering. Mo (Fuge, 1970), B
(Basson, Böhmer & Stanton, 1969; Basson, Pille &
Du Preez, 1974) en Cl (Technicon Industrial
Systems, 1974b) is bepaal na droëverassing.
Makroëlementontledings is op afsonderlike
replikate vir alle behandelings gedoen maar vir
mikroëlementbepalings was die materiaal te min en
moes replikate saamgevoeg word. KBV-waardes vir
TABEL 1 - Droëmateriaal- en saadopbrengs by verskillende N-,.
P- en S-peile
TABLE 1 - Seed production and dry matter yield at different
N, P and S levels
Behandeling
Treatment
No.

NO3-

me//
H.PO;

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

20,0
20,0
20,0
20,0
20,0
15,0
15,0
15,0
15,0
15,0
10,0
10,0
10,0
10,0
10,0
5,0
5,0
5,0
5,0
5,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
15,0
22,5

0,02
0,20
2,00
4,00
8,00
0,02
0,20
2,00
4,00
8,00
0,02
0,20
2,00
4,00
8,00
0,02
0,20
2,00
4,00
8,00
0,02
0,20
2,00
4,00
8,00
1,00
1,50

* 20 me// (Ca + Mg + K)
•* 30 me/i (Ca + Mg + K)

soj9,98
9,80
8,00
6,00
2,00
14,98
14,80
13,00
11,00
7,00
19,98
19,80
18,00
16,00
12,00
24,98
24,80
23,00
21,00
17,00
27,98
27,80
26,00
24,00
20,00
4,00*
6,00**
KBV/
LSD
(5%)

g/ pot
Saad
Droë
Dry
Seed
mat.
3,03
21,58
14,72
19,41
15,79
3,05
27,60
13,98
19,06
14,38
2,68
19,73
11,03
8,76
4,48
2,86
1,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
12,33
10,5

11,8
58,9
44,9
39,2
36,2
11,2
58,8
45,0
40,9
43,1
9,0
40,1
35,1
23,6
18,7
12,0
5,43
0,40
0,26
0,24
0,34
0,38
0,26
0,25
0,24
33,1
26,4

4,05

9,42

behandelingsverskille, volgens Steel & Torrie (1960)
kon dus alleen bereken word vir droëmateriaal-,
saadopbrengs- en makroëlementwaardes.
RESULTATE EN BESPREKINGS
Oesreaksie en groei
In die bespreking van droëmateriaal- en
saadopbrengs (gesamentlik genoem "groei"), soos
aangedui in Tabel 1, is dit volgens resultate uit die
voorlopige eksperimente aanvaar dat variasie in
S-voorsiening nie in 'n groot mate bydra tot die
oesverskille
wat
waargeneem
is
nie.
Groei-afwykings met betrekking tot die optimum
behandeling (no. 7) word dus geïnterpreteer as
afwykings wat deur verskille in N- en/of
P-voorsiening veroorsaak is.
Onder hierdie eksperimentele toestande word
N- en P-vlakke respektiewelik teen 15 en 0,2 me//
(behandeling no. 7) dus as optimaal beskou.
N-tekort word gedemonstreer deur die swak groei
by behandeling ho. 12 (10 me N) of no. 17 (5 me
N) of no. 22 (2 me N) en N-oormaat by no. 2 (20
me N).
'n Prominente invloed op groei word
waargeneem by lae P-vlakke. P-tekort is duidelik
by 0,02 me/i" (no. 6) en P-oormaat of "toksisiteit"
by no. 8 (2,0 me P). Hierdie effekte van P word
waargeneem by oormaat (nos. I, 2, 3) of tekort
(nos. 11, 12, 13) van N. Toksisiteit van P is ook
duidelik met lae oeswaardes by 1,0 me of 1,5 me P
van die Hoagland-"kontroles" (nos. 26 en 27). 'n
Toksiese P-effek, soos ook vermeld deur Hamner
(1940) en MuUison (I94I), is veral merkbaar met
opbrengswaardes by nos. 16 en 17. By hierdie
N-tekort lewer die "optimum" 0,2 me P (no. 17)
selfs laer opbrengs as die "P-tekortvlak" van 0,02
me (no. 16). Die hoë S-vlak (25 me) kon die
verhoogde toksisiteit van P nie onderdruk nie. Dit
is ook duidelik dat oormaat N nie die effek by 2,0
me P kon onderdruk nie (vergelyk nos. 3 en 8). 'n
Onderdrukkende invloed van NO, op P-toksisiteit,
soos vermeld deur Hamner (1940) of Mullison
(1941), kon dus nie bevestig word nie.
loonopname
Dit word aanvaar dat waardes vir die
verskillende
voedingselemente,
bereken
as
persentasie in droë massa van die jong plant in die
pypstadium, die variasie in opname van clemente
aandui, soos byvoorbeeld vir makroëlemente in
Tabel 2.
Indien 4,8 % N en 0,6 % P in plantmateriaal
vir behandeling no. 7 as "optimaal" beskou word,
word 'n P-tekort aangedui deur 'n plant-P van
0,2 % (no. 6) en 'n P-oormaat of "toksisiteit" deur
1,0% (no. 8). Verder is dit duidelik dat P-opname
die veranderings in P-voorsiening volg by enige van
die N-voorsieningsvlakke en hierdie patroon word
nie beïnvloed deur enige S-vlak nie, selfs nie die 28
me S by die laagste N-vlak nie. Onderdrukking van
P-opname deur SO4, soos vermeld deur Stout et al.
(1951), is dus nie onder hierdie toestande gevind
nie.
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TABEL 2 - Makroëlementwaardes (%) in droë materiaal
(65 °C) van koring in pypstadium
TABLE 2 - Macro-element levels (%) of dry matter (65°C) at
booting stage of wheat
Behandeling
Treatment
No.

N

P

S

K.

Ca

Mg

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

3,57
4,56
4,56
4,47
4,48
3,53
4,75
4,76
4,52
4,58
2,95
4,55
4,81
4,69
4,81
2,70
3,20
4,16
4,44
4,36
2,47
3,91
4,52
4,55
4,48
4,30
4,43

0,20
0,59
0,90
1,26
1,24
0,19
0.64
0,95
1,01
1,27
0,19
0,54
1,02
1,36
1,83
0,22
0,93
2,07
2,52
3,17
0,87
0,92
3,29
3,89
4,39
1,16
1,12

0,29
0,45
0,43
0,48
0,42
0,30
0.47
0,45
0,43
0,42
0,20
0,40
0,44
0,47
0,44
0,31
0,64
0,72
0,68
0,81
0,72
1,11
1,16
1,12
1,19
0,42
0,44

3,13
4,02
4,12
4,08
4,05
2,82
i.80
3,73
3,88
4,10
3,05
4,03
4,24
4,08
4,07
3,33
4,34
5,43
5,41
5,45
4,31
5,65
5,49
5,79
5,84
4,11
4,15

0,34
0,42
0,47
0,41
0,55
0,28
0.39
0,41
0,46
0,46
0,32
0,42
0,44
0,46
0,55
0,30
0,46
0,43
0,47
0,55
0,47
0,61
0,64
0,76
0,78
0,52
0,57

0,30
0,46
0,43
0,45
0,45
0,31
0.40
0,45
0,47
0,51
0,31
0,43
0,44
0,44
0,47
0,28
0,57
0,57
0,53
0,62
0,65
0,98
0,89
1,08
0,97
0,48
0,45

KBV//.SÜ
(5%)

0,37

0,27

0,66

0,54

0,15

0,18

Sutcliffe & Hackett (1957) en Epstein (1972)
noem die moontlikheid dat P betrokke kan wees in
ioonopname, wat in 'n mate ooreenkom met sekere
bevindings uit hierdie ondersoek. In skerp
teenstelling met P-opname, wat blykbaar nie deur
N (of S)-voorsiening beïnvloed word nie,
veroorsaak onvoldoende P deurgaans 'n verlaagde
opname van alle makroëlemente, veral N en K.
Aan die ander kant gaan oormaat P nie gepaard
met verhoogde opname van ander makro-ione nie.
Blykbaar word 'n kritiese P-peil dus vereis vir
ioonopname. Die volgende skematiese voorstelling
word dus aangebied vir betrokkendheid van P in
ioonopname en/ of -transport:
(a) P word benodig vir sintese van 'n anioondraer
(XP)*.OH(b) Opname en transport van anione deur die
draer, veral die anioon H2PO4" wat die
opnameproses kan "blokkeer" en die
"toksiese" invloed van P op ioonopname
verklaar na aanleiding van die volgende tipe
van ewewigstoestande:
Voorkeur-opname van H2PO4"
(XP)*+H2P04- «— (XP)^HJP04- .. (1)
met 'n baie laer ewewigskonstante as
(XP)*+A- ..— (XP/.A(2)
waar A~ 'n makroanioon soos NO3"' of 804"^
is, wat dus in groot hoeveelhede teenwoordig
sou moet wees om P-opname te onderdruk,
soos in hierdie ondersoek gevind is.

Aangesien die primêre meganisme van
katioonopname veronderstel is om heeltemal
verskillend te wees dan die van anione, word die
afwykings in makrokatioonopname, wat in hierdie
ondersoek gevind is, as indirek of sekondêr met
betrekking tot P-voorsiening beskou.
Die opname van mikro-ione, soos in Tabel 3
aangegee, volg, met sekere uitsonderings, die gedrag
van makro-ione.
TABEL 3 - Mikroëlementwaardes (dpm) in droë materiaal
(65 °C) van koring in pypstadium
TABLE 2 - Micro-element levels (ppm) of dry matter (65 ° C) at
booting stage of wheat
Behandeling
Treatment
No.

Fe

Mn

Cu

Zn

Mo

B

Cl

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

70
68
65
75
68
60

170
230
298
288
308
178

45
95
105
93
103
38

675
875
800
875
775
725

75

225

240
300
318
163
263
288
250
283
203
342
435
433
535
312
724
641
510
718
213
212

3,75
3,00
4,00
4,50
7,50
3,75
2.50
1,15
5,75
7,00
4,50
2,75
4,00
6,00
6,50
5,00
5,50
9,80
11,00
17,90
8,00
15,90
17,10
18,00
20,00
9,00
8,00

63
71
74
69
70
70

63
68
63
65
63
58
68
75
58
53
42
55
54
66
66
56
60
58
61
66

12,5
20,0
20,0
20,0
25,0
12,5
17.5
15,0
32,5
25,0
11,3
15,0

6,3
20,0
17,5
15,0
35,0
57,0
48,0
54,0
20,0
66,0
61,0
58,0
68,0
47,5
45,0

73

75
125
113
30
93
63
95
107
50
80
102
160
125
60
237
313
199
160
110
90

61

700

73
78
66
81
79
73
60
66
80
75
91
70
65
138
142
137
147
185
85
78

688
850
800
788
725
975
900
788
875
1250
2992
2 879
3 036
1 178
3 461
4121
5 233
5 189
1288
1378

Opname van mikroanione (Mo04"^ (BOH)4"'
en Cl~') is relatief onveranderd by 'n P-tekort
teenoor optimale P (vgl. nos. 6 en 7). Hierdie ione
vereis dus blykbaar laer P-voorsieningsvlakke vir
voldoende opname en transport en word
waarskynlik sterker gebind aan die anioondraer as
NO3-', SO4-2 of selfs HJPO4-'. Opname van Fe,
Mn, Cu en Zn, soos vir makrokatione, is laag by 'n
P-tekort. By oormaat P, byvoorbeeld nos. 8, 9 en
10, neig alle mikroëlemente, behalwe Fe, om te
akkumuleer, wat waarskynlik aandui dat hierdie
elemente, in teenstelling met makroëlemente en Fe,
nie so krities beïnvloed word nie deur 'n oormaat
P.
GEVOLGTREKKING
Hierdie ondersoek dui dus op 'n definitiewe
vereiste vir P teen optimale voorsieningsvlak in
ioonopname en/of -transport deur plante.
Waarskynlik is dit, meer spesifiek, betrokke in
sintese en doeltreffende funksionering van 'n
anioondraer.
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VOEDINGSBEHOEFTES VAN PROTEAS
A.S. CLAASSENS en W.J. FÖLSCHER
Departement Grondkunde en Plantvoeding, Universiteit van Pretoria,
Pretoria 0002
UITTREKSEL
Die voedingsbehoeftes van die proteabaster Ivy en Leucospermum cordifolium is in
sandkultuur ondersoek. 'n Halfsterkte Hoagland-oplossing, aangepas om N hoofsaaklik as NH< te
voorsien, is as kontrole gebruik. As behandelings is totale soutkonsentrasie, N-bron en N-, P-, Ca- en
Mg-voorsiening gevarieer. Droë massa-opbrengs van blare, stingels en wortels is bepaal en chemiese
ontledings is op blare uitgevoer.
L. cordifolium kon wyer variasies van behandelings as Ivy hanteer en kon by lae
elementvoorsiening goeie wortelontwikkeling handhaaf.
Swak groei is by hoë totale soutkonsentrasie ondervind, wat toegeskryf is aan P-toksisiteit.
Beide hoë P- en K-voorsiening het opbrengs onderdruk, terwyl NOj-voorsiening P-toksisiteit
teëgewerk het.
Swak groei met lae totale soutkonsentrasies gaan gepaard met hoë Ca-status vir die plant,
terwyl verbeterde groei met lae Ca-voorsiening ondervind is.
Gereduseerde N blyk die aangewese N-bron te wees aangesien beide spesies gevoelig is vir hoë
NOj-voorsiening.
Abstract
THE NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS OF PROTEAS
The nutrient requirements of the protea hybrid Ivy and Leucospermum cordifolium were
investigated in sand culture. The control was a half-strength Haagland solution, adapted to supply N
mainly as NH,. Treatments were a variation of total salt concentration, N source and N, P, Ca and
Mg supply. Dry yields of leaves, stems and roots were recorded and leaves were analysed chemically.
L. cordifolium was less susceptible to variation in treatments than Ivy and was able to produce
a good root yield at low nutrient supply.
High total salt supply reduced yields which was attributed to P toxicity. Both high P and K
supply reduced yields white NO, supply counteracted P toxicity.
Poor growth with low total salt supply was accompanied by high Ca status in the leaves, while
better growth was found at low Ca supply.
Because of sensitivity to high NO, supply, NH,-N appeared to be the better N source.

INLEIDING

PROSEDURE

Gedurende die afgelope aantal jare het die
protea-snyblombedryf bale ontwikkel, veral nadat
die potensiële buitelandse mark daarvoor besef is.
Waar die bedryf vroeër bestaan het uit
blomme wat in die veld gesny en van daar bemark
is, word dit vandag meesal intensief onder
aanplanting verbou. Volgehoue produksie van
snyblomme van goeie kwaliteit is dus belangrik.
Verskeie verbouingspraktyke van proteas
word
tans
ondersoek,
waaronder
ook
voedingsvereistes. Oor die onderwerp bestaan
verskeie menings, hoofsaaklik as gevolg van
waarnemings van tuiniers en ander belangstellendes.
Die mees algemene beskouing is dat proteas
normaalweg slegs goed groei op goed gedreineerde,
geloogde grond (Vogts, 1958; 1977a; 1977b).
'n Vraag wat egter ontstaan is of proteas op
sulke goed geloogde grond aanhoudend verbou kan
word met volgehoue produksie van goeie kwaliteit.
Aansienlike hoeveelhede voedingselemente word
waarskynlik met die vegetatiewe materiaal van die
blomme en stingels verwyder en sulke verwyderings
moet weer uit die grond gelewer word vir die
volgende oes.
Die primêre doel van hierdie ondersoek was
dus om te bepaal watter orde van totale en
individuele elementkonsentrasies benodig en
hanteer kan word deur die proteaplant.

Die ondersoek wat hier bespreek word, is 'n
opvolging van verskeie voorgaande proewe in sanden waterkultuur met verskillende Protea spp. Die
voorafgaande proewe was oor die algemeen
onsuksesvol omdat baie plante dikwels gevrek het,
sonder 'n besliste verwysing na 'n bepaalde
behandelingseffek. Aanvanklik is vermoed dat die
plante gevrek het as gevolg van wortelsiektes, maar
die plante het gewoonlik nadat hulle begin vrek het
nog steeds 'n skoon en gesonde wortelstelsel gehad.
Verder kon ook nie siektetekens op die bogrondse
dele vasgestel word nie.
In die voorgaande ondersoeke was as
voedingsmedium 'n halfsterkte Hoagland no.
2-oplossing gebruik (Bonner & Galston, 1952). Uit
die resultate was dit duidelik dat waar
NOj-N-konsentrasie laag was die behandelings meer
suksesvol was as in ander gevalle, alhoewel dit nie
noodwendig goed gegroei het nie.
SANDKULTUURPROEF
Om die steurende invloed van die vaste fase
van grond as groeimedium te beperk, is gebruik
gemaak van kwartssand. Die sand is vooraf gewas
met water en 16 kg daarvan is in Mitcherlich-potte
gebruik. Nege dm' voedingsoplossing is vir elke pot
voorsien, van die logingsoplossing is onder
opgevang en periodiek teruggeplaas en met
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gedeïoniseerde water aangevul om te vergoed vir
verliese as gevolg van evapotranspirasie.
Twee spesies, naamhk 'n proteabaster bekend
as Ivy {Protea longiflora x P. lacticolor) en
Leucospermum cordifolium, is as proefmateriaal
gebruik.
Altesaam 17 behandelings met vier herhalings
is gebruik soos uiteengesit in Tabel 1. As kontrole
is
ongeveer
'n
halfsterkte
Hoagland
no. 2-voedingsoplossing gebruik (Behandeling 3),
maar die N-bron is verander om hoofsaaklik
NH4-N te voorsien. Die addisionele NH4 is deur
SO4 gebalanseer omdat min reaksie verwag is as
gevolg van variasie in S04-konsentrasie (Hamner,
1940; MuUison, I94I; Grobler, 1976). Die totale
soutkonsentrasie varieer nie baie van die kontrole
nie, behalwe by Behandelings I, 2 en 4 waar die
invloed van soutkonsentrasie as sodanig ondersoek
is.
Gewortelde steggies is op 23 Junie 1976
geplant en op 1 April 1977, voordat die plante
begin blom het, geoes. Wortels, blare en stingels is
van mekaar geskei en oonddroë (6S °C) massas is
afsonderlik bepaal. Resultate word in Tabelle 2 en
3 opgesom. Ca, Mg en K is bepaal op natverasde
monsters
van
blare
met
behulp
van
atoomabsorbsie-sprektrofotometrie. Ammonium-N
is bepaal met behulp van die Kjeldahl-metode
(Jackson, 1958). Nitraat-N is bepaal met behulp
van 'n Kjeldahl-distillasie op 'n gereduseerde
waterekstrak nadat waterekstraheerbare NH4-N
vooraf afgedistilleer is (Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food, 1973). Fosfor is bepaal volgens

die molibdeenblou-metode (Chapman & Pratt,
1961).
RESULTATE EN BESPREKING
Opbrengsresultate word aangegee in Tabelle 2
en 3.
In Behandelings 1 tot 4 is totale
voedingselementkonsentrasie gevarieer (Tabel I). In
die geval van Ivy was daar geen groei vir
Behandelings 1 en 2 (2 en 1,3 x Hoagland) terwyl
Behandeling 3 (0,6 x Hoagland) wat ook as
kontrole gebruik is, redelik suksesvol was. Die
swak reaksie op Behandelings I en 2 kan nie sonder
meer aan die totale soutkonsentrasie toegeskryf
word nie. Dit blyk, na aanleiding van behandelings
met lae en hoe P-voorsiening (bv. Behandelings 12
en 13), of Ivy baie gevoelig is vir relatief hoë
P-konsentrasies en plante as gevolg van
P-toksisiteit gevrek het. Behandeling 12, met lae
P-voorsiening, was selfs beter as die kontrole
(Behandeling 3) wat blykbaar ook te veel P
ontvang het. Die P-status van blare by Behandeling
3 is 0,14% teenoor 0,02% van Behandeling 12 en
0,14 % P in die blare is dus blykbaar te hoog.
Behandeling 4, met die laagste totale
konsentrasie, se opbrengs was swakker as die van
die kontrole (Behandeling 3). In dié geval is
P-voorsiening waarskynlik nie te hoog nie en moet
die laer opbrengs eerder aan onvoldoende
voorsiening of 'n tekort aan 'n ander element
toegeskryf word. Indien blaarontledings van
Behandelings 3 en 4 (Tabel 2) vergelyk word, het

TABEL I - Voedingsbehandelings in sandkultuur*
TABLE l - Nutrient treatments in sand cultures*
Behandeling
Treatment
1
2
3**
4

Ca

Mg

K

12
8
4
1

6
4
2
0,5

9
6
3
0,75

loonkonsentrasie me/dm'//on concentration
NH4
NO,
H.PO,
SO,
Cl

9
6
3
0,75

3
2
1
0,25

1,5
1
0,5
0,125

28,5
19
9,5
2,375

3
2
1
0,25

me/dm'
Katione
Cations
36
24
12
3

Anione
Anions

Totaal
Total

36
24
12
3

72
48
24
6

5
4
2
3
7
0
0,5
14,5
1
16
16
32
6
4
2
3
6
1
0,5
1
15
30
12,5
15
7
4
2
3
5
2
0,5
10,5
14
14
28
1
8
4
2
3
4
3
0,5
8,5
1
13
13
26
9
4
2
3
2
5
0,5
1
11
22
4,5
11
10
4
2
3
0
7
0,5
9
9
18
0,5
1
4
11
2
3
1
1
0,5
1
10
20
7,5
10
12
4
2
3
1
12
24
3
0,125
9,875
12
1
13
4
2
3
3
1
2,0
8,0
1
12
12
24
14
4,89
2,44
1
3,67
1
0,5
1
12
12
24
9,5
15
2,7
1,3
6
2
1
0,5
9,5
1
12
12
24
16
4,7
0,25
3,525
3,525
1
0,5
9,5
1
12
12
24
17
0,5
2,88
4,31
4,31
1
0,5
9,5
1
12
12
24
* Soute gebruik/ Salts used
Ca (NOj)2
Mikroëlemente volgens Hoagland (Bonner & Galston, 1952). Alle behandelings
Ca CI2
het dieselfde konsentrasies ontvang./ Micro-elements supplied according
Ca SO,
to Hoagland (Bonner & Galston, 1952). All treatments received the same
Mg SO4
concentrations
KjSO,
K NO,
(NHJj SO,
NH.HjPO,
KHjPO,
Fe EDDTA
••Kontrole ± 0,6 Hoagland/Con/ro/ ± 0,6 Hoagland
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Opmerkings
Remarks

2 X Hoagland
1,3 X Hoagland
0,6 X Hoagland
0,16 X Hoagland
NH.rNOj
7:0
6:1
5:2
4:3
2:5
0:7
1:1
lae/tow P
hoé/high P
lae/toivK
hoé/high K
lae/ low Mg
lae//o>v Ca

Behandeling 4 laer N- en P- en hoer Ca- en soutkonsentrasie ondersoek is, geen groei gelewer
Mg-waardes. In vergelyking met die waardes vir nie. By Behandeling 2 (1,3 x Hoagland) is beter
Behandeling 12, waar groei goed was, kon N en P groei gelewer as by die kontrole (Behandeling 3),
egter nie onvoldoende gewees het nie, alhoewel Ca terwyl groei by Behandeling 4 met die laagste
en Mg hoog is. Mg is egter nie buitengewoon hoog soutkonsentrasie nog swakker was. Weer eens kan
nie (vergelyk Behandeling 17). Wat dus oorbly is die swak reaksie op Behandeling 1 nie sonder meer
waarskynlik die besondere hoë Ca-waarde wat aan hoë soutkonsentrasie toegeskryf word nie maar
onder hierdie omstandighede 'n nadelige effek kan eerder aan 'n oormaat P-voorsiening (vergelyk
hê. Aangesien die ontledingsdata van die Behandeling 13). Daar kan egter afgelei word dat
mikroëlemente nie beskikbaar is nie, is dit hoewel die spesie ook gevoelig is vir hoë P dit
problematics om te besluit of die Ca per se te hoog
was of dat van die mikroëlemente probleme nogtans hoer konsentrasie as Ivy kan hanteer. Die
veroorsaak
het.
Aangesien
mikroëlement- relatiewe lae opbrengs by Behandeling 4 kan soos
voorsiening nie gevarieer was nie, word nié verwag in die geval van Ivy ook aan hoë Ca-waarde
toegeskryf word (vergelyk Behandeling 10). Die
dat dit 'n groot invloed sou hê nie.
L. cordifolium se oes- en ontledingsdata word K-status is laag maar blykbaar nie krities laag nie
aangebied in Tabel 3. In hierdie geval het slegs (vergelyk Behandeling 14). Alhoewel die N-status
Behandeling 1 (2 x Hoagland), waar totale ook laag is, blyk dit nie die probleem as sodanig te
TABEL 2 - Droë massa-opbrengs (65 °C) en voedingstatus van Ivy
TABLE 2 - Dry yield (65 ° C) and nutrient status of Ivy
BehanGem. opbrengs/Afean >'ieWg/pot
I in blare (droë massa-basis)
% NOj-N
Opmerkings
deling Blare Stingels
Wortels Totaal
Yo in leaves (dry mass base) Blare Stingels
Wortels Remarks
no.
Leaves Stems
Roots
Total Ca
Mg K
N
P
Leaves Stems
Roots
Treatment
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

-

38,8
13,0

-

18,8
7,4

.
-

20,1
9,4

-

.
-

-

.
-

.
-

-

0,06
0,1

0,98
0,85

1,14
0,85

0,14
0,03

0,01

0,006

0,007

-

-

*

0,06
0,07
0,07
0,08

1,02
1,13
0,88
0,97

1,72
1,15
1,49
1,28

0,29
0,2
0,17
0,1

0,027
0,01
0,011
0,01

0,024
0,023
0,015
0,012

0,02
0,011
0,011
0,009

-

-

16,7
23,2
21,7
25,5

61,9
75,4
93,5
112,3

0,54
0,47
0,48
0,64

.

-

-

1,9
2,7
59,1

1,8
1,6
37,6

-

2,2
1,7
44,3

.

5,9
6,0
141,0

1,5
1,13
0,47

0,18
0,14
0,05

1,03
1,04
0,89

0,95
1,08
0,78

0,28
0,51
0,02

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

22,7
2,2
6,0
22,6

.
-

0,44
1,06

18,6
20,3
27,5
36,9

27,9
1,0
13,3
26,6

.
-

77,7
29,8

26,6
31,9
44,3
49,9

47,9
2,0
24,8
36,7

.
-

98,5
5,2
44,1
85,9

0,46 0,08
0,85 -0,16
0,75 0,07
0,38 0,1

0,46
1,28
1,11
1,1

.

0,95
0,86
1,47
1,3

.

0,11
0,24
0,18
0,17

-

.

.

0,053
0,035

0,277
0,036

0,023
0,008

-

-

-

2 X Hoagland
1,3 X Hoagland
0,6 X Hoagland
0,17 X Hoagland
NH.iNOj
7:0
6:1
5:2
4:3
2:5
0:7
1:1
lae//oiv P
hoë/high P
lae/tow K

hoëlhigh K
lae/toiv Mg
lae/tow Ca

TABEL 3 - Droë massa-opbrengs (65 °C) en voedingstatus van Leucospermum cordifolium
TABLE 3 - Dry mass yield (65 ° C) and nutrient status o/Leucospermum cordifolium
% in blare (droë massa- basis)
BehanGem . opbrengs/Mean yield g/pot
deling Blare
Stingels
Wortels Totaal
ge in leaves (dry mass base)
Ca
Mg K
N
P
no.
Leaves Stems
Roots
Total
Treatment
No.
1
2
3
4

60,7
57,4
27,6

34,4
37,6
15,3

46,8
33,9
32,6

141,9
128,9
75,5

1,13
1,05
1,69

0,23
0,2
0,28

1,85
1,39
0.66

1,38
0,86
0,68

0,19
0,12
0,04

1,45
1,36
1,42
1,51
1,4
1,85
1,79
1,47

1,3
1,23
1,16
1,26
1,0
1,56
0,65
0,87

0,14
0,16
0,06
0,11
0,06
0,23
0,12
0,05

-

-

%NO, •N
Opmerkings
Blare
Stingels
Wortels Remarks
Leaves Stems
Roots

-

-

-

0,009

0,004

~

~

0,002

~

0,012
0,012
0,004
0,008
0,011
0,023
0,006

0,025
0,015
0,018
0,022
0,019
0,052
0,004

0,006
0,005
0,006
0,004
0,007
0,023
0,006

-

-

-

2 X Hoagland
1,3 X Hoagland
0,6 X Hoagland
0,17 X Hoagland
NH4:N03

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

53,8
57,4
57,1
53,8
58,1
11,4
41,6
48,6

34,4
39,3
31,7
36,5
36,7
5,4
18,6
31,2

32,9
34,9
55,4
47,6
40,7
5,7
37,7
45,6

121,1
131,2
144,2
137,9
135,5
22,5
97,9
125,4

0,75
0,96
1,03
1,25
1,25
1,52
1,13
0,95

0,16
0,19
0,23
0,24
0,23
0,47
0,29
0,21

.

_

_

.

-

-

51,4
36,7
52,8
65,8

26,9
19,9
31,1
40,5

44,3
31,7
40,1
49,2

122,6
88,3
124,0
155,0

0,92
0,86
1,07
0,77

0,18
0,19
0,15
0,26

0,51
2,04
1,59
1,64

0,97
0,85
0,92
0,9
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0,12
0,16
0,05
0,12

1:0
6:1
5:2
4:3
2:3
0:7
1:1
lae/tow P
hoe/high P
lae/tow K
hoe/high K
lae/tow Mg
lae/ low Ca

wees nie, maar eerder dat hoë Ca-waardes met lae
NH4-N-voorsiening gepaard gegaan het.
Uit die resultate is dit duidelik dat L.
cordifolium groter variasie in die voorsiening van
verskillende voedingselemente kan hanteer in
vergelyking met Ivy en dat nadelige groei met
NO4-N in beide gevalle met oormaat Ca-opname
gepaard gaan. Die groter aanpasbaarheid van L.
cordifolium, veral sy vermoë om by lae
konsentrasies nog redelik goed te groei, kan
moontlik toegeskryf word aan die vermoë om
oormaat Ca beter te beheer. Uit die opbrengsdata
(Tabel 3) blyk dit verder dat indien die voorsiening
van voedingselemente laag word, die plante in staat
is om nog steeds 'n effektiewe wortelontwikkeling te
handhaaf ten koste van stingels en blare.
Byvoorbeeld, as N-voorsiening laag word
(Behandelings 4 en 11), word die verhouding
wortelmassa:stingelmassa groter (± 2:1) as dit
vergelyk word met enige ander behandeling waar
die groei redelik was (Behandeling 3 =^ ± 1:1).
Dieselfde verhoudings geld min of meer vir die
wortelmassa:blaarmassa. Die afname in totale
massa geskied dus hoofsaaklik ten koste van
stingels en blare. H ierdie verskynsel kan belangrike
implikasies inhou vir die produksie en kwaliteit van
blomme, veral stingellengtes. By Ivy het die
verhouding tussen verskillende vegetatiewe dele nie
veel verander nie. Met ander woorde, die plante het
nie wortelontwikkeling gestimuleer of gehandhaaf
ten koste van blare en stingels nie. Dit is
waarskynlik die rede waarom die plante se
voedingsbalans meer sensitief is vir steurings.
In Behandelings 5 tot 10 (Tabel 1) is die
N-bron gevarieer, naamlik NH4:N0j =: 7:0 tot 0:7.
Die totale N-voorsiening was hier hoer as die
kontrole (Behandeling 3), naamlik 7 me teenoor 4
me(N03 + NH4)-N/dm^
In die geval van Ivy was die opbrengs laag
waar geen NO3-N voorsien is nie (Behandeling 5)
en word hoer namate NH4 laer en NOj-voorsiening
hoer word tot by Behandeling 8 (NH4:N03 = 4:3).
Hierdie verhoging was nie betekenisvol nie maar
die tendens is duidelik.
Daar is reeds bespreek dat P-voorsiening te
hoog was vir Ivy-plante. Verder is daar deur
Hamner (1940), Mullison (1941) en Grobler (1976)
gevind dat hoer NOj-voorsiening die toksiese effek
van P onderdruk. In die geval van Ivy kom dit
daarop neer dat die voordelige invloed as gevolg
van die onderdrukking van P-toksisiteit groter was
as die nadelige invloed van NO3-N per se. Hierdie
verklaring word gesteun deur die P-status van die
plante wat laer word soos N03-voorsiening
toeneem. Byvoorbeeld, P = 0,29% in Behandeling
5 en neem af na 0,1 % in Behandeling 8. Die 0,1 %
P-status van die blare is waarskynlik nog relatief
hoog maar laer as die 0,14% van die kontrole.
Hierdie verhoging in opbrengs met hoer
N03-voorsiening
het
egter
nie
onbeperk
voortgegaan
nie
aangesien
plante
onder
Behandeling 9 (NH4:N03 = 2:5) totaal gevrek het
en groei by Behandeling 10 baie swak was. Dit dui
daarop dat NO3 toksies kan word vir plante soos
aangedui deur die relatief hoë N03-status in die

plante van Behandeling 10 (Tabel 2), 'n verhoging
van 0,027% in Behandeling 5 tot 0,053% in
Behandeling 10. Hierdie verhoging was meer
opvallend vir die stingels en wortels. Die
teenwoordigheid van NO3 in plante onder
Behandeling 5 waar geen NO3 voorsien is nie, kan
moontlik toegeskryf word aan nitrifikasie in die
groeimedium.
Die groeireaksie van L. cordifolium op die
variasie in N-bron verskil van dié van Ivy. Die
plante kan byvoorbeeld meer NO3-N verdra
aangesien die plante eers by 'n NH4:N03 = 0:7
swak begin groei het. Daar was ook nie 'n
spesifieke tendens in groeireaksie met verandering
in die N-bron
nie, waarskynlik
omdat
P-voorsiening vir hierdie plante nie te hoog was
nie. Dit was egter duidelik dat alhoewel L.
cordifolium 'n hoer NO3-N as Ivy kan hanteer, dit
te hoog was by Behandeling 10, aangesien die
N03-status veral in die stingels baie verhoog het.
In Behandelings 3, 12 en 13 kan die direkte
invloed van P-voorsiening waargeneem word. By
Ivy het Behandeling 12 met lae P-voorsiening
heelwat beter as die kontrole (Behandeling 3)
gegroei terwyl Behandeling 13 glad nie gegroei het
nie. Dit bevestig dat selfs by die kontrole,
P-voorsiening
waarskynlik
te
hoog was.
Behandeling 12 lewer 'n P-status van 0,02% met
beter groei as die kontrole met 'n P-status van
0,14%.
L. cordifolium is minder deur variasie in
P-voorsiening
beïnvloed
(Tabel
3).
Lae
P-voorsiening (Behandeling 12) het nie groei
bevoordeel soos in die geval van Ivy nie. Die
P-voorsiening van die kontrole kon goed deur die
plante hanteer word. Behandeling 13 met 2 me
H2P04/dm' was te hoog, maar Behandeling 2 met
1 me H2P04/dm' kon nog hanteer word.
Behandelings 3, 14 en 15 toon die invloed van
variërende K-voorsiening. Ivy het die beste gegroei
met lae K-voorsiening (Behandeling 14, Tabel 2).
Variasie in K-voorsiening word ook duidelik in
ontledingsresultate van blare weerspieël. Blykbaar
is die 0,46% K (Behandeling 14, Tabel 2) in die
blare verkieslik bo die 0,98% van die kontrole.
Behandeling 15 met hoë K-voorsiening het swak
gegroei en dit blyk dat Ivy gevoelig is vir hoë
K-voorsiening.
L. cordifolium het by lae K-voorsiening (1
me/dm') in Behandeling 14 soos die kontrole
presteer. Hoer K-voorsiening as die kontrole blyk
nadelig te wees, maar die verskil is egter klein.
Verder het Behandeling 15 dieselfde K-voorsiening
gehad as Behandeling 2, waar groei goed was. Die
lae opbrengs van Behandeling 15 kan moontlik
verklaar word deurdat slegs K-voorsiening verhoog
is terwyl in Behandeling 2 alle makrovoedingselemente verhoog is, veral N, wat moontlik
beperkend was. 'n Hoer K-voorsiening alleen het
dus geen voordele nie maar eerder 'n nadelige
invloed. Volgens die K-waardes blyk dit dat K in
die blare begin akkumuleer by Behandeling 15,
naamlik 2,04% teenoor 1,85% van Behandeling 2,
alhoewel hulle dieselfde K-voorsiening gehad het.
K-voorsiening is dus blykbaar vir beide spesies
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verkieslik by 'n relatiewe laer waarde as die 3
me/dm' van die kontrole.
Lae Ca-voorsiening in Behandeling 17 (0,5 me
Ca/dm') het in beide spesies beter opbrengs gelewer
as die kontrole maar dit was nie betekenisvol nie.
Omdat 'n hoë Ca-behandeling ontbreek, kan dus
geen duidelike afleidings hieroor gemaak word nie.
Vir beide spesies is geen besondere invloed
van variasie in Mg-voorsiening waargeneem nie.
GEVOLGTREKKINGS

bevestiging omtrent hierdie aspek kan alleen volg
met verdere ondersoek wat tans onderneem word.
Verbeterde groei is egter by hierdie spesies
waargeneem by lae Ca-voorsiening.
Uit die ondersoek is dit duidelik dat beide die
spesies NH^ as N-bron beter kan hanteer as NOj-N.
Veral Ivy is gevoelig vir hoë NOj-voorsiening.
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nadelig vir Ivy te wees terwyl L. cordifolium nie so
sensitief reageer nie. Beide spesies se K-behoeftes is
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Uit die ondersoek was dit duidelik dat Ivy
meer gevoelig vir variasie in voedingsvoorsiening as
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GREENHOUSE EXPERIMENTS WITH MAIZE GROWN
IN ULTRAMAFIC SOILS
G.R. COOPER
Chemistry and Soil Research Institute, P.O. Box 8100, Causeway,
Salisbury, Rhodesia
ABSTRACT
Maize was grown in 108 soils of ultramafic origin (serpentine) mainly associated with the Great
Dyke. The soils are characterized by varying amounts of exchangeable nickel, total chromium and
exchangeable magnesium, the latter often leading to a calcium:magnesium imbalance.
A simultaneous experiment using acid-washed sand was conducted comprising 2 levels of each
of an added nickel and chromium salt and S levels of magnesium increasing relative to calcium. A
preliminary experiment to ascertain the levels of nickel and chromium most suitable for use in the
sand experiment was carried out.
Symptoms of abnormal growth were recorded and foliar analyses carried out for both sand and
soils. Dry matter yields were recorded. Symptoms noted included interveinal chlorosis, discolouration,
leaf tip scorching, leaf edge splitting, leaf tip sticking, purpling and distortion.
The main conclusions drawn from this study were:
(a)
Yield depression or stunting was correlated strongly with high availability of nickel, the
presence of chromium, and low availability of calcium.
(b)
Interveinal chlorosis was closely correlated with high availability of nickel.
(c)
Leaf edge splitting was closely correlated with low availability of calcium.
(d)
The presence of large quantities of available magnesium did not apparently affect yield or give
rise to a specific symptom in soils.
(e)
The presence of a large excess of magnesium relative to calcium did not affect yield over all
treatments in the sand experiment. In the absence of nickel and chromium an apparent yield
increase occurred.
Uittreksel
GLASHUISEKSPERIMENTE MET MIELIES VERBOU OP ULTRAMAFIESE GRONDE
Mielies is verbou op 108 gronde van ultramafiese oorsprong (serpentiet), hoofsaaklik
geassosieer met die "Great Dyke". Die gronde is gekenmerk deur verskillende hoeveelhede uitruilbare
nikkel, totale chroom en uitruilbare magnesium. Laasgehoemde lei dikwels tot 'n wanbalans in
kalsium.-magnesium.
Terselfdertyd is 'n eksperiment uitgevoer op suur-gewasde sand waarin 2 peile van elk van 'n
chroom- en nikkelsout en 5 peile van magnesium, toenemend relatief tot kalsium, toegedien is. 'n
Voorlopige eksperiment is uitgevoer om die mees geskikte peile van nikkel en chroom vir gebruik in
die sandeksperiment te bepaal.
Abnormale groeisimptome en droëmaterie-opbrengs is aangeteken en blaaranalises is uitgevoer
vir beide die sand- en grondeksperimente. Verskeie blaarsimptome soos verkleuring, chlorose en
verwringing is opgemerk.
Die hoofgevolgtrekkings is as volg:
(a)
Lae opbrengs of wangroei is sterk gekorreleer met hoë beskikbare nikkel, die teenwoordigheid
van chroom, en lae beskikbare kalsium.
(b)
Blaarchlorose is goed gekorreleer met hoë beskikbare nikkel.
(c)
Gesplete blaarrande is goed gekorreleer met lae beskikbare kalsium.
(d) Die teenwoordigheid van groot hoeveelhede beskikbare magnesium het nóg die opbrengs
bemvloed nóg gelei lot merkbare simptome.
(e)
Die teenwoordigheid van 'n oormaat magnesium relatief tot kalsium het nie die opbrengs
geaffekleer in die sandeksperimente nie; in die afwesigheid van nikkel en chroom het die
opbrengs skynbaar verminder.

INTRODUCTION
Ultramafic soils derived from serpentine occur
along the Great Dyke of Rhodesia which is
approximately 530 km in length. Such soils also
occur in association with later intrusions of
serpentine that outcrop in central, eastern and
south-western Rhodesia
The toxic effect oi these sous on crops grown
.,
,
,
,
t
,
. . „ ° Tu
on them has been known for a long time. The
possible contributors to toxicity are high
availability of nickel, high levels of chromium and
high levels of exchangeable magnesium relative to
calcium. High levels of available magnesium may
be directly toxic to the plant while at the same time
low availability of calcium may lead to a
nutritional deficiency of calcium.

Crops either do not grow on these soils, or
show a variety of abnormal growth symptoms. The
main symptoms observed in the field are interveinal
chlorosis and stunting of maize, leaf chlorosis and
necrosis, and stunting of tobacco. Gross distortion
(,f j^e whole plant and shortening of internodes
^^^^^ ^Iso for maize and other crop plants. Cotton,
sunflowers, field beans and wheat are known to be
« * j u ^u
-i
affected by these sous,
r,
• » o
/mcnx i
i j. j
launder & Soane (1959) largely discounted
t^e effect of high magnesium relative to calcium
but found, in fact, conflicting evidence. They
concluded that nickel toxicity was the cause of
infertility in some of the soils studied, while
chromium toxicity was associated with the
infertility of others. Prior to this Hunter (1954)
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attributed the toxicity of another soil to be due to
high availability of nickel.
A significant area of crop land is involved,
with a wider range of crops being grown on them,
and many of these are coming under irrigation.
Hence, a better understanding of the exact nature
of toxicity in an individual soil becomes desirable,
in order that more meaningful fertilizer and
remedial recommendations may be made for the
entire range of crops now grown in Rhodesia.
This paper deals with a preliminary
investigation into the toxic effects of some of these
soils on maize. The aim is to describe the
abnormalities that occur more accurately and to
attempt to relate them to one of the potential toxic
components. To this end maize was grown in 108
soils of serpentine origin in pots in the greenhouse.
A concurrent experiment using acid-washed sand
and added levels of the toxic components was
carried out in order to establish clearly what
symptom or symptoms are associated with what
individual toxic component.
A preliminary
experiment was carried out to establish the levels of
nickel and chromium most suitable for use in the
sand experiment.
Details of procedure and tables of results for
the two sand experiments have not been included in
order to condense this paper to a presentable form.
Only a summary of results and discussion is
presented. The soils are the object under study so
that the original paper as presented at the Congress
has been retained almost intact with regard to the
soils experiment.
The Experiments
1. Maize
grown
in
pots
containing
acid-washed sand treated with increasing
levels of an added nickel salt and an added
chromium salt, separately and in combination
The aim of this experiment, apart from noting
the type of toxic symptoms to expect, was to
choose levels of solution nickel and solution
chromium that were low enough to give abnormal
growth symptoms without drastic reduction in
yield. If yield was too far reduced, foliar data could
not be obtained for individual pots. The levels
chosen for use in Experiment 2 were 2 and 4mg/kg
for nickel and 4 and 6 mg/kg for chromium.
2. Maize
grown
in
pots
containing
acid-washed sand treated with 5 levels of
magnesium increasing relative to calcium, and
2 levels of each of an added nickel and chromium salt
The aim of this experiment was to accurately
record abnormal growth symptoms of maize grown
in sand cuhure, as a resuh of treatments with
nickel, chromium and high magnesium levels
relative to calcium, and secondly, to determine
whether any of the abnormal symptoms were
specific for a single treatment, and thirdly, to
ascertain whether dry matter yield of the maize was
affected by treatments.
The
symptoms
recorded
were
leaf
discolouration, interveinal chlorosis, leaf tip

sticking and poor uncurling of leaves, leaf tip
scorching, distortion of whole plant, leaf edge
splitting, and purpling of leaf.
These seven basic observations were graded 0,
1, 2, 3, with 0 meaning the symptom was absent
and 3 meaning it was most severe. The observations
were recorded on five separate occasions during the
experiment and the results analysed statistically. All
abnormalities except for leaf edge splitting were
anticipated from Experiment 1.
The results of this experiment (data not
presented) showed that the added nickel salt caused
depression in dry matter yield and the interveinal
chlorosis. The added chromium salt caused
distortion and discolouration of plants as well as
stunting or depression in yield. Low levels of
calcium relative to magnesium in solution,
particularly in the presence of added nickel, gave
rise to a leaf edge splitting associated with calcium
deficiency. Yield was unaffected by low calcium or
high magnesium over all treatments. However, in
the absence of nickel or chromium, low calcium or
high magnesium gave rise to an apparent increase
in yield. Proctor (Proctor & Woodell, 1975)
reviewed the evidence for yield depression due to
low availability (deficiency) of calcium in soil and
nutrient culture, and high availability (toxicity) of
magnesium. There was clear evidence of a response
to additions of calcium, but not in all cases on
serpentine soils (Saunder & Soane, 1959). Evidence
for the depression of yield by high levels of
magnesium was more convincing.
The reason for the apparent increase in yield
in this experiment may have been related to the
acid pH of the nutrient solution, since a subsequent
experiment (not yet published) using the same
design, but with a pH of approximately 7, showed
a yield decrease as magnesium increased relative to
calcium. Clearly the effects of solution pH merit
closer examination.
3. Maize grown in pots containing soils of
ultramafic origin
Object
To
study
as
wide
a
range
of
serpentine-derived or associated soils as possible, in
order to determine the effect of toxicity on
appearance and yield of maize; and to attempt to
separate the toxic soil components exchangeable
nickel, total chromium,
high
exchangeable
magnesium or low exchangeable calcium, by
determining what each component contributes to
toxicity, and whether the effects can be separated
by visual observation and foliar
analysis
measurements.
The soils
One hundred and eight soils comprising top
soils and subsoils were collected mainly from the
Umvukwes and Horseshoe areas adjacent to the
Great Dyke. Some of the soils were from sites
associated with later ultramafic intrusions, viz a site
near Shamva and one near Marandellas.
Soils were sampled where possible from
cropped lands where toxicity symptoms had
appeared in earlier crops of tobacco or maize.
Seven control pots were included in the experiment.
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They all contained the same soil, which was gabbro
derived, and was from Salisbury Research Station.
This soil had a normal calcium to magnesium
relationship and contained negligible quantities of
exchangeable nickel and total chromium.
Soil analysis was carried out in the Soil
Testing Laboratory of the Chemistry and Soil
Research Institute in Salisbury, using routine
methods.
Procedure
Seven kilogram of each soil was measured
into pots. A band of zincated and boronated
commercial fertilizer, equivalent to a rate of
application of 600 kg/ha was placed across the
centre of each pot, 50 mm below the surface. Six
maize seeds were planted per pot. Plants were
thinned to 3 per pot, 9 days srfter germination.
Planting of the seed in this experiment was
simultaneous with that of Experiment 2, in order
that any comparisons drawn would be more valid
since external growing conditions would have been
identical for both experiments. A topdressing of
ammonium nitrate equivalent to a rate of
400 kg/ ha was applied 2 weeks after planting when
some plants were up to 300 mm in height.
Abnormal growth symptoms were recorded 1,
2, 3 and 4 weeks after germination. Symptoms
recorded were the same as for Experiment 2 and
rated 0, 1, 2 and 3 according to severity of
symptom. Other symptoms noted at different stages
of growth were number of seeds that germinated,
rate of growth after germination and wilting
appearance of plants.
At the end of 33 days foUar samples were
taken and whole plants above tee soil removed and
their dry matter yields recorded. Analysis of the
leaves was carried out by the Foliar Analysis
Laboratory of the Institute, using routine methods.

mechanism of splitting, however, appeared to
originate in the unfurling spiral of a new leaf,
owing perhaps, to a differential between the rate of
growth, and the rate of unfolding of the leaf.
Abnormal soil or growing conditions could have
given rise to this differential rate. On the other
hand, a weakening of the leaf edges or loss in
flexibility may have caused splitting as the leaves
expanded. The possibility of a lack of calcium must
be considered, keeping in mind its poor
translocating ability within the leaf, its function as
a structural component of cell walls, and the
possibility of a deficiency existing in these soils.
Table 1 shows foliar analysis data and soil
analysis data for one of the soils. Two of the plants
had splitting without marked chlorosis and the
other, chlorosis and no splitting. By analysing these
sets of leaves separately the data clearly indicated
that low calcium in the leaf caused by low
availability of calcium in the soil was the most
likely cause of splitting.
Correlation matrix

A correlation matrix has been produced for
all the data recorded, viz soil analyses, foliar
analyses and recorded observations. Table 2 is a
selected portion of the matrix showing linear
correlation of the most important variables under
study, i.e. the potentially toxic components of the
system and the observed effects of toxicity.
Individual regression analysis has yet to be carried
out for selected pairs of variates.
The trends shown in Table 2 are very similar
to the trends found in Experiment 2. Care must be
taken in deciding if a particular significant
correlation is real. For instance, yield decreased as
foliar nickel increased as indicated by the
significant negative correlation between these two
variates. This alone does not mean that nickel
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
uptake has in fact caused yield reduction. However,
because nickel was taken into the leaf and caused
Leaf edge splitting
yield depression when added as a treatment in
As has already been noted for Experiment 2, Experiment 2, we may safely conclude that nickel
a previously unexpected abnormality of growth from soils caused yield depression, and was not
occurred, viz a leaf edge splitting. This appeared simply concentrated in the leaf as a result of some
from about two weeks after planting and other reason for yield depression. Since foliar
progressed in the worst cases to give plants a nickel was very strongly correlated with the amount
severely lacerated appearance - splits the whole of nickel in the soil, analysis of either soil or leaf
length of a leaf on both its edges at right angles to should reveal a critical value of nickel above which
the mid-rib and extending in 10 mm or sUghtly yield depression will be significant. Table 3 gives
more or less, depending on the size of the leaf. This some indication of this critical value for different
symptom has not been observed in the field (on degrees of yield depression.
serpentine) by the author, although maize leaves
Table 2 shows that yield was depressed as
occasionally have splits due perhaps, to stresses of foliar chromium increased, but since the amounts
moisture or temperature. Varietal differences may of chromium actually taken into the leaf were
be significant also as R201 is reported to have small, leaf analysis for chromium will be of no
exhibited such splitting of leaves under apparently assistance in predicting a depression in yield. There
normal field conditions. R200 was used in these was no relation between foliar chromium and total
experiments.
soil chromium and the latter was only just
The splits appeared to extend in length significantly correlated with yield depression; hence
slightly as leaves filled out and grew longer and the use of total chromium values for soil will also
wider. When they first appeared on a small plant be of little assistance in predicting a yield
they may have given the impression that they had depression. This is borne out by the data in Table
appeared some time after extension of the leaf. The 3.
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TABLE 1 - Soil 51: Foliar and soil analysis data
TABEL I - Grond 51: Data vir blaar- en grondanalise

Split leaves/ Gesplete blare
Chlorotic leaves/ Chlorotiese blare
Soil/ Grond

Ca%

Mg%

Ni mg/kg

Cr mg/kg

Ca/Mg ratio/
verhouding

0,04
0,10
me%

0,31
0,37
me%
17,2

1
2
Total
Totaal
887

1:7,7
1:3,7

1,5

35
40
Exchangeable
Uitruilbaar
69

1:11,4

TABLE 2 - A portion of the correlation matrix for all recorded data
TABEL 2 - 'n Gedeelte van die korrelasiematriks vir al die genoteerde data

Yield/ Opbrengs
Discolouration
Verkleuring
Chlorosis
Chlorose
Leaf sticking
Blaarkleef
Leaf scorch
Blaarskroei
Distortion
Verwringing
Splitting
Splitsing
Purpling
Verswarting
Soil/ Grond Ca
Foliar/B/aar Ca
Soil/ Grond Mg
FoUar 1 Blaar Mg
Soil/ Grond Cr
Foliar/fi/aar Cr
Soil/ Grond Ni
Foliar/B/aar Ni

Soil
Grond
Ca

Foliar
Blaar
Ca

Soil
Grond
Mg

Foliar
Blaar
Mg

Soil
Grond
Cr

Foliar
Blaar
Cr

Soil
Grond
Ni

Foliar
Blaar
Ni

0.42+

0,28+

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

0,27-

0.42-

0,29-

0.44-

0,35-

n.s.jn.b.

n.s.jn.b.

0,27+

0,35+

0,36+

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

0,28-

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

0,38-

0.32+

0,45+

0,28-

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

,.32+

0.49+

n.s./n.b.

0,25+

0,32-

0,34-

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

0,31+

0,29+

0,45+

0,40-

0,30-

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

0,28+

0,34+

n.s./n.b.

0,29+

0.42-

0,67-

n.s./n.b.

n.s.Jn.b.

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.

n.s./n.b.
1

n.s./n.b.
0,43+
1

n.s./n.b.
0,46+
n.s./n.b.
1

n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
0,39+
1

n.s./n.b.
0,35n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
1

0,34+
n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
1

n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
0.48n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
1

n.s./n.b.
0,380.43n.s./n.b.
n.s./n.b.
0,27+
n.s./n.b.
0.68+
1

R (P = 0,05) = 0,25
n.s. - not significant
n.b. - nie-betekenisvol

TABLE 3 - Means of soil and foliar analysis data arranged according
to relative yield group
TABEL 3 - Gemiddelde grond- en blaaranalisedata gerangskik volgens relatiewe opbrengsgroep
Relative
yield group
Relatiewe
opbrengsgroep
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Exchangeable/ Uitruilbare Ni
mg/kg
9
19
27
30
51
58
66
88
47
5
13
9

Soil/ Grond
Total/ Totale Cr
mg/kg

Ca/Mg ratio/
verhouding

477
765
1335
718
1 118
1270
1920
896
935
1213
3 763
1100

1,5
1,5
2,0
2,7
3,6
3,5
4,6
4,9
7,7
4,5
4,2
4,0

A trend not revealed in Experiment 2 but
apparent from Table 2 was the apparent yield
depression associated with low soil (and foliar)
levels of calcium. Exchangeable soil calcium and
foliar calcium were quite closely correlated so that
the measurement of either would be expected to be
of some assistance in predicting yield depression.

Foliar/ Blaar
Ni mg/kg
Ca/Mg ratio/
verhouding
5
10
17
18
39
41
50
59
34
6
27

3,3
3,1
3,2
3,5
4,7
5,6
5,8
6,6
8,8
4,5
3,7

This is borne out to some extent by the data in
Table 3, which is discussed under the next
sub-heading. The amount of magnesium present in
soils had no bearing on yield as the correlation is
not significant.
Table 2 shows that soil and foliar nickel were
specific for interveinal chlorosis so that the greater
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the amount of chlorosis present the greater the dry
matter yield depression should be. This fact should
be of use in the field to assess whether yield
depression (stunting) will be likely from the early
appearance of the crop.
The data in Table 2 revealed also a very
strong correlation between low foliar calcium and
high degree of leaf edge splitting. The specificity of
this symptom in association with low levels of soil
and foliar calcium was confirmed. The interaction
of nickel and calcium briefly mentioned in
Experiment 2 was revealed in soils by the
significant negative correlations between foliar
calcium and soil and foliar nickel. In Experiment 2
it was found that leaf edge splitting occurred at low
levels of calcium, but more particularly when nickel
was present, with the most splitting occurring at the
lowest level of calcium and the highest level of
nickel in solution. When we consider the universal
role of calcium as an ameliorant (Wyn Jones &
Lunt, 1967) this interaction is better understood.
Calcium apparently reacts with toxic or potentially
toxic ions reducing their concentration in solution.
At high concentrations of nickel in solution and
low levels of calcium, not only was there
insufficient calcium to fully remove nickel from
solution, but calcium levels in the leaf were reduced
so low as to give rise to a leaf edge splitting, or
additional splitting, which is effectively a calcium
deficiency symptom.
Foliar chromium and to a lesser extent, total
soil chromium were significantly correlated with the
appearance of nearly all the abnormal growth
symptoms observed. The only exception is leaf
edge splitting which has already been shown to be
specific to low calcium. Low soil calcium and to a
lesser extent, foliar calcium were also significantly
correlated with all abnormal growth symptoms
except for chlorosis (which is specific for nickel).

in yield of group 11 over group 10 in Table 3 is
attributed to the apparent stimulating effect of
small quantities of nickel. The mean values of soil
and foliar nickel increased significantly to group 4.
Yield depression due to nickel occurred over the
range from groups 10 or 9 to group 4. The critical
level at which yield depression began would
therefore appear to be about 20mg/kg
exchangeable nickel in soils and lOmg/kg nickel in
the leaf.
A foliar calcium to magnesium ratio of 1:3,3
apparently had no effect on yield for group 11.
This ratio remained nearly constant until group 7.
It may be concluded therefore, that low availability
of calcium did not cause depression of yield when
this was of the order of 20-30 %, but that this was
most likely due to the presence of available nickel.
Group 3, or 70-80% depression in yield, appeared
in the majority of cases to be due to low
availability of calcium, since available nickel
decreased in this group while calcium decreased.
Between groups 3 and 7, or 30-70% reduction in
yield, depression in yield appeared to be due to
both high nickel and low calcium and the
interaction between them. No critical levels of
calcium have been postulated in the soil or leaf
although the critical level for calcium in the leaf
appeared to be somewhat less than 0,10%.
The only evidence for no growth or death
after germination, and for depression of yield in
relative yield groups 1 and 2 was the presence of
some chromium in the leaf (from 5-14mg/kg). This
may have been due to a slight availability of
chromium in the soils concerned. The total
chromium measured in the soil did not bear any
relation to yield.

Trends in the soil and foliar analysis data

(a)

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS FROM
THE EXPERIMENTS

Table 3 contains the means of exchangeable
nickel, total chromium and the exchangeable
calcium magnesium ratio for soils, arranged (b)
according to relative yield group. The means of
foliar nickel and the foliar calcium to magnesium
ratio are given alongside. There are eleven relative (c)
yield groups. Group 10 represents the 90-100%
yield group which was based on the yield of the
seven control soils (non-serpentine) used in
Experiment 3. Some soils yielded higher than the
control soils and were therefore placed in group 11
which represents 100-110% of the yield of the (d)
control soils.
Relative yield group 9 contains soils that
yielded 80-90% of the controls. Actual yields
decreased all the way down to the lowest relative (e)
yield group 0, which represents 0-10 % of the yield
of control soils.
Table 3 shows how the mean values of soil
and foliar nickel increased relative to depression of (f)
yield. A number of researchers have reported
increased yield over controls due to small quantities (g)
of nickel in soils or nutrient solution. The increase
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Dry matter yield depression and stunting of
maize were correlated strongly with high
availability of nickel, the presence of
chromium, and low availability of calcium.
The presence of large quantities of available
magnesium did not apparently affect yield or
give rise to a specific symptom in soils.
The presence of a large excess of magnesium
relative to calcium in solution over all
treatments
in
the
sand
experiment
(Experiment 2) had no affect on yield. In the
absence of nickel or chromium an apparent
yield increase occurred.
A critical level of 20mg/kg for exchangeable
nickel in soils and of lOmg/kg for nickel in
leaves existed above which dry matter yield of
maize was significantly depressed.
Although the presence of total chromium in
soils apparently affected dry matter yield, soil
and foliar analysis did not assist in predicting
yield depression.
Interveinal chlorosis was closely correlated
with high availability of nickel.
Leaf edge splitting was closely correlated with
low availability of calcium.

(h)

A foliar calcium level of less than 0,10% chromium in whatever form it occurs interferes
appeared critical for the appearance of leaf with root growth and causes stunting of the root
edge splitting.
system.
(i) An interaction between nickel and calcium
was found to occur. High levels of nickel
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GRONDE VAN DIE KASPIESE GEBIED VAN IRAN
M.C. LAKER
Departement Grondkunde, Universiteit van Fort Hare, Alice 5700
UITTREKSEL
Die gronde van die Kaspiese gebied van Iran is feitlik deurgaans in 'n redelik vroeë stadium
van ontwikkeling. Die gronde is op groot alluviale en kolluviale uitlopers gelee en is diep tot bale
diep. Die gronde word deur hoë persentasies slik gekenmerk. In die gebiede met 'n gemiddelde reënval
van minder as 800 mm/jaar is die pH's bale hoog en is spoorelementtekorte blykbaar 'n probleem.
Groot oppervlaktes word intensief vir gewasverbouing benut, veral onder besproeiing.
Abstract
SOILS OF THE CASPIAN AREA OF IRAN
The soils of the Caspian area of Iran are relatively young soils. The soils have developed on
large alluvial and colluvial fans and are deep to very deep. The soils are characterised by high sih
contents. In the areas with an average rainfall of less than 800 mm/a, the pH values are high and
trace element deficiencies are apparently a problem. Large areas are used for intensive crop
production, especially under irrigation.

INLEIDING
Die Kaspiese gebied van Iran is gedurende
September 1977 besoek as deel van 'n ondersoek na
moontlike oorsake vir die hoë voorkoms van
slukdermkanker in 'n aantal onderontwikkelde dele
van die wereld.
Die Kaspiese gebied van Iran het die hoogste
gemiddelde voorkoms van slukdermkanker in die
wereld. Transkei het die tweede hoogste gemiddelde
voorkoms van dié siekte. In beide gebiede verskil
die intensiteit van die voorkoms van die siekte baie
tussen verskillende geografiese streke. In beide
gevalle is die voorkoms van die siekte laag in
gebiede met hoë reënval en hoog in gebiede met lae
reënval. Aangesien grondeienskappe baie verskil
tussen gebiede met sulke groot verskille in reënval,
word die moontlikheid dat 'n grondfaktor - soos 'n
spoorelementtekort - 'n rol in die voorkoms van die
siekte mag speel, tans ondersoek.
Die doel van die besoek aan die Kaspiese
gebied was dus nie om 'n diepgaande pedologiese
studie te maak nie. Daar was ook nie tyd om
opsommings oor die geologie en die plantegroei van
die gebied te maak nie. Wat hier gerapporteer
word, is dus bloot 'n algemene oorsig oor sekere
kenmerke van sommige gronde van 'n baie
interessante deel van die wereld.
BESKRYWING VAN DIE KASPIESE
GEBIED
legging
Die Kaspiese gebied beslaan 'n smal strook in
die sentrale deel aan Iran se noordgrens (Fig. 1). In
die noorde vorm die Kaspiese See en die grens met
Rusland die grens van hierdie gebied (Fig. 2). In
die suide word dit deur hoë berge, waarvan die
Alborzreeks die vernaamste is, van die res van Iran
afgesny. Slegs drie moeiüke bergpasse verbind dié
gebied met die res van Iran. Die Kaspiese gebied
beslaan twee ostans (provinsies): Gilan in die weste
en Mazandran in die ooste.

USSR
Turkye (""..„/''l
Turkey \
Irak
Iraq

USSR

/ Afganistan
t Afghanistan

^^^^ Pakistan
Persiese Golf
Persian Gulf
FIG. 1 - Ligging van die Kaspiese gebied
FIG. 1 - Location of the Caspian area

Topografie
Die vernaamste deel van die Kaspiese gebied
word beslaan deur die kusvlakte van die Kaspiese
See en groot alluviale vlaktes. Die hoogte van
hierdie vlaktes wissel tussen -20 m en 200 m bo
seevlak (Fig. 3). In die sentrale deel is dié vlaktes
op plekke slegs sowat 'n kilometer breed tussen die
see en die berge. Die vlaktes gaan oor in die redelik
kort, steil voetheuwels van die berge. Verskeie
pieke in die berge is oor die 4000 m hoog. Die
hoogste piek is die Damavand-vulkaan, met 'n
hoogte van 5 671 m (Hureau, 1975).
Reënval
Feitlik al die vlaktes suid van die Kaspiese
See het 'n gemiddelde reënval van meer as
1 000 mm/jaar (Fig. 4). Die reënval styg weswaarts
en is so hoog as 1 600 mm/jaar in die westelike
kusvlaktes. Oos van die Kaspiese See is die reënval
heelwat laer en wissel dit van 700 mm/jaar tot laer
as 300 mm/jaar.
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Rasht
Lahijaif

Gbnbad-e-Qabus
Rahmat Abad

y

Nowshar

FIG. 2 - Kaspiese gebied: Dorpe, hoofpad en profielgate
FIG. 2 - Caspian area: Towns, main road and profiles

Landbou
In die westelike kusgebied (suid van Astara)
word min gewasverbouing beoefen, 'n Bietjie tabak
en sagtevrugte word verbou. In die omgewing van
Rasht word sowat 355 000 ha rys onder besproeiing
deur kleinboere verbou. In die smal kusvlakte en
voetheuwels tussen Lahijan en Nowshar word
hoofsaaklik tee en sitrus verbou. Vanaf Nowshar
tot aan die oostelike punt van die Kaspiese See
word rys verbou, asook midies, koring en
waatlemoene onder droëlandtoestande. Suid van
Gorgan Rud is sowat 300 000 ha onder besproeiing.
Op ongeveer 200 000 ha hiervan word ja^rUks
katoen verbou. Koring is die vernaamste ander
gewas wat onder besproeiing verbou word. In die
droë gebied noord van die Gorgan Rud is
ekstensiewe skaapboerdery deur nomade blykbaar
die vernaamste bedryf (Fig. 5).

GRONDE VAN DIE KASPIESE
GEBIED
Algemeen
Iran het 'n grondklassifikasiesisteem wat op
die 1938-sisteem van die V.S.A. gebaseer is. Met
behulp van dié sisteem is 'n grondkaart van Iran op
'n skaal van 1:2 500000 opgestel (Dewan &
Famouri, 1964). Die Kaspiese gedeelte van hierdie
grondkaart word in Fig. 6 geïllustreer.
In 1977 is 'n semi-gedetailleerde grondkaart
van die Gilangebied voltooi (op 'n skaal van
1:50000). Kort tevore is ook 'n semi-gedetailleerde
grondkaart van die Gorgan Rud-suidoewergebied
voltooi. Hierdie kaarte en verslae is deur die
Grondinstituut van Iran beskikbaar gestel.
Grondseries is as karteringseenhede in die
semi-gedetailleerde opnames gebruik. Die naam

FIG. 3 - Reliëf van die Kaspiese gebied
FIG. 3 - Relief of the Caspian area
(\olgens/According to: Mahboubi, Kmet, Cook, Day, Ghadirian & Salmasizadeh, 1973)
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Verklaring/Z, egend
Keënvai/Rainfall (in mm)
100

FIG. 4 - Reënval van die Kaspiese gebied
FIG. 4 - Rainfall of the Caspian area
(yolgensl According to: Kmet & Mahboubi, 1972)

van elke serie is die van die dorpie waarby dit
gevind word. Seriedefinisies is baie algemeen (vaag)
en nie spesifiek nie. Elke serie is in die
grondopnameverslae geklassifiseer volgens Iran se
sisteem en gekorreleer met die FAO se sisteem en
"Soil Taxonomy" van die V.S.A.
Tydens die veldbesoek is een modale profiel
van elk van die vyf belangrikste series in elk van

die Gilan- en die Gorgan Rudgebied gemonster.
Die posisies van die profiele word in Fig. 2
aangetoon. Die algemene beskrywing van elke serie,
die klassifikasie daarvan en die ontledingsyfers vir
elke profiel is uit die grondopnameverslae verkry.
Die profielbeskrywings is deur A. Iravani gemaak.
Geringe aanpassings is gedurende die veldbesoek
gemaak.

FIG. 5 - Boerderyvertakkinge in die Kaspiese gebied
FIG. 5 - Farming enterprises in the Caspian area
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bietjie tabak en \Tugte/Little tobacco and fruit
Padie-rys/ Paddy rice
Tee en sitrus/ Tea and citrus
Gemengde droëland/ Mixed dryland
Besproeiing - hoofsaaklik katoen en konngj Irrigation - mainly cotton and wheat
Ekstensiewe skaapboerdery I Extensive sheep farming
Berge en droë dele - weinig boerdery / Mountains and arid areas - very little farming
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FIG. 6 - Gronde van die Kaspiese gebied
FIG. 6 - Soils of the Caspian area
Volgens/ According to: Dewan & Famouri, 1964)
I. Fyn getekstuurde alluviaal/ Fine-textured alluvial
2 b. Sandduine/ Sand dunes
3. Gley
3-4. Sout moeras/ Salt marsh
4. Solontsjak en solonetsI Solonchak and solonetz
5-4. Woestyn, sjerozem, solontsjak/Dwert, sierozem, solonchak
6. Sjerozem/S/erozera
6-2. Sjerozem/S/erozem - Regosols
7. %xmnI Brown
7-15. Bruin en litosols/fi^'own and lithosols
8. Kastaiing/ Chestnut
9. Rooi en bruin mediterreens/i?erf and brown mediterranean
10. Rooi-geel podzoliesI Red-yellow podzolic
II. Bruin hos j Brown forest
13. Kalkhoudende litosols en v/oestyn/ Calcareous lithosols and desert
15. Kalkhoudende litosols, bruin en kastaiing/Ca/careoi« lithosols, brown and chestnut
16. Litosols (van stoUingsgesteentes), bruin en sierozeml Lithosols (from igneous rocks), brown and sierozem
17. Litosols, bruin bos en rendzinasI Lithosols, brown forest and rendzinas
18. Regosols en rooi-geel podzoWesj Regosols and red-yellow podzolic
19. Litosols (van stoUingsgesteentes), bruin bos en podzolies//.iV/ioio/s (from igneous rocks), brown forest and podzolic

Kenmerkende gronde van die Gilangebied

Opmerkings
Hierdie grond is tipies van die grootste
oppervlakte waarop rys in hierdie gebied verbou
word. Die modale profiel wat deur Iravani beskrj/f
en tydens die veldbesoek gekontroleer is (en baie
naby die oorspronklike modale profiel is), toon
egter swak tot matige blokkige struktuur in die
B-horisonte. Sterk prismatiese struktuur en
vlekkigheid is afwesig. (Slegs onbenullige fyn vlekke
in wortelkanale is waargeneem.)

Profiel IROl (Profiel 48, Wes-Gilan-opname,
Bylae l)
Klassifikasie
Serie: Pileh Sara
Iraanse sisteem: Humiese gleygrond
FAO: Eutric gleysols
Soil Taxonomy: Typic Haplaquepts
Algemene beskrywing
Baie diep, donkergrys tot baie donker
gryserige bruin kleileem met massiewe struktuur
oor gryserige bruin kleileem met matige tot sterk
prismatiese struktuur en vlekkigheid (vergleyde
horison).

Profiel IR02 (Profiel 248, Wes-GUan-opname,
Bylae 2)
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Klassifikasie
Serie: Lissar
Iraanse sisteem: Bruin bosgrond

FAO: Eutric cambisols
Soil Taxonomy: Fluventic Eutrochrepts
Algemene beskrywing
Baie diep, donkerbruin tot bruin klei tot
kleileem met fyn, sterk blokkige struktuur oor
bruin tot donkerbruin kleileem met sterk blokkige
struktuur en kleihuide plek-plek, asook hoe
baseversadiging.
Opmerkings
Die kleur van die B-horisonte van hierdie
grond is besonder homogeen, behalwe vir lig
gekleurde wurmgietsels wat volop in die
250-550-mm-laag voorkom.
Profiel IR03 (Profiel 868, Wes-Gilan-opname.
Bylae 3)
Klassifikasie
Serie: Havigh
Iraanse sisteem: Prairiegrond (Brunizem)
FAO: Luvic phaozems
Soil Taxonomy: Typic Argiudolls
Algemene beskrywing
Baie diep, donkerbruin kleileem (moUiese
epipedon) oor bruin tot donkerbruin kleileem met
blokkige
struktuur
en
klei-akkumulasie
(B2t-horison).
Opmerkings
Hierdie grond is een van die min in die gebied
wat duidelike klei-akkumulasie in die B-horison
vertoon. Ook in hierdie geval is die graad van
struktuurontwikkeling egter nie baie sterk nie slegs matig in die droë toestand en "apedaal" in die
vogtige toestand.
Profiel IR04 (Profiel 514, Oos-Gilan-opname,
Bylae 4)
Klassifikasie

is ook betekenisvol.
Die rooi kleur van die B-horisonte is baie
homogeen. Die C-horison vertoon daarenteen 'n
baie heterogene kleurpatroon, met aansienlike geel
vlekkigheid. Tydens die veldbesoek was die
C-horison
met
water
versadig.
Dit
mag
laasgenoemde kleureffek verklaar, met ander
woorde periodieke reduserende toestande beers
blykbaar in die grond.
Ten spyte van die lae pH en die lae
baseversadiging was die plantegroei (gras, sitrus,
appels en tee) op hierdie grond besonder welig.
Profiel IR05 (Profiel 531, Oos-Gilan-opname.
Bylae 5)
Klassifikasie
Serie: Tubon
Iraanse sisteem: Rooi-geel podzoliese grond
FAO: Humic acrisols
Soil Taxonomy: Humic Hapludults
Algemene beskrywing
Baie donker, sanderige leem, oor rooierige
bruin sanderige kleileem met hoekige blokkige
struktuur en kleihuide op ped-oppervlakke. Goed
gedreineerd en sterk suur met lae baseversadiging.
Opmerkings
Die sandfraksie van hierdie grond bevat
relatief heelwat minder fynsand as die ander gronde
wat gemonster is. Mediumsand is oorheersend.
Geen kleihuide is in die B-horison waargeneem nie
en die deeltjiegrootte-ontleding toon ook nie 'n
groot toename in klei nie.
Baie min wortels kom dieper as sowat 600 mm
in hierdie grond voor. Die grond is redelik droog
en gekompakteer.
Kenmerkende gronde van die Gorgan Rudsuidoewergebied
Profiel IR06 (Profiel 2771, Gorgan
Bylae 6)

Rud-opname,

Klassifikasie

Serie: Kabutar Abkesh
Iraanse sisteem: Rooi-geel podzoliese grond
FAO: Humic acrisols
Soil Taxonomy: Typic Haplumults
Algemene beskrywing
Baie diep, donker rooierige bruin kleileem,
oor rooierige bruin klei, met fyn tot medium
blokkige
struktuur
en
kleihuide
op
ped-oppervlakke. Goed gedreineerd en sterk suur
met lae baseversadiging.
Opmerkings
Hierdie profiel vertoon baie duidelike
illuviasie van klei in die B-horisonte in. Dit word
weerspieël deur die aansienhke toename in die
klei-inhoud met toenemende diepte in die solum en
die baie duidelike kleihuide. Die opvallend laer
klei-inhoud van die C-horison (koUuviale materiaal)

J

Serie: Kord Kuy
Iraanse sisteem: Lae humiese gleygrond met
hoë watervlak
FAO: Gleyic cambisols
Soil Taxonomy: Typic Haplaquepts
Algemene beskrywing
Diep, donker gryserige bruin slikkerige
kleileem, oor olyfgrys tot olyf slikkerige leem met
algemene akkumulasies van poeierkalk; konkresies
en ligte olyfgrys vlekke dwarsdeur profiel; en matig
hoë (1-2 m) grondwatervlak.
Opmerkings
Hierdie gronde
aaneenlopende gebied
landskap.
Hierdie
verantwoordelik vir
toestande in die grond

beslaan 'n baie groot
in 'n lae posisie in die
topografiese
posisie
is
die sterk
hidromorfiese
(ten spyte daarvan dat dit 'n

relatief droë klimaatstreek is waarin dit voorkom).
Opvallend is die besonder hoë slikinhoud (en lae
sandinhoud van die grond). Die konsistensie van
die grond is besonder stewig in die vogtige toestand
en klewerig in die nat toestand.
Bitter min katoenwortels dring die grond
dieper as die Ap-horison (wat slegs 100-150 mm
diep is) binne.
Profiel IR07 (Profiel 2524, Gorgan Rudopname, Bylae 7)

Opmerkings
Die beskrywing en analitiese data van hierdie
grond is baie soos dié vir die Ali Abad- en Ramat
Abatserie, behalwe dat die struktuur van die
B-horisonte van die Dalandserie effens sterker as
dié van die ander twee series is.
Profiel IRIO (Profiel 274, Gorgan Rudopname, Bylae 10)
Klassifikasie

Klassifikasie

Serie: Nezam Abad
Iraanse sisteem: Gelaagde alluviale grond
FAO: Calcaric fluvisol
Soil Taxonomy: Nie geklassifiseer nie

Serie: Rahmat Abad
Iraanse sisteem: Kalkagtige bruin bosgrond
FAO: Calcaric cambisols
Soil Taxonomy: Typic Xerochrept

Algemene beskrywing

Algemene beskrywing

Diep, grys alluviale grond met poeierkalk.

Diep, donker gryserige bruin kleileem, oor
bruin tot donkerbruin slikkerige klei met enkele
kalkmiselia, akkumulasies van poeierkalk en min
gruis.
Opmerkings

Opmerkings
Die uiters groot verskil in kleur tussen die nat
en droë toestande is 'n opvallende kenmerk van 'n
aantal van die gronde, veral sekere bogronde.
TENTATIEWE KORRELASIE MET DIE
SUID-AFRIKAANSE GRONDKLASSIFIKASIESISTEEM

Baie tussennerfse vergeling van blare van
gewasse in dié gebied.
Profiel IR08 (Profiel 1378. Gorgan Rudopname, Bylae 8)
Klassifikasie
Serie: Ali Abad
Iraanse sisteem: Kalkagtige bruin bosgrond
FAO: Calcaric cambisols
Soil Taxonomy: Typic Xerochrepts
Algemene beskrywing
Diep, baie donker gryserige bruin kleileem,
oor bruin tot donkerbruin kleileem met enkele
kalkmiselia en fyn gruis op plekke.
Opmerkings
Daar is prakties geen verskil tussen die
beskrywings en analises van hierdie serie en die
Rahmat Abadserie nie. In die geval van 'n
sistematiese klassifikasiesisteem
in die laer
kategorieë, soos die Suid-Afrikaanse sisteem, sou al
hierdie gronde in een serie geklassifiseer gewees het.
Profiel IR09 (Profiel 619, Gorgan Rudopname, Bylae 9)
Klassifikasie
Serie: Daland
Iraanse sisteem: Kalkagtige bruin bosgrond
FAO: Calcic luvisol
Soil Taxonomy: Calcic Haploxeralf
Algemene beskrywing
Diep, baie donker gryserige slikkerige kleileem
tot slikkerige klei, oor bruin tot donkerbruin
slikkerige klei met algemene tot baie akkumulasies
van poeierkalk, konkresies en gelerige bruin vlekke.

Aangesien die verskillende taksonomiese
eenhede
van
die
Suid-Afrikaanse
grondkiassifikasiesisteem (MacVicar, De Villiers, Loxton,
Verster, Lambrechts, Merryweather, Le Roux, Van
Rooyen & Harmse, 1977) so duidelik gedefinieer is
en aangesien die kriteria wat vir definisie gebruik
word so maklik bepaalbaar is, is dit redelik maklik
om 'n betreklik betroubare vorm- en selfs
serieklassifikasie van die gronde van Iran in terme
van hierdie klassifikasiesisteem te maak.
Hoe sinvol sekere van die serieklassifikasies
vanuit 'n praktiese oogpunt is, is egter 'n ope vraag.
Die Suid-Afrikaanse sisteem steun sterk op die
klei-inhoud en sandgraad van gronde. Slik is in
Suid-Afrika 'n onbenullige faktor. Die hoë
slikinhoude van die gronde van Iran is egter 'n
belangrike faktor wat in ag geneem behoort te
word.
Pileh Saraserie
Al addisionele gegewens wat benodig is om
die grond te kon klassifiseer, was
(i) die kleur van die ondergrond in die droë
toestand,
(ii) die konsistensie van die ondergrond en
(iii) die pH in KCl. Al drie is baie maklik
bepaalbaar.
Die droë kleur van die "B21"- en "B22"horison was 7.5YR 7/3 en huUe kwalifiseer dus vir
"grys" matrikskleure. (Dié van die bogrond is
7.5YR 6/3.) Die konsistensie is plasties. Die pH in
KCl is 5,8.
Dus: Orties oor G-horison
Vorm: Katspruit
Serie: Katspruit
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Lissarserie
Hoewel
daar
nie
duidelike
kleihuide
waargeneem is nie, is daar tog genoegsame
aanduiding van klei-akkumulasie in die B21 en is
die struktuur daarvan sterk genoeg om dit vir 'n
pedokutaniese B te laat kwalifiseer. Die kleur van
die Ap elimineer die moontlikheid van 'n melaniese
A en die graad van baseversadiging elimineer 'n
humiese A.
Dus: Ortiese A oor pedokutaniese B oor
ongekonsolideerde materiaal
Vorm: Valsrivier
Serie: Arnistón
Hierdie grond neig na 'n Oakleaf, soos ook
blyk uit die feit dat dit volgens "Soil Taxonomy" as
'n Inceptisol geklassifiseer is.
Havighserie
Die Ap-horison se droë kleur (lOYR 7/1)
kwalifiseer nie as melanies nie. Die "B2t"-horison
se kleure is byna identies dié van Pileh Sara in
beide die vogtige en droë toestande. in die droë
toestand kwalifiseer dit vir "grys" matrikskleüre.
Die vrywater onder in die profielgat bevestig die
idee van hidromorfiese toestande. Die pH (water) is
reeds laer as 6,6.
Dus: Ortiese A oor G-horison
Vorm: Katspruit
Serie: Katspruit
Kabutar Abkeshserie
Die kleur van die A-horison (5YR) elimineer
melanies. Die kleur van die B21 in die droë
toestand moes bepaal word om vas te stel of dit vir
diagnosties rooi kwalifiseer. Dit kwalifiseer net-net
nie (2.5YR 5/4). In die vogtige toestand kwalifiseer
dit egter maklik en die rooi kleur is besonder
homogeen. Die kans word dus gewaag om dit as
"rooi" te aanvaar. Daar is duidelike kleihuide en
die struktuur is matig tot sterk. Die B21 is
eutrofies.
Dus: Ortiese A oor rooi gestruktuurde B
Vorm: Shortlands
Serie: Glendale
Tubonserie
Die kleur van die B2-horison moes ook in die
droë toestand bepaal word. Dit was 5YR 4/4.
Hierdie horison kwalifiseer vir diagnosties rooi. Die
A-horison is 'n grensgeval na melanies.
Dus: Ortiese A oor rooi gestruktuurde B
Vorm: Shortlands
Serie: Kinross

Horisonopeenvolging:
horison
Vorm: Katspruit
Serie: Killarney

A

oor

G-

Rahmat Abadserie
Op grond van kleur in die droë toestand
(lOYR 6/3) kwalifiseer die A-horison nie as
melanies nie. Die B2-horison is neokutanies en
kalkhoudend.
Dus: Ortiese A oor neokutaniese B
Vorm: Oakleaf
Serie: Mutale
AH Abadserie
Soos vir Rahmat Abad.
Dalandserie
Die A-horison van hierdie grond is soortgelyk
aan dié van die Rahmat Abad en Ali Abad. Die
B2-horisonte van die Dalandserie toon egter 'n
duidelik toename in klei met toenemende diepte en
het ook struktuur wat net-net sterk genoeg
ontwikkel is om as pedokutanies te kwalifiseer. Dit
word dan ook volgens "Soil Taxonomy" as 'n
Alfisol geklassifiseer en nie, soos die vorige twee
series, as 'n Inceptisol nie.
Dus: Ortiese A oor pedokutaniese B oor
ongekonsolideerde materiaal
Vorm: Valsrivier
Serie: Lindley
Nezam Abadserie
Hierdie is 'n gelaagde alluviale grond en is
baie maklik klassifiseerbaar in die Dundeevorm.
Algemene

opmerkings

Die Suid-Afrikaanse klassifikasiesisteem berus
op maklik bepaalbare kriteria, maar dit is belangrik
dat dié kriteria noukeurig beskryf en bepaal moet
word tydens 'n grondopname. Vir die gronde van
die Kaspiese gebied is byvoorbeeld waargeneem dat
die grondkundige wat die finale veldkorrelasies vir
die twee semi-gedetailleerde grondopnames gedoen
het, dikwels totaal ander kleurbeskrywings as die
veldwerkers gegee het. In die vaag gedefinieerde
Iraanse sisteem het dit geen invloed nie. Vir die
streng gedefinieerde Suid-Afrikaanse sisteem het dit
egter belangrike reperkussies. Dit kan die hele
vormklassifikasie, en dus ook serieklassifikasie, van
'n grond verander omdat dit die bepaling van
diagnostiese horisonte beïnvloed (melanies vs.
orties; rooi gestruktuurde of nie, ens.)
DANKBETUIGINGS

Kord Kuyserie
Die bespreking wat van hierdie grond gegee
is, spreek vir sigself.

Ortiese

Dr. A.F. Mahdavi, Direkteur van die
Grondinstituut van Iran, en mnr. M.H. Banai,
Direkteur
van
Grondopnames
van
die
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GrondinstltUUt van Iran, word bedank vir die
beskikbaarstelling van data asook vir die
beskikbaarstelling van twee grondkundiges as gidse
na die Kaspiese gebied, gratis vervoer en gratis
verblyf in die gastehuise van die grondinstitute te
Rasht en Gorgan. Mnre. A. Iravani en A. Farshad
word bedank vir baie doeltreffende begeleiding na
die Kaspiese gebied en vir interessante
grondkundige besprekings.
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BYLAE 1
Profiel: IROl
Serie; Pileh Sara (Typic Haplaquepts)
Lokaliteit: 12 km wes van Reshvanshar, noord van hoofpad, in rysland
Helling: Feitlik nul
Klimaat: Humied (reënval 1 600 mm)
Moedermateriaal: Alluvium
BESKRYWING
Diepte (mm)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-170

Ap

Vogtig; 7.5YR4/3, donkerbruin; sterk medium hoekig-blokkig
slikkleileem; abrup

170-500

B21g

Vogtig; 10YR4/3, bruin; swak medium hoekig-blokkig; slikklei ;
duidelik

500-800

B22g

Vogtig; 10YR4/2, donker gryserige bruin; matig
hoekig-blokkig; slikkleileem; duidelik

800-1050

B3g

Vogtig; 2.5Y 4.5/2, gryserige bruin tot donker gryserige bruin »
swak medium hoekig-blokkig; slikkleileem; abrup

1 050-1 400

Cg

Vogtig; 5Y 5/1, grys; massief; slikleem

medium

ONTLEDINGS*
Horison
Diepte (mm)

Ap
0-130

B21g
130-400

B22g
400-840

840-1 200

1 200-1 500

21,0
42,2
36,8

15,0
42,2
42,8

21,0
42,2
36,8

25,0
44,2
30,8

37,0
36,2
26,8

2,26
30,00
94
6,7

1,06
27,00
85
7,0

0,67
33,00
93
6,8

0,53
35,00
86
6,6

0,48
30,00
90
6,7

Tekstuur
% sand
% slik
% klei
Ander
Org. C (%)
KAV (me %)
% baseversadiging
pH (HjO-pasta)

*Soos vir die ander profiele is die ontledings vir 'n posisie wat nie presies is waar die beskrywing gemaak is nie
BYLAE 2
Profiel: IR02
Serie: Lissar (Fluventic Eutrochrepts)
Lokaliteit: Onmiddellik oos van Lissar, suid van hoofpad, in klein peerboord
Helling: 2 %
Klimaat: Humied (reënval 1 600 mm)
Moedermateriaal: Alluvium
BESKRYWING
Diepte (mm)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-250

Ap

Vogtig; 7.5YR4/4,
slikkleileem; abrup

250-550

B21

Vogtig; 7.5YR4/2, donkerbruin; matig (tot sterk) mediuir
hoekig-blokkig; slikklei; duidelik

550-850

B22/B3

Vogtig; 7.5YR4/2, donkerbruin; matig (tot swak) medium
hoekig (tot subhoekig) - blokkig; slikkleileem; duidelik

850-1 200

CI

Vogtig;
7.5YR4/3,
slikkleileem; geleidelik

1 200-1 400

C2

Vogtig; lOYR 4/4, donker gelerige bruin; massief; slikkleileem

donkerbruin; sterk

donkerbruin;

fyn

swak

hoekig-blokkig;

hoekig-blokkig;

ONTLEDINGS
Horison
Diepte (mm)

Ap
0-240

B21
240-640

B22/B3
640-900

CI
900-1 200

C2
1 200-1 450

29,0
34,2
36,8

23,0
34,2
42,8

31,0
32,2
36,8

19,0
46,2
34,8

39,0
32,2
28,8

2,19
39,00
91
6,8

1,06
35,00
82
7,1

0,75
31,00
93
7,0

0,80
36,00
87
6,9

0,62
35,00
90
6,9

Tekstuur
% sand
% slik
% klei
Ander
Org. C (%)
KAV(me %)
% baseversadiging
pH (HjO-pasta)
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BYLAE 3
Profiel: IR03
Serie: Havigh (Typic ArgiudoUs)
Lokaliteit: Onmiddellik noordoos van Havigh in tuin tussen groep huise
Helling: Nul
Klimaat: Humied (reënval 1 600 mm)
Moedermateriaal: "Alluvium" (moontlik meer kolluvium)
BESKRYWING
Diepte (mm)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-220

Ap

Vogtig; 10YR3/1,
slikkleileem; abrup

220-450

A12

Vogtig; 10YR3/2, baie donker gryserige bruin; swak medium
hoekig-blokkig; slikklei; abrup

450-750

B2t

Vogtig; 10YR4/3, bruin;
hoekig-blokkig; slikklei; abrup

750-1 400

C

Vogtig; os klippe en gruis met baie mir grond tussenin

Ap
0-110

A12
110-280

B2t
280-620

Cl
620-1 150

02
1 150-1 480

26,2
41,2
32,6

22,2
41,2
36,6

18,8
25,6
55,6

48,2
23,2
28,6

50,2
19,2
30,6

3,06
25
57
5,8

0,96
26
59
5,6

0,45
29
57
5,1

0,34
18
61
5,8

0,34
20
61
5,5

baie

donker

matig

grys;

(tot

sterk

korrelrig;

swak)

medium

ONTLEDINGS
Horison
Diepte (mm)
Tekstuur
% sand
% slik
% klei
Ander
Org. C (%)
KAV (me %)
% baseversadiging
pH (HjO-pasta)

BYLAE 4
Profiel: IR04
Serie: Kabutar Abkesh (Typic Haplumult)
Lokaliteit: ± 7 km wes van Ramsar in klein sitrusboord naby klein grondpad
Helling: 2-5 %
Klimaat: Humied (reënval 1 100 mm)
Moedermateriaal: "Alluvium" (moontlik ook kolluvium)
BESKRYWING
Diepte (mm)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-150

Ap

Vogtig; 5YR 3/ 3, donker
slikkleileem; duidelik

150-300

Bit

Vogtig; 5YR3/3, donker rooierige
hoekig-blokkig; shkklei; duidelik

300-450

B21t

Vogtig; 5YR 3/4, donker rooierige bruin; matig (tot sterk)
medium hoekig-blokkig; klei; kleihuide; duidelik

450-850

B22t

Vogtig; 5YR 4/4, rooierige bruin; sterk grof hoekig-blokkig; klei;
kleihuide; abrup

850-1 500

C

Vogtig; 5YR 3/3; donker rooierige bruin; massief; slikleem

Ap
0-340

B21t
340-640

B22t
640-1 040

C
1 040-1 400

22
46
32

18
40
42

28
22
50

62
14
24

2,65
31
40
5,1

1,20
27
30
4,8

0,42
33
41
4,5

0,25
18
37
5,0

rooierige

bruin; sterk
bruin;

swak

ONTLEDINGS
Horison
Diepte (mm)
Tekstuur
% sand
% slik
% klei
Ander
Org. C (%)
KAV (me %)
% baseversadiging
pH (HjO-pasta)
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korrelrig;
medium

BYLAE 5
Profiel: 1R05
^3<iï«.,_/. Serie: Tubon (Humic Hapludults)
Lokaliteit: Onmiddellik süidWésvan Tlibori in 'n sitrusboord/teeplantasie langs klein grondpaadjie
Helling: 2-5%
Klimaat: Humied (reënval 1 100 mm)
Moedermateriaal: "Alluvium"
BESKRYWING
Diepte (mm)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-300

Al

Vogtig; 7.5YR4/4, donkerbruin; baie fyn korrelrig; sandleera;
geleidelik

300-520

A3

Vogtig; 7.5YR4/2, donkerbruin; matig (tot swak) medium
hoekig-blokkig; sandkleileem; abrup

520-1 100

B2t

Vogtig; 5YR3/3, donker rooierige bruin; sterk (tot
medium hoekig-blokkig; sandkleileem; duidelik

1 100-1 500

C

Vogtig; 5YR 3/4, donker rooierige bruin; massief; sandleem

Horison
Diepte (mm)

Ap
0-280

A3
280-680

B2t
680-1 130

C

62
20
18

60
18
22

73
5
22

79
5
16

1,81
18
26
5,1

0,70
17
22
5,7

0,32
20
42
5,5

0,22
18
34
5,8

matig)

ONTLEDINGS
130-1 540

Tekstuur
% sand
% slik
% klei
Ander
Org. C (%)
KAV (me %)
% baseversadiging
pH (HjO-pasta)

BYLAE 6
Profiel: IR06
Serie: Kord Kuy (Typic Haplaquepts)
Lokaliteit: 20 km vanaf Gorgan in katoenland net noord van hoofpad na Kord Kuy
Helling: Nul
Klimaat: Sub-humied (reënval 700 mm)
Moedermateriaal: Alluvium
BESKRYWING
Diepte (ram)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-150

Ap

Vogtig; 2.5 Y 4/2, donker gryserige
hoekig-blokkig; slikkleileem; duidelik

150-350

Big

Vogtig; 5Y5/2, olyfgrys;
slikkleileem; geleidelik

350-550

B21g

Vogtig; 5Y5/3, olyf; swak medium hoekig-blokkig; slikkleileem;
geleidelik

550-950

B22g

Vogtig; 5Y4/2, olyfgrys; swak medium hoekig-blokkig; slikklei

Horison
Diepte (mm)

Ap
0-100

Big
100-250

B21g
250-500

B22g
500-950

1,0
62,6
36,4

2,0
57,6
40,4

3,0
62,6
34,4

3,8
53,8
42,4

8,0

8,0

swak

bruin;

medium

swak

hoekig-blokkig;

ONTLEDINGS

Tekstuur
% sand.
% slik
% klei
Ander
Org. C (%)
pH (HjO-pasta)

0,66
8,1

0,60
7,9
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medium

BYLAE 7
Profiel: IR07
Serie: Rahmat Abad (Typic Xerochrept)
Lokaliteit: In katoenland 1 km noord van hoofpad langs grondpad wat in die middel van Rahmat Abad afdraai
Helling: Prakties nul
Klimaat: Sub-humied tot semi-aried (reënval 550 mm)
Moedermateriaal: Alluvium
BESKRYWING
Diepte (mm)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-200

Ap

Vogtig; I0YR3/2,
slikkleileem; abrup

200-360

A12

Vogtig; 10YR3/2, baie donker gryserige bruin; swak medium
hoekig-blokkig; slikkleileem; duidelÜc

360-500

BI

Vogtig; 10YR3/3, donkerbruin; swak medium hoekig-blokkig;
slikkleileem; duidelik

500-1 000

B21tca

Vogtig; lOYR 3.5/3, bruin
prismaties; slikklei; duidelik

1 000-1 200

B22tca

Vogtig; 10YR3/3, donkerbruin; swak medium hoekig-blokkig;
slikklei; duidelik

1 200-1 400

C

Vogtig; lOYR 4/4, donker gelerige bruin; massief; slikkleileem

baie donker

tot

gryserige bruin;

donkerbruin;

korrelrig;

swak

grof

ONTLEDINGS
Horison
Diepte (mm)

Ap
0-300

B2
300-800

B3ca
800-1 500

20,6
41,0
38,4

12,6
45,0
42,4

18,6
43,0
38,4

Tekstuur
% sand
% slik
% klei
Ander
Org. C (%)
pH (HjO-pasta)

1,82
7,8

0,85
8,0

8,0

BYLAE 8
Profiel: IR08
Serie: AU Abad (Typic Xerochrepts)
Lokaliteit: Katoenland suid van hoofpad net oos van Ali Abad
Helling: 2 %
Klimaat: Sub-humied tot semi-aried (reënval 550 mm)
Moedermateriaal: Alluvium
BESKRYWING
Diepte (mm)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-200

Ap

Droog; lOYR 5.5/2, ligte bruinerige grys tot gryserige bruin;
swak medium hoekig-blokkig; slikklei; duidelik, golwend

200-500

B21

Vogtig; lOYR 4.5/4, gelerige bruin tot donker gelerige bruin;
swak medium hoekig-blokkig tot massief; slikklei; onreëlmatig
geleidelik

500-950

B22

Vogtig; lOYR 4.5/4, gelerige bruin tot donker gelerige bruin;
swak medium hoekig-blokkig tot massief; slikkleileem;
onreëlmatig geleidelik

950-1 250

B23

Vogtig; lOYR 4.5/4, gelerige bruin tot donker gelerige bruin;
swak medium hoekig-blokkig tot massief; slikkleileem; diffuus

C

Vogtig; lOYR 3/4, donker gelerige
hoekig-blokkig tot massief; slikkleileem

1 250-1 400

bruin;

swak

medium

ONTLEDINGS
Horison
Diepte (mm)

o-5oo

B21
200-500

B22
500-950

B23
950-1 250

C
1 250-1 400

14
37
49

17
38
45

15
46
39

40
31
29

24
42
34

1,40
7,5

0,74
7,6

0,52
7,7

0,30
7,8

0,34
7,9

Tekstuur
%sand
% slik
% klei
Ander
Org. C (%)
pH (HjO-pasta)
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BYLAE 9
Profiel: 1R09
itó^icA Serie: Daland (Calcic Haploxeralf)
Lokaliteit: Presies op posisie van Profiel 619 naby Daland
Helling: Nul '
Klimaat: Semi-aried (reënval ± 500 mm)
Moedermateriaal: Alluvium
BESKRYWING
Diepte (mm)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-200

Ap

Droog; lOYR 5.5/2, gryserige bruin tot ligte bruinerige grys;
massief; slikklei; abrup

200-350

B21t

Vogtig; lOYR 3.5/3, bruin tot donkerbruin;
hoekig-blokkig; slikklei; duidelik

matig medium

350-750

B22tca

Vogtig; lOYR 3.5/3, bruin tot donkerbruin;
hoekig-blokkig; slikklei; duidelik

matig medium

750-900

B23tca

Vogtig; lOYR 3.5/3, bruin tot donkerbruin;
hoekig-blokkig; slikklei; duidelik

matig medium

900-1 350

B3ca

Vogtig; lOYR 3.5/3, bruin tot donkerbruin;
hoekig-blokkig; slikkleileem

swak medium

ONTLEDINGS
Horison
Diepte (mm)

0-200

B21t
200-350

B22tca
350-750

B23tca
750-900

B3ca
900-1 350

5,2
53,4
41,4

11,2
41,4
47,4

9,2
40,0
50,8

7,2
40,0
52,8

7,2
56,0
36,8

0,66
7.7

7,6

7.8

8,1

8,2

Tekstuur
% sand
% slik
% klei
Ander
Org. C (%)
pH (HjO-pasta)

BYLAE 10
Profiel: IROIO
Serie: Nezam Abad
Lokaliteit: 2 km wes van hoofpad na Gonbad. Afdraai 4 km suid van Gonbad op noordeUke grens van Sjah se suster se appelboorde
Helling: Absoluut plat
Klimaat: Semi-aried (reënval ± 400 mm)
Moedermateriaal: Alluvium
BESKRYWING
(Nota: Die hele profiel was kurkdroog en massief - baie hard - tydens die 1977-besoek. Die beskrywing wat hier gegee word, is
(soos vir die meeste ander profiele) *n vertaling van een wat vooraf deur Iravani gemaak is. Die vogtige kleur van die Ap is egter die
wat agterna op Alice gelees is. Iravani se kleurbeskrywing is te donker. Die droë kleur van die Ap is lOYR 7/3.)
Diepte (mm)

Horison

Beskrywing

0-170

Ap

Vogtig; 7.5YR4/2, donkerbruin; massief; slikleem; abrup

170-550

AC

Vogtig; 10YR4/3,
shkleem; geleidelik

550-1 000

Cl

Vogtig; 2.5YR 4/4, geelbruin; massief; slikleem; abrup

1 000-1 250

C2

Vogtig; 2.5YR 4/4, geelbruin; massief; slikleem; duidelik

1 250-1 500

C3

Vogtig; 10YR4/3, bruin; massief; shkleem

Horison
Diepte (mm)

Ap
0-240

AC
240-480

Cl
480-720

0.1
1.5
39,0
37,2
22,2

0,0
0,8
4I.I
37,0
21,1

0,0
0,8
54,2
30,8
14,2

7,8

8,0

8,1

bruin;

swak

ONTLEDINGS*

Tekstuur**
%
%
%
%
%

growwesand
mediumsand
fynsand
slik
klei

Ander
pH (1:2,5 water)

* Hierdie ontledings is te Fort Hare gedoen
** Aangepas na 100% totaal
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medium

hoekig-blokkig;

GRONDKODE EN KAARTSIMBOOL VIR DETAILKARTERING IN DIE WINTERREËNSTREEK
J.J.N. LAMBRECHTS', J. VAN ZYL^ F. ELLIS'
en B.H.A. SCHLOMS'
UITTREKSEL
Die behoefte in die Winterreëngebied vir 'n sisteem waarvolgens landboukundig belangrike
kenmerke van gronde, wat nie formeel in die Binomiese Grondklassifikasiesisteem vervat is nie, tydens
detailkartering deur middel van eenvoudige letter-syfersimbole genoteer kan word, het gelei tot die
opstel van 'n grondkode of kaartsimbool. Die eienskappe en volgorde waarvolgens hul in die kode
genoteer word, is soos volg: growwe fragmente in die ploeglaag; horison- en/of effektiewe diepte(s);
grondvorm; grondserie; ondergrondbeperkings of -geaardheid; hellingklas; grondvogtoestande;
veranderinge in grondkenmerke en -toestande; oplosbare soute; uitruilbare suurheid.

Abstract
SOIL CODE AND MAP SYMBOL FOR DETAIL
MAPPING
IN THE WINTER RAINFALL
REGION
The need in the Winter Rainfall Region for a system with which agriculturally important
characteristics of soils, which are not formally included in the Binomial Soil Classification System,
can be recorded during detail surveys by means of simple letter-number symbols, led to the drafting of
a soil code or map symbol. The properties and the order in which they are noted in the code are as
follows: coarse fragments in plough layer; horizon andlor effective depthfs); soil form; soil series;
subsoil limitations or nature; slope class; soil moisture conditions; changes in soil characteristics or
•conditions; soluble salts; exchangeable acidity.

1. Growwe fragmente in ploegplaag
2. Horison- en/ of effektiewe
diepte(s)
3. Grondvorm
4. Grondserie
5. Ondergrondbeperkings
of -geaardheid
6. Hellingklas
7. Grondvogtoestande
8. Veranderinge in grondkenmerke en -toestande
9. Oplosbare soute
10. Uitruilbare suurheid

INLEIDING
In baie gevalle is dit nodig om met behulp
van 'n redelik eenvoudige stel simbole (letter en
syfer) 'n grond (profiel) te kodifiseer sodat soveel
van die landboukundig belangrike kenmerke as
moontlik genoteer is. MacVicar, De Villiers,
Loxton, Verster, Lambrechts, Merryweather, Le
Roux, Van Rooyen & Harmse (1977) het 'n stel
simbole sowel as 'n prosedure uiteengesit vir die
kodifisering van gronde. Hierdie sisteem is geskik
vir opnames op kleiner skaal, maar is onvoldoende
vir
detailopnames
op
plaasvlak
vir
beplanningsdoeleindes in die Winterreënstreek. Om
hierdie rede, asook weens die feit dat 'n ander
sisteem wat 'n aantal jare gelede plaaslik ontwikkel
is (Lambrechts, ongepubliseerde verslag) sekere
tekortkomings het, is 'n sisteem uitgewerk wat,
waar moontlik, gebruik maak van die simbole soos
uiteengesit in die Binomiese sisteem, maar aangepas
is vir toestande in die Winterreënstreek.
Die kern van die kode is die vorm-seriesimbole
(MacVicar et ai, 1977). Permanente grondkenmerke wat nie in die spesifieke serie formeel
gedefinieer is nie, word deur addisionele simbole
voor of na die vorm-seriesimbool op een lyn
aangedui. Helling en nie-permanente of veranderde
kenmerke word deur addisionele simbole op 'n laer
lyn aangedui. Die eienskappe en orde waarvolgens
dit in die kode genoteer word, is as volg:

g^, jjjg iy„

Onder die
[„„

EIENSKAPPE: KLASSE EN SIMBOLE
/. Growwe fragmente in ploeglaag
Indien gruis, klippe, rotsblokke of vaste rots
in so 'n mate in die ploeglaag voorkom dat dit
bewerking kan bemoeilik of selfs verhoed, moet dit
in die kode genoteer word (Tabel 1).
TABEL 1 - Simbole vir growwe fragmente in ploeglaag
TABLE 1 - Symbols for coarse fragments in plough layer

' Departement Grond- en Landbouwaterkunde, Universiteit van
Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch 7600
^ Voorligtingskantoor, Departement van Landbou-tegniese Dienste,
Stellenbosch 7600
' Navorsingsinstituut vir Grond en Besproeiing, Departement
van Landbou-tegniese Dienste, Stellenbosch 7600

Growwe fraksie
Coarse fraction

Grootte
Size
cm

Gruis/ Gravel

0,2-5

Klippe/ Stones

5-25

Rotsblokke
Boulders
Dagsome
Outcrops

25
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Impedes
cultivation
Verhoed
bewerking
Prevents
cultivation

R,

TABEL 2 - Simbole vir klei-inhoud en sandgraad in ortiese
A-horison by Dundeevorm
TABLE 2 - Symbols for clay content and sand grade in orthic
A horison of Dundee form

2. Horison- en jof effektiewe diepte(s)
Die volgende diepteklasse en simbole word
gebruik:
Diepte (mm)

0- 150
150- 250
250- 350
350- 450
450- 550
550- 750
750- 950
950-1 150
1 150-1 350
1 350-1 550
1550-1-

Simbool
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
O
(geen)

Simbool
Symbol

Sandgraad
Sand grade

Simbool
Symbol

0-3
3-6
6-15
15-25
25-35
>35

1
2
3
4
5
6

Fyn/ Fine
Medium
Grof/ Coarse

f
m
g

5. Ondergrondbeperkings of-geaardheid

Die prosedure wat gevolg moet word is die
volgende:
(a)

Klei-inhoud
Clay content (%)

In die geval van grondvorms met 'n relatief
geleidelike oorgang (m.b.t. tekstuur, struktuur
en konsistensie) van die A-horison na die Eof B-horison, byvoorbeeld Hutton, Clovelly
en Constantia, kan die oorgangdieptesimbool
aangedui word, maar dit is nie noodsaaklik
nie.

(b) In die geval van grondvorms met een of
meer opvallende oorgange tussen enige twee
vormdiagnostiese horisonte, moet die oorgangdieptesimbole van bo na onder aangedui word. Hierdie oorgange dui in die
meeste gevalle op 'n redeUke ernstige
beperking met betrekking tot effektiewe
diepte van die grond, byvoorbeeld die
E/B-oorgang
in Kroonstad- en Estcourtvorm. Die graad van die beperking kan
in baie gevalle egter minder reëel wees as
wat die waarneembaarheid daarvan aandui.
Voorbeelde
hiervan
is die E/B-oorgang
in die Constantia- en Shepstonevorm. Hierdie simbole moet in alle gevalle voor die
vorm-seriesimbool genoteer word.
3. Grondvorm
Vergelyk Grondklassifikasie: 'n Binomiese
sisteem vir Suid-Afrika (MacVicar et al., 1977) vir
toepasHke simbole.
4. Grondserie
Vergelyk Grondklassifikasie: 'n Binomiese
sisteem vir Suid-Afrika (MacVicar et al., 1977) vir
toepaslike simbole.
Aangesien geen series formeel in die
Dundeevorm onderskei word nie, word dit as 'n
spesiale geval behandel. Die
tekstuurklas
(persentasie klei en sandgraad) van die ortiese A
word net na die vormsimbool aangedui (Tabel 2).
Du2m verwys byvoorbeeld na 'n Dundee met 3-6 %
klei en mediumsand dominant in die ortiese A.

Die effektiewe diepte van 'n grond word
bepaal deur 'n groot aantal materiale en faktore. In
die geval van byvoorbeeld die Estcourt- en
Kroonstadvorm word dit bepaal deur die prismaen gleykutaniese B-horison met 'n skerp boonste
oorgang. By Avalonvorm word die diepte
seisoenaai
beperk
deur
'n
wisselende
grondwatervlak wat aanleiding gee tot die
ontwikkeling van 'n sagte plintiese B. By
Glencoevorm het die wisselende watervlak
akkumulasie van yster- en mangaanoksiede in so 'n
mate veroorsaak dat 'n harde pUntiese B-horispn
ontwikkel het. Die sementasie kan wortel- en
waterindringing in sekere gevalle volkome verhoed.
By ander vorms, byvoorbeeld Clovelly en Mispah,
word die effektiewe diepte beperk deur verwerende
rots. In gevalle waar die beperkende horison deel
uitmaak van die natuurlike opeenvolging van
diagnostiese horisonte binne die grondvorm, hoef
die beperkende materiaal nie in die simbool
gekwaliilseer te word nie, en die diepteklassimbool
word voor die vorm-seriesimbool aangedui. Waar
dit egter nie deel van die opeenvolging is nie, of
wanneer dit om een of ander spesifieke rede
beklemtoon moet word, moet die beperkende
materiaal na die vorm-seriesimbool aangedui word,
en die diepte daarvan direk voor die vormsimbool,
byvoorbeeld SCvlIhp en 268Kd22si.
Die
belangrikste
materiale
waarvoor
voorsiening gemaak word en hul simbole is die
volgende:
5.1 Verharde banke
5.1.1 Onomkeerbaar gesementeer
h(p) - ferrikreet (gesementeer deur yster- en/of
mangaanoksiede)
s(i)- silkreet (gesementeer deur silika)
k(a) - kalkreet (gesementeer deur kaisiumkarbonaat)
d(b) - dorbank (gesementeer deur silika en/of
kalsiumkarbonaat
met
variërende
hoeveelhede ysteroksiede)
f(h)
ortstein (gesementeer deur ysteroksiede
en/ of organiese materiaal)
m(s)
ander
Hoewel die eerste letter voldoende is in kode,
word beide letters plaaslik gebruik.
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5.1.2 Omkeerbaar gesementeer
x(p)- fragibank (brosbank; 'n materiaal, gewoonUk
gevlek, laag in organiese materiaal met 'n
hoë bulkdigtheid; in die droë toestand
skynbaar gesementeer; wanneer vogtig het
dit 'n matige tot swak brosheid)

5.2.2 Saprohet: s(o) - Verwerende rots wat,
alhoewel ongekonsolideerd, maklik waarneembare
geogeniese kenmerke het. Twee grade van
verwering word onderskei, naamlik:
g
e

Die volgende drie grade van beperking word
onderskei:
0

1

2

- gedeeltelik verweer; matig tot lokaal ernstige
beperking
- baie min verweer; ernstige beperking

5.2.3 Rots: Dit verwys na die vaste,
onverweerde gesteente. Algemene simbool is R.

- plaatagtig en/of massief met talryke
vertikale swakheidsvlakke, of vesikulêr met
'n matige graad van sementering; meer as
20% van die materiaal deurdringbaar vir
wortels; voldoende swakheidsvlakke sodat
water onder normale omstandighede vryelik
kan dreineer;
- plaatagtig en/of massief, aaneenlopend oor
sekere dele van die profiel; matig tot hoë
graad
van
sementering;
vertikale
swakheidsvlakke
lokaal
algemeen;
oorwegend ondeurdringbaar vir wortels en
water, maar lokaal sag genoeg vir
wortelindringing (minder as 20% van die
materiaal); en
- massief en/ of plaatagtig, aaneenlopend deur
die grootste deel van die profiel; hoë graad
van sementering; geen vertikale swakheidsvlakke; ondeurdringbaar vir wortels en
water.
5.2 Residuele materiale

Dit het betrekking op alle ongekonsolideerde
tot gedeeltelik verweerde minerale materiaal, wat
deur die disintegrasie van vaste gesteente in situ
ontstaan het sowel as die vaste gesteente self, wat
effektiewe diepte kan beperk. As 'n ondergrondse
beperking is die residuele materiale soos hier
gedefinieer, nie een of ander diagnostiese horison
wat deel uitmaak van die opeenvolging van
horisonte soos gedefinieer vir 'n spesifieke
grondvorm nie.
Die volgende drie klasse van residuele
materiale gebaseer op die graad van verandering
relatief tot die onveranderde gesteente word herken:
5.2.1 Residuele kleie
Dit verwys na kleierige materiaal, grotendeels
verweer met 'n matige tot sterk ontwikkelde blokof prismastruktuur. Rotsstruktuur is afwesig, maar
indien sigbaar is dit beperk tot die binnekant van
peds. Vier tipes word herken:
g(c) - vergley; gewoonlik met 'n ferm konsistensie
p(r)- nie-vergley; gewoonhk growwe prismas of
kolomme
v(p)- nie-vergley; kleur nie oorwegend rooi;
struktuur ten minste matig ontwikkelde
blokke in die vogtige toestand
v(r) - oorwegend rooi; struktuur ten minste matig
ontwikkelde blokke in die vogtige toestand

5.3 Resente ongekonsolideerde

materiale

Dit verwys na ongekonsolideerde materiaal,
sonder saprolitiese kenmerke, wat in die omgewing
van riviere en strome deur vloeiende water, óf aan
die kus deur branderaksie, óf deur koUuviasie óf
deur windaksie afgesit is. Hierdie materiale
kwalifiseer, met die uitsondering van Inhoek- en
Dundeevorm, as sodanig nie as diagnostiese
horisonte nie. In die geval van 5.3.1 kan die
growwe materiaal 'n dominante komponent van 'n
diagnostiese horison uitmaak, maar is as sodanig
nie 'n diagnostiese kenmerk nie.
5.3.1 Oorwegend klipperig en/of gruiserig
Dit bevat ten minste 20 volume-persent groot
klippe (50-250 mm) of 50 volume-persent klein
klippies
(2-50 mm).
Drie
teksturele
en
digtheidsvariante word onderskei:
UO - los en deurlatend met min of geen fyngrond;
uiters vinnige dreinasie; fyngrond bevat
minder klei en/of slik as oorliggende
horison;
U1 - effens ferm tot ferm; fyngrond matig dig, nie
beperkend op permeabiliteit; fyngrond bevat
min of meer dieselfde hoeveelheid klei en/of
slik as oorliggende horison; en
U2 - dig en kompak; uiters stadige permeabiliteit;
fyngrond bevat baie meer klei en/of slik
en/ of fynsand as oorliggende horison.
5.3.2. Nie-klipperig of gruiserig
Dit bevat minder as 20 volume-persent groot
klippe (50-250 mm) of 50 volume-persent klein
klippies (2-50 mm). Die volgende klasse word
herken:
5.3.2.1 Prominente, fyn stratifikasies aanwesig
U3
U4
U5
U6

-

afwisselende
afwisselende
afwisselende
afwisselende

sand en slik
sand en klei
slik en klei
sand, slik en klei

5.3.2.2 Stratifikasie nie-prominent of afwesig
U7 - oorwegend sanderig
U8 - oorwegend lemerig of poreuse slik
U9 - oorwegend klei of digte slik
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toevoegings. Verdamping en transpirasie dra egter
5.4 Grondwatervlakke
Dit het betrekking op relatief permanente of ook by tot waterverlies. As 'n toestand verwys
wisselende grondwatervlakke wat herkenbaar is aan gronddreinasie na die frekwensie en duur van
periodes wat 'n grond nie-versadig of gedeeltelik
ligte grys tot wit kleure (hoë waardes en lae versadig is.
chromas)
sonder
meegaande
kleurvlekke
Die
probleem
van
evaluering
van
kenmerkend van vergleyde toestande, of materiale
gronddreinasie is egter meer gekompliseerd as wat
met prominente tekens van aktiewe gley-toestande, dit op die oog af blyk te wees. Direkte bewyse van
maar wat nie kwalifiseer as een of ander beperkte dreinering, soos byvoorbeeld versadigde
diagnostiese horison nie. Dit kwalifiseer ook nie as gronde na reëns of besproeiing, watervlakke, poele
nie-diagnostiese gleykutanies (ge) nie.
water aan die oppervlak, en so meer, kan gebruik
word. Verskille in dreinering kan verder afgelei
WO - wisselende watervlak wat slegs vir 'n kort word van grondkleure en kleurpatrone. Eienskappe
periode deur die jaar 'n nadelige invloed soos byvoorbeeld helling (gradiënt, lengte, vorm) en
het op deurlugting
tekstuur en konsistensie van horisonte kan ook
Wl - watervlak wat normaalweg gedurende die gebruik word as 'n basis om die permeabiUteit van
reënseisoen teenwoordig is
'n grond en dreinasietoestande te voorspel. Ook
hier egter moet klimaat, watervlakdieptes, en alle
W2 - min of meer permanente watervlak
ander faktore wat van belang mag wees, in ag
geneem word.
Dieptesimbool nie nodig nie, maar wel
Die konsep van gronddreinering is breed en
natheidsklassimbool (kyk Fig. 1).
kan onderverdeel word in die volgende nouer
5.5 Ander beperkings
fasette, naamUk:
Bo en behalwe genoemde sogenaamde (i) Afloop - die relatiewe snelheid waardeur
"beperkende" materiale kom die verskynsel redelik
water deur vloei aan die oppervlak van die
algemeen in die Winterreënstreek voor dat 'n grond
grond verwyder word.
(bv. Clovelly) wat teoreties redelik homogeen in (ii) Permeabiliteit - die eienskap van grond om
tekstuur en konsistensie met diepte behoort te wees,
water of lug deur te laat, uitgedruk in mm
op een of ander diepte 'n redelike abrupte oorgang
water/h,
of
as
kwalitatiewe
het na 'n digter en/of harder laag binne dieselfde
permeabiliteitsklasse
soos
afgelei
van
diagnostiese horison, byvoorbeeld geelbruin apedale
struktuur, tekstuur, porositeit, barste en ander
B.
H ierdie
verskynsel
word
as
'n
eienskappe van horisonte van die profiel.
ondergrondbeperking beskou en met 'n y en
Gewoonlik word die vloeisnelheid van 'n
dieptekwahfisering aangedui.
grond bepaal deur die horison met die laagste
permeabiliteit.
6. Hellingklas
(iii) Interne gronddreinering - die eienskap van
grond wat toelaat dat oortollige water
Alhoewel min wetenskaplik
beproefde
afwaarts deur die grond vloei. Dit word
inligting bestaan in verband met die invloed van
weerspieël in die frekwensie en duur van
heUing (% of grade) op grondgebruikspraktyke en
periodes van versadiging met water en word
erosiegevaar, is 'n aantal hellingklasse geformuleer
bepaal deur tekstuur, struktuur en ander
om die gemiddelde helling in die omgewing van die
kenmerke van die profiel en onderliggende lae
profiel, sowel as 'n grondindividu, aan te dui (Tabel
of die hoogte van die grondwatervlak.
3).
Aan die hand van bogenoemde drie fasette,
sowel as profielmorfologie, kan gronde volgens die
TABEL 3 - Hellingklasse en simbole
Soil
Survey
Staff
(1951)
in
sewe
TABLE 3 - Slope classes and symbols
gronddreinasieklasse ingedeef word. Aangesien die
Hellingklas
Persentasie Grade
Simbool
grootste gedeelte van die kenmerke wat benodig
Slope class
Percentage Grades Symbol
word om die gronddreinasieklas te bepaal, in 'n
Plat/Flat
0-3
0-1,5
(Geen/None)
normale detailgrondbeskrywing en klassifikasie
Effens hellend
beskryf word, is dit meer sinvol om dreinasieklasse
Slightly sloping
3-7
1,5-4
I
te vervang met grondvogregimeklasse (Hodgson,
Hellend/ Sloping
7-15
4-8,5
H
1976) wat in breë trekke in terme van periodisiteit
Matig steil
Moderately steep
15-25
8,5-14 III
van watertoestande in die wortelsone gedefinieer
Steil/Steep
25-50
14-26,5 IV
kan word. Die grondvogregime van 'n spesifieke
Bale steil
profiel kan alleenUk sinvol oor verskeie jare beraam
Very steep
> 50
> 26,5 V
word uit inligting oor die grondwatertoestand van
al dié horisonte deur die jaar. Grondvogregime is,
behalwe profielkenmerke, ook afhanklik van
7. Grondvogtoestande
reënval, verdamping, ligging, landgebruik en
In 'n dinamiese sin verwys gronddreinering na bestuur. Grondvogregimes kan in terme van
die snelheid en mate van waterverwydering van 'n natheidsklasse en droogheidsklasse beskryf word.
grond, veral deur oppervlakafloop en vloei deur die
Natheidsklasse: Grondprofiele kan in 'n
grond na diep ondergrondruimtes relatief tot spesifieke natheidsklas geplaas word op basis van:
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(i)

kwantitatiewe data wat oor 'n geskikte
periode ingesamel is deur
"dipwells",
neutronvogmeters of tensiometers by die
werklike lokaliteit;
(ii) kwantitatiewe data van 'n vergelykbare grond
en lokaliteit op 'n ander plek;
(iii) interprestasie
van
waarnemings
van
grond-watertoestande van verskeie vergelykbare gronde oor verskillende seisoene; of
(iv) deur afleidings uit die profielmorfologie en
watertoestande van 'n besondere profiel
tydens 'n spesifieke tyd.
Ideaal gesien moet metode (i) gebruik word.
Metode (iv) is daarenteen spekulatief en baie
subjektief. Aangesien daar in Suid-Afrika tans min
kwantitatiewe
data
vir
die
bepaling
van
natheidsklasse van gronde beskikbaar is, moet daar
noodgedwonge van metodes (iii) en (iv) gebruik
gemaak word. Met ondervinding kan 'n grond egter
met variërende mate van betroubaarheid in 'n
spesifieke klas geplaas word afhangende van die
grondmorfologie,
ligging,
plantegroei
en
watertoestande tydens die ondersoek.
Met die oog op die verbouing van
wintergraan; winter-, somer- en lentegroente;
sagtevrugte en wingerd, is 'n 9-klas-natheidsklassifikasie as 'n eerste benadering opgestel (Fig.
1). Aangesien meerjarige gewasbehoeftes deur onder
andere hierdie indeling bedien word, moet die
watertoestand oor ten minste 'n vyftienjaar-periode
geëvalueer word. Met ander woorde, 'n grond wat
oor 'n vyftienjaar-periode slegs gedurende twee jaar
vir langer as 30 dae versadig is met water tussen
300-700 mm
diepte,
terwyl
die
watervlak
normaalweg nie vlakker as 1 200 mm is nie, word as
klas 6 geklassifiseer en nie as klas 1 nie. Alhoewel
hierdie benadering tot gevolg kan hê dat die
"potensiaal" van 'n grond vir kleingraanverbouing
miskien te laag geskat kan word, is die hoer
natheidsklas egter van kardinale belang indien die
risiko van 'n totale oesverlies by die gebruik van
byvoorbeeld sekere onkruiddoders op kleingraan
geëvalueer moet word.
Die aantal dae in Fig. 1 gespesifiseer,
impliseer nie noodwendig 'n aaneenlopende periode
nie, maar vereis slegs dat in die 0-30-dae-interval
versadigde
toestande
vir
ten
minste
7
aaneenlopende dae moet voorkom.
8. Veranderinge in grondkenmerke
en -toestande

o.
Q

7

8

9

3

6

7

8

2

3

4

5

700

Q 1 200

1*

30

90

180

365

DaelDays
In die geval van klas I, word die simbool nie in die kode
genoteer nie/ The symbol for class I is not noted in the
code
N-watervIak nie bereik nie/ A' water table not reached
FIG. I - Natheidsklassifikasie gebaseer op aantal dae en diepte
van 'n vry watervlak in grond
FIG. / - Wetness classification based on number of days and
depth of a free water table in soils

W

Baie gronde wat vir korter of langer periodes
onder gewasverbouing is, het een of ander
verandering ondergaan of is doelbewus verander
deur
byvoorbeeld
normale
bewerking,
grondvoorbereiding
en
dreinering.
Hierdie
veranderinge of veranderde grondkenmerke kan
varieer in hul permanensie en kan soms voordelig,
maar soms nadelig wees vir gewasverbouing. Dit is
dus noodsaaklik om hierdie eienskappe te noteer
tydens grondbeskrywing en in die grondsimbool
aan te dui.
Die
belangrikste
eienskappe
waarvoor
voorsiening gemaak word, is:

6
300

t
b
O

k

- ploegblad
(Duidelik
waarneembare
ploegblad of -sool direk onder die Ap)
- korsvorming (Dit verwys na die neiging van
sekere gronde om aan die oppervlak tydens
reen of besproeiing te kompakteer en toe te
slaan en sodoende ongunstige toestande te
skep vir ontkieming en opkom van saailinge.
Alhoewel hierdie verskynsel 'n inherente
kenmerk van 'n grond kan wees, ontstaan of
vererger dit gewoonlik as gevolg van
langdurige of verkeerde bewerking.)
Diepbewerking: dit het betrekking op gronde
wat meganies tot op dieptes groter as
400 mm met een of ander implement bewerk
is. Drie subtipes word herken, naamlik:
- dolploegbewerking;
- skeurploegbewerking; en
- dit sluit die tradisionele handdol (met 'n
graaf) sowel as bewerking met 'n slootgrawer
of ekwivalente tipe masjien in.
Die diepte van bewerking kan met 'n
diepte-syfersimbool na die lettersimbool
aangedui word.
- dreinering
(Indien
gronde
meganies
gedreineer is, kan dit, sowel as die algemene
diepte van die dreineerstelsel, aangedui
word.)
- terrasseer
- afgeskraap
- opvulling
- sand oorgery

9. Oplosbare soute
In die Winterreëngebied is brakgronde of
verbrakking 'n algemene verskynsel in droë gebiede
en sommige besproeide areas. Omdat dit so 'n
belangrike beperkende faktor by gewasverbouing is.
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TABEL 4 - Sout-dieptepatrone en simbole
TABLE 4 - Salt-depth patterns and symbols
Horison (of laag)/ Horizon (or layer)
Bogrond (A- en/ of E-horison of materiaal
vlakker as 400 mm)/ Top soil (A andjor E
horizon or material above 400 mm depth) > 500
Ondergrond (B- en/of C-horison of
materiaal dieper as 400 mm)I Subsoil (B
and/or C horizon or material below
400 mm depth)
> 500
Simbool/5>m6o/
SI

Weerstand van grondpastaj Resistance of soil paste {ohms 25 °C)

> 500

150-500

> 500

150-500
S2

< 150
S3

> 150
S4

150-500

< 150
S5

< 150

< 150

> 150
S6

< 150
S7

TABEL 5 - Uitruilbare aluminium-dieptepatrone en simbole
TABLE 5 - Exchangeable aluminium-depth patterns and symbols
Horison (of laag)/ Horizon (or layer)

Uitruilbare aluminium/ Exchangeable
alumium (me/100 g grond/soil)

Bogrond (A- en/of E-horison of materiaal vlakker as 400 mm)/ Top soil (A and/or E
horizon or material above 400 mm depth)
Ondergrond (B-horison of materiaal dieper as 400 mm)/Subsoil (B horizon or material
below 400mm depth)
Simbool/ Symbol

behoort dit spesiale aandag te geniet by
grondondersoeke, veral in gebiede wat bekend is vir
verbrakking. 'n Eenvoudige metode om vas te stel
of 'n grond brak is of nie, is deur middel van 'n
weerstandbepaling. Die weerstand in ohms by
20 °C (gemeet in 'n sel met 'n selkonstante van
0,25) van 'n versadigde grondpasta dui by
benadering die hoeveelheid wateroplosbare soute in
'n grond aan. Drie grade van gevaar gebaseer op
weerstand kan onderskei word, naamUk:
>500J2 - geen gevaar
150 - 500 J2 - geringe tot matige gevaar
<150n - ernstige gevaar
Hoewel die brakgevaar van 'n enkele horison
of laag belangrik is, is die patroon van
soutverspreiding deur die profiel egter van baie
groter waarde vir grondgebruiksevaluering. Deur
van bogenoemde drie gevaarklasse op 'n dieptebasis
gebruik te maak, is sewe sout-dieptepatrone
gedefinieer (Tabel 4).
Aangesien baie van die sogenaamde
brakgronde gekenmerk word deur hoë persentasies
uitruilbare natrium kan die simbool na gebruik
word wanneer die uitruilbare natriumpersentasie
groter as 10 is. Dit word na die simbool vir
oplosbare soute geplaas. Dit kan ook aangedui
word met 'n pH-{- indien die pH gemeet in water
groter as 8 of in IM KCl groter as 7,5 (beide pasta)
is.
10. Uitruilbare suurheid
Groot dele van Wes- en Suid-Kaap word
gekenmerk deur sogenaamde suurgronde. Verskeie
metodes kan gebruik word om hierdie verskynsel
kwantitatief te bepaal. Dit is egter veral
aluminiumione wat onder sulke toestande skadeUk
kan optree. Enersyds benadeel dit wortelgroei en
andersyds speel dit 'n groot rol by die
toeganklikheid van onder andere fosfate. Hoewel
oop vir kritiek kan die hoeveelheid uitruilbare

< 0,2

< 0,2

> 0,2

> 0,2

<0,2
al

> 0,2
a2

<0,2
a3

>0,2
a4

aluminium, uitgedruk in me/100 g grond, as
maatstaf van suurheid gebruik word met 0,2 me as
grenswaarde. Aangesien die suurheid van die
onder- sowel as bogrond van belang is, is vier
uitruilbare aluminium-dieptepatrone
aanbeveel
(Tabel 5).
'n Ander metode om die suurheidsgraad aan
te dui, is deur die simbool pH-, met of sonder 'n
dieptekwalifikasie, indien die pH gemeet in water
kleiner as 5, of in IM KCl kleiner as 4,8 is.
ANDER INLIGTING
'n Probleem wat by die opstel van 'n
grondkode ondervind word, is om te besluit watter
eienskappe gekodifiseer moet word en watter nie.
Twee verdere eienskappe wat oorweeg is, maar nie
formeel in die huidige stelsel vervat is nie, is erosie
(water sowel as wind) en die geaardheid van die
diep ondergrond (dieper as 2 m).
Die landboukundige waarde van erosie en
diep ondergrond word besef, maar omdat dit onder
plaaslike omstandighede nog nie noodsaaklik
gevind is om te kodiflseer nie, word dit uitgelaat.
VOORBEELD VAN GRONDKODES
Hu26

24Es35:

rl8Cvl4si
Ir6a2
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Hutton msinga, dieper as 1 550 mm,
met geen beperkings of veranderinge;
oplosbare soute en
uitruilbare
aluminium is nie bepaal nie.
Estcourt balfour, met A/E-oorgang
op 150-250 mm en E/B-oorgang op
350-450 mm; oplosbare soute en
uitruilbare aluminium is nie bepaal
nie.
Clovelly mossdale, met matige
beperkende rotsblokke aan oppervlak;
op 950-1 150 mm 'n beperkende
silkreetbank; effens hellende terrein;
geskeurploeg tot op 750 mm; meer as
0,2 me Al % in ondergrond.
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WAARNEMINGS OOR EIENSKAPPE EN OORSPRONG
VAN DORBANKGRONDE IN DIE WESTELIKE
KAAPPROVINSIE
F. ELLIS en B.H.A. SCHLOMS
Navorsingsinstituut vir Grond en Besproeiing, Departement van
Landbou-tegniese Dienste, Privaatsak X79, Pretoria 0001
UITTREKSEL
Dorbank is 'n verharde suboppervlakhorison met rooibruin grondkleure en wisselende dikte
(100-1 200 mm) wat wydverspreid in die ariede en semi-ariede gebiede van die westelike Kaapprovinsie
voorkom. Dit is verwant aan die duribank van ander klassifikasiesisteme. Die verharding is
waarskynlik te wyte aan silika met bykomstige sementstowwe soos kalsiumkarbonaat, en ysteroksides
in sekere gevalle, 'n Tipiese profiel met dorbank het rooibruin gekleurde, nie-kalkhoudende, apedale
A- en B-horisonte op dorbank met direk daaronder óf harde rots óf kalkhoudende materiale met
swak struktuurontwikkeling. Op sommige plekke (bv. die van Rhynsdorp-omgewing) is hierdie onderliggende materiale ook gipshoudend. Volgens waarnemings tot dusver is daar drie tipes dorbank wat
algemeen voorkom en wat grootliks deur reënval en moedermateriaal beïnvloed word.

Abstract
OBSERVA TIONS ON THE PROPERTIES AND GENESIS
OF DORBANK SOILS IN THE WESTERN CAPE
PROVINCE
Dorbank is a hardened subsurface horizon with reddish brown colours and variable thickness
(lOO-l 200 mm) which occurs widely in the arid and semi-arid regions of the western Cape Province. It
is related to the duripan of other classification systems. The hardening is apparently caused by silica
accompanied from time to time by cementing agents such as calcium carbonate and iron oxides. A
typical profile with dorbank has reddish brown, non-calcareous, apedal A and B horizons underlain
by the dorbank followed directly either by rock or weakly structured calcareous materials. At some
places (e.g. the Van Rhynsdorp area) the weakly structured underlying material contains gypsum.
Observations so far indicate three types of dorbank which appear to differ according to rainfall and
parent material.

INLEIDING
Dorbank is 'n verharde suboppervlakhorison
met rooibruin grondkleure en wisselende dikte
(100-1 200 mm), wat wydverspreid voorkom in die
ariede en semi-ariede gebiede soos die Klein Karoo,
Ceres-Karoo, Van Rhynsdorp-omgewing, Knersvlakte, Namakwaland en Boesmanland.
Hierdie gebiede word almal gekenmerk deur
'n lae reënval (gemiddeld <300 mm/jaar), hoë
temperature
en
hoë
verdampingswaardes.
Periodieke donderstorms kom voor wat tydelike
afloop veroorsaak. Die moedermateriaal wissel van
Enon-konglomerate (Klein Karoo), alluviale
afsettings
van
Tersiêre
ouderdom
(Van
Rhynsdorp-omgewing), skalies (Klein Karoo en
Ceres-Karoo) tot deflasiesande (Knersvlakte,
Namakwaland en Boesmanland). Die deflasiesande
is waarskynlik afkomstig vanaf verwering van die
omringende granietgneisse.
Die terrein waarop dorbankgronde voorkom,
is meestal gelykliggende voethange of middelhange
met hellings selde oor 5 %.
Dorbank is verwant aan die duribank van
ander klassifikasiesisteme (MacVicar, De Villiers,
Loxton, Verster, Lambrechts, Merryweather, Le
Roux, Van Rooyen & Harmse, 1977). Die bestaan
van dorbankgronde is lank reeds bekend in
Suid-Afrika (Du Toit & Reyneke, 1930; Van der
Merwe, 1940). Van der Merwe (1962) rapporteer
voorkomste
hiervan
in
Namakwaland,
Boesmanland (tot so ver oos as Brandvlei en

Kenhardt), asook in die Van Rhynsdorp-omgewing,
Klein Karoo en Ceres-Karoo. Hy klassifiseer
hierdie gronde by woestyn- tot semi-woestyngrondsones ("desert and semi-desert soil zones").
In die huidige Binomiese klassifikasiesisteem
(MacVicar et al., 1977) word hierdie gronde as
series van die Mispahgrondvorm (naamlik
Vredendal en Winchester) geklassifiseer. Volgens
hierdie
klassifikasie
is
die
morfologiese
opeenvolging 'n ortiese A-horison op hardebank
(dorbank). Daar is egter probleme met hierdie
indeling aangesien die ortiese A-horison (en dikwels
ook 'n B-horison wat teen woord ig is) altyd rooi of
rooibruin grondkleure het en dus volgens definisie
sou kwalifiseer as 'n Huttongrondvorm. In
Australië staan hierdie tipe hardebank (dorbank),
wat ook volop voorkom in die ariede en
semi-ariede gebiede, bekend as rooi en bruin
hardebankgronde ("red and brown hardpan soils")
(Stace, Hubble, Brewer, Northcote, Sleeman,
Mulcahy & Hallsworth, 1968). Dit wil voorkom
asof hierdie hardebank morfologies goed vergelyk
met diè in Suid-Arika behalwe dat dit skynbaar
heelwat dikker kan wees (tot 15 m) (Litchfield &
Mabbutt, 1962). Beskrywings van die duribank
("duripan") van die V.S.A. (US Dep. Agric. 7th
Approx., 1967) dui daarop dat dit in 'n groot mate
ooreenstem met die dorbank aangetref in die
westelike Kaapprovinsie.
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waar dorbankgronde in assosiasie met gronde
wat hoë kalsiumkarbonaatinhoud bevat (bv.
'n Tipiese dorbankprofiel van die westelike
kalkryke Huttongrondvorm) voorkom, word
Kaapprovinsie het rooi tot rooibruin gekleurde
eersgenoemde altyd op die oudste topografiese
nie-kalkhoudende apedale A- en B-horisonte op
posisie in die landskap aangetref. (Voorbeeld:
harde dorbank. Vrykalk kan aan- of afwesig wees
Khubus in Namakwaland, Vioolsdrifarea en
in die dorbanklaag. Direk onder die dorbanklaag
Knersvlakte in die Van Rhynsdorp-distrik.)
kom harde rots of kalkhoudende materiale met
Verskillende grade van verharding van die
swak struktuurontwikkeling voor. Op sommige dorbank kom voor veral by die plaatagtige
plekke, byvoorbeeld die Van Rhynsdorp-omgewing, struktuurtipes. In die praktyk beteken dit dat die
is hierdie onderliggende materiaal ook gipslandboukundige benutting daarvan beïnvloed word.
houdend.
So het Saayman (1976) aan die hand van
Volgens waarnemings tot dusver is daar veral sementasie drie tipes dorbanke (algemeen die
drie tipes dorbank wat algemeen voorkom en veral plaatagtige struktuurtipes) gegroepeer in die Van
deur reënval en moedermateriaal beïnvloed word, Rhynsdorp-omgewing. Die tipe wat nie so hard
naamUk:
gesementeer is nie, word maklik met behulp van
(a) Dié met plaatagtige struktuur, gemiddeld implemente verder opgebreek wat dit dan
600-1200 mm dik, in gebiede met 'n deurlatend vir water maak, en dit so 'n hoogs
gemiddelde reënval van 100-200 mm/jaar, met produserende grond, veral vir wingerdverbouing,
die dorbanklaag aangetref binne 300 mm maak.
vanaf die oppervlak. Klei-inhoud wissel tussen
Die dorbanke met massiewe struktuur word
6-15 % en dit kom voor op verskeie meestal gekenmerk deur baie prominente kleihuide
moedermateriale, onder
andere
Enon- (gemiddeld 2 - 4 mm dik) in die boonste deel van
konglomerate (Calitzdorp) en alluvium (Van die bank. Dit dui op 'n mate van kleibeweging deur
Rhynsdorp). (Kyk Profielbeskrywing 1 - die sanderige bogrond op 'n stadium nadat die
Aanhangsel A.)
bank reeds gevorm het. Chemiese ontledingsdata
(b) Dié met plaatagtige struktuur en wat, aangaande die dorbank is tot op hierdie stadium
vergeleke met die vorige, swakker ontwikkel nie voldoende nie en daarom moet op die literatuur
is, van vergelykbare dikte is en op staatgemaak word vir die genetiese verklaring van
vergelykbare moedermateriale voorkom. Die vorming. Die enigste werk sover in Suid-Afrika op
dorbanklaag kom gemiddeld dieper in die dorbank is deur Du Toit & Reyneke (1930) gedoen
profiel voor (naamlik 300-450 mm) terwyl wat die akkumulasie van silika bevestig het in die
klei-inhoud (25-35 %) en die gebied se reënval hardebank.
(200-300 mm) ook hoer is (Robertson- en
Aan die hand van die afleidings deur die US
Oudtshoorn-omgewing).
(Kyk
Profiel- Dep. Agric. 7th Approx. (1967) kan die genese van
beskrywing 2 - Aanhangsel A.)
die dorbank .moontlik as volg wees. Die gronde
(c) Dié met massiewe struktuur, klei-inhoud moet droog of seisoenaal droog wees. Hul genetiese
0-10 %, dikte 100-400 mm wat in gebiede met omgewing is so dat oplosbare silika volgens
'n gemiddelde reënval van onder 100 mm/jaar verwagting dieper die profiel ingewas word, maar
aangetref
word.
Moedermateriaal
is nie uit die profiel nie. Die oorsprong van silika wat
granietgneisse of ou, rooibruin gekleurde as oplosbare fraksie onder hierdie toestande
eoliese en deflasiesande. Die dorbanklaag beweeg, is waarskynlik die volgende: In die ariede
word meestal op dieptes tussen 30-150 mm omgewings met 'n oormaat van oplosbare katione
vanaf oppervlak aangetref (byvoorbeeld sal die pH relatief hoog wees - alkalies tot baie
Boesmanland- en Namakwaland-omgewing). alkalies. Silika se oplosbaarheid, en gevolglik ook
(Kyk Profielbeskrywing 3 - Aanhangsel A.)
mobiliteit, sal relatief hoog wees en dit kan saam
met die grondwater in *n geslote sisteem tot op 'n
sekere diepte beweeg waar dit aanleiding gee tot
ALGEMENE EIENSKAPPE EN GENESE
sementasie.
VAN DORBANKE
Volgens Teakle (1936) veroorsaak sporadiese
Volgens waarnemings tot dusver toon al die oorvloeding en gepaardgaande oorversadiging van
die grond op lae hange. en alluviale vlaktes dat
dorbankgronde die volgende algemene eienskappe:
(a) die grondmateriaal bokant die dorbank is loging en tydelike versuiping van die boonste
nie-kalkhoudend met rooi tot rooibruin horisonte plaasvind. Die silika wat so geloog word,
word neergeslaan in die hardebank tydens
grondkleure;
(b) afgesien van die tipes struktuurontwikkeling, uitdroging van die profiel. Hierdie siening word
kan die dorbanklaag kalkhoudend of ook ondersteun deur Stephens (1956). Die
nie-kalkhoudend (meestal laasgenoemde) wees teenwoordigheid van die bank na aan die
met rooi tot rooibruin grondkleure soos die oppervlak, tweedens die feit dat die bogrond
meestal nie-kalkhoudend en goed gedreineerd is, en
oorliggende materiale;
(c) die materiaal onder die dorbank (met die derdens die feit dat in dorbankomgewings
uitsondering waar dit 'n vaste gesteente is) is oorvloeding vanweë donderstorms kan plaasvind,
in die meeste gevalle kalkhoudend of getuig ten gunste van hierdie hipotese.
Volgens Litchfield & Mabbutt (1962) is
gipshoudend en vertoon swak struktuurtydelike
grond vogkondisies
moontlik
meer
ontwikkeling; en
TIPES DORBANK AANGETREF

(d)
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belangrik as heersende klimaatsregimes soos hoë
temperature, ariede kondisies en sporadiese
oorvloeding. HuUe noem ook dat benewens
moontlike streeksfaktore soos oppervlakdreinasie,
bron van silika en klimaat, sementasie van die
hardebank ook gemodifiseer of verhinder kan word
deur die volgende lokale faktore, naamlik:
(a) Dreinasie: Onder eenderse kondisies van
helling en dreinasie, skyn dit asof die
hardebank dieper voorkom in die profiel by
gronde waar daar 'n toename in die growwe
fraksie is, en met verbeterde permeabiUteit. In
die westelike Kaapprovinsie wil dit voorkom
asof die dorbank dieper voorkom in die
profiel met toename in reënval (vergelyk
dorbank in Boesmanland met diè in die Klein
Karoo).
(b) Oplosbare soutinhoud: Hardebanke kom
minder algemeen voor in gronde met
oplosbare soute as in suur, goed gedreineerde
gronde. Sementasie is afwesig of swak waar
karbonate of sulfate verspreid deur die profiel
voorkom en aaneenlopende hardebank word
slegs onder meer suur grondtoestande
aangetref. Hierdie siening strook ook met die
toestand soos aangetref in die westelike
Kaapprovinsie waar dorbankgronde slegs
voorkom op rooi of rooibruin gekleurde
gronde (aanduiding van hoë temperature en
goeie dreinasie) wat nie-kalkhoudend in die
materiaal bokant die dorbank is.
(c) Meganiese onstabiliteit: Sementasie om 'n
hardebank te vorm is afwesig in die
nie-rooigekleurde gronde van die ariede
gebiede, moontlik as gevolg van aanhoudende
dispersie van die silika tesame met ander
bestanddele
wat
sementasie
verhoed.
[Litchfield & Mabbutt (1962) noem nie hierdie

bestanddele nie.] Dit mag ook wees dat in
sulke gronde daar meer 2:l-tipes kleie (in
teenstelling met l:l-tipes by rooi gekleurde
gronde) voorkom wat veroorsaak dat daar
relatief 'n laer konsentrasie oplosbare silika is
wat sementasie kan veroorsaak.
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AANHANGSEL A - PROFIELBESKRYWINGS
Profielnommer
Grondvorm
Grondserie
Breedte-/ Lengtegraad
Helling
Terreineenheid
Vegetasie
Moedermateriaal

1
Hutton
Mangano (Hu 33)
31° 34', 18° 53'
3 %, effens konveks
Voethang 60 m bo seespieël
Karooveld, gras
Tersiêre alluviale materiale

Diagnostiese
horison

Diepte
(mm)

Beskrywing

A (orties)

0-100

C l l db

100-500

C12db
C13db

500-800
800-1 lOON

Donkerrooi (2.5YR3/6); fyn tot medium sandleemtekstuur; enkelkorrelstruktuur;
konsistensie nie-klewerig wanneer nat, brokkelrig wanneer vogtig en hard wanneer
droog; skerp gladde oorgang na:
Rooi (2.SYR4/6); fyn tot medium sandleemtekstuur; yster en mangaanbande, swart en
rooi gekleurd, kom verspreid deur profiel voor; plaatagtige struktuur, matig tot sterk
ontwikkel; konsistensie nie-klewerig wanneer nat, uiters ferm wanneer vogtig, uiters
hard wanneer droog met sterk sementasie; volop prominente kleimangaan- en
kalkkutane kom dwarsdeur profiel voor; swak opbruising met verdunde soutsuur;
geleidelik gladde oorgang na:
Soos Cll-horison met meer mangaanbande en duidelike gladde oorgang na:
Soos C12 maar met sterk ontwikkelde massiewe struktuur

Profielnommer
Grondvorm
Grondserie
Breedte-/ Lengtegraad
Helling
Terreineenheid
Vegetasie
Moedermateriaal
Diagnostiese
horison
A (orties)
B2 (rooi apedaal)

Cl db

2
Hutton
Zwartfontein (Hu 34)
33° 37', 22° 10'
2%
Voethang 345 m bo seespieël
Karooveld
Enon-konglomerate
Diepte
(mm)
0-120
120-350

350-450N

Profielnommer
Grondvorm
Grondserie
Breedte-/ Lengtegraad
Helling
Terreineenheid
Vegetasie
M oedermateriaal
Diagnostiese
horison
A (orties)
B2 (rooi apedaal)

Cl db

Beskrywing
Geelrooi (5YR4/8); medium sandleemtekstuur; enkelkorrel- apedale struktuur;
konsistensie nie-klewerig wanneer nat, baie brokkelrig wanneer vogtig en sag wanneer
droog; duidelike gladde oorgang na:
Geehooi (5YR4/8); medium sandleemtekstuur; swak tot matig krummelrige struktuur;
konsistensie effens klewerig wanneer nat, baie brokkelrig wanneer vogtig en hard
wanneer droog; min dun grys gekleurde onduidelike kleikutane op sandkorrels; baie
min medium kwartsstukke; skerp gladde oorgang na:
Donkerrooi (2.SYR3/6); medium sandkleileemtekstuur; massief tot plaatagtige
struktuur, matig ontwikkel; konsistensie klewerig in nat toestand, baie ferm wanneer
vogtig, uiters hard gesementeer wanneer droog; volop growwe verharde
kalk-silikanodules.

3
Hutton
Portsmouth (Hu 35)
29° 13', 17° 28'
0%
Voethang 400 m bo seespieël
Karooveld
Deflasiesande
Diepte
(mm)
0-150
150-450

450-550N

Beskrywing
Rooibruin (SYR4/4); growwe sandtekstuur; enkelkorrel- apedale struktuur; konsistensie
nie-klewerig wanneer nat, baie brokkelrig wanneer vogtig en effens hard wanneer droog;
min klein kwartsietstukke; duidelike gladde oorgang na:
Geelrooi (5YR 4/6); growwe sand- tot sandleemtekstuur; enkelkorrel- apedale struktuur;
konsistensie nie-klewerig wanneer vogtig en effens hard wantieer droog; min onduidelike
donkerbruin onbekende (waarskynlik klei-) kutane in brüe tussen sandkorrels; min klein
kwartsstukke; skerp gladde oorgang na:
Geelrooi (5YR4/6); growwe sandleemtekstuur; konsistensie nie-klewerig wanneer nat,
baie ferm wanneer vogtig, uiters hard wanneer droog en gesementeer; bruin duidelike
kleikutane op boonste deel van horison en in wortelkanale, andersins min onduidelike
onbekende donker kutane deur horison versprei; min klein kwartsstukke; baie effense
opbruising met verdunde soutsuur; poligone van hierdie horison is styf teenmekaar en
van sowat 100-500 mm deursnee grootte
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SOIL SCIENCE IN RELATION TO DEVELOPMENT
PROCESSES IN LESS DEVELOPED AREAS
M.C. LAKER
Department of Soil Science, University of Fort Hare, Alice 5700
ABSTRACT
Soil scientists have a key role to play in regard to development, especially agricultural
development, in less developed areas. World-wide experience unfortunately indicates that there are
many shortcomings in the ways in which soil scientists have thus far fulfilled this role. These
shortcomings are retarding meaningful development and are leading to very expensive mistakes. The
following are some of the limitations:
(a)
The quality of work by soil scientists is often very poor. This is especially true for numerous
soil surveys which have been conducted in less developed areas.
(b)
There is a lack of communication between soil scientists and land use planners. Soil scientists
must shoulder a large share of the blame for this situation, as too many of them refuse to
present their data in a manner and language that is simple enough to be easily understood by
non-soil scientists.
(c)
Too many soil scientists are making recommendations for less developed areas on the same
basis as for highly developed areas. It is essential to realize that less developed areas require a
different scientific approach. Principles related to land capability classification especially need
complete revision for less developed areas. The most important requirement is that land
capability classification must be much more dynamic. The traditional static approaches are
only valid for some highly developed areas in temperate climatic zones.

GRONDKUNDE
PROSESSE

Uittreksel
IN VERHOUDING TOT
ONTWIKKELINGSIN MINDER ONTWIKKELDE
GEBIEDE

Grondkundiges het
'n sleutelrol om te speel ten opsigte van ontwikkeling,
veral
landbou-ontwikkeling,
in minder ontwikkelde gebiede. Ongelukkig dui wêretdwye ondervinding
daarop dat daar groot gebreke is in die wyse waarop grondkundiges tot dusver hierdie rol vervul het
en hierdie gebreke is besig om sinvolle ontwikkeling ernstig te strem. Die volgende is enkele van die
vernaamste gebreke:
(a)
Die gehalte van die grondkundige werk, selfs (of miskien veral) die deur grondkundiges uit
ontwikkelde gebiede, is dikwels baie swak. Dit geld veral vir talie grondopnames wat in minder
ontwikkelde gebiede uitgevoer word.
(b)
Daar is 'n gebrek aan kommunikasie tussen grondkundiges en
grondgebruiksbeplanners.
Grondkundiges moet 'n groot deel van die skuld vir hierdie toedrag van sake dra. Te veel
grondkundiges weier om hutle data op 'n wyse en in 'n taal aan te bied wat eenvoudig genoeg is
sodat die nie-grondkundige dit maklik kan verstaan.
(c)
Te veel grondkundiges maak aanbevelings in minder ontwikkelde gebiede op dieselfde basis as
wat hulle dit in 'n hoogs ontwikkelde gebied sou doen. Daar moet tot die besef gekom word
dat minder ontwikkelde gebiede totaal ander, en unieke, wetenskaplike benaderings benodig.
Veral beginsels ten opsigte van grondgeskiktheidsklassifikasie C'lond capability classification")
vereis 'n totaal ander benadering in minder ontwikkelde gebiede. Die vernaamste vereiste in dié
verband is dat grondgeskiktheidsklassifikasie
baie meer dinamies moet wees in minder
ontwikkelde gebiede. Die tradisionele statiese benaderings is slegs in hoogs ontwikkelde gebiede
in sommige gematigde klimaatstreke toepaslik.

INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive
knowledge
of the
distribution, characteristics and qualities of the soil
resources of an area is one of the basic
requirements for its correct planning and
development. Although the work of the soil
scientist forms only one link in an interdisciplinary
chain, it is the responsibility of each soil scientist to
ensure that his work is as correct and reliable as
possible so that it is not the limiting factor in the
planning and development process.
There is an important difference between true
interdisciplinary work and bare multi-disciplinary
work. In real interdisciplinary work scientists from
different disciplines co-operate very closely right
from the outset of a study and there is continuous
interaction between them throughout the duration
of the study.

A bare multi-disciplinary study, on the other
hand, is characterised by scientists from different
disciplines working in the same (geographical) area,
often
simultaneously,
without
meaningful
interaction between the disciplines during the
course of the study. When an attempt is made at
the end of the series of studies to integrate the
results into a development plan, it is often found
that it is very difficult or impossible to do this in a
meaningful way.
Another
form
of
non-interactive
multi-disciplinary work is the "isolated step-wise
approach". Here a scientist (or group of scientists)
from a certain discipline conducts a study, prepares
a report and hands this over to the next man in
line. This next man, from another discipline, then
uses this report to make certain interpretations and
recommendations
(without
consuhing
with
somebody from the discipline which conducted the
primary study). This is unfortunately the way in
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which many soil survey reports are produced by
pedologists and used by non-soil scientists.
In order to make a meaningful contribution
towards planning it is not only essential that the
collected soil data must be basically correct, but it
must also have the correct degree of detail and
supply the correct type of information for the
purpose for which the data are collected.
The members of the Department of Soil
Science at the University of Fort Hare are in the
peculiar position that they as soil scientists are
often requested to interpret soil data that have been
collected by other soil scientists and to assist
development planners in decision-making based on
such data. In the process it has become clear that
serious errors are frequently made during soil
surveys and in soil survey reports, as well as in
other soil studies. These often lead to very
expensive failures, which less developed countries
or communities cannot afford.
Important international information in this
regard was obtained by co-operation in a project,
aimed at the improvement of the quality and utility
of soil surveys, which is being conducted at Cornell
University in the USA. The picture revealed during
this study is one of which soil scientists cannot be
proud at all. On the contrary, it should be a source
of grave concern.
In this paper most attention will be focussed
on soil surveys (and not on other soil studies)
because these are of such great importance in
development planning.
THE QUALITY AND UTILITY OF
SOIL INFORMATION
The quality of soil information is related to
two major factors, viz (a) its intrinsic quality and
(b) the quality of its presentation. Both these
factors also determine the utility of the
information.
There are mainly two aspects which determine
the intrinsic quality of soil survey data, viz
(i) whether the required types of information are
given (and whether they are given at the
required degree of detail); and
(ii) whether the given information is actually
correct (i.e. the degree of "ground-truth").
In the planning of a new soil survey it is
essential that the objectives of the survey, and the
types of information which will be required to
reach those objectives, must be defmed very
accurately before the survey is commenced. Vague
objectives invariably lead to soil surveys of low
quality and low utility. The salient points are
clearly indicated by Rourke (1977):
"Soil surveys are made to furnish information
for land use decision makers. The kinds of
decisions these individuals will be making
should be, and I maintain must be, made
before soil survey commences. The specificity
of their needs . . . . will determine the field
procedures to be used in the soil survey and
the scale of the base maps necessary to depict
the required detail. The soils data furnished to

land use planners should be specific enough
for their needs - no more and no less. If the
data is less than they need, the decision made
can be quite costly in the end. If the data is
more than they need, the decision can
probably not be made until the data has been
generalized to the point where it meets their
needs. When data is more than is required,
valuable resources - time, funds and personnel
- have been unwisely used".
Smyth (1977), Beckett and Bie (according to
Woodruff, Bell, Hindmarsh, Lee, Lehane &
Lumbers, 1977) and others also very strongly
emphasise these aspects. It is evident that both too
little and too much information can lead to a great
waste of scarce funds and manpower.
It is clear that from the outset of a soil survey
there must be close liaison between the soil
scientist, the ultimate user of the soil survey data
and experts from other disciplines. The soil survey
data user (land use planner) must indicate clearly
what decisions he wants to make on the basis of
the soil survey. Experts from other fields must help
to identify what soil information will be required in
order to enable him to make these decisions. The
soil scientist will have to advise which type of soil
survey {inter alia type of mapping unit and map
scale) must be conducted to acquire this
information. In order to do this successfully, the
soil scientist must have a clear conception of the
possibilities and limitations of different mapping
scales, types of mapping units, etc. Some
guidelines are available regarding the purposes for
which soil maps of different scales are suitable
(Young, 1976; Smyth, 1977). Mathematical
guidelines regarding minimum mapping units,
minimum planning units, etc. are also available
(Vink, 1975; Eswaran, Forbes & Laker, 1977).
All these principles can only be put into
practice if the soil scientist honestly endeavours to
conduct an objective-oriented survey. Two
tendencies militate against truly objective-oriented
surveys. The first is the danger of being lured into
doing a survey that is academically attractive,
rather than pragmatic. The second is the possibility
of doing unnecessarily elaborate surveys in order to
make the largest possible amount of money out of
an assignment, instead of providing the minimum
information required for the immediate decisions
which have to be made.
Connected to the principle that data
accumulation must be problem-oriented (Beek,
1977) is also the principle that areas which are not
suited to intensive utilisation (mountains, arid
areas, areas dominated by poor quality soils, etc.)
must be allocated a much lower priority and must
also be surveyed at a much lower intensity. The
author is of the opinion that agro-climatic
conditions receive far too little attention when soil
survey strategies are worked out. In most cases
agro-climatic considerations, in combination with
terrain morphology, should dictate decisions about
soil survey priorities, mapping intensities, map
scales, etc. Climate is the dominant factor dictating
what crops can be grown where, even under
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irrigation. The aim in planning soil survey
strategies must be to avoid wasting so much money
and time in low potential and low priority areas
that insufficient data are collected in high potential
and high priority areas.
The Pahang Tenggara master planning study
in Malaysia is a classical example of an
objective-oriented interdisciplinary study (Protz,
1977). At the start, the economists and agronomists
had to decide which crops could possibly be
profitably grown in Pahang Tenggara, given known
agronomic techniques and world market conditions.
They produced a list of 40 crops. From these the
agronomists then generated six groups with
characteristic rooting patterns. These six rooting
patterns were given to the soil surveyors, the
purpose being that the surveyors would note
additional soil characteristics which would be useful
for classifying each mapping unit for specific crops.
This type of approach is also strongly
recommended by Beek (1977), even for broad-scale
(reconnaissance) surveys. Furthermore, in the
seventies growing recognition of the urgency of
development needs in the Third World has placed
an emphasis on immediate practical objectives that,
in some countries, has led to disillusionment with
the long-term soil survey objectives of the past
(Smyth, 1977).
The fact that every soil survey should (or even
must) serve an immediate practical purpose, does
not mean that purely utilitarian surveys must be
made. (A utilitarian survey is where only one or a
few soil characteristics, which are of major
importance for the immediate purpose, are
described and rated and only these interpretative
ratings are indicated on a map.) Ideas about soil
suitability and land use change so fast that the
results of this type of survey become obsolete very
quickly and new surveys then have to be done at
great expense (Kellogg, 1961). "Hopefully, soil
surveys can be adjusted to serve both short- and
long-term objectives, for soil surveying is too
expensive to be repeated at short interval." (Smyth,
1977).
The best solution, and closest approximation
to the ideal, still seems to be a priority-guided
systematic pedological survey, but one during
which any required additional information for the
specific objectives of the survey is also collected.
All these aspects are very simple and common
knowledge to any soil scientist. Yet, experience
reveals that many soil surveys are of low quality
and utility because these aspects are not sufficiently
taken into consideration: incorrect map scales are
chosen; incorrect mapping intensities are used at
the selected scale; "multi-purpose" surveys are made
which in the end serve no purpose; a survey which
is initially required to provide data for a specific
objective is "mushroomed" into a "beautiful"
comprehensive survey which in the end does not
supply the information which was urgently required
for the original objective; low potential and low
priority areas are surveyed at the same intensity as
high potential and high priority areas; low potential
and low priority areas, e.g. areas like the Karroo,

receive precedence over high potential areas; etc.
etc.
Even where the correct survey techniques have
been chosen, it is often found that the quality and
utility of soil surveys are low. This is the result of
incorrect indication of the position of delineation
boundaries or the incorrect description of the
contents of delineations (i.e. of a low degree of
"ground-truth"). At least two cases have recently
been encountered in which solonetzic soils of the
Sterkspruit and Estcourt forms have been classified
as deep, well-drained soils of the Hutton and
Clovelly forms and rated as having a high potential
for irrigation! Such errors not only have disastrous
economic consequences due to erroneous
development decisions based upon them, but also
have serious psychological implications. Once a
planner or government agency has lost confidence
in soil surveys (and soil scientists!), it is extremely
difficult to convince him again of the necessity of
soil surveys for meaningful planning.
The way in which the final map and report of
a soil survey are presented, is of paramount
importance.
"The effectiveness of a soil survey depends on
how much it is used as a source of
information for making decisions about soil
use and management . . . . In my experience,
maps that are difficult to use simply are not
used." (Orvedal, 1977).
A map must be legible and attractive.
Eswaran et al. (1977) discussed some aspects of
map legibility. The use of a large number of
symbols, lines, dots, etc. to provide information
about the contents of mapping units is a great
temptation because these aids will theoretically
provide the map user with a comprehensive picture
of the contents of each soil area or delineation at a
glance. In practice such complicated symbols are so
difficult to decipher that they create a resistance in
potential map users, with the result that ultimately
they do not use the map.
The number and nature of symbols, etc. are
determined by the way in which the legend of the
final map is designed. In a recent study of soil map
legends (Laker, 1978) it became evident that there
is a vast number of aspects related to soil map
legends and that all these influence the effectiveness
of a map. Furthermore, the legend must be logical
and in simple language. An expanded legend,
written in "pedological language", must be given in
the report, however. In the legend itself, technical
terms must be avoided as far as possible (Young,
1976). The ease with which a layman can read a
map is an important aspect of map quality (Soil
Resource Inventory Study Group, 1977).
The legend forms the link between the soil
map and the soil survey report. It must be easy to
move from the map to the report or from the
report to the map. In order to achieve this,
information must be presented in the report in the
same order as in the legend.
The traditional soil survey report is also
usually very technical and difficult to understand
(Woodruff et al., 1977). Another major difficulty
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for users of soil information is to separate
statements that are significant to the problem from
those that are not. Solving this problem should be
a major objective of soil scientists (Smyth, 1977).
One way of achieving this is by including in every
soil survey report a section in which the most
important practical information is presented in
simple language.
Again, this sounds so logical and simple. Yet,
experience reveals that the way in which soil maps
and reports are presented leaves much to be
desired. Even well-qualified soil scientists find it
difficult
or impossible to gain a proper
understanding of many of the maps and reports.
Often the reaction of the soil scientist is that
he is not responsible for this state of affairs and
that it is entirely due to the "stupidity" of those
who wish to use his information. Such a
chauvinistic attitude is of no benefit to anybody,
least of all will it help to improve development
planning in less developed countries.
The following quotation from the summaries
of the group discussion sessions of a workshop
which was held at Cornell University (Soil
Resource Inventory Study Group, 1977) puts
everything in a nutshell:
"Planners and soil scientists are poles apart in
LDC's and there is little communication
between them. Planners need information that
they can use and do not want the
high-powered academic stuff. If a soil
surveyor
cannot
communicate
his
information, he has failed and the soil survey
might just as well not have been done. The
quality of a map is also a function of the
language used in the report - language which
the planner can understand."
Finally, the question must be asked how soil
scientists can hope to communicate effectively with
non-soil scientists as long as they can often not
even communicate properly with one another and
as long as pedologists and soil chemists, etc. are
often "poles apart".
INTERPRETATION OF SOIL INFORMATION AND COMPILATION OF
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is the responsibility of soil scientists to
assist in the evaluation of the suitability of different
soils for different land use purposes (Kellogg, 1961;
Young, 1976; Laker, 1977). Many soil scientists are
reluctant to accept this responsibility because they
are too conscious of the limitations and gaps in the
existing knowledge in this regard. By refusing to
share this responsibility they then force other
decision-makers (planners, extension
officers,
economists, etc.) to make crude approximations
which do not take soil factors into consideration at
all (Young, 1976). Unfortunately the same soil
scientist refusing to bear his responsibility is often
the first to criticise them for doing this!
On the other hand, the soil scientist must
never lose sight of other disciplines when he makes
land use planning recommendations. Ideally, such

recommendations must be made in close liaison
with experts from other fields. These should not
only include scientists from technical fields (e.g.
agronomists
and
horticulturists),
but
also
economists, sociologists, experts in extension and
others. In the less developed areas of Africa, Asia
and South and Central America the knowledge and
insight of anthropologists can be very valuable in
guiding certain aspects of decision-making in
relation to development.
Some of the most important aspects affecting
interpretations and recommendations in regard to
agricultural
development
planning
were
summarized by Barbara Rosenthal (unpublished
seminar. Department of Rural Sociology, Cornell
University):
"Most subsistence communities rely heavily
on an extremely traditional or ritualized
religious and authority structure. Often, when
agriculturists from the temperate zones
attempt to work in the tropics they run into
cultural clashes.
The same degree of
objectivity
which
facilitates
theoretical
research without being hampered by too many
preconceptions,
interferes
with
realistic
application of such research. Ideally, one set
of proposed changes and systems may work
best, but when considering the human aspect,
it will probably be found that a less ideal set
will be optimal. This occurs because
agricultural science is not only a science, but
is a way of life. Agricultural development
deals
not
only with
increased
food
production, but includes parallel changes in
an entire way of life. Much of the research
has either missed the point completely, or has
not reached it yet. Questions concerning
flatbed versus ridge etc., remain academic
until they are considered in the light of the
people's lives, fears and desires."
Various human and other factors so strongly
affect agricultural land use that Olson (unpublished
seminar, Cornell University), after a soils resources
consultation tour to Australia, declared that in
agriculture it is almost impossible to use guidelines
developed in one developed country (like the USA)
even in another developed country (like Australia)
without drastic changes and adaptations to such
guidelines. In contrast, engineering interpretation
guidelines (suitability of certain soils for roads, etc.)
can easily be transferred from one country to
another.
By far the largest part of the rural areas of
less developed coutries is occupied by traditional
small farmers. Their technologies range from
primitive to simple.
Due to the development
actions of
governments, corporations and other organisations,
increasing numbers of sophisticated projects are
developed which utilise modern techniques under
high-level "imported" management.
Spanning the gap between these two extremes
are those local farmers who have adopted
somewhat better technologies than the traditional
farmers. This is the field of so-called "intermediate
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technologies". Development
of
intermediate
technologies which traditional farmers will be
willing to adopt on a large scale is one of the
biggest challenges confronting soil scientists and
other agriculturists. In this they can only succeed
by taking the present technologies in each area as
the starting point and trying to improve these
(Whyte; Hernandez; Ngongi: unpublished seminars,
Cornell University, as summarised by Laker, 1978).
It is a waste of effort to start with sophisticated
technologies and then try to simplify these for use
by traditional small farmers.
The
"technological
transformation
continuum", viz primitive-intermediate-modern
(Beek, 1977), must be taken into account when land
capability
interpretations
and
land
use
recommendations are made for developing areas.
Hensley (1976) clearly indicates that "agricuhural
potential can be described as an expression of
possible production per unit area over a period of
time and the production techniques used to achieve
this production". MacVicar's (1974) well-defined
concept of "best farmer potential" must, therefore,
also be expanded to give a separate best farmer
potential for each main level of technology which is
applied in an area (or which is expected to be
applied in the near future).
In Brazil these principles have been employed
to compile three interpretative maps from one soil
map. All three indicate the suitability of different
soils for the production of a range of crops, but the
first is for conditions of "primitive management",
the second for "semi-developed, without irrigation"
and the third for "developed, without irrigation"
(Orvedal, 1977). In Togo, Riquer made crop
production estimates for (i) present management
and (ii) good management, but with the present
production techniques. He did not even make
estimates for sophisticated production techniques
because it is not expected that these will be applied
on a significant scale in Togo in the foreseeable
future (Aubert, 1978 - personal communication).
It is important to realise that some soils with
high potential for crop production under
sophisticated management, or if they are in areas
where it is easy to acquire modern technological
aids, may be very unfavourable for crop production
under conditions of primitive, simple or
intermediate technologies, or if they are in areas
where it is difficult or expensive to acquire modern
technological aids (Laker, 1977). On the other
hand, some soils with only moderate crop
production
potential
under
sophisticated
management may be relatively very good soils
under primitive or simple management. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1 (adapted from Laker, 1977). By
using soil potential ratings for type A managers as
guidelines and on that basis trying to convince a
traditional farmer (type C manager) that he must
change from the "low potential" soil 3 to the "high
potential" soil 1 will only reduce his production,
with possibly disastrous consequences for his
family. This type of mistake has been made in the
past (e.g. Whyte, 1978 - personal communication).

LowlLaag

High/Hoog

Management capabilities of fanners and/or availability of technologylBestuursvermoëns. van boere enjof beskikbaarheid van
tegnologie
FIG. 1 - Relationship between management/technology and
potential production levels of a particular crop, as related
to kind of soil
FIG. 1 - Verband tussen bestuur I tegnologie en potensiële
produksiepeile vir 'n spesifieke gewas, soos gekoppel aan
soort grond

Sometimes soil areas which are unsuitable for
crop production by means of mechanised
techniques are well suited to crop production under
non-mechanised systems. Examples are where high
quality soils are distributed in small patches or
where stoniness is a prohibitive factor.
Smyth (1977) indicated that land capability
classifications in developing areas must be much
more dynamic than in developed areas. This is
because during the development phase the
socio-economic position of the population, the
socio-political aspirations of communities and (due
to changes in management techniques) even the
soils are in a state of continuous change. This calls
for a land capability classification system which is
flexible and easily adaptable. The land capability
classification of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service
(and all its imitators) is a typical example of a
static land capability system which is not suitable
for use in less developed areas (Smyth, 1977; also
supported by Beek, 1977).
Compilation of reliable recommendations
about land use options is, furthermore, restricted
by the fact that "precious little information is
available beyond the standard
this crop grows
best on deep, well-drained, friable, highly fertile
soil
" (Protz, 1977). In many areas marginal
soils will have to bear the brunt of crop
production. Research on the performance of
different crops under low levels of management on
various types of "non-ideal" and marginal soils is
urgently required.
Recommendations for sophisticated projects
in less developed areas are usually also unrealistic.
Best farmer potential is used in feasibility studies.
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Experience shows that even the best manager
cannot obtain such good results in a less developed
area. There are too many other limiting factors
such as logistical and other infra-structural
problems. Although such projects sometimes claim
to be successful, and may even for a few years look
successful on the surface, they have a tragic history
of miserable failure.
Soil scientists who work on an ad hoc basis in
less developed areas should guard against the
mislead ings of "development tourism" (Chambers,
unpublished
seminar,
Cornell
University;
summarized by Laker, 1978). Many projects look
impressive during a brief visit and may induce them
to recommend a similar project in another area.
The true fact about a project may be completely
different. The capital inputs required to make the
project look so impressive may be impossibly high
and the most impressive project may be the one
that is showing the largest net annual losses! The
high capital inputs required for such projects make
it impossible to develop many of them, with the
result that only a small proportion of the
population can be involved in them. The position
of the majority of the rural population may
actually be worsened by such projects, as has
happened in some parts of the world. The soil
scientist must be aware of the objectives of rural
development and of the effects that his
recommendations might have on rural populations.
Finally, the dilemma and the challenge of the
soil scientist in developing areas can be summarised
in the words of Knox (1977): "Soil surveyors often
have bad news to tell. Soil resources commonly
have less potential and stronger limitations than
planners, economists, politicians, and the general
public want to believe
The soil surveyor must
document his predictions very carefully and fully
because there will be a strong tendency to discard
any that are disappointing. Because so much of our
news is bad, we should be on the alert for soils
with good development potential and for
management systems that make the most of
available resources."
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A SOIL SERIES/SLOPE SURVEY OF SELECTED
PINEAPPLE-PRODUCING AREAS IN THE
EAST LONDON AND KOMGA DISTRICTS
AS AN AID TO THE COMPILATION OF
AN ADEQUATE PROGRAMME FOR SOIL
EROSION CONTROL
M.O. HARTMANN', T. ERASMUS^ and D.H. CARTER BROWN^
ABSTRACT
The size of the area surveyed was 6081 ha of which 4 675 ha are composed of identifiable soil
series and 1406 ha of miscellaneous land classes. The dominant soil series which occur are
Williamson, Kanonkop and Glengazi of which Williamson (2 253 ha) predominates. The Williamson
and Glengazi series occur mainly in and are evenly distributed over the 7-30% slope range. The
Kanonkop series occurs mainly in, but is unevenly distributed over the 7-20 % slope range.
Erosion hazard ratings were allocated to the soil series and the relationship between these
ratings and slope was determined. When the erosion hazard ratings were expressed in terms of soil
losses for various slope and management situations, it was found that the system of ridging downslope
rendered an estimated 81,8% of the area unsuitable for cultivation. However, when the system of
ridging on the contour was applied it was found that this system rendered only an estimated 21,8 % of
the area unsuitable for cultivation.

Uittreksel
'N GRONDSERIE/HELLINGOPNAME
VAN UITGESOEKTE
PYNAPPELPRODVSERENDE
AREAS IN DIE OOS-LONDEN- EN KOMGADISTRIK AS 'N HULPMIDDEL
VIR DIE OPSTEL VAN 'N
DOELTREFFENDE
PROGRAM VIR DIE BEHEER VAN
GRONDEROSIE
Die grootte van die opnamearea is 6 081 ha, waarvan 4 675 ha uit herkenbare grondseries en
I 406 ha uit diverse landtipes bestaan. Die dominante grondseries wat hier voorkom, is Williamson,
Kanonkop en Glengazi, waarvan Williamson (2253 ha) oorheersend is. Die Williamson- en
Glengaziserie kom hoofsaaklik voor en is gelykmatig versprei in die 7-30 %-hellingreeks. Die
Kanonkopserie kom oorheersend voor, maar is onegalig versprei in die 7-20 %-hellingreeks.
Erosiegevaarskattings is aan die grondseries toegeken en die verwantskap tussen dié skattings
en helling is bepaal. Met die erosiegevaarskattings uitgedruk in terme van grondverliese vir verskeie
hellings en stelsels van bestuur, is gevind dat die stelsel van operding helling of 'n geskaite 81,8 % van
die area ongeskik maak vir bewerking. Maar wanneer die stelsel van operding op die kontoer toegepas
is, was slegs 'n geskatte 21,8 % van die area ongeskik vir bewerking.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years much attention has been
focussed on the excessive rate of soil erosion taking
place on the pineapple lands in the coastal belt of
the East London and Komga magisterial districts.
From a reconnaissance of the area it was clear to
officers of the Department of Agricultural
Technical Services that the poor state of
conservation prevailing in this area was related to
the improper utilization of the resources of the area
and that a programme of adequate conservation
practices should be drawn up. It was further noted
that the considerable variation in the degree of soil
erosion taking place here was influenced, to a large
extent, by the presence of soil series with varying
susceptibility to erosion and also by the cultivation
of slopes not normally considered arable. It was
therefore deemed necessary to obtain more
information regarding the above. The officer in
charge of the Agricultural Research Station, East
London, after a visit to the principal
pineapple-producing areas of Hawaii, was also of a
' Agricultural Research Institute, Dohne, Stutterheim 4930
^ Department of Agricultural Technical Services, P.O. Box 233,
Queenstown 5320
' lUovo Sugar Company, Illovo 4150

similar opinion (Keetch, 1977). He reported inter
alia, "The first step in the establishment of a
blueprint for soil conservation in South African
pineapple areas should be to carry out a soil survey
of the areas concerned and characterise the features
of each of the major soil types".
It was clear, therefore, that an essential
prerequisite of the above programme for the
establishment of sound conservation practices was a
thorough knowledge of the soils and topography of
the area, and as little data concerning the above
were available it was decided to undertake a soil
series/slope survey. A survey of the entire area
established to pineapples was, however, not feasible
and thus a key area survey was decided upon.
The key areas were selected on the basis that
they were representative of the soils, slopes and
managerial techniques prevailing in the area as a
whole. The key areas, so selected, occupy
approximately 55 % of the land established to
pineapples in these two districts and collectively
they have been designated the Priority Area.
This paper summarises the data obtained
from the above survey and attempts to interpret
these data by relating estimated soil losses as a
result of erosion by water (Soil Loss Estimator for
Southern Africa, 1976) to various soil/slope
managerial situations.
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FIG. 1 - Location of key areas composing the Priority Area
FIG. I - Ligging van sleutelareas saamgestel as die Prioriteitsgebied
TABLE 1 - Basic erodibility indices and erosion hazard ratings* for soil series identified in the Priority Area
TABEL I - Basiese erosie-indekse en erosiegevaarskattings* vir grondseries wat in die Prioriteitsgebied uitgeken is
Soil form
Grondvorm

Soil series
Grondserie

Basic erodibility index (Fb)
Basiese erosie-indeks (Fb)

Erosion hazard rating*
Erosiegevaarskatting*

Bonheim

Dumasi
Glengazi
Rasheni
Stanger
Kanonkop
Williamson
Katspruit
Killarney
Kroonstad
Mayo
Msinsini
Mispah
Jozini
Tin ley
Kromvlei
Riet vlei

4,0
5,0
4,5
5,0
3,5
4,5
4,0
3,5
1,5
5,0
6,0
4,0
5,0
2,5
2,5
4.0

M
L
M
L
H
M
M
H
VH
L
VL
M
L
H
H
M

Glen rosa
Katspruit
Kroonstad
Mayo
Mispah
Oakleaf
Vilafontes
Wasbank
Westleigh

•According to the/ Volgens die: Soil Loss Estimator for Southern Africa (1976)
*VH = Very high/ Bale hoog
H = High///oog
M = Moderate/A/aH^
L = Low/ Laag
VL = Very low/ Bale laag
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TABLE 2 - Survey mventory of Priority Area
TABEL 2 - Opname-inventaris van Prioriteitsgebied
Soil form
Grondvorm

Soil series
Grondserie

E.H.R.*
E.G.S.*

Mayo

Msinsini
Mayo
Stanger
Rasheni
Glengazi
Dumasi
Kanonkop
Williamson
Williamson (veld)
Jozini
Jozini (veld)
Killamey
Katspruit
Katspruit (veld)
Rietvlei
Mispah
Kroonstad
Tinley
Kromvlei

VL
L
L
M
L
M
H
M
M
L
L
H
M
M
M
M
VH
H
H

Bonheim

Glenrosa
Oakleaf
Katspruit
Westleigh
Mispah
Kroonstad
Vilafontes
Wasbank

0-2

12,73

8,12

7-12

13,19
14,67

77,86
32,69
3,38
14,73
80,29

9,26
48,39

12,8

62,74
207,99
2,13
158,24

7,26

14,39

43,78
0,22

10,52
2,56

97,99

Slope class totals/ Hellingklastotale (ha)

3-6

-

305,53
485,14
1,40
76,39
1,64
19,70
11,15
0,17

3,38
20,39
0,94
23,61
20,16
599,48

Slope classes 1 Hellingklasse (%)
13-15
16-20
ha

-

3,78
19,13
17,54
19,56
1 170,08

79,14
21,27

-

1,23
88,37
1,64
142,28
577,10

-

54,46

-

11,53

-

1,88
19,90
11,42
4,55
10,39
1 025,16

21-30

31-40

>40

29,35
97,83

25,67
53,74

2,96
22,62

6,15

-

-

-

3,94
105,12

-

192,11
483,03
1,66
0,99

-

•

-

131,34

-

59,49
466,95
7,23

1,14
11,38
5,74

-

-

1,47
2,14

-

4,64
3,69

7,05

-

22,43
0,68
23,50
2,08

2,28

-

0,57
2,96

962,72

750,31

54,42

0,40

-

14,88

Soil series
total
Grondserietotaal
240,90
248,97
3,38
29,16
461,63
1,64
811,71
2 231,81
21,85
302,88
10,16
55,02
11,15
0,17
5,26
80,27
34,73
69,20
55,15
4675,04

Soil form
total
Grondvorm
totaal
489,87

495,81
3 065,37
313,04
66,34
5,26
80,27
34,73
69,20
55,15
4675,04

Miscellaneous land classes/Z)ivfr5e landtipes (ha)
Erosion/ Erosie
Rocky areas, predominantly shale/sandstone, slope > \2%l Klipperige gebied, hoofsaaklik skalie Isandsteen. helling > 12^,
Rocky areas, predominantly dolerite, slope > 12%/ Klipperige gebied, hoofsaaklik doleriet, helling > 12%
Streams/ Waterlope
Farmyards/ Plaaswerwe
Total area surveyed/ Totale area ondersoek (ha)
'Erosion hazard rating as defmed by the/ Erosiegevaarskatting soos gedejïnieer deur die: Soil Loss Estimator for Southern Africa (1976)

61,43
197,57
84,57
977,13
84,98

1 406,48
6081,52

collectively occupy 3 527 ha.
The Williamson and Glengazi series occur
predominantly in and are evenly distributed over
the 7-30 % slope range. The Kanonkop series
occurs predominantly in and is unevenly distributed
over the 7-20 % slope range, this series attaining its
maximum areal coverage in the 7-12% slope class.
In allocating erosion hazard ratings to those
soil series under cultivation, 26,9 % of the area has
been allocated a low, 50,9 % a moderate and 22,2 %
a high erosion hazard rating (Table 3). Soils with a
low erosion hazard rating occur predominantly in
and are evenly distributed over the 3-30% slope
range while soils with a moderate erosion hazard
rating occur predominantly in and are evenly
distributed over the 7-30% slope range. Soils with
a high erosion hazard rating are found to occur
mainly in the 7-20 % slope range but are not evenly
distributed over this range and attain their
maximum areal coverage in the 7-12% slope class.
The estimated soil losses for various slopes,
erosion hazard ratings and management practices
are given in Table 4. From this table it is clear that
soil losses increase with slope and erosion hazard
rating and that they are greater where the system of
ridging downslope is practised in comparison to the
system of ridging on the contour.

PROCEDURE
The location of the key areas, composing the
Priority Area selected for the survey, is indicated in
Fig. 1. The map scale chosen was 1:10 000 and use
was made of aerial photographic mosaics as field
sheets. During the field mapping of the area the
soil series, as defined by MacVicar, De Villiers,
Loxton, Verster, Lambrechts, Merryweather, Le
Roux, Van Rooyen & Harmse (1977), were
identified and their boundaries established using
information obtained from the inspection of
numerous profile pits and auger points.
Twenty-four profile pits were sited for detailed
morphological description and sampling for
analysis at the Agricultural Research Institute,
Dohne. The slopes were measured using an Abney
level and where necessary, the soil series mapping
units were divided into slope phases. Each unit was
numbered and described in a separate legend in
terms of soil series, effective depth, slope, slope
length, geology, aspect and kind and class of
erosion. All the units were measured, using a
planimeter, and their areas recorded and
inventorised in terms of soil series and slope class.
An inventory relating soil series erosion
hazard ratings (Table 1) to slope was also
compiled. Two soil series, Kroonstad and Msinsini
for which the respective ratings were very high and
very low, were for the sake of continuity grouped
within the high and low erosion hazard ratings.
Finally, various soil series/slope situations were
evaluated in terms of estimated soil losses (Soil
Loss Estimator for Southern Africa, 1976) for
various management techniques, i.e. ridging on the
contour and ridging downslope.

DISCUSSION

RESULTS
The areas occupied by the various soil series
in relation to the slopes occupied by them are
presented in Table 2. The Priority Area is
composed of 4 675 ha of identifiable soil series and
1 406 ha of miscellaneous land classes. The area
surveyed under cultivation to pineapples is 4 642
ha. Williamson (2 253 ha), Kanonkop (812 ha) and
Glengazi (462 ha) are the dominant soil series and

It is clear (Table 4) that the estimated soil
losses, as a result of soil erosion by water, are
considerably greater where a system of ridging
downslope is practised than where a system of
ridging is on the contour. Assuming all other
factors are equal, these estimated soil losses are in
fact approximately eight times greater where a
system of ridging downslope is practised when
compared to ridging on the contour.
If the maximum permissible soil loss is set in
excess of 10 t/ha/a, purely on a soil lojs basis as
outlined in Table 4, it is possible to detect for the
purpose of specified management practices those
slopes suitable for cultivation. Considering, in the
first instance, the practice of ridging downslope it is
clear that in the case of soils with high erosion
hazard ratings only areas with a slope of 3 % and

TABLE 3 - Relationship between erosion hazard ratings and slope for Priority Area
TABEL 3 - Verwantskap tussen erosiegevaarskat tings en helling vir Prioriteitsgebied
E.H.R./E.G.S.*

L
M
H
Slope class
totals
Hellingklastotale ha/(%)*

Slope classes 1 Hellingklasse
0-2

3-6

33,65
(0,7)
10,74
(0,2)
53,60
(1,2)
97,99
(2,1)

16-20

21-30

31-40

40

E.H.R.
totals
E.G.S.-totale

243,24
(5,2)
601,75
(13,0)
180,17
(3,9)

233,29
(5,0)
509,4
(11,0)
218,37
(4,7)

210,75
(4,5)
469,23
(10,2)
61,63
(1,3)

22,62
(0,5)
11,95
(0,2)
7,06
(0,2)

6,15
(0,1)
0,4
(0,01)
4,64
(0,1)

1 256,27
(26,9)
2 359,29
(50,9)
1 028,77
(22,2)

1025,16
(22,1)

961,06
(20,7)

741,61
(16,0)

41,63
(0,9)

11,19
(0,2)

4642,86
(100)

7-12

13-15

234,49
(5,1)
241,02
(5,2)
121,84
(2,6)

270,61
(5,8)
514,8
(11,1)
381,46
(8,2)

597,35
(12,9)

1 166,87
(25,1)

m>)

*Erosion hazard rating as defined by the/ Erosiegevaarskat ting soos gedefmieer deur die: Soil Loss Estimator for Southern Africa
(1976)
'All percentages based on the area under cuhivation/Allepersentasies
gebaseer op area onder bewerking
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TABLE 4 - Estimated soil losses* (t/ha/a) for various slopes,
erosion hazard ratings and management practices for soils under
cultivation to pineapples (slope length = 37,5 m and rainfall
energy = 10000 J/mVa)
TABEL 4 - Beraamde grondverliese' (t/ha/a) vir verskeie
hellings, erosiegevaarskattings en bestuurspraktyke vir gronde
onder pynappelverbouing
(hellinglengte
^
37,5 m
en
reënvalenergie = 100 J/m^/a)
Slope
Helling

1
3
5
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
25
30
35
40
45

Management
practices*
Bestuurspraktyke*
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D
P
D

Erosion hazard ratings
Erosiegevaarskattings
Low
Moderate
High
Laag
Matig
Hoog
(Fb = 5,0) (Fb = 4,5) (Fb = 3,5)
0,1
0,8
0,2
1,4
0,3
2,7
0,7
5,4
0,9
7,8
1,3
10,3
1,6
13,3
2,0
16,5
2,4
20,1
2,9
23,9
4,3
35,3
5,9
48,8
7,8
64,6
9,9
82,2
12,4
102,6

0,2
1,3
0,3
2,4
0,6
4,5
1,1
9,2
1,6
13,2
2,1
17,6
2,7
22,6
3,4
28,1
4,1
32,2
4,9
40,9
7,2
60,1
10,0
83,3
13,3
109,8
16,8
139,6
21,0
174,4

0,4
3,7
0,8
6,9
1,6
13,1
3,1
26,7
4,6
38,3
6,1
50,9
7,8
65,5
9,7
81,4
11,8
99,1
14,0
117,8
20,6
174,0
28,5
240,3
37,7
317,9
48,0
404,4
59,9
504,9

'Calculated according to the/Bepaal volgens die: Soil Loss
Estimator for Southern Africa (1976)
*P = Ridging on contour/ Operding op kontoer
*D ^ Ridging downslope (slope > 2 %)/ Operding helling af
(helling > 2%)

An estimate of the areas within the area
presently established under pineapples within the
Priority Area, that would be unsuited for pineapple
cultivation under certain specified systems of
management, can be obtained by making use of the
above conclusions and the slope area data
contained in Table 3. If, therefore, in the first
instance a system of ridging downslope was
universally practised in the Priority Area, this
would, in the case of soils with high erosion hazard
ratings, render unsuitable for cultivation largely all
areas except those contained in the 0-2% slope
class. Similarly, in the case of soils with moderate
erosion hazard ratings most areas, except those
falling within slope classes 0-2%, 3-6% and 7-12%,
are unsuitable for cultivation. In the second
instance, if a system of ridging on the contour was
practised then this would, in the case of soils with
high erosion hazard ratings, render most areas
except those that fall within slope classes 0-2%,
3-6% and 13-15% unsuitable for cuhivation.
Similarly, in the case of soils with a moderate
erosion hazard rating, those areas that fall within
slope classes 31-40% and greater than 40% are
unsuitable for cultivation. In those soils with low
erosion hazard ratings, all areas in the greater than
40 % slope class are unsuitable.
Based on the above estimates, a system of
ridging downslope would render unsuitable an
estimated 81,8% of the Priority Area at present
under pineapples. A system of ridging on the
contour would, however, render only an estimated
6,5% of the above area unsuitable for cultivation.
It must, however, be borne in mind that it is
impractical to cultivate soils with ridging on the
contour above a slope of 20 % and thus (Table 3)
the actual area unsuitable for cultivation, with
ridging on the contour, is 21,8% of the area
established to pineapples within the Priority Area.
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ASPECTS OF A LAND USE PLANNING PROCEDURE
A.C. VENN', B.J. VAN NIEKERK' and H. MAAREN^
ABSTRACT
Land use planning involves, inter alia:
(a)
the assessment of land use potential, and
(b)
the depiction of land capability data and plan details on maps.
Many systems and techniques are in use in respect of both these components of the planning process.
In this paper a land capability classification system which integrates an orthodox soil survey
with an inventory of other terrain characteristics which are important for planning is described. Land
units are classified in terms of eight largely parametric utility classes and eight productivity classes.
Potential productivity is estimated, largely subjectively.
As regards depiction of data, a planimetrically accurate map, an aerial photographic image,
topographic detail, land capability data (in white) and plan details (in black) are combined on one
sheet. The base of the final product is an orthophoto map.

ASPEKTE

Uittreksel
VAN W BEPLANNINGSPROSEDURE

VIR

LANDGEBRUIK

Die beplanning van grondgebruik behels inter alia.(a)
die bepaling van grondgebruikpotensiaai, en
(b)
die aantoon van grondgeskiktheidsdata en beplanningsbesonderhede op kaarte.
Met betrekking tot hierdie twee komponente van die beplanningsproses is daar 'n hete aantal sisteme
en tegnieke in gebruik.
In hierdie referaat word 'n klassifikasiesisteem vir grondgeskiktheid beskryf, wat ortodokse
grondopname integreer met 'n inventaris van ander terreinbesonderhede wat vir beplanning belangrik
is.
Grondeenhede
word geklassifiseer
in terme van agt hoofsaaklik
parametriese
bruikbaarheidsklasse en agt produktiwiteitsklasse. Die bepaling van potensiële produktiwiteit is
hoofsaaklik subjektief.
Wat die beskrywing van data betref, 'word 'n planimetries korrekte kaart, 'n lug-fotografiese
afbeelding,
topografiese
besonderhede,
informasie
oor grondgeskiktheid
(in wit)
en
beplanningsbesonderhede (in swart) op een kaart gekombineer. Die basis vir die finale produk is 'n
ortofotokaart.

INTRODUCTION
It is axiomatic that land use planning should
be based inter alia on an inventory of natural
resources and an assessment of their use suitability
and productive potential. Many systems are
available in this regard, in respect of both the
inventory component and the depiction of data on
maps.
Systems for inventorising natural resources
fall into two main categories:
(a) Parametric systems based on prescribed
formula designed for use by non-pedologists.
(b) Systems used by pedologists featuring varying
degrees of quantification, commonly largely
qualitative, but generally based on expert but
subjective assessment of potential.
Both approaches have inherent strengths and
weaknesses, the subject having being well ventilated
by Murdoch (1972). Among the more important
weaknesses of the parametric approach, for
example as adopted in Rhodesia (Land Use
Planning Guide, 1968), is that the data may not be
susceptible to re-evaluation in the future
(necessitated, say, by changed techno-economic
circumstances) because there is no detailed
definition of profile morphology. These systems

tend to be strongly related to current land use
practices.
By contrast, orthodox soil survey will identify
series and possibly phases and these data will be
valid as long as the soil remains in being, and, its
morphological and chemical characteristics being
defined, the prime data can be re-interpreted in
terms of use potential at any time in the future.
Among the weaknesses of orthodox soil mapping
as an aid to land use planning are that its use is
confined to specialists and that it commonly does
not codify all other terrain parameters important
for planning.
As regards the depiction of data on maps,
common limitations are the use of separate maps
for resource data and plan information, and/or
scale distortion where the base is an aerial
photograph or mosaic, and/or lack of topographic
detail.
In an attempt to eliminate some of the
weaknesses of current systems for the survey and
evaluation of natural resources and the presentation
of resource and land planning data we have devised
and are using the system described below, which
has been found to be effective for our purposes.
The technique is still in the formulative stage.
It has been evolved from the EJC.M. formula of
Loxton (1962) and is designed for use in a wide
range of southern African environments.

' R.F. Loxton, Hunting and Associates, P.O. Box 39265,
•Bramley 2018
^ Hydrological Research Institute, Private Bag X313, Pretoria
0001

LAND CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION
Orthodox soil survey techniques are used for
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FIO. 1 - Land use plan incorporating soil and land capability data on orthophoto base
FIG. 1 - Landgebruiksplan wat grond- en landvermoëklassiflkasiedata insluit op ortofoto-basis
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the classification of soils in accordance with the
binomial system (MacVicar, De Villiers, Loxton,
Verster, Lambrechts, Merryweather, Le Roux, Van
Rooyen & Harmse, 1977). Thereafter land units are
classified in terms of eight utility classes and eight
productivity classes, other parameters being taken
into account. Theoretically there are thus 64
pigeonholes available for definition of any land
unit. Each compartment on the map is given a
reference number and a two-part symbol denoting
utility class (I to VIII) and productivity class (A to
H) respectively. The land characteristic code may
be added to the map if necessary.

W
SC
T
O
EN

The productive potential is determined
subjectively but it is a requirement that at least
three persons make assessments for representative
soil profiles and landscape sites within the survey
area. Potential productivity is the "best farmer"
potential of MacVicar (1974) and is quantified in
terms of attainable yields of the dominant crop,
usually maize.

The classification of utility classes is largely
parametric and is essentially an assessment of
"arability". The parameters taken into account and
codified are:
MR
MS
EA

Wetness
Salinity
Tillage problems
Other limitations to arable use
Erosion hazard on non-arable land

The legend to the map defines compartment
number, land form and slope, vegetation, dominant
soil series, subdominant series, erosion status,
productivity class, utility class, land characteristic
code and the extent of the unit in hectares. Other
assessments may be included,
such
as
livestock-carrying capacity, suitability for irrigation,
etc.

Mechanical limitations due to
rock/stones
Mechanical limitations due to slope
gradient
Arable erosion hazard assuming
normal conservation precautions

LAND USE PLAN SYMBOL EXPLANATION
EXISTING MAINTAINED R O A D . . . . ^ ^ a ^ i i ^ ^ a B

EXISTING WINDMILL

PROPOSED PRIMARY ROAD

PROPOSED WINDMILL

PROPOSED SECONDARY R O A D - - - = =

^ =

-

PROPOSED TERTIARY ROAD
EXISTING CAUSEWAY

Ï
Ï P

EXISTING BOREHOLE (WITH HAND PUMP)

• B

EXISTING RESERVOIR
. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^

.®
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© f

EXCISED GRAZING TO CROPPING..JÏ;
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IRRIGATED PASTURE/GARDEN AREA
AREA Ho NET
CROPPING

lA

-33C

GRAZING

G

P
PROPOSED NIGHT STORAGE DAM
PROPOSED CAUSEWAY

= = = =

GRAZING (WITH AFFORESTATION

«

J

1I

POTENTIAL)

1 I—<

^

™ ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ ™

PROPOSED BRIDGE

PROPOSEDEARTHCANAL

INDIGENOUS FOREST

PROPOSED STORMDRAIN

EXISTING WOODLOT
AREA Ho GROSS
PROPOSED WOODLOTAREA Ho GROSS
EXISTING RESIDENTIAL AREA

IF

7=-^^

EXISTING FENCE

M

»*

X

PROPOSED FENCE

«

»

•

PROPOSED WATERWAY

I'**'i ItL't'"**]
.. '
,
.
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'-^—'
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R

LAND BOUNDARY
EXISTING DAM

PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL AREAEXISTING DIP TANK

PROPOSED DAM

p

:
PROPOSED BURIED PIPELINE

EXISTING BRIDGE

— ^ S ï ï

PROPOSED DIP TANK
PROPOSED SPILLWAY

J

PROPOSED CONCRETE SPILLWAY..

^ =

.PR

>—<

^ ^

ARABLE BLOCK NUMBER
AREA Ho NET

>—< f

CONTOUR (SCHEMATICI
EXISTING SHEARING SHED
PROPOSED SHEARING SHED

L A N D CAPABILITY S Y M B O L

- ^
I

GRAZING CAMP NUMBER
AREA Ho GROSS
PROPOSED PROJECT HEADQUARTERS
OR PRODUCTION SERVCE CENTRE

^f

EXPLANATION

Administrative~^B36]2D^^rodiJctivityClass
t'^,, ..o
y^
^
Land utilization Class
Soil Unit Symbol
D+ Higher end of class
D— Lower end of class

FIG. 2 - Symbolisation key
FIG. 2 - Sleutel lol simbole
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TABLE 1 - Example of a land capability legend sheet
TABEL 1 - Voorbeeld van 'n landvermoëlegende
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TABLE 1 - Example of a land capability legend sheet
TABEL 1 - Voorbeeld van 'n landvermoëlegende
Area:

£4

Map
symbol

Land form
and slopes

Vegetation
or land use

Carr cap.
(ha/L.S.U.)
Present Pot.

Soil series
Dominant
Sub-dominant

Bll
IIIB

Lower to upper slopes
5-8%

Maize field;
degraded sour
mixed veld

3,0

2,0

Msinga ( + )

Msinga (-, m.d.)
Lichtenburg (m.d.)

SI

B

III

1

B12
IV B

Lower slope
8-12 %

Maize field

-

2,0

Msinga ( + )

Msinga ( + , s)

SI
RI

B

IV

1

2

4

BI3
IIIB

Lower to upper middle slopes
5-8%

Maize field

-

2,0

Msinga ( + )

Msinga ( + , s)

B

III

I

2

3

B14
IV D-

Drainage eye
4-8%

Maize field

-

2,5

Bluebank

Sterkspruit

D-

IV

I

2

4

B15
IB

Top slope
1-2%

Residential
area

-

2,0

Msinga (-f)

Msinga (-\-, m.d.)
Lichtenburg (m.d.)

B

I

1

1

Erosion Prod. Land
pot. util. MR
class

SI
SI

MS

Land characteristic code
EA
W
SC
T
1

1

1

1

I

1
2
1

I

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

O EN

Extent
ha

1

117

I

4

1

49

1

3,7
15

O

^

TABLE 2 - Productivity classes
TABEL 2 - Produktiwiteitsklasse
Productivity
class symbol

Dryland
arable
potential

A
B
C

Very high
High
Moderately
high
Moderate
Moderately
low
Low
Very low

D*
E
F
G

TABLE 3 - Land utilisation classes
TABEL 3 - Landgebruikklasse

Productivity classes
Potential yields kg/ha
Dryland
Dryland
sorghum
maize
> 5 000
3 500-5 000
2 500-3 500

> 5 500
4000-5 500
3 000-4 000

2000-2 500
1500-2000

2 000-3 000
1000-2 000

750-1 500
<750

500-1 000
<500

Class
symbol

General description of dominant land characteristics

I

No mechanical limitations to tillage and traffic with all kinds of machinery; normal crop management will ensure
protection against erosion; crop selection and growth not hmited by wetness or salinity; other use hazards are easily
managed
Some slight mechanical limitations to tillage or traffic; crop management must be of reasonably high standard; only a few
crops may be less suitable because of wetness or salinity; draught requirement moderate
Moderate mechanical limitations to tillage or traffic; or crop management must pay special attention to soil cover;
performance of many crops may be limited because of wetness or salinity
Marginal arable land because of serious mechanical limitations; long-term ley rotations desirable; wetness/salinity may
inhibit crop growth but can be ameliorated by individual farmers
Non-arable, mainly because of mechanical limitations due to slope gradient; frequently suitable for mowable pasture and
afforestation; may be suitable for horticulture if extensive terracing can be undertaken
Non-arable because of mechanical limitations due to steep slopes and/or rock and stones; frequently suitable for
afforestation or horticulture; grazing potential limited but veld reinforcement may be feasible
Very steep rocky land with limited suitability for large stock; afforestion potential limited
Suitable for emergency grazing or indigenous wood cropping at best

II
III
IV
V
VI

* In this class the lower and higher ends of the class are
indicated by D- and D-l- respectively

VII
VIII

PRESENTATION OF DATA
Map data are presented as a composite
transparency on a contoured orthophoto base map.
To this end a routine procedure for the production
of the final product, featuring punch registration
and composite photographic exposures, has been
evolved. Prints of the transparency show land
capability data in subdued white and plan details in
black. The combination of (a) a planimetrically
accurate map, (b) topographic detail, (c) photo
image, (d) land capability data and (e) plan details.
TABLE 4
TABEL 4

all on one sheet, provides an outstanding tool for
implementation.
Keys at the foot of each sheet define plan
details and land capability symbolisation. Land
capability data for each map compartment are
provided as a series of A4 legend sheets bound in
an accompanying volume.
A truncated example of the end product is
presented as Fig. 1. The symbolisation key is given
in Fig. 2. Table 2 is an example of a legend sheet.
Details of the land capability classification system
are given in Tables 1 to 12 and Fig. 3.

Elimination Icey to land utilisation classes
Eliminasiesleutel tot landgebruikklasse

Land utilisation
class
I

MR

MS

I

I

Land characteristic code number
EA
W
SC
I

1
T

I

2

2

3
4

3

1
2

-

2
III
IV
V
VI

3
3 (or 2)
4

VII

5

VIII

6

2

2
2

3

3

1
2

4
4

EN

I
1

II

0

5

3

3
3

4

5

The code number in each column indicates the highest code number allowed within each land utilisation
class.
The appropriate land utilisation class is determined by way of elimination, beginning with the first code
(MR) and after that testing the next code (MS) and then the next code (E) etc. until the highest, non-eliminated
utilisation class has been established.
Example
Code:
MR2:
MS2:
EA4:
W2:
SCI:
Tl:
OI:
EN-:

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

MR
2

highest
highest
highest
highest
highest
highest
highest
highest

MS
2

EA
4

non-eliminated
non-eliminated
non-eliminated
non-eliminated
non-eliminated
non-eliminated
non-eliminated
non-eliminated

W
2

utilisation
utilisation
utilisation
utilisation
utilisation
utilisation
utilisation
utilisation

SC
1
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class

T
I

O
I

EN
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

11
II
IV
II
I
I
I
I

Therefore the appropriate land utilisation class is IV, the dominant limiting factor being the arable
erosion hazard (Code EA).
DEFINITION OF LAND CHARACTERISTIC CODES/DEFINISIE VAN LANDEIENSKAPKODES
TABLE 5 - Mechanical limitations due to bedrock, stones or microrelief
TABEL 5 - Meganiese beperkings as gevolg van rots, klippe en mikroreliëf
Code MR
Code
No.

General description

I

No bedrock exposed or within normal ploughing depth or exposures too few to interfere with tillage (less than 2 %
exposure). No loose surface stones or too few to interfere with tillage. Only slight sheet or rill erosion
Bedrock exposures interfere with tillage but do not make intertilled crops impracticable (2-10% exposure, depending on
pattern). Sufficient stones to interfere with tillage but not to the extent that makes intertilled crops impracticable, or can
be easily removed. Shallow gullies may be present
Bedrock exposures and/or large stones sufficient to make intertilled cropping difficult or feasible only with light
machinery; and/or frequent deep gullies which require stabilization
Sufficient bedrock or loose surface stones to make all use of machinery impracticable; only simple hand tools can be
used; may have potential for horticulture or afforestation or pasture; (25 to 50 % of rock exposure depending on pattern).
May be useful for subsistence crop production
Sufficient bedrock or loose stones to seriously reduce grazing capacity and/or afforestation potential; severe deep gully
erosion or more than 75 % of the original topsoil eroded away; 50 to 80 % of the area covered with rock
Land of which the surface is for more than 80 % covered by stones or exposed bedrock; or gullied waste land

2
3
4
5
6
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TABLE 6 - Mechanical limitations due to slope gradient
TABEL 6 - Meganiese beperkings as gevolg van hellinggradiënt
Code MS
Code
No.

Slope
gradient

1
2

0-6 %
6-15 %

3

15-30%

4
5

30-55 %
>55 %

General description
All types of agricultural machinery can be used without difficulty
All types of agricultural machinery can be used but with heavy or large types some difficulty may be
expected (such as combines for beans)
Most farm machinery can be used but with difficulty; where soils are suitable, afforestation may be feasible
or the land may be used for pastures
Suitable for grazing but commonly requiring special stock; afforestation where soils are suitable and stable
Suitable for emergency grazing or entirely non-utilisable

TABLE 7 - Arable erosion hazard
TA BEL 7 - Erosiegevaar onder bewerking
Code EA
Code*
No.

General description

1

Normal field husbandry will ensure sufficient erosion control even under relatively low management standards. Normal
maintenance of physical anti-erosion works
Continuous annual cropping possible but good maintenance of anti-erosion works required
Continuous annual cropping may be somewhat hazardous in some areas or under low standard crop management
practices. Mulching with crop residues is helpful
Long-term ley rotations may be desirable under lower standards of crop management; special attention to good soil
cover, especially early in the season. High standards of maintenance of physical anti-erosion works
Complete cover desirable in most cases unless extensive land terracing is undertaken

2
3
4
5

* See Fig. 4 for method of deriving EA code number
TABLE 8 - Wetness conditions
TABEL8 - Dreineringstoestande
Code W
Code
No.

General description

1
2

No drainage requirements, soils are well drained; most crops will grow well
Surface drainage required and/or deep drainage may be helpful. Soils are moderately well drained but some sensitive
crops may show reduced growth
Soils are imperfectly or somewhat poorly drained and the growth of most crops will be restricted to a marked degree
unless artificial deep drainage is provided; traffic is hampered; poorly drained but easy to improve by individual farmers
Soils are poorly drained and normal field crops cannot be grown and individuals cannot improve the situation to a
significant degree

3
4

TABLE 9 - Salinity conditions
TABEL 9 - Southeidsgraad
Code SC
Code
No.

General description

1
2
3

No present salinity and crops intolerant of salinity can be grown
Only salt-sensitive crops will be affected. Where salinity is the result of seepage, cut-off drains may solve the problem
Most crops will be affected by salinity to a marked degree and improvement may be feasible only under irrigation or on a
scale outside the capability of individuals
Only salt-resistant plants will survive and the feasibility of reclamation on a regional scale is extremely low under dryland
conditions

4

TABLE 10 - Tillage hazard and draught requirements
TABEL 10 - Bewerkingsgevaar en trekkragvereistes
Code T
Code
No.

General description

1
2

Light or medium draught requirements; soils can be tilled over a fairly wide moisture range
Soils puddle easily, or very heavy draught requirements, or hard surface consistency which renders hand tools and light
ploughs ineffective during the greater part of the year
Severe soil capping

3

N.B. Note that the tillage hazard code is used to separate utilisation Class I, II and III where all other land characteristics are
favourable
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TABLE 11 - Other soil management or use hazards
TABEL II - Ander grondbewerkings- of gebruiksgevare - -i^\ j ^ , jij^.i^
Code O
, j , , , U j : i C i O M iniMlÈ
=...:'.: . r .:.r :
Code
General description
No.
yiB.Ke^AM M
1
TMo serious limiting factors under liigh stanclarös of rriariagehierif
2
Soil variability of such extent that it cannot be shown on the map and of such contrast that soil management is seriously
affected; flooding that can be solved by the individual
3
Frequent flooding or a regular flood hazard; can only be solved on a regional scale
TABLE 12 - Natural erosion hazard
TABEL 12 - Natuurlike erosiegevaar
Code EN
Code
No.

General description

1
2
3

Normal land use; moderate removal of cover possible
Extensive land use; only minimal removal of cover should be allowed
Only very extensive, careful land use; preferably no cover removal
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THE PEDO-HYDROLOGICAL RESPONSE
UNIT APPROACH TO CATCHMENT
MANAGEMENT MODELLING
H. MAAREN
Hydrological Research Institute, Department of Water Affairs,
Private Bag X313, Pretoria 0001
ABSTRACT
A large portion of the region with a rainfall of between 600 and 1 100 mm/a has potential for
agricultural intensification, especially pasture intensification.
This and other forms of intensified agricultural land use may significantly reduce the water
yield from this region. The hydrological response to management can be quantified as the cumulative
effect of specific management measures on total evapo-transpiration.
The edaphic environment is an important consideration in scientific catchment management. It
has been decided to study the on-site behaviour of pedo-hydrological response units with special
reference to normal agricultural land use.
A pedo-hydrological response unit is a three-dimensional edaphic system which is relatively
uniform as to its rainfall and energy input and the hydrodynamics of which can be treated as a single
unit.
A simple model of the soil moisture balance of a duplex soil is used to illustrate some
management principles.
Uittreksel
DIE PEDO-HIDROLOGJESE GEDRAGSEENHEID AS 'N BENADERING
IN DIE MODELLERING VAN OPVANGGEBIEDSBESTUUR
'n Groot deel van die landstreek met 'n feenval tussen 600 en 1100 mm I jaar het potensiaal vir
intensiewer landboukundige grondgebruik, veral op die gebied van beweiding. Hierdie en ander vorme
van intensiewe landboukundige grondgebruik kan die wateropbrengs van hierdie gebied belangrik
verminder. Die hidrologiese gevolg van bestuur kan in getalle uitgedruk word as die kumulatiewe
effek wat sekere bestuursmaatreëls het op die totale evapotranspirasie.
Die edafiese omgewing is 'n belangrike oorweging in wetenskaplike opvanggebiedsbestuur.
Daar is besluit om 'n studie te maak van die plaaslike gedrag van pedo-hidrologiese gedragseenhede
met spesifieke verwysing na normale landboukundige grondgebruik.
'n Pedo-hidrologiese gedragseenheid is 'n drie-dimensionele edafiese sisteem wat betrektik
gelykvormig is wat sy reënval en energietoevoer betref en waarvan die hidrodinamiese eienskappe
behandel kan word as 'n enkele eenheid.
'n Eenvoudige model van die grondvogbalans van 'n dupleksgrond word gebruik om enkele
bestuursbeginsels aan te toon.

decree that a catchment must be managed so as to
release all or part of the water for use outside of it.
For the purpose of this paper, catchment This has led to a system where a permit is required
management is defined as the management of soils to plant areas not previously under plantation to
and vegetation with special reference to the water exotic trees. In principle, a similar system may be
yield of a river at some point downstream. The extended to other forms of land use, if this is
hydrological response to management is quantified considered to be in the national interest.
as the effect a specific management measure has on
At present a variety of hydrological models is
total evapo-transpiration. Catchment management used in order to predict the behaviour of stream
in South Africa has mainly been concerned with flow. Traditionally, simple models have been
mountain catchments associated with their calibrated against a known uniform stream flow
afforestation potential. We have estimated that record. The parameters used to describe the
approximately 60% of the total annual run-off in physical environment in these models, although, in
rivers may be expected from the area with a mean theory, relating to actual physical characteristics,
precipitation of between 600 and 1 100 mm/a. The merely serve as regulators in order to obtain the
greater part of this area has a potential for correct solution. The situation is, however, more
agricultural intensification, especially in the field of difficult if changes in catchment management
pastoral land' use. Veld management, veld practices occur in ungauged sections of a
reinforcement and planting of pastures may catchment.
seriously reduce the water yield from this area.
Prediction of quantitative effects on river
Agricultural land use is mainly in the hands flow, if certain well defined changes in land use
of individuals and therefore can only benefit from take place, is therefore also difficult. For this
maximum retention of rainfall on the land. reason one must concentrate on the more precise
Furthermore, a land owner is entitled to use all the modelling of the processes involved. Parameters
water falling on his land before it enters a stream, must be related to actual environmental properties.
subject to the provisions of the Water Act (No. 54
These are some of the reasons why the
of 1956). In terms of this Act the Government can Hydrological Research Institute has started
INTRODUCTION
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developing a catchment management model with
special references to normal agricultural land and
water use.
APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
Most hydrological models are of the lumped
type, where the entire catchment is simulated as
being one single block of land with reasonably
constant characteristics such as water-holding
capacity of the soil, soil depth, infiltration capacity
and drainage behaviour.
Soil maps on the other hand, are distributed
models of the edaphic environment and cannot be
used in a lumped model.
The use of complex distributed models is
theoretically possible. However, their use is limited
in practice. This is because the required distributed
input of rainfall and energy, especially on a daily
basis, is not yet readily available. In order to
proceed with the development of catchment
management principles, on a scientific foundation,
it has been decided first of all to investigate the
behaviour of pedo-hydrological response units. A
pedo-hydrological
response
unit
is
a
three-dimensional edaphic system, which is
relatively uniform as to its rainfall and energy input
and the hydrodynamics of which can be treated as
a single unit. A pedo-hydrological response unit
may comprise an entire catena from topslope to
bottomland.
It is also important to realise that land use
and management are only uniform in relatively
small entities of land.
The philosophy behind our approach is that,
if it is possible to model and predict the
hydrological behaviour of certain representative soil
and climate complexes under changing forms of
land use, we can expect to develop sound
management techniques for entire catchments based
on the use of soil maps. However, we know that
the on-site local response of pedo-hydrological
units does not comprehensively represent the
behaviour of entire catchments. Nevertheless, the
units are building stones that must be understood.
In this regard I would like to quote Penman, who
said at a symposium on Forest Hydrology at
Pennsylvania in 1965: "Are we going to put all our
energy in just measuring what happens or shall we
put a little more effort in research to try to find out
why things happen? When we get that answer we
can certainly explain how things happen".
Rainfall and river flow have been measured
and related under a great variety of conditions. The
different forms of evaporation and soil moisture
movement are less easy to measure. It appears that,
so far, they have escaped the statistical grindstones
of traditional hydrology. This has created serious
gaps in the quantitative assessment of important
hydrological processes involved.
The question now arises as to how much
"reasoning" one can expect from a model and to
what extent soil information can be used in such a
model. Management is based on measures that are
known to have certain effects. Whatever a model
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predicts, the qualitative aspects of sound land use
and catchment management can be based on
pooled experience and common sense. Because of
the economic value of water, one must quantify.
This, in the complex situation of an ever-interacting
and unique natural catchment, is beyond our
immediate comprehension.
Computer models help to simulate the
integrated effects of a combination of management
measures.
CONCEPTUAL DESCRIPTION
OF THE MODEL
Land use management can be broadly
grouped into three interacting activities:
1. vegetation cover management (leaf area index,
height, etc.);
2. mechanical soil surface management; and
3.
root zone exploitation.
The effect of each group of measures, on its
own, is usually reasonably well understood. The
quantitative assessment of an integrated effect,
however, is not so easily understood. The soil is the
body where the complex interaction between
vegetation and climate is controlled. The present
model used to simulate some management effects is
illustrated in Fig. 1. It assumes a 600 mm deep
duplex soil on such a slope that some drainage will
take place when saturation is approached. A duplex
soil has been chosen because it is a representative
pedo-hydrological situation of a large portion of
the medium rainfall area. The use of a duplex soil
in this example avoids the difficulty of assessing
continuous deep drainage and capillary rise.
The type and condition of the vegetation cover
in a catchment have a strong influence on the
infiltration rates. Classical research on erosion and
surface run-off, at Pretoria University and
elsewhere, has shown that mean annual surface
run-off can vary from as httle as 4% on grazed
natural veld to 48 % on undisturbed bare soil.
Therefore, in one of the model runs, the daily
infiltration capacity was linked to density of cover
to provide this range. Root extraction and
infiltration are both made to depend on the
moisture content of the root zone.
Eight different annual vegetation cover
regimes have been defined and are given in Fig. 2a.
Cover regime I [leaf area duration (LAD) is 117
days per annum] may represent overgrazed poor
veld whilst cover regime 8 (LAD is 936 days per
annum) may represent a well-managed summer
pasture. The range in estimated potential plant
evaporation from such cover regimes is shown in
Fig. 2c. The range in potential evaporation from
the soil for such regimes, depending mainly on the
amount of net radiation reaching the soil surface, is
shown in Fig. 2b.
Climatic data for Spitzkrantz, near Bethlehem,
have been used.
RESULTS OF SOME SIMULATIONS
The following management measures have
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FIG. 1 - Simple model of soil moisture balance
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been simulated:
A.

The effect of a changing vegetation
density
on the cumulative amounts of water used

This is shown in Fig. 3a for
a
medium-textured soil and in Fig. 3b for a sandy
soil. From these figures the following phenomena
are observed:
Medium-textured soil
1.
Surface run-off decreases from 2 4 % of annual
rainfall on poor veld to less than 6 % on the
better cover.
2.
Soil evaporation is greatly decreased while
interception and plant evaporation increase
proportionally as the vegetative cover improves.
3.
Drainage is zero.
Cover density number
Bedekkingsdigtheidsnommer

Sandy soil
Surface run-off decreases from 31 % of annual
rainfall on poor veld to less than 7,5 % on the
better cover.
The pattern of evaporation is similar to that
for the medium-textured soil.
Drainage increases almost proportionally to
infiltration when the vegetation cover is poor.
If vegetation cover increases (beyond regime
2) drainage becomes almost
constant,
although infiltration increases.

B. The somewhat hypothetical case of increasing
the potential plant evaporation by cover
management alone, without
affecting infiltration
Cumulative total evapo-transpiration and soil
evaporation are illustrated in Fig. 4a and 4b for ^
600 mm deep duplex soil, during a wet and dry
year respectively, under "good veld" and "pasture"
having a relatively slight improvement in cover
density (LAD 625 and 940 days respectively) and a
surface run-off of the order of 6 to 7 %.
From these figures the following phenomena
are observed:
1.
Total
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FIG. 2c - Range of potential plant evaporation for eight
different cover densities
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approximately the same for the two different
covers and total annual river flow would be
relatively unaffected. This is especially so in a
dry year.
The ratio of plant/soil evaporation improved
greatly under the better cover.

DISCUSSION
The most striking features of Fig. 3a and 3b
are that, under increasing cover density, the ratio
between soil and plant evaporation becomes more

Drainage and surface run-off are illustrated in
Fig. 5 for a deep, and a shallow, very sandy duplex
soil under "good veld" conditions during different
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It is seen that, on shallow soils with a low
water-holding capacity, any increase in infiltration
almost proportionally increases drainage, while
total evapo-transpiration [=rainfall - (drainage -|surface run-off)] remains relatively constant. On
deeper soils this trend is only evident in wet years
because drainage ceases in dry years.

C. A change in surface run-off by mechanical
means only, leaving the vegetative
cover more or less constant
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favourable. The same tendency is shown in Fig. 4a
and 4b. These examples therefore show how a poor
veld condition wastes water in the form of excessive
soil evaporation and surface run-off, whereas good
veld or pasture may use more water but is
agriculturally more efficient.
In both years shown in Fig. 4a and 4b, the
drainage component was zero or very low.
Furthermore, the fact that in a wet year the
"pasture" seems to use more water than the "good
veld" is mainly explained by a different storage and
use pattern in the hydrological year concerned and
the different amounts of soil moisture carried over
from the one year to the next. Over a six-year
period it appears that total evapo-transpiration was
dependent on surface management only and
therefore potentially the same. However, soil
evaporation
as
a
fraction
of
total
evapo-transpiration changed from an average of
0,52 under "good veld" to 0,33 under "pasture".
From this point of view it seems that water use
efficiency may be a better criterion than water use
to evaluate a future basis for a permit system.
From a hydrological point of view we are
interested in the possible minimum water yields
from certain pedo-hydrological response units if
one decides to intensify land use to yield maximum
agricultural return.
On the soil shown in Fig. 3a one may expect
all rainfall to be used in evapo-transpiration if
surface run-off could be completely prevented. The
soil shown in Fig. 3b tends to yield a certain
minimum amount of excess water (drainage flux -fsurface run-off). This particular soil has an
extremely low water-holding capacity of 4%.
However, in a higher rainfall region than
Bethlehem a similar situation may be expected on
soils with a much higher water-holding capacity but
still relatively low if compared to the rainfall.
The behaviour of a soil with (relatively) low
water-holding capacity is illustrated in more detail
in Fig. 5.
Here we see that drainage and surface run-off
are directly interrelated. Any change in surface
run-off as a result of improved soil surface
management is largely transformed into a change in
drainage,
leaving
total
evapo-transpiration
relatively unaffected. The response to surface
management on such soils is apparently much
lower than on the soil shown in Fig. 3a or even 3b.
In Fig. 3b we have manipulated the surface
run-off simultaneously with the cover whereas in
Fig. 5 the cover, and therefore evapo-transpiration
demand, was kept constant.
Comparing the results of Fig. 3b and Fig. 5
leads us to the conclusion that the hydrological
response of a given pedo-hydrological unit depends
very much on the delicate balance between supply
and demand of soil moisture, particularly with
regard to the distribution pattern in time and space.
The combined effect of water-holding
capacity, rainfall, energy input and vegetation, on
minimum water yields, is the intriguing subject of
future research with the model.
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FIG. 5 - Relation between annual drainage and surface run-off
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CONCLUSION
The first approximation of a soil model used
to demonstrate the hydrological response to some
management measures is an extremely simple one
and no doubt one could challenge some of its
results. The model has not yet been tested against
lysimeter data and field trials, but it is hoped to do
this in the near future. However, it does quantify a
few of the aspects of catchment management that
are reasonably well known in a qualitative sense.
In the above examples a duplex soil in a
sub-humid to semi-arid summer rainfall area has
been used. On such pedo-hydrological response
units the root zone usually extends to, and is
limited by, the semi-permeable layer. Cover
management, as associated with different rooting
patterns, most probably does not have a large effect
on the efficiency of root zone exploitation. On such
soils it usually does not matter what is planted; the
total water use is mainly dependent on the
infiltration regime maintained, provided the
drainage component is low.
Many traditional works on catchment
management
advocate
the
planting
of
shallow-rooted plants in order to save water.
However, such statements must be qualified. Root
zone management has an important effect on water
use and river flow only where the soils are deep
and the moisture regime is characterised by a
significant deep percolation component.
In order to refine catchment management to a
quantitative evaluation of different soil series and
depth phases, we require quantitative analyses on
hydrodynamic soils characteristics such as drainage
behaviour, bare soil evaporation and the interaction
between vegetative cover, infiltration and root
extraction patterns. Nevertheless, the model thus
far has strengthened our belief that the
pedo-hydrological response unit approach to
catchment management can help to fill some
important gaps in our understanding and
management of soil, plant and water resources under
the great variety of edaphic and climatic conditions
found in South Africa's water-yielding areas.
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TWO NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION TECHNIQUES
ADAPTED TO THE SOIL MOISTURE
RETENTION CURVE
D.P. TURNER and M.E. SUMNER
Department of Soil Science and Agrometeorology,
University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg 3201
ABSTRACT
Effective numerical approximation of the soil moisture retention curve was obtained using both
non-linear regression and the spline function. Firstly, three and four parameter equations of the form
Y = A exp (BX + C X ^ . . . . ) were fitted to 6 and 8 points. Effective numerical approximation was
obtained with the three parameter equation where correlation coefficients were generally better than
0,99 for 10 selected examples. However, numerical approximation was improved using the four
parameter equation where correlation coefficients were better than 0,995. Suitable equations of this
type have considerable use in many aspects of soil water retention studies, but particularly in
soil-plant-water relationships and in modelling water infiltration on a catchment scale. Numerical
approximation using the spline function was always superior to either of the two equations above.
The spline function is readily adaptable to many functions commonly used in soil science where
precision in numerical approximation is desired.
Numerical approximation was performed on the retention curve between moisture saturation
(-0,1 J/kg) and -1 500 J/kg. Differences between calculated and measured values were largest near air
entry potentials (-1 J/kg) where a rapid change in the shape of the curve occurs. Examples quoted in
this paper are extreme cases to test numerical approximation. It is suggested that numerical
approximation could be improved by considering only potentials numerically greater than air entry
value without loss in essential curve detail.

AANPASSING

Uiltreksel
VAN TWEE NUMERIESE BENADERINGSTEGNIEKE
DIE
GRONDVOGRETENSIEKURWE

BY

Effektiewe numeriese benadering van die kurwe van grondvogretensie was behaal met behulp
van 'n nie-gelyklynige regressietegniek en die lalfunksie.
Eerstens was 'n drie en vier
parameter-vergelyking van die vorm Y ^ A exp (BX-\- CX}....)
aan 6 en 8 punte gekoppel.
Effektiewe numeriese benadering was behaal met 'n drie parameter-vergelyking
waar die
korrelasiekoëffisiënt vanaf 0,96 gestrek het, maar uit 10 gekose monsters was dit gewoonlik beter as
0,99. Nietemin, die numeriese benadering was verbeter deur 'n vier parameter-vergelyking te gebruik
met korrelasiekoëffisiënte beter as 0,995. Geskikte vergelykings van hierdie aard het aansienlike
gebruike in baie aspekte van grondvogretensiestudies, maar veral in
grond-plant-water-verhoudinge,
asook die daarstelling van waterinfiltrasiemodelle vir opvanggebiede. Deur die gebruik van die
latfunksie is 'n meer noukeurige numeriese benadering bereik as in enigeen van die twee vergelykings
hierbo genoem. Die latfunksie kan maklik aangepas word vir baie funksies waar noukeurigheid in die
numeriese benadering wenslik is.
Numeriese benadering was op die vogretensiekurwe tussen vogversadigingspunt (-0,1 Jjkg) en
-1500 J/kg bereken. Die grootste verskille tussen berekende en bepaalde waardes het naby die
lugindringingspotensiaal (-1 J/kg) voorgekom, waar 'n merkwaardige verandering in die vorm van die
kurwe plaasgevind het. Voorbeelde wat in hierdie referaat aangehaal is, is van die uiterste gevalle ten
einde numeriese benadering te toets. Dit word voorgestel dat numeriese benaderings verbeter kan
word deur net potensiale groter as die lugindringingspotensiaal te gebruik sender om noodsaaklik'e
detail te verloor.

INTRODUCTION
In the field of soil water science the soil
moisture characteristic plays a very central role. It
has bearing on many aspects of soil plant water
relations, including water infiltration and drainage,
irrigation agriculture, and hydrology.
Soil
physicists have devoted much research to analysis
of soil water movement adopting either an
analytical approach (Philip, 1969) or computer
simulation modelling (Hillel, 1977).
The dependant in each approach is the soil
moisture characteristic function required to define
both the relation between water content and
pressure potential, and to define hydraulic
conductivity or diffusivity. Where appropriate
numerical values of the soil water parameters are
known, these modelling or analytical techniques

could prove valuable in solving soil water flow
problems. However, soil hydraulic conductivity is
seldom accurately known. To circumvent this
difficulty two separate, but nevertheless widely
accepted equations (Brooks & Corey, 1969; Green
& Corey, 1971) have been used to calculate the
hydraulic conductivity function from the soil
moisture characteristic. Furthermore, there is a
demand for soil moisture retention data in
irrigation agriculture, in the study of soil plant
water depletion patterns, in scheduling and
modelling irrigation and in hydrology. To facilitate
their use it would thus seem of great value to
represent individual soil moisture characteristic
curves by accurately fitted empirical functions. The
main purpose for the use of approximating
functions is to represent a set of known data by
means of simple and elementary functions, so that
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unknown values can be deduced, as well as to
perform many common operations such as
differentiation and integration.
Many aspects of soil science remain largely
empirical because soil is such a complex system. In
this context numerical approximation can and
probably has found very beneficial use. Interest in
numerical approximation should then not be
restricted to the example of the soil moisture
retention curve as illustrated in this paper.
It is felt, in view of the general inadequacy of
data in the field of soil moisture retention, that the
broader use of these data when presented solely in
graphical form, is of restricted value. With these
sentiments in mind an attempt has been made to
improve their adaptability to many other avenues
of soil, plant and hydrological sciences where they
may be applicable.
Two possible approaches considered for
individual soil moisture retention curves are
outlined below:
(i) An equation has been fitted to each curve by
means of non-linear least squares regression
(Erasmus, 1975);
(ii) similarly, a spline function approximation
(Erh, 1972) has been obtained for each curve.
NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION OF
INDIVIDUAL SOIL MOISTURE
RETENTION CURVES
The first method of numerical approximation
utilizes a non-linear least squares regression
technique which fits an equation of the form:
Y = A exp (BX -f C X 2 . . . . )
(1)
where Y is the dependent variable (moisture
content);
X is the independent variable (pressure
potential);
A, B, C . . . are empirically fitted constants.
An equation of this form approximates the
general shape of the moisture retention curve. It is,
however, not necessarily implied that equations of
this type are the only or most suitable form to fit
observed data. A non-linear least squares regression
computer programme (Erasmus, 1975) was used to
evaluate empirically fitted constants. Subsequent
programme development, using a more general
equation, has led to the possibility that other forms
of equation could be considered (Erasmus, K.T.,
1978 - personal communication*).
The second technique has utilized the spline**
function approximation (Erh, 1972) and differs
from the regression fitting technique in that it does
not produce a single unique equation. In contrast
the spline numerical approximation provides n-1
equations to any n given points. Since this
technique is a relatively recent and different
approach to numerical analysis (Erh, 1972), it is
briefly outlined below. The technique has been
successfully applied by Nielsen, Biggar & Erh
* Department of Soil Science and Agrotneteorology, University
of Natal, Pietermaritzburg 3201
** Spline is a condensation of 'split line'

(1973) to faciUtate analysis of spacial variability in
field-measured soil water properties and holds
promise for more general use.
The mathematical spline can be likened to a
draftsman's device used for drawing smooth curves
through a set of specified points. The mathematical
spline replaces the draftsman's curve by a set of
piecewise polynomials of the third degree, one
polynomial for each interval between co-ordinates.
Erh (1972) defines three restricting conditions for a
cubic spline function. Implicit in two of these
conditions is that successive polynomials have
continuous derivatives at their junction points
(common co-ordinates). The third condition
permits solution, by means of a simple algorithm,
of constants for each polynomial. A simple fortran
computer programme utilizing this algorithm
together with a test example is available from the
authors. The programme calculates the empirical
constants, m. One such constant is associated with
each polynomial. ,
Consider an arbitrary function over an
interval: a ^ X ^ b , which is subdivided into n
divisions:
a = Xo < X i <
<Xn.. <Xn = b
(2)
with n + 1 corresponding real numbers yo, y i ,
^n-i' ^nThe cubic spline function over the interval
[Xj, Xj + J1
can be approximated by equation (3). The significance
of terms used in equation (3) is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Yi(X) = [(Xj + , - X)^mj + (6Yj - h?mi) (Xj + , - X) +
(X - Xi)^mi + , + (6Yi ^., -h|mj + , ) (X - Xi)]/6hj...(3)
fori = 0, 1,.... n-1.
In equation (3) Xj and Yj are known
X hes in the interval Xj, X| +j for which a value
of Y|(X) is required;
h, the distance over successive intervals, is defined
ashj = (X. + , - X i ) ;
mj are constants.
Criticism has been levelled at this technique
(Swartzendruber & Ahuja, 1973; 1974) in that the
approximation has no degrees of freedom for error.

FIG. 1 - Schematic representation of terms used in the spline
function
FIG. 1 - Skematiese voorstelling van terme wat in die latfunksie
gebruik is
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The resultant approximation passes directly
through each point, whether this point be accurate
or not. Swartzendruber & Ahuja (1973; 1974)
rightly claim that experimental points are seldom, if
ever, devoid of error. Erh (1973; 1974) has replied
to this criticism by stating that where the
experimentalist has no good reason to suspect
inaccuracy of observed data the spline function
approximation provides a convenient method of
numerically manipulating these data. Viewed in this
light it is of value to the experimentalist.

natural log transformation of the X-vanate
(pressure potential). For brevity these transformed
values of X are not quoted.
The fitting of a mathematical equation to a
given function would generally be performed with a
specific purpose in mind. The accuracy of the
resultant equations would then be judged according
to the specific requirements or circumstances for
which the fitted equations are to be used. On
assessing these requirements the researcher may
then choose to accept (or reject) the accuracy of the
fitted equation and the computational convenience
and simplicity associated with its use.
If this purpose were concerned with some
aspect of infiltration or soil water drainage that
portion of the curve approaching saturation would
be of greatest interest. The resultant equation
should accurately reflect measured data in this
region of the curve, while differences at numerically
large negative pressure potentials could well be
tolerated. Of course, due consideration should be
directed to the practically attainable accuracy and
reproducibility in the measurement phase.
In contrast, agronomists would largely be
interested in that section of the moisture retention
curve between approximately -10 kPa . and
-ISOOkPa. The required accuracy in fitting, and
indeed of measurement, could well be somewhat

DISCUSSION
To test and compare the suitability of these
two techniques of numerical approximation, ten
random examples were examined. The trends in
these, and other examples, are well represented by
the numerical approximation of the retention curve
from a Zwagershoek series (Griffin form. Table 1).
Two equations, fitting 3 and 4 constants
respectively, by non-linear regression (constants are
labelled A, B, C and D) and parameters evaluated
for the spline function approximation (labelled m)
are quoted in Table 1. Eight pairs of values shown
as 'measured X' and 'measured Y' in Table 1, were
used to plot each moisture retention curve. The
curve has pressure potential plotted on a log scale
(Fig. 2) and the equations of Table 1 utilize a

TABLE 1 - Constants fitted by 2 non-linear regression equations, and the spline function, to the soil moisture retention curve of a
Zwagershoek series, A horizon. The retention curve is from an undisturbed clod sample. The difference (A) between measured and
calculated Y is tabulated
TABEL I - Beraamde konstante vir 2 nie-gelyklynige vergelykings en die latfunksie vanaf die grondvogretensiekurwe van 'n
Zwagershoekserie, A-horison. Die retensiekurwe is van 'n onversteurde monster. Die afwyking (/\) tussen bepaalde en beraamde Y
is aangedui
Zwagershoek series/ Serie
Equation/ Vergelyking

Site/ Terrein No. 1
A exp (BX + CX^)
Y = A exp
Fitted values/ Gepast e
waardes
A 57,8164
B -0,0977
C
0,0017

Refer to Fig. 2
Verwys na Fig. 2

Measured/ Bepaalde X
kPa
millibars*
0,1
1
3
10
30
100
500
1500

1
10
30
100
300
1000
5 000
15 000

Measured Y
Bepaalde Y
56,3
51,0
40,7
37,2
34,5
31,8
29,5
26,1

By nterpolation from graph
Deur interpolasie vanaf grafiek
X
Y
0,3
3
55,6
17
46,5
1,7
5,5
55
39,3
17,3
173
35,8
54,7
547
33,0
223,6
2 236
30,8
866,0
8 660
28,1

Correlation coefficient
Korrelasiekoëffiën t
R 0,986
Calculated Y
Beraamde Y

A

Top soil clods/ Bogrondkluite
Spline function/ Latfunksie

(BX-I-CX^+DX')
Fitted values/ Gepaste
waardes
A 57,2296
B -0,0746
C -0,0049
D
0,0004
Correlation coefficient
Korrelasiekoëffiënt
R 0,988
Calculated Y
A
Beraamde Y

m„ m,
« 2

m.
m,
m,
m6

m,

0,0
-12,4166
12,2417
-2,3805
0,1746
1,9719
-5.5346

Calculated Y
Beraamde Y

A

57,8
46,6
42,3
38,2
35,0
31,9
28,5
26,5

-1,5
4,4
-1,6
-1,0
-0,5
-0,1
1,0
-0,4

57,2
47,2
42,7
38,3
34,7
31,5
28,2
26,8

0,9
3,7
-2,0
-1,1
-0,2
0,3
1,2
-0,7

Calculated Y
Beraamde Y

A

Calculated Y
Beraamde Y

A

Calculated Y
Beraamde Y

A

51,8
44,4
40,2
36,6
33,4
30,1
27,4

3,8
2,1
-0,9
-0,8
-0,4
0,7
0,7

52,2
44,9
40,4
36,4
33,0
29,7
27,5

3,4
1,6
1,1
0,6
0,0
1,1
0,6

57,7
45,8
38,0
36,0
33,0
31,2
28,2

2,1
0,7
1,3
0,2
0,0
-0,3
•0,1

Equal to
measured Y
Gelyk aan
bepaalde Y

Calculations are based on pressure potential (X) in millibars. A natural log transformation has been used
Beramings is gebaseer op drukpotensiaal (X) in millibar, 'n Natuurlike log-lransformasie is gebruik
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less than that demanded in infiltration or drainage
studies.
Since 8 pairs of values have been measured,
the fitting of 3 and 4 parameter equations is
probably most expedient. It is clear from Table 1
that regression equations show greatest differences
between measured and calculated Y at pressure
potentials approaching saturation. Differences at
-1 500 kPa are relatively small. It would appear that
an equation of the type Y = A exp (BX -f CXO
(4)
is sufficiently accurate for most agronomic
purposes. Improved accuracy was, however, always
obtained when the fitted equation was of the form
Y = A exp (BX + CX' + DX^)

(5)

The improvement was greatest for pressure
potentials approaching zero (moisture saturation).
The spline numerical approximation was
invariably superior to either equations 4 or 5 and
passed directly through measured co-ordinates.
From the foregoing the spline function shows
greatest deviation midway between these measured
co-ordinates. These midpoint deviations* obtained
by graphical interpolation are shown in the lower
portion of Table 1. The spline function is again
superior to the equations 4 and 5. It does, however,
have the following slight disadvantage. Whereas
equations 4 and 5 describe the full curve with a
single equation, it is necessary when using the
* The values 0,3,' 1,7," 5,5 . . . are the midpoints of 0,1", 1,0; 3,
. . . on a natural log scale (Table 1)
Ml

1—I

I M ijij

spline approximation, to establish the interval in
which the required X lies prior to the calculation of
Yj(X). For example, from Table 1 a pressure
potential of -5,5 kPa lies in the interval i = 3. This
step requires longer calculation times, but improved
numerical approximation could offset this
disadvantage.
Ineffectual fitting of numerical approximation
is most apparent at those pressure potentials
approaching moisture saturation. To a certain
extent the problem arises from mathematical
difficulties at the inflection point in the moisture
retention curve astride the air-entry value. This
problem can be overcome by considering the soil
saturated until pressure potential decreases beyond
air-entry value (Brooks & Corey, 1964; Laliberte,
Corey & Brooks, 1966; Rogowski, 1971). Some
other equation (e.g. Y = Y saturation) could be
used between zero pressure potential and the
air-entry potential, thus reducing the influence of
the inflection point on numerical approximation. It
would then be a relatively simple matter to alter
computer programmes slightly to consider only
those negative potentials numerically greater than
air-entry value. Improved precision in the fitting
techniques could then be expected. For Fig. 2
air-entry potential would be arbitrarily set at
-1 kPa.
Ultimately a decision regarding the suitability
of numerical approximation would hinge on the
reasons for the approximation, those errors which
could be acceptable, particularly over certain
critical sections of the curve, and the degree of
precision in sampling and measurement that can
1—I

I ' I MM

"Fl
Top soil clods
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=
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FIG. 2 - Soil moisture retention curve for a Zwagershoek series, Cedara
FIG. 2 - Grondvogrelensiekurwe van 'n Zwagershoekserie, Cedara
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-10000

I

reasonably be attained. In the foregoing, two
methods of numerical approximation of the soil
moisture retention curve have been evaluated. It is
clear that each could find application to many
aspects of agriculture and hydrology.
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THE APPLICATION OF A MOISTURE BUDGET
IN DETERMINING MAIZE YIELD POTENTIAL
A.L. DU PISANI
Soil and Irrigation Research Institute, Private Bag X79, Pretoria 0001
ABSTRACT
This paper describes a simple moisture budget model used to predict maize yields. The results
of a test of the model to predict actual yields of PPxK64r maize grown at Potchefstroom are given
and it was shown to give quite accurate predictions. The model was then run using seventeen years of
climatic data for Bethlehem, Potchefstroom and Glen using eight different planting dates and
postulating four soil water-holding capacities. The results show how these localities compare with one
another with regard to attainable yields and optimum planting dates. This model is regarded as being
suitable for a number of purposes from agroclimatic mapping of rainfall effectiveness to farm
planning.
Uittreksel
DIE TOEPASSING VAN 'N VOGBALANS OM
MIEUEOPBRENGSPOTENSIAAL TE BEPAAL
Hierdie referaat beskryf 'n eenvoudige vogbalansmodel wat gebruik is om mielieopbrengste te
voorspel. Die resultate word aangegee van 'n toets van die model met werklike opbrengste van
PPxK64r-mielies te Potchefstroom. Die resultate toon dat die model tot redelik akkurate voorspellings
in staat is. Die model is verder gebruik met historiese weerdata van Glen, Potchefstroom en
Bethlehem. Daar is van agt plantdatums en vier grondvoghouvermoëns gebruik gemaak in die
simulasie. Die resultate gee 'n duidelik beeld van hoe hierdie plekke verskil ten opsigte van verwagte
opbrengste en beste plantdatums. Hierdie model word geskik geag om die vogvoorsieningspotensiaal
van natuurlike reënval ten opsigte van mielieproduksie te bepaal, te help met landgebruiksbeplanning
en ook om die boer te help om plantdatums te kies.

INTRODUCTION
Actual grain yield of maize is determined by
numerous factors, both edaphic and climatic. These
factors have been combined in models of varying
sophistication to calculate or predict maize yields.
In this context the models of Duncan, Loomis,
Williams & Hanau (1967), Lemon, Stewart &
Shawcroft (1971) and De Jager (1974) can be
classified as sophisticated, those of Crafford & Nott
(1970) and Möhr (1977) as simple and those of
Stewart, Misra, Pruitt & Hagan (1975) and Du
Pisani (1977) as somewhere in between. This paper
reports the rationale behind the latter model, as
well as describing some tests and applications
thereof.
PROCEDURE
The versatile moisture budget model
developed previously (Du Pisani, 1977) was used to
calculate moisture stress days during the growing
season for maize. This model uses daily Class A
pan evaporation and rainfall in a soil moisture
budget to calculate daily soil moisture content. If a
prediction for a specific crop at a specific locality
has to be made, the measured soil water-holding
capacity is used. For general climatic mapping
purposes a range of water-holding capacities from
50 to 200 mm is usually assumed. A moisture stress
day is defined as a day when the soil moisture
content is at or below permanent wilting
percentage, e.g. all available soil moisture has been
removed.
To increase the usefulness of the model, it was
decided to use the values of the parameters in the

model to calculate maize yields. The approach used
was the following:
(i) Potential yield, i.e. yield when no moisture
stress is encountered, is considered to be
linearly
related
to
total
potential
evapotranspiration for the total growth period
(viz Stewart et al., 1975).
(ii) Actual yield is then considered to be a
function of potential yield and the number of
moisture stress days.
To test the usefulness of this method, the
actual yield of PPxK64r maize for eight consecutive
growing seasons (1959 to 1967) was obtained. The
maize was grown on the same location under the
same
tillage
and
fertilization
practices.
Monoculture was practised and the plant density
was 11675 plants/ha. During these eight seasons
the yield varied from 0 to 4 575 kg/ ha, with a mean
value of 2 259 kg/ ha. Luckily, it was found that the
season with the highest yield also did not exhibit
any moisture stress days and this fact was used to
obtain the linear relationship between potential
yield (PY) and total potential evapotranspiration
(TPET), which is as follows:
PY=.3^

X 4 575 kg/ha

Using different functions to describe the effect
of moisture stress days on ultimate yield, it was
soon apparent that the time of occurrence of a
moisture stress day during the growing season had
a profound effect. In fact the best fit with actual
yield was found when only moisture stress days
during the period of 70-100 days after planting
were taken into account. The best estimate of
actual yield or realisable grain yield (RGY) was
found by using the equation:
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RGY = PY

0,88 MSD

where MSD = number of moisture stress
days for the period 70-100
days after planting.

6000-

The calculated and actual experimental yields
for the eight seasons are given in Table 1.

-§5 000-

TABLE I - Actual and calculated yields of PPxK64r maize for
eight growing seasons
TABEL I - Werklike en berekende opbrengste van PPxK64rmielies vir agl groeiseisoene
Growing season
Groeiseisoen

|4000-

Yield in kg/halOpbrengs in kg/ha
Actual/ tVerklik
Calculated/ Bereken
<1

1959/60
1960/61
1961/62
1962/63
1963/64
1964/65
1965/66
1966/67

4 575
2394
3 040
2055
953
0
3 283
1769

4 576
809
3 252
1591
1982
105
3 052
2 564

Mean/ Gemiddeld

2 259

2 241

Mean deviation/ Gemiddelde afwyking
Standard error oi e%i\maxsI Standaardfout van berekening

13000X Glen
© Potchefstroom
. Bethlehem
o2000h

a

552,84
752,33
1000

The results in Table 1 indicate the degree of
confidence with which the yield predictions of the
model can be used, it gives a mean deviation of
only 553 kg/ha over a wide range of yield values.
A computer program, P/MIELIE/TOEPAS,
was then written by the author which uses historic
climatic data to calculate potential and actual
yields. A range of planting dates from 1 September
until 15 December, in half-monthly intervals, is
used, as well as a range of soil water-holding
capacities from 50 to 200 mm, with 50 mm
intervals. This program, which is available on
request, was run using 17 years of daily Class A
pan and rainfall data from Potchefstroom,
Bethlehem and Glen. These stations represent a
wide range of climatic conditions from the dry, hot
central O.F.S. to the somewhat wetter western
Transvaal and the cooler and wetter north-eastern
O.F.S.

—

"^

Planting date/ Plantdatum
FIG. 1 - Yield potential for PPxK64r maize
FIG. I - Opbrengspotensiaal vir PPxK64r-mielies

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The computer program calculated mean
values for the 17 years, 1959-1976, of potential
yield as well as actual realisable grain yield for each
water-holding capacity (designated RGY 50,
RGY 100, RGY 150 and RGY 200) and for each
planting date. The summarised results are given in
Table 2.

TABLE 2 - The yield potential for PPxK64r maize as well as realisable grain yield (RGY) for soils with different available water
contents
TABEL 2 - Die opbrengspotensiaal sowel as realiseerbare graanopbrengs (RGY) van PPxK64r-mielies vir gronde met verskillende
beskikbare waterinhoude
Parameter
Yield potential
Opbrengspo tensiaal
(kg/ha)
RGY 50
(kg/ha)
RGY 100
(kg/ha)
RGY 150
(kg/ha)
RGY 200
(kg/ha)

Place/ Plek
Potchefstroom
Bethlehem
Glen
Potchefstroom
Bethlehem
Glen
Potchefstroom
Bethlehem
Glen
Potchefstroom
Bethlehem
Glen
Potchefstroom
Bethlehem
Glen

Planting date/ Plantdatum
10/15
11/1
11/15

9/1

9/15

10/1

5 079
4 870
6 200
1607
1557
863
2077
2076
1 187
3 041
3 484
1523
4351
4 251
2492

5 173
5 005
6419
1652
1212
595
2 941
2 298
973
4 083
3 702
1564
4 796
4 338
2 703

5 157
5018
6430
1802
1310
514
3 058
2 621
765
4 153
3 531
1 196
4 877
4 610
2 256
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5 051
4941
6 305
1537
1658
631
2427
2681
715
3913
3 580
1 141
4 783
4 554
2 131

4 878
4 820
6015
1887
2 259
1096
2 935
3 251
1270
3 967
3 788
1834
4615
4 525
2 738

4 706
4 698
5 723
2 397
2 433
1655
3001
3 209
1 716
4 086
4 007
2 176
4616
4 525
3 006

12/1

12/15

4 468
4445
5 287
1701
1366
1345
2 824
2 836
1823
3 844
3 736
2 449
4 323
4 185
3 088

4 168
4 144
4 840
1755
1426
1723
2 803
2 646
2174
3 691
3 370
2 631
3 928
4 092
3 588

Since Table 2 has no less than 120 yield
values, and a discussion of these values in depth
could take up a whole volume, only a few salient
matters will be discussed in this paper:

These figures show how actual yield is
influenced by soil moisture-holding capacity
(SMC), planting date and locality (climate). For
any specific SMC value, the actual yield at
Potchefstroom is usually slightly higher than at
Bethlehem, with Glen a poor third. Optimum or
"best" planting dates when highest yield can be
expected, tend to become earlier with higher SMC
values at Potchefstroom and Bethlehem, but at
Glen, however, the latest planting date, i.e. 15
December, gives the highest yield in all cases. This
is not surprising if the fact is taken into
consideration that March, and not January, is the
month with the highest and most reliable rainfall at
Glen. Antoher surprising fact is the predicted better
yields at Potchefstroom in relation to Bethlehem,
although the mean annual rainfall at the latter is
almost 100 mm more than at the former.
Apparently the distribution of rainfall at
Potchefstroom is concentrated over a shorter
period in the summer months, thus giving the
opportunity to the producer to select a planting
date which gives higher maize yields than at
Bethlehem, given the same SMC.
Another and not so surprising fact which
emerges when studying Fig. 2 to 5 is that the
variation of yield with planting date tends to lessen
with higher SMC values. This is because the higher

/. Yield potential
Yield potential in this context is the mean
maximum attainable yield for this hybrid
(PPxK64r) when no moisture stress is encountered.
The variation of potential yield (PY) with planting
date is illustrated in Fig. 1. For all three stations
the potential increases from 1 September, reaches a
maximum somewhere between 15 September and 1
October and then decreases, slowly at first, but
more rapidly later. There are only slight differences
in the yield potentials of Potchefstroom and
Bethlehem, with Potchefstroom just edging out
Bethlehem. At Glen, the potential yield is about
25 % higher than at the other two localities.
2. Realisable grain yield
The variations'mean realisable grain yields for
the different soil water-holding capacities (RGY 50,
RGYIOO, RGY 150, RGY 200) with planting date
are illustrated in Fig. 2, 3, 4 and 5.

600C-

6000-

5000-

500C-

X Glen

X Glen

©

Potchefstroom

©

•(-

Bethlehem

-f Bethlehem

Potchefstroom

4000-

4000-

o
^3000O

2000-

1000

o
oX
—
=:
Planting date/ Plantdatum

<>

o\

FIG. 2 - Variation of RGY 50 with planting date
FIG. 2 - Variasie van RGY50 met plantdatum

oT
2
2
Planting date/ Plantdatum

FIG. 3 - Variation of RGY 100 with planting date
FIG. 3 - Variasie van RG Y100 met plantdatum
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TABLE 3 - Percentage of potential yield realised on soils with different water-holding capacities under natural rainfall conditions
for PPxK64r maize
TABEL 3 - Persentasie van polensiele opbrengs gerealiseerd op gronde met verskillende grondvogkapasiteite onder natuurlike
reënvalloeslande vir PPxK64r-mielies
SUM
•riTs'v

Soil water capacity
Grondvogkapasiteit
(mm)

Place/ Plek

Potchefstroom
Bethlehem
Glen
Potchefstroom
Bethlehem
Glen
Potchefstroom
Bethlehem
Glen
Potchefstroom
Bethlehem
Glen

50
100
150
200

'. •.•'•

9/1

9/15

Planting date/ Plantdatum
10/1
10/15
11/1
11/15

31,6
32,0
13,9
40,9
42,6
19,1
59,9
71,5
24,6
85,7
87,3
40,2

31,9
24,2
9,3
56,9
45,9
15,2
78,9
74,0
24,4
92,7
86,7
42,1

34,9
26,1
8,0
59,3
52,2
11,9
80,5
70,4
18,6
94,6
91,9
35,1

available soil moisture enables the crop to
withstand dry spells much better.
Realisable grain yield can also be expressed as
a percentage of the potential yield. This is a
measure of the ability of the natural rainfall to
fulfil the water needs of the maize crop. It also
gives an indication of the yield increase which can
be affected by changing from dryland to irrigated
agriculture. In Table 3 the mean realisable grain

38,7
46,9
18,2
60,2
67,4
21,1
81,3
78,6
30,5
94,6
93,9
45,5

30,4
33,6
10,0
48,0
54,3
11,3
77,5
72,5
18,1
94,7
92,2
33,8

50,9
51,8
28,9
63,8
68,3
30,0
86,8
85,3
38,0
98,1
96,3
52,5

12/1

12/15

38,1
30,7
25,4
63,2
63,8
34,5
86,0
84,0
46,3
96,8
94,2
58,4

42,2
34,4
35,6
67,4
63,9
44,9
88,8
81,3
54,4
94,5
98,7
74,1

yield is given as a percentage of the potential yield
for each specific planting date and SMC value.
The results in Table 3 show that the mean
realisable grain yield at Glen can vary from 8 to
74% of the potential yield, depending upon SMC
and planting date. At Potchefstroom, on the other
hand, it varies from 31,6 to 98,1%. For an SMC
value of 200 mm, the mean percentage is over 85 %
for any planting date, but by planting after 1

6000
X Glen

X Glen
©

Potchefstroom

O

Potchefstroom

+

Bethlehem

+

Bethlehem

5000

4000
in

rt

>- oS

3000-

2000-

1000-

Planting date/ Plantdatum
FIG. 4 - Variation of RGY 150 with planting date
FIG. 4 - Variasie van RG Y 150 met plantdatum

Planting date/ Plantdatum
FIG. 5 - Variation of RGY 200 with planting date
FIG. 5 - Variasie van RGY 200 met plantdatum
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October, the percentage is closer to 95 and higher.
Another interesting fact is that, although the
highest percentage of 98,1 is obtained when
planting on 15 November, the highest yield in terms
of kg/ ha is to be had when planting on 1 October.
This is because the potential yield starts decreasing
rapidly after 1 October.
CONCLUSION
The discussion above, which only skimmed
the surface of the results of Table 2, shows what a
useful tool this simple moisture budget model is. It
can be used to (i) determine the moisture supply
potential of natural rainfall with regard to maize
production, (ii) and in land use planning to choose
soils suited to maize production and (iii) as an aid
to the farmer in deciding on planting dates for
maize.
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